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These Field Service Regulations (regiment-battalion) set forth-

the basic precepts for the preparation, organization, and conduct of

battle by the regiment and battalion. They govern all the arms.

The organization and conduct of operations by battalions and regi-

ments of the tank and mechanized troops and by the cavalry regiment

are carried out in conformity with the instructions set forth in

these Regulations. Peculiarities of the operations of these regiments

and battalions, moreover, are set forth in special sections.
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SECRET

ORDER

OF THE MINISTER OF DEFENSE OF THE USSR

No. 065

10 April 1953 Moscow

1. The Field Service Regulations of the Soviet Army (regiment-

battalion) set forth herein are now in effect.

2. The Combat Regulations for Infantry of the Red Army, 1942,

part 2 (battalion, regiment),.and the Combat Regulations for Tank

and Mechanized Troops, 1944, part 2 (battalion, regiment, bri-

gade), are herewith superseded.

.Minister of Defense of the USSR

Marshal of the Soviet Union

N. A. Bulganin
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In the original Russian text this was a blank page, except for the phrase
"448 pages are numbered in this book" appearing at the bottom of the page
between the cover page and the Orderj

Parentheses in the following translation represent parentheses in the ori-
ginal text. Usually they are used to indicate that the doctrine for the first
unit mentioned is the same for the unit mentioned in the parentheses.

In other respects, .too, the format of the translation follows as closely as
possible the format of the original Russian text, except for pagination.

In the translation, additions in square brackets are insertions by the
translators or editors, either explanatory words in English or transliter-
ationt of the original Russian text.

It should be noted that Soviet Army nomenclature as applied to tactical.
units is peculiar in that it has no single word for "unit,, but uses four
different terms, depending on' the size and relative independence of the unit.
There is no exact English equivalent for any of these terms. This peculia-
rity has caused considerable awkwardness in translating the.terms. Three
of these terms have been used in the present texts

a. Soyedineniye is used by the Soviet Army to refer to a corps, a
division, or a brigade. The components may be of a single arm
or of various arms and services. In this translation, the term
soyedineniye has been translated as "large unit".

b. Chast is used by the Soviet Army to designate any unit of regi-
mental or smaller size that is administratively self-contained

and separately numbered, e.g., a rifle regiment, engineer bat-
talion of a rifle division, .or corps signal battalion. In this
translation, the term chast has been translated as "unit".

c. Podrazdeleniye is used by the Soviet Army to refer to a subunit
of a chast. It is a unit which cannot be fully identified nu-
merically except by reference to the larger unit of which it is
a component, e.g., battalions, companies, and platoons of a rifle
regiment; the battalions and batteries of an artillery regiment;
the companies of an engineer or signal battalion. In this trans-
lation, the term Podrazdeleniye has been translated as "small
unit".

The Table of Contents is giv n at the end of the translation, as it appears
in the original Russian tex

8 pages are numbered in this book.



Chapter I
GENERALL PRINCIPLES

1. The regiment plays the principal role in destroying the enemy in modern
combined-arms combat. Victory in combat is dependent upon the successful exe-
cution by the regiment of the combat mission.

The regiment .carries out missions for the destruction of the enemy by em-
ploying heavy fire and maneuver in combination with a decisive attack.

To conduct combat, the regiment is usually reinforced by artillery, tanks,

self-propelled artillery, small units of special troops, and air support.

The most important task for the destruction of the enemy is usually assign-
ed to the rifle and mechanized regiments, which are basic to the organization of
combined-arms .combat and especially of coordination.

In the fulfillment of combat missions by the regiment, the principle bur-
den in modern combined-arms combat falls upon the battalion and company. They
have the leading role in the immediate destruction of the enemy.

The impetuous and persistent actions of the battalion and company in the
offense and their tenacity in the defense are the guarantee of the successful
accomplishment of the combat mission by the regiment.

Combat operations of the regiment (battalion) must be decisive and active
and must be accompanied by swift and daring maneuver in conjunction with the
skillful and complete employment of all weapons.

The peronnel of the .regiment must conduct combat operations with all
their moral and physical strength, must display bravery, stamina, and initi-
ative in combat and an unbending will to victory.

A high political-morale state, rigid military discipline, and combat sol-
idarity, in combination with the excellent training of nersonnel, are the basic
conditions for the achievement of success in combat.

2. Therifle (motorized rifle; mechanized cavalry) reginient is a tactical
unit of combined-arms. It is composed of battalions (in the cavalry, of troops),
small units of regimental artillery, and other small units.

The motorized rifle regiment can be attached to tank regiments as small
units.

3. The rifle (motorized rifle) battalion is a tactical small unit of
combined-arms of a regiment. It is made up of rifle, machine gun, and mortar
companies and other small units.

In order to carry out its combat mission, the rifle (motorized rifle)
battalion must be reinforced with artillery, tanks, self-propelled artillery,
and small units of special troops, and it must have air support.
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A submachine gun battalion is a tacticelcemall unit. In a tark (heavy

tank and self-propell.ed) regiment,' to conduct combat, it is usually attached

to tank btalions or small units. When necessary, a submachine-gun battal-

ion can opcrate as a complete battalion; in this case, it can be reinforced

in the same manner as a rifle battalion.

4. A rifle (motorized rifle, maahanized, cavalry) regiment and rifle

(motorized rifle) battalion can carry on stubborn and prolonged combat under

all conditi onc of terrain and weather, at any time of year, day or night.

In coordin ation with other units and small units, the regiment and bat-

talion have t:e capacity to:

- swI ftly attack and destroy the defending enemy, occupy his positions,

and successfully breakup the attack;

-- fortify the lines (objectives)which have been seized during the

attack;

- surround and destroy the enemy and, in particular, his airborne land-
ings;

- pursue the retreating enemy;

- ma'.e hasty river crossings, seize a bridgehead on the far shore, and

hold it until the .main force of the division (regiment) has crossed;

- stubbornly defend an occupied sector (area) of terrain;

conduct a meeting engagement;

- cover the disengagement and the withdrawal of friendly troops

5. A tank and self-propelled regiment is made up of tank companies, a

battalion of self-propelled artillery, and other small units.

In the offense, a tank and self-propelled regiment,. as a rule, is attach-

ed as small. units to rifle (cavalry) regiments, and battalions (troops) for

their close support.

In defense, some of the small: units of a tank and self-propelled regi-

ment are attached to rifle (cavalry) regiments to reinforce their antitank

defenses, while the remaining small unit' make up the division commander's
tank reserve.

In a meeting engagement, when pursuing. the enemy, and when operating ini

a forward detachment, the tank and self-propelled regiment can be employed as

a comulate regiment. In these instances, it is reinforced with rifle (caval-

sy) and artillery small units and also with small units of special troops, and
it has air sunport.

A tank and self-propelled regimernt, with all or hart of its forces, can

also be employed to repel enemy tank attacks ( counterattacks), destroy his

airborne landings, and cover the withdrawal of a division:



6. A tank regiment (battalion) is a tactical unit (small unit.). It is

made up of tank battalions (companies) and other small units. In coordination

with rifle (motorized rifle, mechanized) and artillery units (small uinits)

and small units of special troops, the tank regiment (battalion) has the capac-

ity tot

- break through, from the march, a hastily occupied enemy defense, destroy

nersonnel and. materiel by a decisive attack and by firepower, and develop a

swift attack in the depths of his defense;

- pursue the retreating enemy;

- occupy favorable lines and .points and hold. them until friendly troops
have arrived;

- repulse enemy tank and infantry attacks and counterattack him; when

necessary, it can stubbornly defend occupied sectors (areas) of terrain;

- conduct a meeting engagement;

- cover the disengagement and withdrawal of friendly troops;

- destroy-enemy irborne. landings.

The tank regiment .(battalion) may be reinforced with heavy tanks, self-

propelled artillery, artilleryi small units of ^recial troops, and also .with

air support. When necessary, motorized rifle small units can be attached to a

regiment (battalion).

In special cases, some of the small units of a tank regiment of a tank
division can be attached to a motorized rifle regiment..

The tank battalion of a mechanized regiment,,as a ule, is attached as

small units to reinforce the motorized rifle battalions of a regiment.

A .separate'tank regiment in the offense.is attached.to rifle large units.

for the close support of the, infantry in the direction of the main attack In

the defense, it is employed as..a tank reserve; some of its small units canl be

attached to. rifle units to reinforce their antitank defense in the most impoit-

ant directions accessible to tanks.,

7. A heav tank and self-propelled (separate heavy tank and self-propelled)
regirent consists of tank battalions, battalions of self-propelled artillery, and

other small units.. It is intended to combat enemy tanks and self-propelled artil-

lery, to destroy..his antitank artillery, and also to neutralize and.. destroy de-

fensive installations. Small. units of a heavy tank and self-propelled regiment

,are usually attached to mechanized (tank,.. motorized rifle) regiments to reinforce

them; they- can also be employed in the capacity of a tank (artillery-antitank)
reserve.

Small units of a separate heavy tank and self-propelled regiment are. attach-
ed to rifle regiments and, in special cases, to mechanized regiments:

In repelling attacks (counterattacks) of la ge ene tank forces, the reg-
iment can be employed as a complete regiment.
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8. A heavy tank battalion and a battalion (artillery battalion) of self-
propelled artillery 'can be attached to a mechanized (tank, motorized rifle,
rifle) regiment as small. units or as a complete battalion.

In a mechanized (tank) division, a heavy tank battalion may comprise the
tank reserve.

A battalion (artillery battalion) of self-propelled artillery, in part or as
a complete battalion, may be located in the tank or the artillery-antitank reserve.

When necessary, small units of self-propelled artillery, operating in the se
cond~echelons and reserves of large units, ican be used for fire, by order of the
senior comander, from indirect firing positions.

9. A regiment (battalion) of amphibious tanks is intended to reinforce large
units and units which are carrying out ceombat'missions involving the forcing of
river crossings, which are conducting operations on laky-marshy terrain, or which
are operating as an amphibious landing force. It is attached to them as. small.
units and sometimes as a complete regiment for the close support of the infantry
operating in the first echelons, in reconnaissance, and in forward detachments:

When necessary, a regiment (battalion) of amphibious tanks can be employed
for the independent execution of combat missions with respect to the reconnais-
sance and seizure of important lines and objectives situated beyond water barriers.
In other cases, the regiment (battalion) is reinforced by small infantry units, ar-
tillery, and special troops.

10. A motorcycle regiment (battalion) is a tactical unit (small un't). It
is made up of battalions (companies) and other small units. Th regiment (batta-
lion) is intended for conducting reconnaissance of the enemy. In addition, it
has the capacity to:.

-- pursue the retreating enemy, destroy headquarters and signal centers, and
disrupt the work of the enemy rear;

-- destroy enemy airborne landings;

-- seize crossings, important lines,, and objectives, and hold them until the
arrival of friendly troops;

-- protect the exposed flanks of friendly troops.

The motorcycle regiment and battalion can carry out reconnaissance missions
operating as an entity or as small units which are designated as reconnaissance
detachments and separate reconnaissance patrols.

Independent of the character of the combat mission to be carried out, the mo-
torcycle regiment and battalion may be reinforced with artillery, tanks, self-
propelled artillery, small units of special troops, and air support.

11. An artillery (mortar) regiment is made up of artillery (mortar) batta-
lions (batteries) of the same or different calibers and of other small units.

The artillery (mortar) battalion is the primary firing and tactical small
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unit of the artillery: It is made up of several batteries of the same or differ-
ent calibers and of other small units.

The artillery (mortar) regiment, as a complete regiment or by battalions, may
be included in the composition of an artillery group; it can also be attached by
battalions or batteries to small rifle (motorized rifle, tank, cavalry) units.

12. An antiaircraft artillery regiment (separate battalion) is the primary
firing and tactical unit of antiaircraft artillery.

The antiaircraft artillery regiment consists of batteries (battalions) of the
same or different calibers and of other small units.

A separate antiaircraft' artillery battalion consists, as a rule, of several
batteries of the same caliber and of other small units.

An antiaircraft regiment (separate battalion) usually is included in the com-
position of an antiaircraft artillery group (subgroup), which is intended to pro-.
tect troops, and important objectives from enemy air strikes and to combat his air
borne landings.

The antiaircraft artillery regiment (separate battalion), in exceptional cases,
may be drawn into combat with the enemy ground forces, mainly his tanks and self-
propelled artillery.

13. The regiment (battalion) takes up a combat formation for the conduo of
battle. The combat formation must be compatible with the purpose of the impending
operations.

The combat formation of an attacking regiment consists of two echelonsoor of
one, an artillery group, aid reserves. When organizing a regiment into two eche-
lons, the first echelon, as a yule, consists of the combat formations of the batta-
lions (troops) which are attacking abreast; one battalion (troop) is usually as-
signed to the second echelon of the regiment.

The combat formation of a regiment in the defense consists of one or two
echelons, an artillery group, an antitank area (in individual cases==twa),and re-
serves. When organizing a combat formation into two echelons- the first echelon,
as a rule, consists of the combat formations of the batta]ions'(troops) which are
defending abreast; one battalion (troop) is usually assigned to the second echelon.

The composition of the regimental echelons, artillery group, antitank area,
and reserves is determined according to the mission and situation.

The combat formation of a rifle (motorized rifle) battalion in the offense
and in the defense consists of two, or one, echelons, a reserve, and the weapons
which remain under the control of the battalion commander.

The first echelon, as a rule, consists of the-combat formations-ofthe rifle
companies, and of tanks, self-propelled artillery, and small units of special
troops; one rifle company is usually assigned to the second echelon.

The second echelon receives combat missions at the same time as the first
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echelon. These missions are outlined in more detail by the regimental (battalion) com-

mander when the second echelon is committed.

The combat. formation of a tank battalion consists of a single echelon and a re-
serve. The echelon includes the combat formations of the tank companies, attached small
units of heavy tanks,. self-propelled artillery, and motorized rifle and sapper small
units.

When organizing the cdmbat formation and' when distributing men and materiel,
there must be no stereotype.

14. The regimental artillery grou. is set up by the division commander to handle
missions in the interests of the Lrifle regiment. It receives the same number as the

regiment and is attached to the regiment.

A regimental artillery group for a tank regiment is designated when the regiment
operates inthe first echelon.

15.. Regimental.and battalion reserves,' as a rule, are created when the combat
formation is organized in one echelon. When operations are conducted in. citiesz in

forests, and in mountainous-wooded terrain, a regimental (bat'talion) reserve may be
created for any organization of the combat formation. The reserve is intended to hai-
dle missions which arise suddenly. In a regiment the reserve usually. consists of a re-
inforced company (in a cavalry regiment-from two platoons to a troop), and in a batta-
lion it consists of a reinforced platoon.

The reserve can be reinforced with artillery, self-propelled artillery, and small
sapper units, and also with tanks when the regiment has heen sufficiently..reinforced.
with them. In a tank regiment (battalion), the reserve- can be reinforced with self
propelled artillery and with motorized rifle and sapper small units.

An artillery-antitank reserve is organized in a regiment in any situation and is
intended to combat enemy tanks and self-propelled artillery. It is composed ofismall
antitank artillery units, gun artillery, and self-propelled artillery, and is rein-
forced with flamethrower units and with small sapper units equipped with mines and
other means of. creating/ obstacles:

In a tank regiment, the artillery-antitank'reserve is organized when the regiment

is reinforced with antitank artillery.

As a rule, a tank reserve is not organized in a regiment. In some instances, it
can be organized by order of the senior commander only after the first and second eche

lons of the regiment 'have been sufficiently reinforced with tanks and self-propelled
artillery.

16. A march support detachment, which is used to construct cross-country routes
and to rebuild roads and bridges along the march route of a regiment;, is organized in

a rifle (motorized rifle, mechanized, tank, cavalry) regiment when attadking, pursuing
and also executing a march. In addition, it can be used to clear obstacles from regi-
mental concentration areas.

'Rifle, sapper, and chemical defense small units and also road construction and
other special vehicles may be included in a march support detachment depending on the
type of combat operations and missions to be carried out.

When necessary, the detachment places route markers in plain sight and, in some
instances, designates guides to indicate the regiment's direction of march.

,ra n YT___________
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17. The regiment (battalion) assumes a march formation to execute a march.
The march formation fiust c.bnform to the plan of. forthcoming operations.

The march formation of a regiment may consist of one two, or three march

columnTs .

The march formation of a battalion and of a cavalry regiMent consists of

one :ch column.

l In order to insure a swi:ft derlo;ment into: a combat formation and the
least vilnerability to enemy artillery fire and air strikes, the regirment,

duri:- the approach to the battlefield, is dispersed in. open formation by bat-
talions (by troops), while the small units in. the battalions follow in onpen
ormtion 6n motor vehicles (armored peersonnel cairiers) or on foot.
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CHAPTER II

COMMND OF REGINENT AND BATTALION

18. Regimental and battalion commanders, depending upon the. amount of time

designated for preparing to accomplish a combat mission,.must so plan their work

in .preparing and organizing combat that commanders of small units are given the

greatest amount of time possible for the same purpose.

All work of regimental and battalion commanders in preparing, organizing,

and carrying out combat operations is conducted secretly and directly on the

terrain.

Regimental and battalion commanders must continuously and thoroughly study

the situation, anticipate it s possible changes and the intentions of the enemy, and

always be ready. to make a sound decision quickly and to give specific missions

to subordinate commanders.

In preparing, organizing, and carrying out combat operations, regimental

and battalion commanders must avoid a: fixed pattern, must always aspire toward

a wide display of creativeness and initiative toward attaining surprise, .and
must persistently develop .these qualities in their subordinates.

19. Widely utilizing available forces' and means for controlling subordi-
nate small units, regimental and battalion commanders must continuously observe

the progress of combat operations and: decide basic questions of the control of

small units in combat by means of personal contact with subordinate commanders.

Personal contact with subordinates is especially necessary prior to. combat and

during decisive .changes in the situation.

20. Regimental and battalion commanders must continuously strengthen

military discipline and must teach personnel a spirit of unswerving fulfill-

ment of orders, unquestioning observance of military duty, and unlimited loyalty

to their Soviet. Motherland, to the Soviet Government, and to the cause of the

party of Lenin and Stalin..

In the interest of educating their subordinates, regimental and battalion

commanders must use various forms and methods, depending upon the combat situa-

tion, and, in first priority, personal, contact with subordinates.

21. Regimental and battalion commanders bear full responsibility for pre-

paring and organizing combat and. especially for coordination, for the gontrol

of subordinate small units, for their successful accomplishment of combat

missions, for the correct utilization and skillful control of attached and sup-

porting units (small units), and also for the maintenance of continuous coordi-

nation.-

The commander must know at all times the locations, activities, and needs

of subordinate small units, and what their political-morale state is; he must

influence the couro of combat operations with the,forces and equipment which he

has at his disposal, without awaiting the requests of his subordinate commanders.

22. The basis of control is the decision of the commander. The making of

a well-founded decision is possible only as a result of a clear understanding

of the mission received, the correct .evaluation of the situation by the



regimental. (battalion) commander, and an anderstanding of the fundamentals of
combined-arms combat.

In clarifying' the mission reccivJ, the regimental (battalion) commander
must understand the intent of his immediatc commander (what he wishes to achieve

in combat) and must clearly under:stncd ti place the regiment (battalion) has in
the accomplishment of the division (regrmntal) mission.-specifically, in what
echelon, in what direction, and with wht mission the regiment (battalion) is
operating;. also, he must take inte acco<mL what units and small units are sup-
porting or are attached to the reglimnc (attalion),

After clarification of the m crc he regimental (battalion) commander
determines which measures must be carr ed out immdeiately for the preparation
and *organization of combat; he also mputes the time needed by subordinate com-
manders for this, and budgets his own tiime he issues necessary instructions,
and then evaluates the situation.

23. In evaluating the situationn thec regimental (battalion) commander

studies

-the composition of..the enemy forces, their state, grouping,and the

character of.their operations;

--the missions of adjacent units;

--the composition, state, and disposition of his own small units, and
their material, and technical support

--the character of the terraia: relief, soil, .observation conditions

the presence of natural obstacle! and cover, and roads.

In evaluating the situation, the regimental (battalion) commander also con-

siders the weather conditions, time of day, time of year, and. their influence

upon regimental (battalion) operationo.

Studying the situation, the regimcntal (battalion) commander ascertains the
extent to which it'assists. or interferes3 with the accomplishment of the assigned
mission, and what measures must be carried out in order to eliminate-factors
interfering with the accomplishment of the mission cr to lessen their negative

influence.

before making a decision, the regimental commander usually listens to
necessary briefings,

When preparing for combat in a li.mited period of time, the regimental com-

mander may listen only to briefings on the most vital subjects or limit himself

to a generalizeibriefing.by.his chief of staff,

Incomplete data on the situation do not free the regimental (battalion)

commander from responsibility for making a timely and well-founded decision.

Every decision of the regimental (battalion) commander is reported by him

to the division (regimental) commander.

24. The regimental (battalion) commander, in order to evaluate the situa
tion carefully and make the most expedient decision, conducts a reconnaissance
rekognosts irovka7.
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During the reconnaissance, the regimental (battalion) commander determines
more precisely the situation and grouping of the enemy, studies the terrain in
detail, determines the possible organization of the combat formation of the re-
giment (battalion), determines combat missions for small units, the character
and scope of engineer works, and the sequence of their accomplishment, and also
selects locations foi command and observation posts.

Prior to conducting the reconnaissance, the regimental commander indicates

to the chief of staff: the. missions of the. reconnaissance; the time of the
reconnaissance; who is to participate in the rebonnaissance;. hat groups are to
be organized for reconnaissance, their commanders, and missions; with which com-
manders from subordinate and attached (supporting) units (small units) :and from
adjacent units meetings must be organized, at what points., and at what time.

The regimental staff, .on the basis of the regimental commander's instructions,
usually prepares a reconnaissance plan.

The following usually participate in the reconnaissance conducted'by the
regimental commander' the deputy regimental commander; the chief of staff or
his deputy; the chief of intelligence; the chief of communications; the chief
of artillery; the commander of the regimental artillery. group; .the regimental
engineer; the chief of chemical warfare service.; and also in.:accordance with
instructions from the regimental commander, the commanders of subordinate and
attached(supporting)units (small units).

Reconnaissance groups are organized for the study of separate directions
and areas (sectors) of terrain, and also for preparing data ooncerning the com-
bat employment of the units (small units) of the combat arms. The deputy re-
gimental commander, the commander of the regimental artillery group, chiefs of
services, and battalion commanders are usually assigned as the commanders of
these reconnaissance groups.

The deputies to the regimental commander for supply and for technical matters
. amestitel komandira po tekhnicheskoy chastS, the regimental chief of
artillery, the commander of the regimental artillery group, and chiefs of ser-
vices, on the basis of the instructions of the regimental commander, conduct
reconnaissance together with their subordinate commanders (chiefs).

In the battalion the following conduct a reconnaissances the battalion
deputy commander, the battalion chief of staff or the assistant chief of staff,
the chief of communications, and the commanders of subordinate and attached
(supporting) small units.

The battalion staff does not prepare a reconnaissance plan. The battalion
commander personally determines the manner of conducting the reconnaissance.

The regimental (battalion) commander usually conducts the reconnaissance
from several points. At the beginning of the reconnaissance, the regimental
(battalion) commander orients the participants on the terrain; he points out
reference points and, if necessary, gives the code names of terrain. features;
he acquaints the officers with the regimental .(battalion) mission; after that,
he proceeds to the study of indicated problems.

In order to preserve secrecy in conducting a reconnaissance, the following
are provided for -
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-selection of well camouflaged halting pints and a dispersed disposition
at them ;

-the stealthy movement of reconnaissance participants to halting points;

--the type of dress used by reconnaissanc participants;

-measures for the protection of reconnai ssance participants and or the
security of documents;

-preparation of halting poir reconnaissance participants;

25. After finishing the reco sance, the regimental (battalion) con-
:gander makes a decision in which h rmines

in offensive combat--the d on of the main blow in which the main
efforts must be concentrated for r rig the given mission; in defensive combat--
terrain areas and terrain fea r holding of which: determines the firmness
of the defense

-- the deployment for combat

-the combat missions for u d ate and supporting small units (units);

-- the manner of coordinaicn all units (units) in the accomaplishment
of the assigned missions;

--missions for combat, p.lita. engineer, material, and technical support
of small units (unit$).

After making a decision, the ure nental (battalion) commander, on the ter-
rain, gives an oral combat order :d -n organizes.coordination,

The decision which has been md must be put into effect firmly and con-
sistently. The order must be l exactly, within the d ignated period,
and with maximum effort.

26. The following are indic a n the combat order:

-- reference points (from right 1 left)

4-point 1 - composition, locA . and character of operations of the enemy;

-- point 2 - the combat mis : the regiment (battalion) and the decision
of the commander;

-- point 3 - combat miss..o ediately adjacent units and the boundary
lines with them;

-point 4 and successive t - cmbat missions for the battalions
(compan-ies) with the designation oi> d and supporting small units; mis
sions of battalions (companies) fr ng boundaries and flanks, and for
antitank and antiaircraft defcaes t boundary line for every. battalion
in the first echelon.
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Further, in separate points, are indicated:

--missions for artillery, tanks, self-propelled artillery, sappers, and

other small units (units), which are to be accomplished in the interests of the

entire regiment (battalion);

--composition of reserves and their missions;

--composition of the march support detachment and its missions;

--antitank, antiaircraft, and chemical warfare defense missions to be

accomplished in the interest of the entire regiment (battalion);

--missions to be accomplished by aircraft, and. also, if necessary, missions

to be accomplished by other units (small units) operating in the regimental

(battalion) zone;

--time of readiness to accomplish the mission;

--location of command and observation posts of the regimental commander

(observation post of the battalion commander) and the direction of their dis-
placement;

--deadlines and means of submitting combat reports;

--signals.

To supplement the combat order, the regimental (battalion) commander issues

necessary instructions for political support, for all types of combat support,
for engineer~support, and also issues the orders (instructions) for the rear.

Furthermore, the regimental (battalion) commander issues instructions con-
cerning areas of disposition of vehicles (armored personnel carriers): and con-
cerning the manner of their displacement during the battle. If necessary, in-

structions concerning this may be stated in the combat order.

The oral combat order of the regimental (battalion) commander is written

down in full by an officer of the staff, while small unit commanders and chiefs

of services write down the parts concerning them; after that, the regimental staff

formulates a written combat order.

27. In organizing an offensive while on the move or in the preparation of

an offensive within a limited time, and also during a combat operation, combat

instructions are issued, verbally or written, instead of a combat order or to
elaborate on it.

Combat instructions include brief information on the enemy and on adjacent
units, the combat mission of the small unit receiving the combat instructions,

the manner of accomplishing this mission, and also the missions of supporting

small units.

Warning instructions are issued to troops in order to give them more time

to prepare for an impending operation. It is not permitted to break the secrecy

of the impending operation in the warning instructions.

Combat instructions delivered verbally must be recorded by officers of the

staff.



28, Combat operations of the regiment (bAttalion) are determined by the
assigned combat mission.

The combat mission for a regiment in offeasive combat is divided into the im

mediate blizhaisha a mission, the subse uent osleduyushchay mis o n, and the
mission of the dy /adacha dn a/.

The combat mission for a battalion in off msive combat is divided into

the timediate mission and the subsequent mission, and the direction of further

attack is indicated,

The depth of combat missions varies and is dictated by the possibility of
acccmplishing eadh of the missions with a single combat formation and single
system of organizing coordination.

In the defense, the combat mission is not divided into immediate and subse-
quent missions and .. mission of the day.

29, The organization of coordination between the small units of ,he regi-
ment (battalion), with units (small units) of other combat arms and special
troops, and also with adjacent unitsz is the mcst important responsibility of
the regimental (battalion) commander.

The essence of coordination in combat consists in concerted combat efforts
in poi.nt of objective, time,and place, and in the mutual assistance of units and
small units of all arms and of adjacent junits. Coordination is carried cut by
all commanders and staffs during the entire course of the combat opera ion.

Coordination is organized by the commander on the terrain on the binns of
the decision taken. The attainment of reliable coordination is possible only
with the correct understanding of the assigned regimental (battalion) Lission.

During an attack, coordination within the regiment and battalion s organi-
zed according to miassions, and is made. more detailed in point of lines and time.
In this respect,,coordination is organized in detail for the extent of the immedi-
ate and: subsequent missions and in general out'Une for the entire deptih of the
combat mission of the regiment (battalion).

In the defense, coordination -in the regn nt and in the battalion is orga-
nized according to missions and according to di.rections for counterattacks.

The regimental commander, in organizing coordination, utilizes hi: deputy
commander, the chief of staff or his deputy. the chief of artillery of t.he
regiment, commanders of battalions (cavalry tro:ops), the commander of the re-
gimental artillery group, the commander of the attached tank unit (sm.Lll unit)
the representative of. the supporting aviation, the regimental engineer, the
regimental chief of intelligence, the chief of communications,,: and the chief of
chemical warfare service.

The battalion commander, in organizing ccoordination, utilizes his deiputy
commander,-chief of-staff, company commaanders, commanders of- small uni s of

attached or supporting artillery, commander o1 small unite of close support
tanks and of self-propelled artillery, and als the chiet of communica .i-ons.

Coordination in the regiment (battalion) tn offensive operations ,
drawn up on a map or on a sketch.
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In the defense, coordination in the regiment is drawn up as a coordination
planning table, and in the battalion--as a defense sketch with a. legend.

30. The regimental commander controls small units personally and through

the regimental staff.

The regimental chief of staff is the first deputy of the regimental commandex

In implementing the decisions of the regimental commander, the chief of

staff, if necessary, has the right to issue instructions (directives) to indi-
viduals subordinate to the regimental commander in the latter's name. The chief

of staff reports to the regimental commander about all such instructions (direc-

tives).

The commander acquaints the chief of staff with his assumptions and inten-

tions and keeps him informed of the content of instructions which he has per-

sonally issued.

The chief of staff must always be ready to brief the commander on the sit-

uation, offering relevant conclusions and his own suggestions. The chief of

staff must organize the work of the staff so that instructions given personally

by the commander to subordinates will quickly be made known to the staff, and
so that supervision over their execution will be set up.

Verification of the fulfilment of orders and instructions in conjunction

with practical assistance to subordinates is a primary responsibility of the

regimental commander and staff.

31. The regimental staff ensures the commander thorough and continuous '
control over small units.

It is the .responsibility of the regimental staff to:

--organize combat support in accordance with the decision of the tommagder

-collect, stidy, and process information on the enemy, on our own troops,
and on the terrain, information on the weather and the area of operations; brief'
the commander on this information;

--issue warning instructions, formulate the combat order and other opera- .

tions documents, and deliver them to small unit commanders;

--carry out, during the entire course of the operation, coordination be-

tween small units of all the combat arms-and special troops and with adjacent
units;

--organize command and observation posts, their security and defense;

--organize communication ensuring the commander control of his small -
units;

--prepare and carry out measures for communications security by small

units;

--organize preparations for combat and supervise its progress in the

small units;
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supervise compliance with camouflage measures;

organize the commandant's service traffic and camouflage centrolJ and
the convoying of prisoners-of-war;

-- supervise the timely and organized iovment of transport*

send. situation reports to higher headgarters, inform the commanders

and staffs of subordinate small units, adjace t units, and chief of services
concerning the situation;

®=supervise the timely and precise fulfillmei df the co mander's combat

orders (instructions) and supervise all operations of the small units;

--continually know the status ofarm'amentr combat equipment, transport; the
degree to which small units are preiided with the basic supplies; the status of

the rear area, and continuously supervise its operation;

* I/rovfide continuous guidance rukovodtvo7 of battaliin staffs;

msupervise the work of the staffs of attached units (small unit:;

-- receive challenge and pas'swjrd in geod time from higher headquarters,

and pass this on to the small units (units);

-- supply small units with topegraphic maps (map substitutes, phot s) of the
area of impending combat operations;

-,keep the regimental war diary-

-_study and generalize the lessons learnt 1. from combat experience; and assure
their timely dissemination to the small units;

-- keep a record of personnel. armament, combat equipment, transpr :t, and
horses; and also keep a record of losses and f captured equipment;

constantly supervise Ihe status of rerc ds of personnel and lsf es in the

small units;

-- supervise the burial of personnel who have died or have been k ;led in

adtion; record the location of their burial; .ad send notification -t :he appro-

priate military commissariats concerning ser icemen killed in actiei dead, or
missing in action;

-stake measures to safeguard documents

The staff of a rifle (motorized rifle, mechanised cavalry) regir;nt is a

combined-arms staff.

32, :1 work. of the regimental commander, of the staff, and also of every

officer in the regiment is conducted under conditions maintaiiing the .,trictest
secrecy concerning the scheme and organization of combat operations,

The regimental commander first acquaints the chief, of staffj his the ci--
mander' deputies, the regimental chief of artillery, the regimental engineer,
and the chief of chemical warfare service with the mission received s.ad the
scheme of operations.
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The chief of staff, in turn, acquaints his deputy and the chief of communi-
cations with the scheme of operations.

The battalion commander first of all acquaints his chief of staff, his de-
puties, and the battalion chief of communications with the given mission and the
scheme of operations.

Further, as the time for beginning the operation approaches, and as permitted
by the regimental (battalion) commander, the number of officers drawn into this
work increases.

33. The regimental commander, depending upon the -situation, controls the
small units in combat from his command post or observation post.

During the battle, depending upon the speed of its development, the commander
may control small units while on the move (that is, from a tank, armoredpersonnel
carrier, or. vehicle ),

The command post is usually organized in the area where the second echelon
(reserve) of the regiment is located, or close to it, in a location affording
control and uninterrupted communications with subordinate and cooperating small
units (units).

The regimental commander's observation ost is a component part of the
command post and is organized as close as possible to the first echelon small
units, in a location from which the regimental commander can personally observe
the battlefield, the operations of the enemy and of his own regiment, primarily
in the direction of ,the mainattack, and can control the small units and support
them with uninterrupted communications..

In addition to the main command and observation posts, alternate command
and observation posts are organized.

The commander of a cavalry regiment, in a mounted attack, personally directs
combat operations by being located in the combat formation of the navalry troops
delivering the main blow; troop commanders'pei-sonally lead their small: units into the attack.

The regimental commander specifies. the location of the command and obser-
vation posts. Occasionally the division commander indicates the location of the
command post.

The observation posts of the commander of the regimental artillery group
and of the commanders of supporting artillery battalions are located together
with the observation posts -of the commanders of the units and small units; which are being
supporteAso that continuous personal contact is assured. Thus, when for con-
venience of fire direction in support of a small unit, the observation post
of the artillery battalion commander is temporarily located separately, .a for-
ward observation post of the artillery battalion must be located with the
commander of the small unit..

The regimental (battalion, artillery battalion) commander, when his sub-
ordinate small units are operating as part of other units, (small units),
organizes his own observation post together with the observation post of the
commander of that unit (small unit) to which the greater part of :his small
units are attached.
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34. The following are located in the r: gimiental commander's donmard post:
the regimental commander, his deputies, the regirnental staff, and the -chiefs of

services specially designated by the commarder,-

Regimental. headquarters personnel concer.d with supply, administation",

and replacements form the rear group of the headquarters and are loc,,ted in
a. co'vered place in ie regimental rear service area. The chief of this group
iL the deputy for supply of the regimental comm.nander.

An officer from the staff and observers i ith observation equipmeno are
alwayus located in the regimental commander's ceservation post.

The following must be with the regimentsi caemmander when he is at the obser-
vation post' the deputy regimental chief ci' taff, .the chief of int.eligence,
the regimental chief of commications, the ci lef of artillery, the commander of
the regiment l artillery group, and chiefs: of services as designated byr the
commander.

35,. Displacement of the regimental commanaderts command and otose);ration

postA during-an offensive operation must be plan~ned.according to missions and

time so- that there is no break in their. contact with the small units and no break

in cmmuniations with subordinate and suppording- small units (units) and with
higher headquarters,

Displacement of commend and observation a.sts, as a rule, proceed.3 by echelons

In the defense,:the displacement of.commEad and observation post: is effected
periodically, depending upon the situation, an d also in..accordance wit special
instructiorns from the senior commander.

The regimental commander 'reports to the c ivis-ion commander and ir.forms the
commanders of subordinate and cooperating smal units (units) conce rniag a
movement to a new observation pst.

The movement of the regimental staff to new command post is eff e:ct-ed with
the permission of the chief of staff of higher headquarters. When the regimental
staff moves to a new command post, the old co nd post is maintained emporarily
in resev;:---e.

The displacement of the command posts of the commander of the reL .mental
artillery group and of commanders of artilIe battalions supporting aall units,
during an offensive, takes place, as a rule, sin rl.taneously with the diro aecement
of-the observation posts of the combined-arms :onumanderm. The chief of staff of
the regimental artillery group (artillery batt slion) usually remaiins the old
observation post in order to maintain uninterrapted fire direction uni1 the

commahder arrives at-lhe new observation post :nd taken over the fire direction.

36. The battalion commander personally contro]s his sall units f om his
observation post,. as -a rule, by giving verbal combat orders, .combat instructions,

and command- and signals. During the bati w )n the operation is deve,2loping
swiftly,--the battalion commander may dontrol snall units while on the iove(from
a tank, armored personnel carrier, or. vehicle ).

In isolated cases, when all other means -c controlling small unit. are ex-
cluded, the battalion commander personally lea s: the small unit-s of th, battalion
in the attack
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The observation post of the battalion commander is organized immediately
behind the small unitoof the first echelon 6f the battalion, in a place which

permits the commander uninterrupted control of the small units, allows him to

see the enemy and to observe the combat operations of' his small units and the
'adjacent units.

The battalion commander specifies. personally the location of his observa-

-tion post; the regimental commander, however3 sometimes indicates the .-cation

of the observation post of the battalion commander.

The battalion commander conducts the dis.placement of the observation post #nde.-

pendently, in, accordance with the advance of the small units of the.battalion
not losing contact with them. The battalion commander reports to the regimental

commander hit movement to the new observation post.

During the move to the new observation post, the battalion commander
must not lose contact with the regimental commander or with the commanders of

subordinate and supporting small units,

The commander of a tank battalion or of a battalion (artillery battalion)

of self-propelled artillery, who is located directly in: the combat formations
of his srmllunits, directs them from a tank (self-propelled artillery piece.)

by radio, by visual signals, and by his own example.

37. The staff of a rifle (motorized rifle) battalion is always located
with the battalion commander at the observation post and assists him in pre-

paring for combat, in organizing the combat support of the small units and in

controlling them in combat.

The staff of a tank battalion in offensive combat, as a rule, moves on

armored personnel carriers immediately behind the battalion' commander; in the
defense, the staff is located at the observation post with the battalion.

commander.

The battalion chief of staff is a deputy battalion commander.

The battalion staff must-

-- know and study continually the opposing enemy

-- knew at all times the situation and state of the small units of the
battalion, and supervise their fulfillment of combat orders: and instructions;'

-- ass:ist the battalion commander in organizing and implementing coordina-
tion and combat support;

--gather information one the situation in the battalion sector and in the
sectors of adjacent units, and also transmit to the small units and to the ad-

jacent units necessary data on the situation -

--record orders and combat instructions of the battalion commander; pre-

pare written combat reports, necessary sketches, and, in case of necessity, even
written combat instructions;

--prepare observation posts for the battalion commander, organize move-
ment to them, and organize their security .and defense;



organize communications and carry out r:easures to insure comuications
security in the small units;

-- know exactly the nunber o.f men in the F'all units; keep a.record. of them
at all times; also know the amount and conditi . of armament combat eqaipment,
transport, and horses, and keep a record of thm

-- supervise continually the keeping of rec:ords on personnel and lossos ln

the small unita;

=keep an account of losses and of captur d equipment;

form a plan for combat preparations and supervise the progress of. pre-

parations in the small, units

-kniow at all times the status of materie L supply of the small un.tz, ana
bontinually supervise the work of the small r er rervice uits of 'the battalion;

-- insure timely receipt of the challenge )nd pa.ssword from the reg mental
staff, and their dissemination to- the1mall e:mi.ts;

-insure timely request and receipt of .tc pographic maps ( map sultitute
photos) of the area ofimpendinlg operatios.0 a. I their timely supply to the small
units of the battalion.

38. Assuri:ng uninterrp ted opexation of -onwm idations is a pri ry res
ponsibility of the regimental (battalion) comander and staff.

Ir order to control small unite in comiba , the regiment (battalia.n)
organizes command communications, coordinatio cosmranications, rear a: 'a com
muinications, and warning communications,

Command commnications are established bween command and observation posts,
according to the instructions of the regiment l (ba talion) chief of aff, The
means to establish this are detailed as fcllots :

-wire --- by the regimentl (battalion) taff
radio and mobile means of .ommnunicatio:: -- by the regimental (-gttalion)

staff and by the commanders of subordinate so 11 units,.

In the regiment, radio and wire command cmmun.ications must ensu:r the
maintenance of communications with. commanders directly subordinate and with com-
manders two levels lower (company commanders).

Coordination comiuunications nsure coord iation of operations of the regi
ent .(battalion)' and its small units with the attached and supporting units

(small units) and with adjacent units. Cordiation commuications e organized
according to' the instructions o the chief of staff of the regiment (battalion),

Rear area comic iiations in the regiment (battalion) are established by wire
and smobile means of communicat ion, and also b; personal contact In the regiment,
moieover, radio may be used,

Warning communications in the regiment (battalion) are organized according
to the instriuctions of the next higher heaauarters, and are set up using radio.
nets, two-station radio nets, wire comimuniuata'on,, and visual and sound signals.
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39.. The basic means of communication in combat is the one which has the
capability of most fully insuring the control of small units and their coordina-
tion.

Radio is the most reliable means of communication in combat; therefore, the
loss of radio contact cannot be tolerated.

Wire communication insures the quickest transmission of instructions and
reception of reports, is convenient for the conduct of conversations, and is
organized in all tyres of combat. Wire communications and., also mobile smeans of
comimunica t ion are established from the.. senior commander to subordinates, and
laterally ,usinj the means of the unit on the right to establish communica-
tion with( the adjacent unit on the left.

Mfobile means of communication are used in various types of combat to deliver
combat doumers and official packages'.

Communication with the assistance of visual and sound signals is organized
in order co give commands in combat.

In the; regiment, moreovei, liaison officers are utilized for commumnications.

In a.! cases, if communication is not .established by the means of the senior
commander or is lost, the subordinate must establish communications using his own
personnel and equipment.

40. The control of small units of the reginent by radio is carried out with
the aid cf coded maps, conversation tables, and tables of radio signals.

Radio transmission in clear text is permitted

-- in the artillery -when giving commands for fire direction;

n rifle (cavalry), motorized rifle, and tank small units of- battalion
(troop ) size and smaller, and also in tank and in tank ar self-propelled re
giments-:,in transmitting all ccmmands (instructions) in combat;

-ir. :orward detachments -and in reconnaissance detachments -in conducting
a combat operation;

-i. warning of the appearance of enemy tanks and aircraft, and also in
warning of enemy chemical attack.

In the battalion, at the. discretion of the battalion commander, clear text
may even be used to transmit reports, if the situation is such that coding would
delay the taking of emergency measures.

The numbers and designations of units (small. units),. duty: assignments of
commanders, and terrain features are coded when transmitted in clear text.

In order to avoid provocations on the part of the enemy, when transmitting
in the clear, it is necessary that transmitting radios use an authenticator...

It is not permitted to transmit by radio during regroupings for the con"-
centration or relief of troops, or during preparation for the attack.



In the defense, the use of radio communi ations is permitted only when wire
communications have been destroyed and when c mmunicating with small units assigned
for reconnaissance and security. After the s art of the enemy attack. radio com-
munications are used without restriction.

Commanders of units (small units) must k ow how to conduct conve sations by
radio and must see to it that they have a rad o with them under all circumstances.

In employing all the means of communicat on, especially radio an, wire, it
is necessary to keep in mind that the enemy my overhear or intercept transmissions
and conversation. In all types of combat, it is necessary in the reg went (bat-
talion).that only a limited number of individ als use the means of co nunication,
and that the rules of .communications security in small units (units) e strictly
observed..

41. The commandant s service is orga.nized by the regimental staf f for all
types of combat for the maintenance of genera . order in the areas of cisposition
of the small units, the regulation of traffic and the supervision of the obser
vance of camouflage measures by the small uni s.

Regi'mental officers, officers of attache I units (s nall units), small comman
dant s units, and small traffic-regulating units are enployed to car y out the
duties of the commandant's service--

i~rp
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CHAPTER III

1. GENERAL PRINCIPILS

42.- The combat successes of the Soviet Army are inseparably bound to the

political and military training and high morale of the military person-

nel1.

43. The regimental (battalion) commander is fully responsible for the

state of political work in his regiment (battalion). It is his dutq daily to
direct the political:apparatus and contral the activities of Party and
Komsomol organizations .in order to insure the successful fulfillment of .combat

missions which have been.as.signed to the regiment (battalion) and its small

units, to strengthen military discipline, and to elevate the political-

morale state of the personnel.

44. Political work in a combat situation is organized on the basis of

the decisions of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet

Union and the Soviet Government, the orders and directives of the Supreme

Comander and of front and army commanders, and the combat orders of comman-

ders; its main goal is to ensure victory over the. enemy.

45. Political work in a regiment (battalion) has the following missions

-. =to.ensure .the high combat efficiency. of the unit (small units), to

strengthen military discipline, and to raise the political-morale state of' the

personnel; to know each acidier,noneommi.sioned. officer,. and officer;

-- to educate military personnel in the spirit of Soviet patriotism, Soviet

national and military pride; passionate love and loyalty.to-the Soviet Mother-

land , the Soviet Government, and the cause of the party of Lenin and Stalin

and loyalty to the military oath;

to teach the soldiers, noncommissioned officers and officers to believe

in the rightenousness of our cause; to hate the enemy; to have an inexorable

will to victory; to be ready under any conditions and at -any price, without
sparing one's blood and even life itself, -to protect the state interests of the

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics;

--to explain to the soldiers, noncommissioned officers, and officers the

guiding and directing role of the Communist Party, t.e advantages of the

Soviet social and governmental system over the capitalistic system,. and also
the reasons, character, and .political aims. of war, and. the missions confronting
the Soviet Army; the international and internal situation of the USSR;5o con-

ductJextensive propaganda on the combat successes of theSoviet.Army and
Navy at the front, and on the feats of labor of the Soviet people in the rear;

--to educate personnel in the spirit of absolute fulfillment of their'com-

manders' orders, and constant readiness to protect them in combat;

--to educate personnel in the military traditions of the Soviet Army and

of its large units and units and in the heroic achieveefts of military. person-

nel; in the spirit of. love for the regimental colors, as a symbol of military

honor, valor, and glory, and the desire to guard it as the apple of their eye;
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--to'instill in the sold:iers, noncomm ssioned officers, and of 'sicers faith

in the strength and power of their weapons and eauipient; a sense of responsibi-

lity for' the preservation of their arms~egl ipment, transportation facilities,

horses, and military property;. and a cons.tt nt desire to improve the ;.r combat

skill; the spirit of military comradeship a d :mutual help in combat and to cul-

tivate a high spirit of aggressiveness,. coi rage, audacity, initiat e, and the

ability doggedly to overcome all the hardst ips and deprivations reilting from

a combat situation;

-to support'-politically the comman er 's measures for the organization

of coordination between small regimental (battalion) units, with att.ached and

supporting units (small units) and also with adjacent units;

--to maintain among personnel extreme alertness and skill in garding

military and state secrets; to guard the regiment (battalion) against penetra-

tion by spies and diversionists; to unmask enemy propaganda;

--to see to it that various measures ertaining to political vork are

carried out among replacements and studied by same;

-to see that all material - living ad cultural needs of the soldiers,

noncommissioned officers, and officers are properly met.

46. The content, forms, and methods of political work are determined by

concrete combat missions and peculiarities of the combat situation, In the or-

ganizing af politioal support for regimental (.battalion) combat activiies, a

creative approach is an impo-tant factor ir the success of political work.

Personal contact with subordinates, as a basic form of political work, is,
a constant duty of all.commanders and political workers.

47. Political support of the combat activities of a regiment (battalion)

mus t go on cont inuously.

This is achieved'-

-- by the systematic influence of commanders and political worko rs on

their subordinates, in order to maintain ir them a fighting spirit and a high

political-morale state;

--by the strengthening of Partyand Konsomol organizations in small units,

and also by the correct distribution of Coizrunists and Komsom6l members;

-- b operational direction of .the Part y-political. workers of small units;

-- by timely replacement of political vorkers and secretaries of Party
and Komsomol organizations which have been out out of action;

-- by timely exchange of political infermatiot betrn higeranil ower eche-
lons.

The more complex and tense the combat situation becomes, the nore active
must the political work become.
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48. After a commander makes a decision and corresponding directives are
received from him, the deputy regimental .(separate battalion) commander for

political affairs must work out a plan for political support of. regimental

(battalion) combat activities, and must present it to the commander for appro-
val1.

The plan of political support of the regimental (battalion) combat acti-

vities makes provision for:

-the content, forms, and methods of political work among personnel;

--the manner of instructing commanders and political workers. of small units;

-- measures which'jiust be carried out by the. Party and Komsomol organizations;

--measures pertaining to mas, agitation and propaganda work among the

personnel;.

measures pertaining to political work to be carried out in rear service

small unvitS tyloyyepodrazdeleniy7, designed to ensure the uninterrupted

supply of the regiment (battalion) with everything necessary for .the success-

ful conduct of battle;

--measures for political support of the evacuation of sick and wounded
from the battlefield;

-e.nsurance of the prompt organization of the burial of Soviet military
personnel who have been killed fighting for the Motherland, and for accord-
ing them proper military honors;

--the selection and proper training, from among Communist and Komsomol
members, of the necessary reserves to be utilized for the replacement. of
casualties among the secretaries of the Barty and Komsomol organizations of
small units.

49. The deputy commander for political affairs must report promptly to
his commander on the progress of Farty-political work, the political-morale state,

military discipline, and the materiil conditions of the peisonnel.

2. POLITICAL WORK UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS
OF COMBAT OF A REGIMENT (BATTALION)

50. In offensive combat, political work is utilized to create in sol-
diers, noncommissioned officers, and officers a high spitit of the offensive
and a firm determination to destroy the enemy.

The success of the political work in offensive combat depends on its
skillful organization throughout the battle and is achieved:

-- by explaining to: the soldiers the combat mission, the significance of
the contemplated offensive, and by mobilizing them for the executi-on of
the commander t s combat order;

-- by explaining to the soldiers the combat successes of the Soviet Army
and also the successes of their own regiment (battalion); by widely popularizing-
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the heroic -exploits of the soldiers, noncoiissioned officers, and 'ficers in

the combat form tions, and by direct influ rice on them;

-- by the personal example. of courage ad daring in combat of commanders,

political workers, Communists, and members of the Komsomol;

-by the mobilization of personnel fo: the consolidation of tha success

achieved and by the firm repulse of enemy coun.terattacks;

--by.the correct distribution of politiical workers and by skilled direction

of all political work conducted in the sma units,

51. In the. defense, political work has. the purpose of giving the soldiers,

noncommissioned officers, and officers invircible steadfastness and firmness and

of creating in them a high spirit of the offensive for the transition to deter-

mined attack:

This is achieved-

iby explaining to the personnel the combat tasks of the forthcoming de-

fensive battle; by systematic work for strengthening military discipline and

morale and the firmness and persistence of the troops in repulsing enemy attacks..

. -by inculcating in personnel the awa emss that no onae has the right to

leave the.positions occupied or to withdra; without the command:er' order;

-- by the personal example .of courage cad daring, during combat, of the com-

manders, political workers, Communistsand members of the Komsomoli

-- by mobilizing personnel for the qui k and stealthy. accompliIbment of the

construction, preparation, and concealment of positions;

-- by'explaining to personnel the value of accurate and concet rated fire in

dsfensive -ombat;-

--by political support of the operati ns of small units detailed for recon-

naissance combat security observation po ts, listening posts, and ambushes

- by explaining to personnel the nece sity of maintaining a high degree of

vigilance; by organizing the struggle against enemy provocations,acd by unmasking

hostile propaganda;- -

-- by using, in political work, report concerning the successful offensive

operations of our troops on other sectors f the front; by using the facts of
the heroic deeds of soldiers, noncommissic ed officers, and officers .

In the defense, individual: work with ach soldier takes on uncsually deep

significance. Commanders anipolitical wior ers must pay particular attention t6
this.

52. During combat in encirclement an. during escaUe from enc relement,
political: work has the aim of maintaining .n the personnel of: the egiment
(battalion) high combat spirit, stamina, f rmness, good organizatica, and dis-
cipline, while not allowing the least mani estation of a decadent pit
feeling of doomand disbelief in the possi ility of victory.
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This is accomplished:

--by the personal example :of commanders and political workers in combat
and by their constant contact with the soldiers and noncommissioned officers;

--- by the firmness, courage, and daring of the Communist- and members of the

Komsomol in the combat formations, and their skill In leading all personnel;

-- by explanation .of the basic value of mutual support and comradely help

during combat in encirclement and during escape from encirclement;

----by relentless struggle against- panic-mongers and cowards;

-ty unmasking hostile propaganda and provocations by the enemy;

-by issuing to personnel reports concerning our own combat successes on

the front, and by skillful use of these reports to keep up the morale .of sol-
diers, noncommissioned. officers, and officers;

--by systematic use of propaganda for helping encircleitroops;

b--y explaining to. personnel the necessity of conservixg armament, equipmen1,

transportation, horses, .and military property and of the economical expenditure

of amimnition, fuel, lubricants, rations, and forage.

53. In disengaging from battle and vwithdrawal, pplitical work has the pur-
pose of strengthening.the fighting spirit and discipline of personnel, of increas-

ing stability and stubborness in rear guard action and preventing the appearance
of panic,- disorganization, and decadent spirits.

This is achieved by the following -

---by mobilization of the personnel of the covering small units for daring,
decisive, and active operations, in order .to ensure the organized disengagement
from battle and withdrawal of the main body;

-by the personal example of firmness and persistence on the part of com-
manders and political workers, Communists, and members of the Komsomol during
rear guard actions;

-- by explaining. to personnel the necessity for conserving armament,
equipment transportation, horses, and military property;

----by a relentless struggle against panic-mongers and cowards;

--.by care concerning the timely evacuation of the wounded and .sick.

54. During the movement of a regiment (battalion), political work has the
purpose of ensuring its timely arrival at the assigned area in full readines
for combat.

This is achieved by the following-

-by explaining to personnel the necessity for observing, military order,
discipline, and the rules of concealment, for increased vigilance and the strict
keeping of military secrets;

--by political sipport of the actions of march security; - -
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--by constant care for conserving the strength of the soldiers, messing on

time, rest periods, the observance of water d scipline, and in addition, during

the winter, guarding against frostbite;

-- the mobilization of personnel for the' conservation of annament, equipment,

transportat ion, horses, and military property-

55. During tho disposition of troops _ a halt, political work has the

purpose of ensuring combat readiness and high vigilance, the keeping of. military

secrets, and. secrecy of the disposition of the, regiment (battalion). Special

attention must be given to the political support of. combat readiness and of

the operations of small units assigned to out-ost security, and also of small

alert units.

56. In reconnais5ance small units, poli:ical work has the purpose of

training scouts, who are capable of securing, under any.conditions, timely in-

formation concerning the enemy.

This is achieved by the following

--by the mobilization of the personnel o: reconnaissance small units for

the accomplishment of the combat mission assigned by the commander;

-- by the training of reconnaissance scou.s in such qualities as veracity, courage,

audacity, keeness of observation, initiative, resourcefulness, great vigilance,

and the ability under any conditions to keep military and state secre4;s;

--by' the careful organization of the pol tical support of the combat opera-

tions of the reconnaissance small units,

57. I }ear service small units, politial work has the purpose of ensuring
the timely and complete supply of the regime'n' (battalion) with ammun tion, fuel

and lubricants, rations, and everything neces ary for life and the co. duct of

battle.

This is achieved.by the follow.in:

--by mobilizing the personnel of rear se vice small units for tb

successful and timely fulfillment of an order (instruction) of the re imental

j (battalion) commander;

by instilling in the. personnel of .the ear service small units an aware-

ness of the necessity for the careful storage of ammunition, rations, forage,

fuel and lubricants, and other military prope ty;

--by explaining to operators (chauffeurs) of transport .vehic-es and

-wago6n drivers the necessity for timely deli try of ammunition, rations, for-
age, and other military property, and for the r observance of the ord r of

movement along the roads;

-- by the strictest supervision- of politic.al workers over the tlmoly and.
ull supply of the prescribed supplies to all military personnel;

--by explaining to all commanders and to the. medical personnel o" the re-
giment (battalion) the importance of the rapi. evacuation of the injured from
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the battlefield and of giving :them prompt medical aid.;

-- by mobilizing thE personr&l Qf the technical component of the
regiment (battalion) and of the small: maintenance units for the prompt evacua=.
tion of da.maged vehicles and armament from the battlefield and their recondi-

tioning;

--by exTplaining to all commanders and to the personnel of the veterinary
service the importance of the prompt evacuation of injured horses from the
battlefield andi of prompt veterinary aid to them.

* -~ - --
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CHAPT1. IV-

SECURITY IN COMBAT

58. The purpose of security in combat is to enable units (small units) to
enter into combat at the proper time and in an organized manner under all condi-
tions of the military situation. Such security also protects the units from
surprise attacks by enemy ground and air fcrces.

Combat security of a regiment _battali )n) includes the following: recon-
naissance, security, antitank and antiaircraft defenses, measures for combat

against enemy airborn- landings, anti-cheni cal defense, security of boundaries
and flanks, camouflage, and measures for de ens.e against enemy radio interferencen

A regimental (battalion) commander beEr is personal responsibilily for the or--
ganization and accomplishment of combat security in the regiment (baLtalion).
He must in. good time assign missions for ccnbat security and detail the necessary
men and materiel for this purpose.

On the basis of the missions designate- by the regimental cormander and the
instructions issued by t1- dvasian,the regimental staff organizes co')at security
and supervises the execution, by the small )nits, of the designated measures.

Combat security on battalion level is )rganized personally by he battalion
conmiander

The battalion staff assists the battalion cormnander in organiz ng combat
security.

1. RECONNAI dANCE

59. Reconnaissance is one of the most important measures for the combat
security of units (mall units). The. constmvnt and active-conduct o reconnais,
lance is a basic duty of all commanders and staffs in every situati-'n.

Reconnaissance must obtain timely info 'nation regarding the en~emy, terrain,
weather, and zone of anticipated operations which is necessary in order for the
commander -to make a decision.

Reconnaissance is conducted actively aid constantly, by day and night, to the
front, on the. flanks, and on the regimental (battalion) boundaries. The main
forces and equipm&nt detailed for reconnais ance should be employed on the main
direction and. for reconnaissance of the maii objectives.

Once contact has been established with the enemy, it must not be broken.
The enemy; once detected, must be kept unde systematic observation

The aims of reconnaissance are as foll ws:-

- to find out the location, grouping, and mature of enemy : perations;
the strength,composition, numbering, and co:bat efficiency of enemy units; the
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existence of tanks and self-propelled artillery, particularly on the main line of

resistance of the criemy's defense; combat (march) formations; the system of fire;

the disposition of artillery, mortars, antitank guns; new fighting equipment being
used by the enemy; means of chemical attack.; command and observation: posts;. the

nature of defensivc installations and obstacles; flanks and boundaries; and finally
to discover new methods in the enemyls tactics;

- to ascertain the character and peculiarities of the relief of the terrain,

natural obstacles., and terrain features, hidden approach and access routes, ground

and road conditions,. the degree to which the terrain may affect the operations of

units (small units), and the existence of. local resources.

Reconnaissance of the area.of anticipated operations should ascertain the po-

litical feelings of the local population, as well as the economic, medical ani-

tarnoye7, and veterinary conditions of the area.

Wc.ther reconnaissance is aimed at obtaining timely information about meter-
orological conditions, and their anticipated changes in the area of combat
operations.

Reconnaissance information when acquired,is to be checked systematically.

60. Under conditions of direct contact with the enemy, reconnaissance in the

regiment(battalion)is conducted in force, by raids, ambushes, observation, and in-

t.erception jpodslyshivaniyem/

Moreover., reconnaissance information is used which was obtained.by units and

small units of other arms and special troops; by adjacent. units, higher headquarters,

and by air reconnaissance. Use is also made of information obtained through inter-

rogation of prisoners and defectors, inquiries made of .local inhabitants, and

through the study of captured documents and materiel.-

61. On the basis of instructions received from the [egimenta1 commander and

higher headquarters, the regimental staff prepares a reconnaissance plan and a com-

bat directive for reconnaissance, and ensures their execution.

As soon as reconnaissance information reaches the headquarters, it is examined,

compared with previously obtained information concerning the. enemy, and without de-

lay is submitted to the commander, the chief of staff, and higher headquarters.
Necosary information on the enemy is communicated simultaneously to subordinate

small units, to attached and supporting units (small units), and to adjacent units,

62. Reconnaissance in force is conducted according to the order of a senior
officer, by reinforced forward battalions and reconnaissance detachments supported

by artillery fire and air operations.

As soon as reconnaissance in forde begins, all observation. points and posts

conduct observation. The regimental (battalion) commander conducts observation

personally. Artillery, engineer, and chemical warfare reconnaissance are conduct
- ed simultaneously.

63. Observation is organized in all types of combat operations of the regi-
ment (battalion and is conducted by all commanders personally, by observers from
the observations posts of the regiment (battalion), and also by observers in small
units. -.-
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The number of observation posts depends on the situation. Two or

three.observations posts are usually organized by a regiment an. one or
two by a battalion. Two or three observers are. sent to each po t, one

of whom is designated to act as senior observer.. Specially trained soldiers,
noncommissioned officers, and officers atre designated as observers. Com-
munications are established with the observation posts. The latter are pro-

vided with observation equipment, compaeses, large-scale maps or topographic
charts, charts of landmarks, message forms, and observation journals.

During the advance of the regiment (battalion), observers 'isplace in

a designated direction from one place .on the terrain to another to enable

them to observe the enemy as well as th!; operations of their ow troops.

Observation is supplemented- by interception LpodslyshivaniyemT, par-
ticularly at night and under conditions of limited visibility. Means for
lighting up the area are used at night.

The results of observations are maked on a map or chart, ;ecorded
in the observation journal, and, at est blished periods of time are re-

ported to the 'commander. Important inf rmation 'is reported at once.

64. A raid consists of the stealt y approach of a small muit (re-
connaissance group) assigned to a recon aissance mission to a previously
noted 'and studied objective for the exe'ution of a suprise attack on it

for the purpose of capturing prisoners, documents', samples of arms, and

equipment.

65. 'An ambush consists .of the tim ly and carefully camoufl.aged
disposition of' a small unit (reconnaissance group) assigned to recon-

naissance mission on the most probable -outes of movement'of th enemy

for the execution of a suprise attack on him in order to captur. pri-

soners, documents, samples of arms, and equipment.

66. Raids and ambushes in the regtment and battalion are organized,

under conditions of immediate contact w th the enemy., according to the
orders of the regimental commander. ]Po the purpose of making raids and

setting up ambushes, small units with a strength of a squad to a rein-
forced platoon are usually detailed and- in some :cases, reconnaissance

groups are formed of specially selected soldiers and noncommissioned officers.

In case of necessity, the siall un ts (reconnaissance groups) include

reconnaissance: personnel from other arm', and from. special troop;.

To support small units conducting 'aids, the. regimental conuaander
details artillery, mortars, machine guns, and small sapper units. The
procedure for opening and conducting fire by weapons detailed for fire

support is established each time separa'Iely,.according to the situation.

67. Interrogation.of prisoners and defectors is one of the most im-
portant sources for obtaining information about the enemy.

Captured-prisoners and defectors are interrogated at once Ty the com-
mander of the small unit and are remove". without delay to the regimental
(battalion) headquarters.

SECR .E-T
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The fact that prisoners have been captured and that defectors have been seized
and. the fact that information has been received from them. are connunicated at once
to the neior officer and to headquarters.

Som:eLimies it is advisable to take the prisoners to an area from where they can

indicate the disposition of their small units, weapons, observation posts; defense
insLallai.ons, and obstacles.

Interrogation which is conducted at regimental (battalion) headquarters must
be brief and aimed at. obtaining only that -information which is necessary for the
combat pcirpose of the regiment.

Tho regimental commander interrogates personally individual prisoners and de-

fectors, exanines the most important captured documents, and acquaints himself with
the captured samples of enemy arms and equipment. -

Written notes are..taken of the data supplied by prisoners and defectors at the
headquarters. These notes and the captured documents are transmitted by regimental
headquartcrs to division headquarters simultaneonely with the prisoners and
defectors.

Information received through interrogation of prisoners and defectors must be
accurately verified and compared with data received frorm other sources.

68. Reconnaissance of the terrain is one. of the most important duties of a
regimentacl (battalion) commander. Such reconnaissance is constantly conducted for
the purpose of ascertaining ahead of time the nature of the terrain; the condition
of routecs of movement; the passability of the terrain., across country, for tanks,
self-propelled artillery, armored personel carriers.., and .other vehicles; the con-
ditions of orientation, observation, and camouflage; and to determtine the possible
effect of the terrain on the operations of the troops.

Information on terrain conditions can he obtained by the following .means: re-
connaissance, study of photographs, maps, and descriptions of the terrain, inquiries
among local inhabitants, and also by the interrogation of prisoners and defectors.
- oreover, information obtained by the reconnaissance activities of ther arms and of
higher headquarters is also used.

Reconnaissance of routes of movement .is .organized by the regimental (battalion)
commander before the march, during the offensive, in the dourse of pursuing the
enemy, and also while preparing counterattackss in the defense and during withdrawal.

69. In the absence of direct contact. with the enemy and when- the flanks are
open, the rifle (motorised rifle, mechanized, tank) regiment sends out for recon=
naissanco separate reconnaissance patrols in.strength from a sqed up to. a rein,-

forced platoon; or a recriai.ssan6' detaehment .in tlie. strengthbof areinforced recons
naissance (rifle, tank) company; a cavalrfy.regiment sends out separate mounted patrols.

A battalion conducts reconnaissance by separate reconnaissance patrols.

During combat, reconnaissance can be conducted by combat reconnaissance patrols
sent out by commanders of rifle companies and tank battalions; in the .cavalry--by
mounted combat. patrols, sent out by the regimental commander and commanders of cav-
alry troops Leskadrono. ..



A motorcycle (rifle, motorized rifle, tank) battalion (cavalr: troop) may
be assigined as a reconnaissance detachment on orders of the divisi n commander.

The distance of a separ.ate rec.onnaiss.ance patrol (separate mo_ ated patrol)
and of a reconnaissance detachment from th. security line of the f iendly troope
depends on the reconnaissance mission, the composition of small units, transpor-
tation means, as well as on the possibilit of maintaining communi ation with
them.

70. A separate reconnaissance patrol (in the cavalry--a separate mounted
patrol) is sent out for the reconnaissance of an objective or.of a direction in
the following strength:

- a motorized (mechanized) patrol--fr mi a squad to a reinforced rifle pla-
tbon. on trucks (armored personnel carriers,, with tanks and self"p opelled artil-
lery, or in the strength of a reinforced p atoon of tanks,; to a di Lance of up to
20 kilometers.

- a foot patrol (when the regiment anc battalion are moving on foot)--from
a squad. to a reinforced platoon at a distance of up to 8 kilometers from
the security line of their own troops;

- a separate mounted patrol--from a squad to a platoon at a distance of up
Lo 15 kilometers;

The commander of a separate reconnais ance patrol (mounted patrol) person-
ally conducts reconnaissance under the cover of. the men of his patrol.

71. A reconnaissance detachment is .o.ganized from reconnaissance units and
small units, or from small units of motorc-cle (rifle, motorized rifle, tank, or
cavalry)troops, reinforced by artillery, tanks, self-propelled artillery; and by
small units of sappers and chemical -warfare troops.

To conduct its reconnaissance operaticns, a zone or direction is assigned
to the reconnaissance detachment. The widTh of the zone depends or the mission,

the strength of the detachment, the existence of roads, and the conitions of the
terrain.

.A reconnaissance detachment in the strength of a motorcycle (rifle, motor-

ized rifle, tank) battalion is assigned a ,one.up to 6kiloheteis in
width; a detachment in the strength of a reinforced reconnaissance (rifle, tank)
company or of two cavalry troops--a zone ny to 5kilometers in'widra; and
a .detachment in the strength of one cavalr troop--a zone up to 3 kilo-
meters in width.

The operationaf distance of a reconaissance detachment may be as follows:
for a detachment on foot--up to 15 kilomete rs; cavalry--up to
30 kilometers, and- motorized (nechanized -- up to 30 kilometers -

For the purpose of conducting reconna: ssance ir a designated ,one or direc-
Lion,. the. commander of the reconnaissance etachment sends out recoinaissance
patrols (in the cavalry--mounted patrols) :n strength from a squad up to a pla-
toon, assigning the following distances: or foot patrols--from two to
4 kilometers, motorized (machanized-) pitrdj s-from 5 to 10
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kilometers, and for cavalry patrols--up to 8 kilometeta. The number of
patrols (mounted patrols), their composition,and reinforcement depend on the

combat situation, the nature of the terrain, the width of the reconnaissance

zone, and the existence of roads and their condition..

The commander of a reconnaissance detachmtent maintains contact with his reconnais-

sance patids(mounted patrols) by radio, by mobile means of communication and by

visible signals.

Although reconnaissance is conducted by patrols (mounted patrols), the com-

mander of the detachment must, in addit.ion, conduct reconnaissance personally.
He does this by observation and. usually proceeds at the head of the column of the
main body of the detachment. The detachment commander transmits information to
the scnior commander without delay.

Until it; establishes contact with .the enemy, the reconnaissance detachment
moves on the roads as quickly as .possible for the purpose of gairing time. The

detachment moves stealthily in the area of possible contact with the enemy from
one concealed point to another, quickly traversing open spots.

The reconnaissance detachment, on encountering the enemy, conducts recon-
naissance in force and by observation and ambushes. Small groups of the enemy

are captured or destroyed.: Through bold and decisive action, the reconnaissance
detachment can penetrate to the main forces of the enemy and find out their com-

position and direction of movement, or the defense system of the erniemy.

The reconnaissance detachment must strive, under any circumstances, to cap-

ture prisoners. After .a brief interrogation, the captured prisoners, documents,
and samples of armament are sent at once to. regimental (division) headquarters.

72. For the purpose of obtaining information about the enemy at the begin-
ing of and during combat under conditions of a rapidly changing situation, dur-
ing a surprise appearance of the enemy on the flank and in the rear of our troops,
and also for checking contradictory information about the situation, establish-
ing the disposition of friendly and adjacent troops, and ascertaining in
greater detail information regarding the terrain in the combat area, the regi-
mental (battalion) commander also sends out officer reconnaissance. Officer

reconnaissance is. conducted on tanks, armored: personnel carriers, motorcycles,

trucks, and horses, and is headed by an experienced, courageous officer
capable of swiftly orienting himself on the situation. Officer reconnaissance
is. sent out for short periods of :time and generally no farther than

3 to 5 .. kilometers from friendly, troops. This reconnaissance is expected
to act boldly, stealthily, at high speeds, halting only briefly for observa-
tion. Reconnaissance is conducted personally by the officer and the informa-
tion obtained by him must be submitted at once to the superior officer who

sent him on the reconnaissance mission.

In case the enemy threatens an adjacent unit, the existence of such a
threat must be rapidly brought to the attention of that unit.

73. The regimental (battalion) commander or the chief of staff person-
ally assigns the mission to commanders ofsmall units which are detailed for
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The mission includes the following:

information about the enemy

- data about one's own and adjacent small units which are c'ar-ying on
reconnaissance;

the combat composition of the smal] unit detailed for reconnaissance,
its missions. in terms of 5hase7 lines and time;

- when to commence reconnaissance, the zone or direction (objctive) of
reconnaissance, the final point or line, v*::ien to conclude the recbanaissance,
and where to return;

to whom, where, and by what time to present reports;

the method of maintenance of communications;

recognition signals for friendly aviation;

- the method of passing through one's front line, the password and
countersign;-

the procedure for the evacuation of wounded and dead, and also for the
delivery of prisoners, captured weapons, and documents

It is forbidden to take on reconnaissance missions maps which contain
notes about the disposition of our troops, combat and personal documents, and
also technical manuals of 'vehicles and trip tickets.

74. Communication with separate rcConnaissance patrols (separate mounted
patrols), with a reconnaissance detachment, and with officer reconnaissance is
ensured by radio and by mobile means of comunication.

75. Artillery reconnaissance is carried out by observation from ground
observation posts by all artillery commandcrsby soldier,: noncomm.ssioned of-
ficer, and officer observers, by artillery reconnaissance groups, by instrument
reconnaissance units and small units, by radar equipment, by sp:tter air-
craft, by observation balloons, and by artillery fire.

Artillery reconnaissance must establih:

- the disposition of enemy personnel, weapons, tanks, command and obser-
vation posts, radar stations, defensive installations, and obstacle.s;

-,the grouping of enemy ground and antiaircraft artillery;

- the exact coordinates of targets subject to neutralization (destruction)
by artillery and mortar fire;

observation of the enemy situation and actions, his troops, and the re-
sults of his artillery fire;

the charaoter of the terrain in ene y and friendly territory for deter
mining the areas of possible deployment of artillery and the degre of
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influence of the terrain on the actions of artillery.

In addition to this, units and small units of artillery, by means of in-
strument reconnaissance, carry out artillery surveys, ground photography of
targets, and theaadjustment of artillery fire; they also supply the artillery
with meteorological data.

76. Air redonnaissance is barried..out.by the crews of observation,
ground attack,. and fighter aviation, as well as by all crews carrying ot
combat missions in support (accompaniment) of the troops in batle

Air reconnaissance is carried out by visual observation, by radar, and
by the photographing of areas, lines, routes of communication, and objectives,

Ihterpreted aerial photographs or mosaics are immediately given to troop
voyskovyye7 headquarters by the headquarters of aviation units.

All results.. of the Observation of the enemy and his materiel on the battle-
field are transmitted from planes by radio in clear text and are received by
all headquarters.

77. Engineer reconnaissance is carried -out by small units of engifneers
independently or as part of small reconnaissance units which have been detailed
by the regimental commander. For independent reconnaissance, engineer units
and small units assign observation poets, reconnaissance groups, and separate
reconnaissance patrols.

Engineer reconnaissance must establish:

- the location and nature of enemy antitank and antipersonnel obstacles
(especially mines) and defensive installations, their system and degree of
preparation, as well as the character of engineer works being produced by the
enemy;

- the character and peculiarities of natural obstacles;

- the conditions of by-passing or surmounting obstacles and obstructions;

- the condition of the routes of novement and the degree of passability of
terrain off the roads;

- the presence of local equipment and materials for engineer work;

- concealment conditions;

- the availability and condition of water sources.

78. Chemical warfare reconnaissance is carried out by chemical observa-
tion posts, chemical reconnaissance patrols as well as 'by all other observa-
tion posts and reconnaissance small units of all arms and of special troops
whose composition includes chemical warfare personnel.

Chemical warfare reconnaissance must establish:

the areas of concentration of chemical warfare small units (units) of
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the enemy, and his chemical warfare arma..ent and ammunition;

- the preparation .of the enemy for chemical attack and the beginning of
the attack;

the areas subject to chemical attack;

the presence in the air and on the ground of poisonous substances;

- the presence of chemical warfare obstacles, the routes to by-pass them
or the most suitable directions for construction of passages thvough them7;

- the presence of local equipment which may be utilized for Lntichemical
defense.

2, SEC 1RITY

79. The regiment (battalion) is prolected: on the march--b, march se-
curity' when disposed for a halt--by outpost security; and in ba.Lle--by com-
bat security. In addition to this loca security is organized nder all
conditions.

Tha regimental (battalion) commander organizing security is obliged to:

- determine the strength and composi-ion of security small units and as-
sign them missions

indicate the time, method of.movem nt, relief, and shift o security
small units from one type of security to another;

- assign forces and equipment for the support of small units assigned to
:security;

establish the method of maintainence of communications witi security
small units.

The forces and equipment assigned to security are determined by the situ-
ation and by the character of impending _ctions.

Small units assigned to security are usually strengthened by riachine guns,
grenade launchers, artillery, mortars, tcnks, self-propelled artiLlery, and
small units of special troops.

3. ANTITANY DEFENSE

80. Antitank defense is organized b, the regimental (battal )n) commander
in all circumstances.

All organic and attached antitank wer pons, which must be in onstant readi-
ness for repelling an enemy tank attack, are used for antitank d (ese. In
battle as well as on the march, in antic pation of a clish with me enemy,



antitank weapons are echeloned in the entire depth of the combat (march) for-
mation; in this rejpt the larger part is utilized in the probable direction of

enemy tank activity.

81. Observation of enemy tanks is carried on by small units assigned for
reconnaissance and security, by observationi posts and designated observers ir

every small unit; as well as from all observation posts; in the regiment, ob
servation of enemy tanks is carried out, in addition to.this, by an air obser-
vation, warning, and communication post.

The warning of small units of the appearance of enemy tanks is effected
by means of visual and sourd signalling, as well as by all operating radio nets,

two-station radio nets, and wire lines.

4. ANTIAIRCRAFT DEFENSE

82. Antiaircraft defense is organized by the regimental (battalion) com-
mander in dll circumstances.

For antiaircraft defense, the regimental (battalion) commander utilizes
all organic and attached antiaircraft small units and infantry weapons.-

83. Infantry small units conduct organized machine gun and volley fire
against enemy planes and parachutists at :heights up to 1000 meters, and anti-
aircraft machine gun small uniLs-eup to 2000meters.

Antiaircraft weapons as well as machine gun small units assigned for bat-

tle with enemy aircraft must be in constant readiness for the. immediate opening

of fire.

All small units of the regiment (battalion) are obliged to disperse in

time, to be camouflaged, to utilize natural cover, to dig slit trenches for
personnel, and to set up coveir for vehicles and horses.

Observation of the air is carried on uninterruptedly and must be all-
around. At regimental headquarters there is. organized an air observation,
warning, and communicatior post. In addition to this, air observation is
carried out by all command.(observation) posts, by observation posts, by small

units detailed for reconnaissance and security, as well as by observers in the
- small units.

The warning of small units about the appearance of enemy planes as well as

about his airborne landings is carried out with the highest priority by 4a1L
available means of communication.

In the event of the dropping (landing) of enemy airborne trodps in the
area of regimental oyerations, the regimental commander takes measures for de-
stroyinig them.

5. DEFENSE AGAINST CHEMICAL ATTACK

84. Defense against chemical attack is organized by the regimental
(battalion) commander.in all conditions.

i 
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Chemical reconnaissance must be conducted constantly in the regiment
(battalion).in order'to expose enemy preparat ons for a chemical attack, to

determine the beginning of the attack, and tc warn small units about it.

Chemical observation in the regiment (battalion) is conducted by chemical
observation posts and by all other observation posts, and in small uts by ob-
servers. The warning of small units about an enemy chemical attack is carried
out with the highest priority by established ignals and by all avail ble
means of communication.

All personnel must be ensured of individ.a1 means of antichemical defense
and of means of decontamination and must keep them in constant combat readiness.
The most important. shelters are equipoed for :mtichemical defense; fcr defense
against the spraving of poisonous substances, and against enemy flame hrower-

incendiary weapons, overhead cover is constru:ted over trenches and communica-
tion trenches, as well as over firing positions.

Horses are provided with means of anticheical. defense and decont mination.

5. During an attack by enemy aviation :sing poisonous substanc:-s, small
units of the regiment (battalion) take antichimical defense measures :nd repel
the enemy aircraft with their. weapons.

The upsetting or weakening of a chemical attack being carried out by enemy
ground weapons is achieved by conducting artillery (mortar) fire agai st firing
positions, areas of distribution and deployment of enemy chemical uni :s, and
lines from which the -enemy releases gas or po:sonous smoke. Moreover
with the aim of disrupting an enemy: chemical ttack, the regimental c mander
calls in aviation.

In all cases of' enemy chemical attack, t e- small units of the re iment
(battalion), using means of aritiehemical dofe:.se, continue the execut on of their
combat mission.

Aid is immediately rendered to those hit by poisonous substances arms, equipment,
transport,clothingsand parscnal.'quipment ar .decontaminated. Contamin ted food-
stuffs and forage are .confiscated. Contatirna ed sectors of -the terra n are marked
and individual sectors are decontaminated or aps are made in them.

The regimental (battalion) conmiander Lak s ineasures for the time replace-
ment of expended antichemical defehse .materia...s.

6. SECURITY OF BOUNDARIJS ND FLANKS

86. Reliable security o: the boundaries and flanks in all types of battle
must be the constant responsibility of every coxmmander.

The security of the boundaries and flank of units and small uni s consists
of the designatin of commanders responsible or the boundaries and flanks; of
their continuous support by all. types.of fire especially artillery Cd _ mortar
fire; and of the erection of various, types of obstacles.

Moreover; the security of the boundaries and flanks is acheived ;y locating
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the regimental .(battalion) second echelon and reserves behind them. The
security of boundaries and flanks is organized in the entire depth of the com-

bat formation of the regiment (battalion).

Success of actions for the security of the boundaries and flanks is

achieved by:

- the careful organization of coordination between small units on the

flanks;

- the presence of uninterrupted communications between small units on the

flanks;

- the organization of reconnaissance forward of thd boundaries and flanks.

In the defense, the organiztion of the security of the boundaries between

regiments is formulated by appropriate documents which are Compiled by repre-
sentatives of the adjacent regiments and higher headquarters.

87. During enemy attempts to break through along the boundaries, mutual

support between adjacent units and small units is carried out primarily :by fire.

The coordinated disposition of weapons must create cross fire. ahead of the

boundaries. In the event the enemy wedges in along a boundary, he must be

counterattacked on the flank, surrounded, and destroyed.

During the battle, the regimental (battalion) commander organizes systema-

tic control over the fullfaiLment by small units of their missions .for the. se- -

curity of the :boundaries and flanks. With a change in the situation on the

boundaries and flanks, he additionally strengthens the corresponding small units

with weaIons.

7. CONCEALMENT

AA. Concealment of personnel, armament, equipmeit transport, horses,
engineer-type installations, and obstacles, as well as of the of rear service

small units is. organized by the regimental (battalion) commander in all condi-

tions of a combat: situation.

89. In accordance with the plan of the senior commander and the orders

of the regimental commander, the staff, works out and executes measures for

conc ealment.

The following are fundamental measures for concealment:

- the utilization of night time and conditions of the terrain and weather

for the actions of small units;

- the use of organic and improvised means of camouflage, and also of
smoke means;

- the prohibition of the movement and location of small units, equipment,

and transport in sectors surveyed by enemy ground and air observation and

disclosed by his radar equipment;



- the prohibition of movement at night of combat and transport vehicles
with unextinguished or undarkened headlights;

- the construction of dummy objects.

8. MEA8URES FOR DEFENSE AC tIN T PADI O INTERFERENCE

90. For defense against enemy radio inte rference, the staff, on ie
basis' of instructions from higfher headquarters and orders of the regiram;tal
commander, works out measures which raise the steadiness of radio comrnynica-
tions, defines radio operatinig procedure, and .lso provides for tho mc. ss of
disclosing and destroying radios which the ene:ly has left in the area f dis-
position of the regiment for the creation of interference.



Chapter V

THE ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION OF THE REGIMETAL (BATTALION) REAR

91. The regimental (battalion) commander is fully responsible for the

organization of the rear and for the material, technical, medical, and

veterinary support of the regimental (battalion) small units.

92. The regiment is provided with materiel according to classes of sup-

plies. Each class of supply in the regiment is atministered by a chief of
service, who is directly subordinate to the. regimental commander or to his
deputy for supply or to the deputy for technical affairs (to the chief of

technical affairs), or to the chief of, the regimental artillery.

The regimental deputy commander for political affairs is in charge of

the supply of political-instructive materials; the chief of staff is in con

trol of topographical maps; and the regimental chief. of finance is in charge
of finiancial allowances.

93. Maintenance of combat and transport vehicles, armament, signal

communication facilities, and other technical equipment consists in the or-

ganization a.nd carrying out of their correct technical employment, servicing,

and preservation, and also in the carrying out of repairs and evacuation.

Maintenance of combat and transport vehicles in the regiment (battalion)
is directly organized by the deputy for technical affairs (chief.of technical
affairs); in the cavalry regiment, it is organized by the deputy for supply
for artillery armament, it is organized by the chief of artillery armament;

for signal communication equipment, ergineer, chemical, and other kinds of
equipment,.it is organized by the corresponding chiefs of services.

Maintenance in small units is performed by the persorinel of the small

units under the direction of their commanders and also by repair shops and

small maintenance units.

94. The regimental staff aids the commander in ensuring conformity in -

the work between the commander's deputies and the chiefs of services :in the

organization and operation of the regimental rear , and also exercises

supervision. over .its operation. -

95. The regimental and battalion rears, which consist of small rear
service units designated for the material, technical,:medical, and veterinary
support and servicing.of the regiment:(battalion), are a component of the

troop rear.

Small rear service units consist of -

- in the regiment: a regimental aid station repair shops (companies),.

a truck company (administrative supply platoon- khozyaystvennyy vzvod],
dumps, and a veterinary hospital-

- in the battalion: a battalion aid station, a supply platoon, and an auto-
motive repair shop (a tank repair workshop or a maintenance platoon).
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96. A regimental rear area, with a depth of up to 15 kilo=.
meters, and routes for supply and evacuation are designated for the disposi-

tion and operations of the small regimental rear service units in the defense
and during a withdrawal.

Regimental rear areas are designated only for regiments operating in the
first echelon.

The size of the regimental rear area is determined by the situation, and
also by the possibility of accommodating and organizing the operations of the
rear service small units.

The regimental rear area is limited by boundary lines: on the right and
left, by adjacent units; and, in the rear, by the next reararea in depth.

In offensive combat, regimental rear areas, as a rule, are not designated,
but areas (points) for l6cating rear service small units and supply and evac-
uation routes are indicated.

Regimental.rear service small units, operating in the second (third) eche-
lon and located in.reserve, as well as units (small units) attached to the di-

vision, are located in areas (points) according to the instructions of the di-
vision commander.

97. The shortest routes for bringing up supplies to the battalions and
for evacuation are designated by the regimental commander; who takes into ac-
count the situation and the availability and condition of roads and also the
possibility of repairing them.

98. The regimental (battalion) commander determines the order and time
for displacing rear service small units.

Frequent displacements of regimental rear service small units for short

distances ae not expedient.

During an offensive, the regimental -id station and the regimental ammuni-
tion supply point are given first priority in displacement.

99. Regimental dumps receive, guard, account for, and distribute materiel
to the small units; they also prepare for forwaiding to division dumps and re-
pair shops armament and equipment which is surplus or in need of repair and
which cannot be repaired by the facilities.of the regiment.

Regimental dumps, except for artillerydumps, are deployed for operations
at a distance of up to' si.x kilometers from. the front lines when in the depar-
ture position for an attack, and up to 10 kilometers when in the defense.

100. The regimental artillery dump and other small units for the
service of artillery, equipment are deployed in combat at the regimental ammu-
iition supply point, which is located up to five kilometers from the
front line when in the departure position for- an attack, and up to eight (8)
kilometers from the front line when in the defense.

- The chief of the regimental ammunition supply point is the regimental
chief of artillery armament.

A.~II~Ai
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101. In combat, the battalion supply platoon , ets up the battalion ammu-
nition~supply point and the battalion supply point iakt khozyaystvennogo dovol-

stviya, the locations of whidh are designated by the battalion commander or, in

individual cases, by the regimental commander... In the tank battalion (self-

propelled artillery battalion), only the battalion supply point is set up.

The battalion ammunition supply point is set up at a distance of up to

two kilometers from the front line when in the departure position for anattack,

and up to three kilometers when in the defense.

The chief of the battalion ammunition supply point is the battalion sup-

ply platoon commander (chief of artillery armament).

The battalion supply point is deployed at a distance of up to three. kilo-

meters from the front line when in the departure position for an attack and in

the defense.

The chief of the battalion sup ly point is the commander of the supply

section /khozyaystvennogo otdeleniya of the battalion supply platoon.

102. The regimental ammunition supply point receives, guards, accounts

for, distributes, and prepares ammunition and armament for'dorwarding, to the

battalion ammunition supply points or directly to the small units and also re-

ceives from these units, and prepares for evacuation, unrepaired and. surplus
armament, erpended cartridge cases,- packing, and other military property.

The battalion ammunition supply point receives, guards, and accounts for

ammunition, armament, and chemical warfare equipment and carries them to com

pany ammunition. supply points. Chemical warfare equipment is sent to the bat-

talion ammunition supply points from the regimental technical equipment dump.

The delivery of ammunition from the company ammunition s3pply point to

company small units is made by ammunition bearers 1podnoschikamj designated

by small unit commanders, or it is made by armored personnel carriers.: The

provisioning of battalion small units with communications equipment, engineer,

and other technical equipment is barried out directly from the regimental

technical equipment dump.

103. Ration supply of the small units of the regiment is accomplished

by a daily issue, at the battalion ration supply point, of one dayfs rations.

Battalion ration supply pointsupplysmall units with bread, hot food,

tea, sugar, ..tobacc , matches; soap, an other items of issue and, in certain

cases, with fulfor heating. purpose; and water.

The battalion .(company) commander takes all steps toensure that hot
food is served in full and to all personnel at the appointed time.

Hot food from the battalion ration supply points is delivered in kitchens
as close as possible to the locatonsof small units, to a point. designated by

the company (batt ion commander9from here the food is distributed*to small

units in thermos can or covered containers and is apportioned into indiyi,

dual mess tins. -

- .. -~ ~, m
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The tine for the receipt of hot food by personnel is established .by the
re imental (battalion) commander; under battle conditions; hot food is gen-

erally served twice a day, primarily at nigt.

Personnel located directly in combat foaation are issued a par of the

daily norm of food in dry form for consump ion in the intervals beween the
receipt of hot food.

Dry rations are provided to.small units in th.e event that it is impossible

to deliver hot food from the battalion. ration supply point to the .. all units.
In this case, the pre aration of hot food i.organized in pots or b cketsfby
the troops themselves/.

104. Cavalry regiment small .units .are sually provided with am unition,
rations, forage, and other supplies through troop ammunition supply points
and ration supply points in: the same way as the infantry regiment.

10.5. The. receipt and distribution to personne] of all types of supplies,
except money and medical-sanitary supplies, is carried out by the c artermas-

ter sergeant, and, where there is no quarte -niaster sergeant, it is .rried

out by the first sergeants of small units ci the orders of their co nanders.

Weapons are distributed to noncomrissioied officers and soldier by the

commanders of small units or by first sergeants on receipt.

The clothing of personnel, depending Ltpon its wear, is exchange' on the

requisitions of small unit corrananders.

Soldiers and noncommissioned officers a 'e given their monetary .Ilowances

directly by the small unit commanders. Officers receive their mone tary allowances
from. the regimental chief of finance.

Sanitation instructors of snall units r.eceive rud distribute to personnel

medical-sanitation equipment.

106. Transportable reserves of supplie, are created in units ad smail
units.

These supplies are constantly replenished and are kept in comba vehicles,

at the guns (mortars, machine guns), on the soldiers and noncommissioned offi-

cers, and also in the transport of the unit: and small units.

Transportable reserves of supplies in t he regiment are kept at established

levels.

Reserves of sirplies afunits (small units, may be' increased or do ceascd by
the consent of the division command er, depending upon the circunstances and on
the mission being executed.

107. Transportable reserves are either expendable stocks or emergency re-

serves. The emergency reserves are used in exceptional cases and only with
the consent of the regimental commander, an , in the case of ammunition, with
the consent of the battalion commander.

Emergency reserves consist of a fixed quantity of ammunition and rations
in the direct possession of soldiers and noncommissioned officers, f grain
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forage in saddle bags (in carts), of part of the ammunition carried aong
with machine guns, guns-, mortars, and in combat vehicles, and of par t
of the fuel which is contained in the tanks of combat and transport vehicles.

108. The regimental deputy commander for supply is directly responsible
for the timely supply of materiel to small units of the regiment.

The commander of a small unit is responsible for supplying every. soldier

and noncommissioned officer and also vehicles and horses.

The supply of materiel from regimental dumps and regimental ammunition
supply points to the battalions and to the regimental artillery firing posi-

tions is made by regimental transport and regimental artillery transport,
and from the battalion ammunition supply point and ration supply point to
small units by battalion transport.

In cases of necessity, the supply of materiel can be made by regimental

transport directly to the small units of the battalion.

The supply of ammunition, fuel, and lubricating materials in the tank
(tank-and-self-propelled) regiment is made by regimental.transport direct1y
to the combat vehicles.

Empty transport returning to the rear is used primarily for evacuating
the wounded and sick.

Fuel and lubricating materials for servicing combat and transport vehi-

cles are brought up to battalions and batteries. The rest of the small

units of the regiment have their vehicles serviced with fuel and lubricating
materials at the regimental dump. The commanders of small units are respon-

sible for the timely servicing of vehicles with fuel and lubricants.

109. Replenishing tanks and self-propelled artillery with ammunition,
servicing them with fuel and lubricating materials, and necessary repairs to

them are done, as a rule, at night, after the execution of the mission of the

day and at points in covered areas designated by the regimental (batt'alion)

commander. Depending on the situation and'the mission being carried out,
tanks and self-propelled artillery which §ave to be replenished with amm-

nition and serviced with fuel are withdrawn by platoons or individually, and
are disposed in a dispersed manner, in readiness for defense.

During combat, replenishing tanks and self-propelled artillery with am
munition and servicing them with fuel and lubricating materials are done in
the combat formations behind cover by delivering ammunition and fuel directly
to the combat vehicles without having to move them to the rear area.

In urgent cases, the commander of a tank small unit, not waiting for de=-

liveries from the rear area, is responsible for redistributing among combat
vehicles their remaining ammunition, fuel, and lubricating materials. In
necessary cases, the delivery of ammuiition, fuel, and lubricating naterials
to the combat formations of tanks arid self-propelled artillery can be carried

out by combat vehicles.

110. Regimental and battalion aid stations are deployed at such a dis-
tance from the front line as to be abl to give timely medical aid to the
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wounded and the sick and to evacuate them from the field of battle. W >n in
the departure position for an attack, the regi ental aid station is up o

3 kilomsters from the front l.ine and the batta ion aid station is up t 1

kilometer. When in the defense, the aid st.ti a is up -to 8 kilometers 'rom
the font line and the battalion aid station . up to 3 kilometers. the
cavalary regiment, the aid station is deployed at a distance from the .ont
line of up to 3 kilometers when in the departure position for an attac and
up to 4 kilometers when in the defense,

All commanders and medical personnel of he regiment (battalion) Lre re-
sponsible for taking measures to ensure that the wounded are transport'" to
the battalion and regimental aid stations as soon as possibleo

Pirst aid to the wounded on the field of battle is administered , sani-

tation instructions and aid men. Aid men carra the severely wounded, .th.

their weapons, from the field of battle to pcint designated by the cc mpany
commander..

Aid men-litter bearers, senAt oit to the' companies' by the battali( aid

statidn, carry out the severely wounded,with their personal weapons, frr : the
company area to the battalion aid station (or to a medical vehicle loan?.ng
point),

The slightly wounded, if they cannot carry on in combat, proceed,: carry-
ing their own weapons,. to the battalion or reg-mental did station with che
permission of the platoon (company) commander.

Medical technician aid is givn to: the w0omded and sick at the b talion aid
station, where their evacuatio to he regimental aid station by regimc ital
transport is.organizad; the slightly wounded cm. go on'fot in organiz2
formations, under command, with their own perscnal weapons, which they give
up at the regimental aid station.

Professional medical attention is given to the wounded and sick a the

regimental aid station. The sick and wounded are then evacuated to the divi-
sion aid station by division transport 0

Units and small units of special troops evacuate their wounded an sick
from the field of battle, as a rule, with their own transport, to the i" ttalion
and regimental aid stations of rifle (motorized rifle, mechanized, tan)
cavalary) units.

Attached and supporting units and small units of 'artillery and ty ke

(self-propelled artillery) evacuate their- wounded and sick to their own aid
stations or to the nearest. aid sat f godt .edeam aj~rh#"N

111. The burial of those killed in actic' and of others who have died
is organized by the regimental deputy commander for supply in: an est a ished
manner6  A small unit, under the command of. an officerb is designated Jr bury-
ing the dead. Before burial. identification of those killed in action .s
made according. to documents found on them. Cobananders of small units port
through channels every man who has been killed in action (who has died,
Reports are made according to a strict establie'ed form. The reginentz
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headquart ers keeps an accuarate account of personnel killed in action (or of

those who died), the place of burial, and. promptly communicates this informa-
tion to the appropriate ilitary commissariats.

112. The repair of unserviceable and damaged combat and transport vehi-
cles is made by the crews (drivers) or by regimental (battalion) repair

shops at the spot where they were damaged. If it is impossible to make re-

pairs on the spot, the vehicles are evacuated for repair to the regimental

and division collecting points for wrecked vehicles or to repair shops.

The regimental commander gives instructions for the organization of the

collecting point for wrecked vehicles, which is disposed in a concealed lo-

cation close to supply and evacuation routes.

At the collect ing point for wrecked vehicles, the following activities take

place an inspection, the sorting of knocked-out vehicles and of the armament
and equipment found ;n. them, preparations for further evacuation of those ve

hicles which cannot be repaired on the spot, and their transfer tb the regi-
mental repair shop or to the division collection point for wrecked vehicles.

The evacuation from the regiment of unserviceable and knocked-out com-

bat and transport vehicles, armament (except artillery materiel), and other

technical equipment is carried out by division means; Unserviceable artil-

lery materiel is evacuated, as a rule, by the organic artillery prime movers

of the small units.

The repair of armament, communications equipment, and other technical

equipment in small units .is. done by the.repairmen of these small units or by

repairmen detailed from the regimentl.attalion) repair shops.

If repairs in small units are not feasible, then the armament co..muni-

cations equipment, and other technical equipment is evacuated for repair to

the regimental or division repair shops.

113. The regimental veterinary hospital, which is deployed at a dis-..
tance of up to 6 kilometers from the front line when in the departure posi-

tion for an attack, and up to 10 kilometers when in' the' defenseygives

veterinary aid to wounded 'and sick horses and other animals.

The removal of wounded and sick horses and other animals from the field

of battle to the regimental veterinary hospital is carried out on the instruc-

tions of commanders 'of small units.

The care of horses and other animals left for treatment in regimental vet-
erinary hospitals is carried out by one soldier for. every three 3 horses;

these men are detailed on the instructions of the regimental commander.-

The evacuation of wounded and sick horses and other- animals from the regi-
mental veterinary hospital to the division veterinary hospital is carried out

by regimental facilities;, and from cavalary regiments, by the facilities of
the division veterinary hospital.
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In the cavalary regiment, a forward veterinary point is set up for giving
timely first aid to wounded and sick horses and for evacuating them from the

veterinary stations of the [cavalary7 troops (batteries). The regimental vet-
erinary hospital establishes the forward veterinary point in the area where the
horseholders and horses are disposed.

114. Prisoners-of-war are convoyed from small units to the regimental, or
directly to the division, prisoner-of-war collecting point.

The regimental prisoner-of-war collecting point is organized by the regi-
mental staff, usually by using personnel from the regimental headquarters small
unit [comendantskoye Ihazdeleniye7.

115. Rear service small units organize and carry out the security and de-

fense of their dispositions as a rule, with their own men and materiel. When

necessary for the security and defense of regimental dumps and ammunition sup-
ply points, and also for carrying out loading-unloading operations and for the
security of transport enroute.during the threat of enemy ground attack, .neces-
sary small units are detailed ffor this purpose7 on the instruction of the regi-
mental (battalion) commander.

116. On the basis of the decision of the regimental commander and of the

division commander ts order for the rear, aiegimental order or Instruction for the
rear is issued.

The regimental order for the rear gives instructions on:

- the place and time 'for deploying division rear service units and in-
stallations, and the order of their displacement in the course of battle;

- the supply and evacuation routes;

- the boundary lines of the regimental rear area, or only the regimenta
boundary lines if the regimental rear area is not indicated;

- the time and place for deploying the small regimental rear service units,
and the order of their displacement in the course of battle;

- by what time and to what extent to create reserves of supplies (by
principal classes of supply) in small units and in regimental dumps;

- norms for the expenditure of supplies (by principal classes of supply)
for each regimental small unit before the battle and on the first day of battle;

- the order and times for bringing up supplies to the small units;

- measures for giving prompt medical aid to, and for evacuating, the
wounded and sick from the field of battle.;

- the organization of the evacuation of unserviceable and wrecked combat
and transport vehicles :and armament;

- measures for giving prompt veterinary aid to, and for evacuating,
wounded and sick horses and other animals from the field of battle;



- the organization of communications with the rear service small units;

- the organization of the security and defense of the rear service small
units and the areas in which they are located;

- the place and time of disposing the rear command. group;

- when and where to make reports concerning the rear.

The regimental deputy commander for supply works out the order for the

rear, which is signed by the regimental commander, the chief of staff,

and the regimntal deputy commander for supply.

117. The regimertal deputy commander for supply-is responsible for the
organization of the rear , for the supply of materiel to- regimental small
units by the supply services subordinate to him, and for:bringing:up all
other types. of supplies to regimental small units. The instructions by the
regimental deputy commander for supply on questions of the organization
of the rear are binding on all chiefs of services.

The regimental deputy commander for supply is responsible' for:

- - knowing the requirements for materiel of the small units according to
supply services subordinate to lhim, promptly requisitioning supplies, and re-

plenishing transportable reserves;

- supplying small units with rations, forage, clothing and footwear,

fuel and lubricating materials, heating fuel, equipment for lighting purposes,
and water, in areas where water is not obtainable; arranging a check
of the quality of. these supplies;

- organizing the bringing up of materiel according to requests made by
the chiefs of services;

- organizing the reconnaissance and -study of the area of- future opera-

tions for locating the regimental rear service. small units;

- organizing, in conjunction with the regimental engineer, the mainten-
ance and servicing of the routes of supply and evacuation and, on the~instruc-

tions of the chief of staff, organizing the control of traffic on these routes;

- organizing the location of regimental rear service small units;

- organizing the operations of subordin.te reat service small units;

organizing the security, defense, antichemical defense, and the camou-

flage of the regimental rear service small units;

organizing bath and laundry services for regimental personnel;

- informing the regimental chief of staff of the status of the near
and of the basic measures concerning the organization and operations of the
rear
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- receiving from the regimental staff c ta on changes in the s cation
and in the composition of the regiment;

informing the regimental deputy conm ider for technical affa s (chief
of technical. affairs), the regimcntal surgeci, the regimental voter: arian.,
and also the chief of artillery armamnent of .he situation in the re:
and of the receipt. of instructions given by ;he regimental commander arid, in
conjunction with them,. preparing the orde-r icr the rear and wor ing out
measures for the technical and mateiial insrance of the regiment

- checking the supply of regimental smaLl units according to c] saes of
supplies, and takiig measures to do away imrmediately with all appare t defi-
ciencies;

observing the prompt inaintenance at. srength of small units bordin-
ate Lo him in terms of personel,. transport, horses, and authorized rmament,
and organiZing their proper utilization;

- organizing the procuremet, on the instructions of the division chief
of the rear , of food, forage, fuel, and equipment from local meas;

- promptly organizing the collection, on the field of battle, o Soviet
arid captured arms and equipmnt ;and also accounting for, safeguarding, and
evacuating them;

making a timely calculation of the bringing up of materiel to regiment-
al small units

-,organizing the collection of .information. regarding. the materi l support
of small units according to subordinate services of supply for,incl ion in
the reports, for the rear

-directing the combat, political, and pecal preparation of t e paerson-
nel of subordinate supply/ services and of rear service small units.

- organizing the burial of those killed in action and those who have died,

118. The regimental deputy commander for technical affairs (chie of tech-
nical affairs) is directly responsible for o ganizing the maintenance of com-

j . bat and transport vehicles and for their constant technical servicea ility,

He is responsible for:

-'knowing the availability and technica. condition of combat an trans-
port vehicles;

organizing the proper technical use, servicing, :and safeguard. ag of
combat and transport vehicles-

-organizing the repair and. evacuation I unserviceable combat nd trans-
port vehicles in the course of the battle;

- determining the reasons for the damages (breakdowns) to the hicles,
and taking measures to provent thei;
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- checking the technical condition of vehicles, the expenditure of spare
parts, and the roper filling out of technical documents;

- organizing the requisition, receipt, .allotment, distribution, and
account of vehicles, spare parts, instruments, and equipnent;

-directin maintenance work in subordinate small units;

- organizigg the timely deployment of collecting points for wrecked ve-

hicles in the. course of battle, and organizing their operations in confor-

mance with the combat mission;

- checkin the quality and expenditure of incoming fuel and lubricating
materials;

- directing the technical training of the regimental personnel;

- informing. the regimental chief of staff of the availability and the
technical condition of combat and transport vehic1es and of the progress of

their repair and evacuation;

- informing the regimental deputy commander; for supply of the needed

quantity of fuel and lubricating materials;

- studyingand generalizing the experience gained in the maintenance of

combat and transport vehicles and disseminating this experience to the small
units.

119. Regi ental chiefs of. services directly manage the supply and ser
vicing of small units, each according to his specialty.

They are responsible for:

- checking the supply of the regimental small units according to class

of supply, and taking measures to eliminate immediately all.disclosed short
comings;

- reporting to the regimental deputy commander.for supply concerning the

status of supply of the small units with the materiel 'which he controls, and

presenting. him with requests for-the supply of thesmall units.with items re-

quired by them;

- presenting Lo the corresponding chiefs of services of the division

data on the amount on hand and.the expenditure of materiel which they handle,

and presenting ediuests for releasing and shipping items of supply;

- organizigg the. maintenance of combat equipment according to their
5 pecialty;

- receiving from regimental headquarters necessary data on changes in
the situation and on the composition of the :regiment;

- taking part in the development of the appropriate point of the
order for the rear and of other documents according to their specialty.
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120. The regimental surgeon directs the medical care of the r imental

personnel.

He is responsible for:

- organizing and ensuring prompt medic .1 aid on the field of b .tle to
the wounded, sick, and those afflicted by chemical agents, and evac" ting
them to battalion and reglientil aid stations;

- directing the medical operations of regimental and battalion 'aid sta-
tions;

ensuring the timely development of the operations of battal in and
regimental' aid stations, and disp acing the in the course of battle'

- organizing sanitation-hygenic and antiepidemic measures in th regi-
mental small units;

- checking the bath and laundry servicing of regimental personne:1;

organizing reconnaissance of the sanitary conditions of the 'ea of
operations of the troops;

- promptly supplying regimental small Lnits and the regimental nd bat-
talion aid stations with medicines, bandaging materials, and other dical7

sanitation items;

- checking.the quality of food served to personnel, and also. c 'eking
the condition of water sources being used;-

- - organizing the training of personnel in the rules of the cart of health
in field conditions and in the rules of seli aid and mutual aid if 'unded or

afflicted by poisonous agents.

121. The regimental senior veterinarian directs the veterinary care of
horses and other animals

He is responsible for:

- organizing and ensuring prompt veterinary aid to wounded, si , and
gassed horses and other animnls, and treatirn themp

- ensuring the prompt setting. up of a re gimental veterinary ho. ital
and a forward veterinary point, and disrlciag them in thecourse o the bat-
tle;

- directing the medical work of the regimental veterinary hosp .:l, and
checking the operations of the forward veteri'nary point;

-carrying out a constant check on the quality of forage and f d norms
on the feeding, watering, and working of hor3es; on their care; on a cor-
rectness and timeliness of their shoeing; aen on the condition and rrect-
ness of adjustment of harnesses and equipment;
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- organizing the reconnaissance of veterinary conditions in the area of

impending operations, taking veterinary-prophylactic 'and'antiepizootic measi es,
and also taking measures, in conjunction with the'regimental chief of.ehemic
service, for antichemical protection of horses and other animals;

- promptly supplying regimental small units and regimental veterinary
hospitals with veterinary equipment;

- carrying out a veterinary inspection of livestock and of its slaugh-
ter;

- organizing and checking the timely disposal of slain horses and
other animals;

- organizing the training of personnel in 'the rules of the proper care
of horses and the rendering of first aid to them when wounded or gassed.

122. The chief of artillery armament of the regiment directs the sup
plying of reg' ntal small units with artillery armament, ammunition, and
other artillery equipment, and also directly organizes the maintenance of

artillery armamnt.

He is responsible for:

- promptly resupplying regimental small units with materiel in short
supply, ammuni on, spare parts, combat instruments, and lubricating and wip
ing materials;

- organizing the operations of the artillery repair workshop;

ensuring-the timely deployment and displacement, in the course of bat-
tle, of the re' ental ammunition supply point, and personally directing its.
operations;

- organizing the timely turning in, by small regimental units of un '
serviceable a , expended cartridge cases. and packing raterials ;

- displacg the regimental ammunition suppl point without leaving am

munition, expe ed cartridge cases, and packing /materials in the area evac-

uated;

- maintai g an exact accounting of the expenditure of and the need

for ammunitionQof arniament lost in battle, .and informing the chief .of arti
lery of the regiment of these matters;

- checkin the technical state of equipment and combat instruments in
the small units of the regiment;

organizig the collection, on the field of battle, of.armament ,and

its repair and tilization. -

123. The .attalion commander personally, and with the aid of his staff,-
organizes the oferations of the rear service small units of the battalion.

On the basis of instructions by the regimental commander or the
order for the rear, the battalion commander indicates to his small unit
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comm.nders

- the locations of thc regimental rear service small units and supply
routes;

- the locations of and the time for de )loying the battalion an unition
supply point, the battalion aid station,. th battalion supply. point and the
utomotive repair tshop, and the order of ci::placinrg them in the cou se of

battle;

= the- order of resuppkling small units with aimunition, fuel, ubricat-
ing inaterials, rations, and iorage;

norms for the expenditure: of anmmuniti!on, fuel, and lubricati materi-
als in the small units;

- the imethod of evacuation of wounded and sick from the field . battle.
to the. battalion aid station;

the methodc evacuation of sick and ;wonded horses;

- the order of repair and evacuation o. unserviceable. ariamsent. combat
equipment., transport, and operty

the order of feedin- .personnel, id he time for serving hot, ood;

- the method of maintauining communi cat ons with rear service s all arits.

.124. The deputy batt iion corrinander f r technical affairs (b. talian
automotive technician) is directly responsi le for the organization ?f the
* ainten:.nce of com-ba.t and transport vehicle and for keeping them a con-
stant state of technical usefulness.

He is responsiblee for:

knowing the availabi litr and technica.l condition of Oombat r.. trans-

port vehicles;

- personally directing the technical servicing and repair of c Tbat, and
transport vehicles;

- organizing. the. evacination of unserviceable combat and transp ct. vehi-
cles in the course of battle

- directing the disposition end disp)la ement of small rcpair 1 ts in
the course of battle and also the organizat on of their security an defense';

- directing the technic l] instruction f. driv r (chauffers) « other
utomotive (tank) -specialists

- promptly informing the battalion corander and the regimenta deputy
commander for technical affairs of the avaii ability and technical ate of
cordbat and transport vebicles..
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125. The comnander of the battalion supply platoon is responsible for

promptly supplying to battalion small units ammunition, fuel and lubricating
materials, chemical warfare equipment, rations, forage., heating fuel, light-
ing equipment, and water where it is unavailable.

He is responsible for:

- promptly deploying the battalion amunition supply point and the bat-

talion supply point, and displacing them in the course of battle;

- organizing the supply of ammunition to company .ammunition supply
points and to artillery (mortar) firing positions;

organizing the preparation, the delivery, and the issuance .to the

small units of hot food and tea;

- having information of the status of supply to small battalion units
of ammunition, fuel and lubricants, rations, and forage;

promptly informing the battalion commander, the deputy regimental
commander for supply, and the chief of artillery armament of the necessity
for replenishing reserves of ammunition, fuel, and lubricants; informing the
commander immediately of the expenditure by the small units of half of their
available supplies of ammunition,fuel, and lubricants in the course of
battle;

organizing the security, defens.e, and camouflage of battalion supply
points and amm nition supply points.

126. The senior battalion medical assistant gfelldshej is responsible
for the medical care of battalion personnel and for the operations of the
battalion aid station.

He is responsible for:

- directing the work of;,the personnel of the battalion aid station and
of the sanitary instructors of the. companies;

- promptly setting up the operations of the battalion aid station, and
displacing it, in the course of battle, behind the advancing companies;

- organizing the prompt removal of the wounded orthose affected by
poisonous agents from the field of battle and their evacuation to battalion
aid stations;

- personally giving prompt medical aid to the wounded, sick, and those
affected by poisonous agents, who have reached the battalion aid station;

- checking the quality of the food furnished to personnel, checking they
state of water sources in the battalion area of operations, and checking the
water discipline of the battalion personnel;

- carrying out sanitation hygienic, and antiepidemic measures among bat-
talion personnel;

promptly supplying the companies and the battalion aid station with
medicines, bandaging.materials, and other medical-sanitary.stocks.
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Chapter 6

OFFENSIVE COMBAT

1. GENERAL PRINCIPLES

127. The main goal of offensive combat is the complete destruction of the
enemy.

This result is obtained.by striking the enemy with heavy fire of all kinds,
and by a decisive attack, with the subsequent encirclement and destruction or cap-
ture of enemy personnel and the seizure of his materiel.

128. Success in offensitie combat is attained not only by a superiority over
the enemy in men and materiel, but primarily by the skillful organization and con-
duct of combat, which is assured by:

- well-organized reconnaissance of all types;.

the skillful use of men and mater'iel in battle;

- the concealed occupation of the .departure position for the attack and
adequate air cover for regimental (battalion) small units;

- the surprise and swiftness of the attack;

- organized cooperation among regimental (battalion) small units, with the
attached and supporting small units (units), and with adjacent units during the
execution of assigned missions;

- the maneuver of. fire, personnel, ahd materiel during a battle;

- engineer preparation of the departure area for the attack;

- firm and continuous control of the regimental (battalion) small units, and
the attached and supporting small units (units) in battle;

- the preparation of the regimental. (battalion) small units with respect to.
the peculiarities of the forthcoming battle;

- political support of the operations of the regiment (battalion);

- the mateiial and technical support of small units;

- the timely consolidation of gains.

129. If the enemy has no open flanks, the attack by the regime nt (battalion)
begins with a breakthrough of his defense.

The width of the breakthrough sector, the direction of the main blow, and the
depth of the regiment's (battalion's) combat missions are determined by the mission
assigned by the division (regimental) commander, the scheme of operations, the
enemy forces and the tenacity of his defense, the personnel and
materiel of the, regiment (battalion), and the character of the terrain
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When attacking the enemy's prepared defense, a rifle regiment attacking

in the main direction may be assigned a breakthrough sector up to two kilometers

in width; a rifle battalion, up to one kilometer.

The immediate mission of a rifle regiment is usually to seize the position

held by the enemy's regimental reserves. The subsequent mission is to capture

the position held by the enemy's. division reserves. The mission of the day is
to develop the breakthrough, destroy enemy reserves, and seize the assigned

sector of the -enemy's second defensive zone throughout its entire depth.

The immediate mission of the rifle regiment of the second echelon of a .division

usually consists ir the completion of the breakthrough of the enemy's main defensive

zone in coordination with the units of the first echelon; the subsequent mission

is to develop the breakthrough, destroy the enemy's reserves, and seize the assign-
ed sector of the enemy's second defensive zone throughout its entire depth.

The immediate mission of. a rifle battalion is the seizure of the first pos

ition. The subsequent mission is the seizure of the position of the enemy's reg-
imental reserves. On accomplishing the subsequent mission, the battalion devel-

ops the attack in the depths of the defense; for this purpose, the battalion is

assigned new missions in the depths of the enemy defense.

The immediate mission of the rifle.hattalion of the second echelon of the

regiment is usually to seize. a sector. of the position held by the enemy's divi

sion reserves; subsequently, the battalion is given the mission of developing

the attack in the depths of the enemy defense.

The. company is assigned a visible objective for the assault, situated on the

first position of the enemy defense, and the direction of further attack.

130. In an attack against a prepared enemy defense,. the combat formation of
the regiment is formed in two echelons or in one.

In the same. situation, the rifle (motorized rifle) battalion is formed in two

echelons or in one.

131. Regimental artillery groups are formed for the regiments of both the

first and the second echelons of the division.

The regimental commander assigns several of the artillery battalions of the

regimental artillery group for the support of the.Lrifle/ battalions. In the course

of battle, the artillerybattalions assigned to support the Lriflg/ battalions may
be subordinated to the Lrifl&/ battalion commanders. These artillery battalions

are called on to take part in the artillery preparation. for an attack; when there

is insufficient artillery, they are also used to lay down a barrage or successive

concentrations of fire to a depth of up to 1.5 kilometers.

Before the battalion of .the- regiment's second echelon is committed to battle,

the artillery battalions assigned to support it are employed to support the bat-

talion' of the first echelon [which is attacking/ in the direction in which the

battalion of the second echelon will be committed.

After the artillery battalions have been reassigned to the rifle (motorized

infantry) battalions, the regimental commander should have under his direct command
one to two battalions.
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The commander of the regimental artillery group must assure centralized fire

direction for the entire group.

Firing positions of the regimental artillery group are usually'selected as

close as possible to the enemy main line of resistance.

Regimental and battalion artillery are not included in the composition

of. the regimental artillery group, but are employed. as accompanying artillery on

orders from the regimental (battalion) commander.

On orders of a senior officer, the regimental and battalion mortars may be

called on to participate in the artillery preparation for an attack. In this e-

vent the commander of the regimental artillery group plans their fire.

The regimental and battalion mortars which have been drawn from the regiments

of the second (third) echelon of the division during the artillery preparation for

an attack are employed as part of the regimental artillery groups of the regiments

6f the first echelon.

The regimental artillery groups of the regiments of the. second echelons of the

divisions participate in the artillery preparation for the attack as part of the

division artillerg groups; and until these regiments are committed to battle, they

support the attack of the regiments of the first echelon.

132. During an attack, the regimental artillery group performs the following

missions:

-during the artillery preparation for the attack, it neutralizes and destroys

enemy personnel and weapons in emplacements, trenches, communication trenches, and
also in strong points; neutralizes and destroys the enemy's antitank guns, tanks,

and self-propelled artillery; blinds and destroys observation posts; destroys indi-

vidual sectors of trenches and communication trenches, and other defensive instal-

lations; cuts passages through obstacles; and rhen necessary, can be called on t''
"donduct counterbattery fire against the enemy's artillery and mortar batteries;

- during the artillery support of the attack, it supports infantry and tank

attacks with a barrage or successive concentrations of fire; it neutralizes and

destroys surviving and newly disclosed enemy weapons; and interdicts enemy counter-

attacks, especially on the flanks;

- in the period of the artillery accompaniment of the infantry and tanks during

combat in the depth of the enemy 's defense, it accompanies with its fire the infantry
and tank attack, neutralizing and destroying enemy personnel and weapons in strong

points and enemy reserves; by the use of smoke shells and mines it blinds the enemy's

weapons and observation posts; it destroys and neutralizes the enemy in his concen-.

tration areas; it beats off the counterattacks of enemy infantry and' tanks; it sup-

ports the' commjitment ofdthe second echelonts (reserves) to battle; it' covers withe
its fire the boundaries and flanks; it protects the consolidation of the captured

areas; it hinders the enemy withdrawal and his consolidation on intermediate lines.

133. During the artillery preparation for an attack, the fire of guns and

self propelled artillery, assigned for direct fire, takes on great significance.

Guns and self-propelled artillery assigned for direct fire are advantageous
in destroying antitank guns tanks, self-propelled artillery,-and other weapons,
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especially on the main line of resistance. They destroy observation posts, indi-
vidual sectors of trenches and communication trenches,. buildings adapted for de-
fense, and, in case of necessity, they blast passages through obstacles.

Direct fire weapons are detailed from regimental and battalion artillery, from
small units of self-propelled artillery, and from attached antitank and division
artillery. When needed, guns of heavier caliber are detailed. The number and ca-
liber of guns (self-propelled artillery) detailed for direct fire depend on the avail-
ability and character of reconnoitered targets, the character of the terrain, and the
conditions of observation and adjustment of fire. Each gun is capable of destroying
or damaging one or two targets during the artillery preparation. Depending on the.
character and importance of the targets, two guns can be assigned to one target.

All guns detailed for direct fire, including very heavy ones, are subordinate
to the regimental (battalion) commander in whose sector they are operating. The

fire of weapons detailed for direct fire is planned by the regimental artillery
commander on the basis of missions assigned by the division artillery commander and
the regimental commander. The regimental artillery commander coordinates this fire
with the commander of the regimental artillery group.

A fire plan is drawn up by the regimental chief of artillery in order to plan
the fire of the guns detailed for direct fire.

134. Accompanying artillery is assigned for the direct accompaniment of the
attacking infantry and tanks. Up to one artillery battalion'is attached to a
jiflA/ battalion as accompanying artillery. This artillery battalion is reassigned
to the companies by platoons or by batteries. Battalion and regimental artillery,
small units of the rifle regiment's self-propelled artillery, and a part of the anti-

tank and division artillery attached to the regiment are employed as accompanying
artillery. Usually included in the small units of the first echelon are self-propelled
artillery and guns with prime movers for cross-country performance.

During the period of the artillery preparation for the attack, aormpaqying ardlery and
artillery detailed to the regimental artillery-antitank reserve are employed for

direct fire.

During an attack and combat in the depth.of the enemy defense, the platoons and
batteries of accompanying artillery, advancing in the combat formations of the compa-
nies, destroy antitank guns, tanks, self-propelled artillery, and any other enemy
weapons hindering the advance of the infantry and tanks.

135. In offensive combat, close su-ort tanks support the advancing infantry
by fire and shock action, destroying enemy personnel, weapons, tanks, and clearing

paths through wire entanglements

For an attack on a prepared defense, the regimental commander usually attaches

tanks and self-propelled artillery to the battalions of the first echelon for their
diose support. Two or three tank companies and one or two batteries (companies)
of self-propelled artillery may be attached to a battalion of the first echelon
operating in the direction of the main effort. Where there is a sufficient number
of tanks, some of them are attached to the battalion of the second echelon.

As a rule, the heavy tanks and self-propelled artillery attached to the regi-
ment are employed to accompany the medium tanks.

Tanks are usually attaahed to rifle companies for an attack in a city, forest,
or hilly terrain, and when overrunning an enemy security' zone. Tanks are also in-
cluded in assault groups.
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136. During preparations for an attack, sapper small units are employed under
centralized control to conduct engineer reconnaissance, clear the departure area of
mines, construct command and observation posts, and prepare roads and cross-country
routes of march. They may be calied on to clear passages. through our own obstacles
and those lying in front of the enemy main line of resistance. At the beginning
of the attack, some of the sapper small units are reassigned to battalion commanders
to. participate in reconnaissance, to clear away obstacles,. to lay out cross-country
routes through the enemy's main line of resistance and in the depth of his defense,
and to construct obstacles during the consolidation of captured lines.

137. Small units of light .flamethrowers, which are attached to the regiment,
are, as a rule, reassigned to battalion commanders to reinforce companies; they ad
vance with the attacking small units of infantry, destroying enemy personnel in
trenches and shelters.

Small units of flamethrowing tanks attached to a regiment (battalion) are
employed, with the infantry close support tanks. They attack directly in front
of the infantry, without becoming separated from their combat formations.

In preparation for and during an attack, smoke is. employed under centralized
control according to the plan of a senior officer.. During fighting in the depth
of the enemy defense, the regimenti(battalion), depending on the situation, may
use smoke independently to support the maneuver of small units, to indicate targets,'
to:designate its own position, and to conceal the second echelon when it is committed

to battle.

In offensive combat the small regimental chemical warfare yunit performs chemi-
cal warfare observation and reconnaissance, and warns of an enemy chemical attack.

Chemical warfare small units may be attached to the regiment to decontaminate
a contaminated area, weapons, equipment, and transport.

2. ORGANIZATION OF OFFENSIVE COMBAT

138. The sequence of work of a regimental (battalion) commander in organizing
an attack is determined in each instance by .the mission, the character of the ter-
rain, and the time factor.

When there is sufficient time to organize an attack, the regimental (battal-
ion) commander usually conducts his work on the terrain in the following order:

- he conducts reconnaissance and makes a decision;

he issues a combat order;

- he issues orders for combat, political, engineer, material, and technical
support, and other necessary orders;

- he grants time to the commanders of battalions (companies) and the commanders.
of attached and. supporting units (small units) to familiarize themselves with the mis-
sion, to evaluate the situation, and to conduct reconnaissance in. their particular
directions; assigns them.the time and meeting places for reporting on the results of
the work carried out;
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- he coordinates the activities of the regiment (battalion) with adjacent

units and with those units which will be operating in the regimental zone of
attack;

- he listens to the decisions made by the battalion (company) commanders and
further details their missions;

- he organizes coordination.

139. In conducting reconnaissance, the regimental (battalion) commander
must:

- orient on the terrain those taking part in reconnaissance, assign reference

points, indicate the conventional'names for local objects, and acquaint the officers
with the regiment's (battalion's) combat mission;

- indicate the enemy main line of resistance, the configuation of the trenches
and communication trenches, the enemy combat formation, the boundaries and flanks
of enemy units and small.units; point out the location of the strong points and the
location in these strong points of antitank guns, tanks, and other weapons, the dis-
position of the enemy's nearest reserves and the probable directions of enemy counter-
attacks, the character of the defense installations; obstacles, and natural barriers;
deduce which places in the enemy defenses are the strongest and which are the weak-
est, which strong points should be taken in first priority so as to break down the
tenacity of the enemy defense

- study the terrain lying in front of the main line of resistance, in the
depth of the enemy defense, and in the departure area for the attack;

- clarify the missions to be performed by the artillery and aircraft in the
regimental (battalion) sector on orders from the senior officer;

- determine the most suitable sectors of the terrain for a tank attack;

- determine the direction of the main effort, the organization of the combat

formation, and outline the combat missions for the regimental (battalion) small

units;

- indicate to battalions departure areas for the attack (to. companies - de-

parture positions) and the firing positions for the accompanying artillery and the
small mortar units;

- determine (further detail) the deployment lines (departure positions) of
the tanks and self-propelled artillery;,

- further detail the firing positions of the regimental artillery group and
indicate the area of disposition of the artillery-antitank reserve

- select locations for command and observation posts;

- indicate the routes for the movement of the regiment (battalion) and
attached small units for the occupation of. the departure position, and the line
up to which it is possible to move the small.units.in vehicles (armored personnel

carriers), if this has not been indicated by a senior officer;

. indicate the area of disposition of vehicles. (armored personnel carriers)

to be used to transport the infantry;

. r6
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indicate the locations of passages through'obstaclest

determine the character, scope, and order of carrying out the engineer pre-
paration of the departure area and measures ar the engineer support of the attack;

take into account facilities on hand and draw conclusions as to their employment
in executing the mission

tC. In assigning combat missions, the regimental commander indicates:

to the commanders of the battalions of the first echelon

4L the attached and supporting small units;

w the departure area, the immediate and subsequent missions, and the direction
of' ftther attack;

the missions for protecting the bounda.ries and flanks;

the missions for antitank and antiaircraft defense;;

R the boundaries with adjacent units;..

to the commander of the battalion of the second echelon:

the attached and supporting small units;

the departure area, missions, the direction of attack, and the probable line
of commitment;

} " the missions for protecting the boundaries and flanks of the regiment;

the missions for antitank and antiaircraft defense;

to the commander of the regimental artillery group;

additional missions for the artillery group during the period of the artillery
preparation and the artillery. support of the attack, and-also. during the period when
the artillery is accompanying the infantry and tanks during combat in the depth of
the enemy defense;

Lmeasures for breaking up a possible enemy counterattack;

the distribution of artillery battalions for the support of f~ 7 battalions;

the number and manner of reassignment of artillery small units to the rifle7
battalions;

the order of displacement of the artillery in the course of battle;

the time of readiness to open fire;

to the chief of the regimental artillery:

the missions and the manner of employment of the antitank and mortar batteries
and of the regimental self-propelled artillery battery;
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- how many and which weapons to detail for direct fire, their missions and time
of readiness to open fire;

- the area of the firing positions and observation posts of the regimental
artillery and mortars, and the order of their occupation;

- the manner of employing battalion mortars during the artillery preparation
for the attack;

to the commanders of small units of close su nort tanks and self-propelled.
artillery---the distribution of small units among the Lrifle/ battalions; the wait-
ing area, if it has not been indicated by the division commander, the deployment
lines (departure positions); the time for moving out to them; the time and manner
of beginning the movement to the attack;

to the commander of the regimental reserve---composition, departure positions,
method of displacement, and the mission of being prepared for action in the direc-
tions most seriously threatened;

to the commander of the artillery-antitank reserve---composition, location,
missions, method of displacement, .and deployment lines during combat;

to the commander of the march suomort detachment---composition, direction of
movement, and missions;

to the commander of the antiaircraft machine aun (antiaircraft art-1aryl
small unit---missions for covering .the small units of the regiment from enemy air
activity; firing positions; the direction and method of displacement of the small
unit;

to the regimental engineer---missions and method of employment of small sapper
units;

to the chief of the chemical warfare service---missions and method of employ-
ment of the chemical warfare and flamdthrower small units;

to the chief of staff-.--the location of the command and observation posts and
the axis of their displacement in combat; tasks for ensuring control, and the tasks
of communications in the departure position and in the course of battle; the time
of readiness of communications in the departure position.

141. In assigning combat missiong, the battalion commander:indicates

to the commanders of the companies of the first echelon---attached and sup-
porting small units, departure positions, the objective for the attack, and the

- direction of further advance; missions for protecting the boundaries and flanks,
and for antitank and antiaircraft defense;

to the commander of the company of the second echelon---attached and supporting
small units, the departure position, the mission and dir'ection of attack, the prob-
able line of commitment, and missions for protecting the flanks of the battalion;
and missions for antitank and antiaircraft defense;

to the commanders of the machine-gun and mortar companies and to the commander
of the battalion batterva--missions for the support of the rifle companies, targets
for neutralization or destruction during the artillery preparation for the attack
and during the attack, firing positions, the method of displacement, and subordina-
tion;
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o the commander of the antiaircraft machine-dun small unit- -missions for

covering the battalion from enemy air attacks, firing positions, the direction and

method of displacement of the small unit;

to the commanders of small units of attached artillery- missions and method

of displacement;

to the commander of the small unit of supoorting artillery- -additional tar-

gets for neutralization and destruction;.

to commanders of small units of close sunnort tanks and self-propelled artil-

lery---the method of support of the rifle companies, missions, the direction of

attack and of further advance, the Nethod of support of the tanks and self-propelled
artillery by artillery (mortar) fire, who will make passages through

our own and enemy obstacles and where;

to the chief of a£--the location of the commander's observation post and

the axis of its displacement during combat; tasks and method of organizing com-

munications in the departure position and during the course of battle; the time

of readiness of communications.in the departure position.

142. Commanders of tank and self-propelled (tank, heavy tank and self-:pro-
pelled) regiments, tank battalions, and battalions (artillery battalions) of self-

propelled artillery, when employing small units of the regiment (battalion, artil-

lery battalion) for the close support of infantry, must:

promptly organize the preparation of equipment for combat;

issue combat instructions for the forthcoming battle to commanders of small
units;

know the combat missions which have to be carried out by each of their small

units, and the method of their coordination writh the artillery, rifle (motorized

rile), and sapper small units-

- ascertain how well the small unit commanders comprehend their combat

missions;

assist commanders of rifle (motorized rifle) units (small units) in the

proper employment of the tanks and self-propelled artillery attached to them;

- organ.ze the timely movement of the small units from the waiting area to

the line of deployment .(departure positions);

- organize uninterrupted communications with the small units, and check on
the timely execution of the missions assigned them;

- be ready to unite the regiment (battalion, artillery battalion) for oper-
ations as an entity;

- organize the material and technical supply of the small units.

During the course of battle the regimental (battalion, artillery battalio)
commander maintains constant contact with his small units, verifies their timely
execution of combat'nissions, and carries out their material and technical
support.
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143. Combat instructions of comanders of tank and self-propelled (tank,

heavy tank and self-propelled) regiments, tank battalions and battalions (artil-

lery battalions), of self-propelled artillery, small units of which are attached

for the close support of the infantry, indicate:

- information on the enemy;

- the allocation of small units (which small units and to whom they are attach-

ed, where and when to report to their commanders to receive their combat missions);

- the manner of movement from the waiting area to the line of deployment (de-

parture positions);

- the order of bringing mine-clearing devices to combat readiness;

- missions for antitank and antiaircraft defense, and for protection against

chemical attack during the period prior to arrival at the deployment line (depart-
ure positions);

- the location of their command (observation) posts and the direction of their
displacement;

- the method of maintaining communications with the small units during the
course of battle.;

- the signal for the movement of the small units to the rallying area of the

regiment (battalion, artillery battalion).

In addition to the combat instructior, orders pertaining to the organization
of material and technical support are also issued.

144. When during the course of battle it becomes necessary to combine the

close support tanks and the self-propelled artillery for the execution of new mis-

sions, a rallying area for the small units of the tank and self-propelled (heavy
tank and self-propelled) regiment, and. the tank battalion of the mechanized regi-
ment is designated on the instructions of the division (regimental) commander.

A rallying area is so selected as to, enable the tanks and the self-propelled
artillery to rally- there during the course of the forward movement of the combat
formations, without having to pull them back. Tank and self-propelled artillery
small units move into the rallying area on a prearranged signal, which is given on
the instructions of .the commanders of the supported battalions.

145. The nximumpossible tinemust be given to the subordinate commanders for the
organization of coordination., On an average, the time needed by a regimental com-

mander for work on the terrain in organizing coordination for the.breakthrough
of a prepared enemy defense is not less than twenty-four hours; battalion and
company commanders,together, should be given not less than twenty-four hours.

When coordination is being organized on the terrain, the regimental (battalion)

commander synchronizes the operations of the small units of the regiment (battalion)
with each other, with the operations of the attached and supporting small units
(units), and also with adjacent units. In doing .this, the regimental (battalion)
commander must:

- define in detail the combat mission of the regiment (battalion), and the
sequence of its execution;
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- define ih detail the departure poitions of the infantry; the firing posi-

tions of the guns and self-propelled artillery detailed for direct fire; the fir-

ing position areas of regimental (battalion) mortars; and the sequence and time

when these positions are to be occupied;

inform the small unit commanders concerning the operations of adjacent

units, and the .method of coordination with them;

- define in detail the. objectives and the method of attack and.the directions

j of further attack of the small units of the first echelon, coordinate the actions;

of these small units with each other and with adjacent units; in this respect, he
must precisely establish the. method,of coordination of action between the infantry,
tanks, self-propelled artillery, and artillery, and also on the, boundaries and

flanks;

define in detail the number and locations of passages through obstacles, in-
dicate the method of their designation, and coordinate the actions of the small

unit in surmounting the obstacles;

- define in detail the line of deployment (departure positions) of tanks in
close support of the infantry and self-propelled artillery; the time when they will

arrive. at'the line of deployment (departure positions), and also the time when the
attack is to.,be.launched; ;establish the 'order in which the tanks pass through the

infantry formations, the method by which'.assistance is to be rendered to the tanks
in surmounting obstacles and in neutralizing the antitank artillery and other weapons
of the enemy which interfere with the advance of the tanks;

- announce the method of the artillery preparation for the attack; point out on

the terrain the objectives (targets) which have to be neutralized and destroyed by

artillery (mortars) during the artillery preparation for the attack, .and the first and sub-

sequent lines' for the' rolintg barrage or sectors for successive concentrations of

fire define in detail the missions of' artillery (mortars) for the accompaniment

,of the infantry and tanks .engaged in combat in the depth of the enemy defense, and

the missions for protecting the boundaries and the flanks; establish the, manner
of reallotment of the small units of the regimental artillery group to battalions
;(companies);

- define in detail the method of conducting small arms fire before and during
'the attack;

define in detail the direction of the attack, the mission, the line and
manner of commitment .of the .battalion of the second echelon; establish the manner
of reallotment of the artillery, mortars, tanks, self-propelled-artillery;and sapper
small units to the secondlechelon; define in detail the missions of the artillery,
mortars, sapper small units., and small units'of the first echelon for supporting
the commitment, of the second echelon (to the.company of the seccnd echelon, the

battalion commander defines in detail,its mission, direction of attack, and what
:weapons rill ,support it during its commitment; determine the method of coordination,

during the course of battle, between the small units of the first and second echel-,
ons; '

- define in detail the mission of the artilleryantitank reserve of the regi-
ment, its location,, direction and order of displacement during the course of battle,
and coordinate its operations:with the operations of the small units of the regi-
ment,,



- announce the method..of employment of smoke agents and small flamethrower
units during the attack and during combat in the depth of the enemy defense, .and
coordinate the operations of the small units during an attack behind a smoke screen;

-. point out lines (objectives) subject to consolidation during the course' of
the battle and the men and materiel designated for this purpose, and also the
directions of possible counterattacks by the enemy and measures for repelling them;

- announce the missions of the air force and point out objects which it will de-
molish and neutralize in the zone of advance of the regiment during the period of the
immediate air reparation for the attack and the period of air support (accompaniment)
f the attack;

- establish the manner of maintenance of communications, and announce the

signals for: the attack; request for fire; shifting and cessation of fire; warning
of the appearance of enemy planesy tanks, and chemical attack; recognition signals;

target designation; communications between aviation and infantry; the designations

of the front line of the forward small units to friendly aviation; and other signals;

- establish methods of target designation between the infantry, tanks, self-pro-
pelled artillery, and artillery..

146. To ensure coordination of operations with the regiment of the second echelon,
the commander of a first-echelon regiment. must:

- know the combat mission, direction of attack, and the. pr.obably line of commit-
ment of the regiment of the second echelon; and the manner of passage of its.small units

through the combat formations of the regiment;

- establish the missions of the artillery for supporting the regiment of the
second echelon during its commitment;

- define in detail the method of maintaining communications, and coordination
signals.

147. In order to ensure. synchronization of action with the mechanized (tank).
regiment committed in the sector of the f/ifle7 regiment,. the commander of the rifle
regiment must:

- kno' thecombat mission, direction of attack, and the line of )commitment of
tYleuechanizedt(tank) ;regimeitr'-and the manner :of .passage of its small units through
the,conbat .formations 'of the regiment:;.

- assign .missions-to the artillery;forasupporting the mechanized (tank) 'regiment
during its commitment;

define in detail the method of maintaining :communication with the mechanized (tank)
regiment., and establish, if necessary, additional signals for coordination with it.

148. Communications in offensive combat are established along the axis of the
command and observation posts.

Before the attack takes place, when the forces are still in the departure position,
commanders control the regimental (battalion) small units and. the attached (supporting)
small units (units) by personal contact, wire communications and mobile means of
communication. In addition to the above, liaison officers are used or this purpos-7
in the regiment.
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In sa regiment (battalion), coordination communications are organized:

- between the attached and supporting artillery and the rifle. (mo.torized
rifle) small units;

- between regimental (battalion) small units and adjacent units;

with infantry close support tanks and with self-pro-
pelled artillery;

between the first and second echelons

149. When organizing engineer support, the regimnental commander must:

- assign 'missions for engineer reconnaissance;

determine the scope of engineer works necessary to prepare the departure
area for an attack, and establish the sequence and time limits for their execution;

establish the number of passages through obstacles, and indicate their loca-
tion, the sequence of making them, and the time when they will be: ready;

indicate the manner of engineer support of the infantry close support
tanks and of self-propelled artillery while they are in the departure position
and during the battle;

indicate the directions of laying. out cross-country routes of march and the
neasur6s for"the preparation of roads for the movement of artillery and transort;

determine the engineer measures for the consolidation of captured lines
(objectives); and detail the necessary men and materiel for this purpose;

indicate the method of employment of sapper small units and- engineer equip-
ment;

o determine the composition of the march support detachment, the direction
t inovement; and its missions;

- determine the engineer measures for camouflage.

A battalion commander, in organizing adequate engineer support, must:

establish the sequence and time of completion of engineer works for the pre-
paiation of the departure'area for the attack;

issue orders for the camouflage of small units, weapons' and defense instal-
lations;

define in detail the locations of passages which are being cut in obstacles,
point them out to the small unit commanders, and detail weapons to cover this work
and the prepared passages;

assign missions to the attached sapper small units.

150. When organizing An antitank defense, the ±regirental commander must:
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- assign reconnaissance missions, establish observation, and inform subordinates
of signals warning of the appearance of enemy tanks;

- determine the probable directions of counterattacks of enemy tanks, and in-
dicate favorable lines for the deployment of antitank weapons;

-:prepare a system of antitank fire in the departure position for the attack;
and cover, with antitank obstacles, avenues of enemy tank approach;

- attach antitankiartillery small units to the battalions and indicate the. -
method of their. employment;

- assign to the attached and supporting artillery missions for the preparation
of concentrated fire on probable assembly areas and along lines of deployment of
enemy tanks and self-propelled. artillery, and also for the preparation of barrage
fire in the directions from which they may counterattack;

- determ.ne the means necessary for the organization of an antitank defense
on lines selected for consolidation during the course of the battle;

- create a regimental artillery-antitank reserve, define its missions, and in-
dicate its method of displacement and possible deployment lines.

To repel counterattacks by enemy tanks during the attack, the regimental command
er must:

- quickly concentrate the fire of the regimental artillery group on a threaten-
ed direction and move some of the batteries up to direct fire positions.;

- promptly deploy the artillery-antitank reserve, and move.tanks and self- 4
propelled artillery. from the second echelon or reserves toward the threatened dir
ections;

- organize antitank defense on occupied lines.

151. A battalion commander, when organizing an antitank defense must.

- establish observation and inform subordinates of signals warning of the
appearance of enemy tanks;

- plan the fire of antitank weapons in the departure position for the attack
and during the course of battle, in order to repel enemy tanks;

- attach antitank weapons to the companies.and indicate the method of their
employment.

During the course of the battle, the battalion commander must utilize the
fire of all antitank weapons to destroy counterattacking enemy tanks and self-pro-
pelled. artillery.

152. In organizing an antiaircraft defense, ;a regimental (battalion) command-
er must:
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- establish observation of the air, and inform subordinates as to signals
warning of the appearance of enemy aircraft;

- determine what weapons are to be utilized for antiaircraft defense;

indicate the method .of opening and conducting fire by antiaircraft and other

designated small units;-

- order measures for the concealment and camouflage of the small units in the

departure position for the attack.

During an enemy air attack in the course of the battle, the regiment (batta-
lim) continues to fulfill its assigne-d mission, attempting to get as close to the enemy
as possible. Antiaircraft and jother/ designated small units conduct fire against
low-flying enemy aircraft.

153. For purposes of chemical defense, a regimental (battalion) commander must

organize chemical observation and reconnaissance, and inform subordinates as
to the signals warning of enemy chemical attack;

point out measures to disrupt. or weaken an enemy chemical attack;

organize the outfitting of shelters against chemical attacks;

promptly equip his small units with chemical defense means, and organize the
utilization of local facilities to overcome contaminated sectors of the terrain;

indicate the procedure for overcomine contaminated sectors of the terrain
and fields of chemical land mines Lfougasses;

indicate protective measures aginst enemy flamethrower-incendiary weapons;

- - indicate measures for the most expeditious elimination of the effects of a
chemical attack.

54. Carefully organized, continuous reconnaissance is a most important factor
for the successful outc6me of offensive combat.

A regimental (battalion) commander, prior to beginning an offensive, and on the
orders of the division (regimental) commander, organizes reconnaissance aimed at
establishing:

- the enemy situation, his strength, composition, combat formation combat
effedtiveness, and also new developments in .his tactics and in the employment of his

armament;

the exact trace of the main line of resistance .of the eneny's main (first)
defensive zore; the number of trenches and communication trenches; the type of defense
installations; and the presence of antitank, antioersonnel,and chemical obstacles
forward of: the main line of resistance and in the depth of the defense;

- the system of fire of all types in front of the main line of resistance of
the enemy's main (first) defensive zone, and in its depth; the disposition of his
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artillery, mortars, antitank guns; and also tanks, self-propelled artillery, and other
weapons located in emplacements;.-

- the strong and weak spots in the enemy defense, the location of strong points
and the intervals between them, of boundaries and flanks, and of command and obser-
vation posts;

- the daily routine of enemy troons (mealtimes, the transition from day duties to
night duties and vice versa).

When organizing and conducting reconnaissance, it is of special importance to
ascertain, the night before an attack is launched, the intentions of the enemy con.
cerning the rearrangement of his grouping and the withdrawal of his forces from the.
forward edge of his defense.

155. For occupation of a departure position'iskhodnoye polozheniye by the
regiment (battalion), a departure area for the attack iskhodny rayon dlya nastup-
leniyj is prepared.

A departure area for the attack of a regiment (battalion) must ensure the conceal-
ed disposition and dependable cover of small units and equipnent from artillery fire.
and air.attecks in the event af an Eeaey counterpreparation, and ensure the firmness of
the regiment (battalion) in i-epulsing his attack.

Departure positions for the infantry and deployment lines (departure positions) fo.
tanks and self-propelled artillery are created in the departure area, plus command
and observation posts, firing positions for artillery and mortars, and-routes ensuring
the concealed approach, disposition, and rapid advance of the combat formations of the
small attacking units.

The departure positions for the infantry consist of trenches, communication
trenches,^shelters,and firing positions for infantry weapons.

The engineer preparation of a departure area includes the strengthening of
existing trenches and communication trenches and the digging of newones; a total
clearance of mines from, areas selected for artillery and mortar firing positions,
and from deployment lines (departure positions) for tanks and self-propelled artil-
lery, and also their preparation; the construction of command and observation posts;
the preparation of roads and cross-country routes; and the concealment of combat
formations from enemy ground and air observation.

'156. A regiment (battalion) as a rule takes up its departure position for the.
attack at night, and. concealed from enemy ground and air observation.

The occupation of the departure position for the attack usually takes place
simultaneously with the relief of. the units (small units) which previously operated.
in the area.

Artillery and mortars are the firstto noveirto ardto deploy on firing positions,
and they are expected to be ready to open fire not later -than twenty-four hours
before the beginning of an attack. Guns detailed for direct fire usually occupy
previously prepared firing positions the night before the attack is launched. They are
placed in prepared oer and, with the bcginning of the artillery preparation for the
attack, are moved out to fire.upon designated targets.

The infantry, together with its weapons, occupies departure positions during
the twenty-four-hour period before the attack or the night before the. attack. If
the infantry occupies departure positions the night before the attack, it should
have at least two hours of daylight before the attack to get acquainted with the
terrain, enemy positions, and the objectives of the attack.
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The regiment of the second echelon occupies a departure position for the attack
at a distance of two to three kilometers from the forward small units of the first
echelon (in the cavalry, this distance is from one to two kilometers); a battalion -
a distance of 500 'to 1000 meters.

In the departure position for the attack, the small units must be in combat
read ness to repel any possible enemy attack; combat security measures are strength-
ened; small units and weapons are carefully camtouflaged; established rules of conduct
at the main line of resistance and in the depths of a coibat formation are rigidly
enforced.

157.. Infantry close support tanks and self-propelled artillery are concentrated
in the waiting area by a specified time.

The waiting areadyzhidateLyv ran is designated, as a rule, by the division
commander at a distance of six to eight kilometers from the enemy 1 s main line of
resistance.

Tank and self-propelled units and tank units and small units are dispersed
in the waiting area and are carefully camouflaged.

From the waiting areas infantry close support tanks and self-propelled artil-

lery move to the deployment' line or to departure positions, which are designated by

the commander of.the rifle (mechanized, motorized rifle, cavalry) regiment.

Infartry close support tanks and self-propelled artillery move to the deployment
line during the artillery preparation for the attack.

;The deployment line is designated, depending on the terrain, one to three kil-
ometers from the forward small units of the combat formation bf the regiment.

During the advance to the deployment line, or on the line itself, infantry
close support tanks and self-propelled artillery deploy in combat formation and,
on a 'pearranged signal, move to the attack.

For the movement of tanks and self-propelled artillery to the deployment line,
and for the attack on the enemy's main line of resistance, routes of movement are
reconnoitered and staked out ahead of time. In. order to maintain the designated
direction daring.the attack, one or more clearly visible reference points in the
depth 'of the enermy's first defensive position are assigned to each tank company assigned
for the close support of the infantry.

When conditions exis± which ensure complete concealment from enemy observation nd
4nterdetin dslushivaniy_/, infantry close support tanks and self-propelled artillery
may occupy departure positions on the night before the attack,. In this case, depart-
ure positions are prepared in good time by personnel of the tank crews (self-pro-
pelled artillery) and sapper'small units, at a distance of two to four kilometers from
the main line of resistance. Routes for the movement of tanks and self-propelled
artillery into the attack are reconnoitered and staked out. Control of movement is
orgatized.

Self-propelled artillery detailed for direct fire is moved out to prepared fir-
ing positions during the period of artillery preparation for the attack.

Mine-sweeping devices are hitched to tanks in the waiting area or in departure
positions.-
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158. Passages through friendly obstacles which protect the main line of resist-

ance of our defense are cut one to three days before an offensive, and through enemy
obstacles in front of the main line of resistance of his defense. usually the. night
before the attack. Cutting of passages through enemy obstacles with explosives is
carried out during the period of the artillery preparation .for the attack. In addi-
tion, with the beginning of an attack, passages through mined. obstacles are cut by
tanks equipped with mine-sweeping devices.

Passages through friendly and enemy obstacles are cut at the rate of one or
two passages for a platoon of infantry close support tanks (self-propelled artillery).

In sectors where the infantry is attacking without tanks, passages are cut at
the rate of one for each rifle platoon of the companies of the first echelon.

Commandant's posts staffed with sapper small units are established for the secur.

ity of the passages :and the support of the passage of the infantry and tanks through
them. Prior to the beginning of the attack, fire cover for the passages through
friendly obstacles is the responsibility of the artillery, mortars, and infantry weap-
ons.

159. At the beginning of the enemy counter-preparation, artillery neutralizes
enemy artillery and mortar batteries, and also his command and observation posts.
Personnel of small units, apart from observers ard crews of alert weapons, are con-
cealed in trenches and other shelters. The regimental (battalion) commander and

the commanders of snall units, from their observation posts, observe the enemy oper
ations and the disposition of their own small units.

The efforts of the enemy to reconnoiter in force the dispositions of a regiment
(battalion) in the departure position are repulsed:by the fire of specially detailed
weapons of the small: units of the first echelon of the regiment (battalion) and by
artillery fire.

160. A combat outpost in the departure position for an attack is put -out by
the regiments operating in the first echelon. This usually consists of a platoon:
from each battalion of the .first echelon (in the cavalry, it consists of a squad
from each troop of the first echelon).

The positions of the combat outpost are strengthened with obstacles.

When the distance of the first echelon of the attacking units is. not more than
300 meters from the main line of: resistance of the enemy's defense, .a combat out
post is not usually put out. In this case, in order to prevent a surprise enemy
attack, small units (units) maintain increased observation of the enemy and are in
constant readiness to repulse his attacks.

161. Motor vehicles (armored personnel carriers) intended for the transport
of infantry personnel are pooled at battalion level under the .command of a platoon
leader of the regimental transportation company, and are dispersed in covered places
concealed from enemy observation, usually at a distance of 2 to .4 kilometers from the
enemy's main line of resistance.

Sometimes the motor vehicles (armored personnel. carriers) intended for the
transport of. infantry personnel may be pooled at regimental level and dispersed in
concealed places.

Artillery (mortar) prime movers and motor vehicles (armored personnel carriers).
intended for the transport of machine guns, mortars, radios, and signal equipment
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are usually dispersed near their own small. units, depending on cond ti'o of the

terrain.

Carefully camouflaged shelters are prepared for motor vehicles (armored per-
sonnel.carriers) and prime movers.

Communication with motor veh cles (armored personnel carriers) is carried on by

radio, mobile means of communication, and visual signals.

Motor vehicles (armored personnel carriers) intended for the 'transnort of infantry
personnel, commence moving forward on orders from the regimental (battalion) com-

mander. The arrival of the transport at its small units is usually calculated for the

time w hen the breakthrough of the enemy's first defensive zone is completed.

162. A regimental (battalion) comniander, prior to the beginning of the offensive,

is obliged to check:

the knowledge of the commanders of small units of their missions, predeter-

mined signals, and coordination procedure;

the accuracy and timeliness of the occupation of departure positions by the

small units;

thr readiness of weapons for opening fire;

- the provision of the small units with ammunition, fuel and lubricants,. signal

equipment, and equipment for overcoming obstacles

- the presence of nassages through obstacles;

- the readiness of communications.

The regimental (battalion) commander. carries out his check of the readiness

of the small units for the offensive so that 2 to 3 hours before the beginning of the

arti1]ery 'preparation for the attack he can report to his immediate superior concern-

ing the complete readiness of the regiment (battalioh) to attack.

Any defects discovered are corrected on the spot.

At the appointed time, the regimental (battalion) commander personally arnounces
to his subordinate commanders the time of attaek on the enemy main line of resistance.

(H-hour).

3. CONDUCT OF OFFENSIVE COMBAT

163. With the beginning of the artillery and air preparation for the attack,
regimental and battalion commanders observe from their own observation posts the

course of the .artillery and air preparation for the attack;. they report to their

immediate superiors the results of the missions accomplished by the artillery and
air force.

The battalion commander sees to .it that the infantry, before the beginning of

the attack, directs fire from its own weapons on the enemy's first and -econd trenches.

Guns and self-propelled artillery, detailed for direct fire, destroy and de-
molish the targets assigned them in the first position at the time established by
the. plan of the artillery preparation for the attack. In the course of the last
concentration of fire, they conduct fire against targets located in the eiemy's first
and second trenches.

164. The enemy main line of resistance is attacked simultandously by tanks
and infantry at-a precisely determined time (H-hour).

In order to assure a synchronised attack on the enemy main line of resistance,
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an order (signal) for beginning the movement of the close support tanks and the
infantry to the attack is given by the regimental commander on authorization of the
division commander, and it is repeated by the battalion commanders.

The moment for giving signals for the tanks and for the infantry concerning the
beginning of the movement to the attack is determined in advance, depending on the
time fixed for the attack on the enemy main line of resistance (H-hour),.the is-
tare of the tanks and infantry in the departure position from the main line of resist
anceand. the possible speed of movement of the. tanks and infantry.

165. Tanks and infantry of the first echelon, under the cover of artillery fire,
conduct assault fires Exactly at H-hour they swiftly break into the enemy main line
of resistance and unhesitatingly continue their forward movement, remaining close
behind the shell bursts of their artillery.

Battalions of the first echelon of a regiment, with close support tanks, after
capturing the first position, continuously attack the.position.of the regimental
reserves, striving to capture as quickly as possible the positions of the eneny's
division reserves. Clearing the trenches and shelters of individual enemy soldiers.
and of groups is done by small units. detailed for this purpose from the second echelons
(reserves) of the regiment (battalion), in the composition of which. flamethroners -
are incorporated.

The second echelon (reserve) of a regiment .(battalion) begins to move at the
same time as the first echelon,

.166. Infantry close support tanks of a rifle (motorized rifle) battalion
of the first echelon of a regiment, under cover of artillery and self-propelled
artillery fire, conduct assault fire. Exactly at H-hour, they quickly break into
the enemy's main line of resistance. They destroy the infantry and weapons which
interfere with the advance of the small units of the regiment (battalion) and, to-
gether with the infantry, continue the forward movement, remaining close behind the
shell bursts of frieridly artillery.

Heavy tanks and self-,propelled artillery advance immediately behind the medium
tanks, mostly in the intervals between them. They destroy. enemy tanks, self-pro-
pelled artillery, and antitank guns.which are hindering the advance'. When necessary,.
the heavy tanks move out in front and advance in front of the medium tanks or on
line with them,

.167. When the tanks and infantry commence moving to the attack, guns detailed
for direct fire and some of the mortars conduct fire from position against the enemy's
main line of resistance, without interfering with the movement of the small units
which are attacking.

The greater part of the mortars and accompanying artillery,'as well as machine
gun small units, attach in the combat formations of the companies and support the
attacking small urits with fire at brief halts.

When the small units of the- first echelon begin their movement to the attack,
the mortar company of the battalion of the second echelon of a regiment conducts
fire against previously designated targets without interfering .with the movement of
the small units which are attacking. Subsequently, the mortar company moves in the
combat formation of its own battalion. On order of the battalion commander, the
mortar company occupies a firing, position, and supports with fire the commitment of
the small units of the battalion.-
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Antiaircraft small units, and machine gunY small units detailed for firing on
aircraft, move directly in the combat formations of the battalions (comanies), not
lagging behind them.

All commanders of mortar and artillery small units continuously observe the
battlefield and the situation and operations of the attacking small units, and quick-
ly neutralize by fire the targets hindering the attack, not waiting for orders from
senior officers or for requests from commanders of supported small units.

168. For ensuring the continuity of the attack by the regiment, the regimental
commander gives the signal for shifting the rolling barrage. from the 'principal terrain
lines, taking into account the position of the battalions which have successfully

,moved- forward. Surviving and newly located enemy weapons which interfere with- the
successfnl. advance of the small units are. neutralized by the concentrated fire of
artillery and mortars.

Signals for shifting fire are given by the regimental commander or by battalion
commanders during the support of the. attack of a regiment (battalion) by the method
of successive concentrations of fire.

Fire. of maximum density is directed against those enemy strong points which are
the greatest obstruction to the advance of the attacking small units.

Commanders of 'artillery (mortar) batteries and battalions are obliged to watch
constantly the position of attacking small units; to reconnoiter the enemy continu-
ously.; to destroy, on their. own initiative and on a priority -basis, the targets hin-
dering the advance; and to shift fire according to the advance of the small units.

169. A change of firing. positions of a regimental artillery group is carried
out, as a rule, by battalions, so that .the greater part of the group can give fire
support to the infantry and tank-s.

Artillery battalions, intended for reassignment to commanders of Irifle/ bat-
talions are first to initiate the change of firing positions. The cha6,gie of fir-
ing positions of these artillery battalions.durij combat in the depth of the enemy
defense is- carried out by batteries potatareyho

170. Combat in the depth of the enemy defense is the direct continuation and
development of the attack. It is characterized by the unevenness of advance of the
small. units, and develops into a complicated and swiftly changing situation. The
swiftness of the maneuver of fire and small units. and also the timely commitment
of the second echelons (reserves) for the exploitation of gains acquire decisive
significance.

Every success in the conduct of battle in the depth of the enemy defense must
be immediately exploited and utilized for the achievement of the complete destruc-
tian of. the enemy.

Battalions of the first echelon of a regiment with close support tanks and self-
propelled artillery, moving forward swiftly with the support of concentrated
artillery and mortar fire,. destroy the enemy in his strong uoints,' and likewise de-
stroy his counterattacking tanks and infantry.

Battalions by-pass. or block with part of their forces :strong points in the depth
of. the enemy defense which are hindering the forward advance. Employing fire and
smoke,'they advance resolutely in their assigned directions.
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For the destruction of the most important targets, especially tanks and self-
propelled artillery, batteries designated for direct fire are moved forward to. open
firing positions. The commanders of artillery small units, at the request of command
ers of infantry (motorized infantry, cavalry) and tank smal], units, and also on their
own initiative, concentrate fire on targets hindering the advance of the small units.

During combat in the depth of the enemy defense, the destruction and neutral-
ization of his artillery and mortar batteries is accomplished immediately by those
artillery units (small units) which have located. them.

If the advance of a battalion is held up by enemy fii'e aid bypassing the strong
point is unsuccessful, the regimental commander neutralizes..the enemy, in the strong
point by concentrated artillery and mortar fire and also by calling for air strikes.
The battalion, with the support of all types of fire, attacks the enemy, captures
the strong point, and continues to advance without stopping.

Obstacles and natural barriers located in the depth of the enemy defense dur-
ing the course of combat are bypassed; passages are cut through them when it is im-
possible to by-pass them. Detours are established on sections of roads which have
been destroyed.

When there are sectors, inaccessible to tanks and strong antitank. obstacles in
the depth of the enemy defense, battalions (companies) of the first echelon, under
cover of the concentrated fire of the regimental artillery group and the fire of tanks,:
self-propelled artillery, and accompanying guns, without breaking off their advance,
seize the sectors inaccessible to tanks and: the obstacles and ensire the ftir her. advance
of the tanks.

In turn, the tanks, without .losin fire coordination with the infantry, must
utilize every possibility for a quick advance.

Passages through antitank-mine obstacles in the depth of -the enemy defense are
made by tanks equipped with mineclearing devices, and by sapper small units; anti-
personnel obstacles are cleared by the attacking small units themselves and by sapper
small units.

When there is need for separating the tanks from the supported small units, so
that the former can quickly capture an important line (objective), some of the rifle
small units may be nut on the tanks and self-propelled artillery as a tank-borne
force.

Contaminated sectors of terrain located in the depth of the enemy defense, as a
rule, are bypassed. When there is no nossibility of by-passing, they are overcome
by the use of standard and improvised means, and'alsofare crossed)on armored personnel
carirs (motor vehicles) and by riding on tanks and self-propelled artillery.

171. With the development of combat in the depth of the enemy defense, the.
regimental (battalion) commander.. must:

- firmly carry out the decision he has made;

neutralize with concentrated artillery and mortar fire- enemy personnel and-ne
fy, weapons in strong points which are preventing the advance of -tanks and infantry;

- request aircraft for neutralization of the enemy in the strong points which
are preventing the advance;
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- during the execution of the immediate mLssion by the battalions (by compan-
ies during the capture of the objectives of the attack), define in detail for them
the subsequent mission (for the companies, the scheduled objectives of attack), organ-
izing the necessary maneuver without reducing the tempo of the advance;

- employ boldly, for the advance of the battalions (companies), intervals which

have appeared in enemy combat. formations, pushing forward, if necessai, tanks and

self-propelled artillery carrying infantry;

- desroy the counterattacking enemy, and widen the breakthrough by employing
the small units which have pushed forward~for launching attacks, i.n coordina-

tion with adjacent units, against the flanks and. rear of the resisting enemy;

- support, by all available means, the most successfully advancing small units,
destroying the enemy who is offering resistance on their flanks;

for exploitation of success, cormit the second echelon (reserves) to action

in good time;

- consolidate the most important lines (objectives) or sectors of captured
enemy positions;

protect boundaries and flanks by continuous reconnaissance and by echeloning
stupo/ the, second echelon (reserves) and artillery-antitank reserves behind the

threatened flank;

- restore expended second echelons (reserves).

For the pnrpose of ensuring coordination and continuity of control of the small
units during .combat in the depth of the enemy defense, the regimentai (battalion)
commander, while the subsequent. mission .is still being executed, defines in detail
the direction of further advance, and establishes new missions for the battalions
(companies).

A battalion commander is obliged to establish promptly missions for attached
and supporting artillery, tanks; and self-propelled artillery, and to ensure the
continuous presence of accompanying guns in the combat formation of the battalion,
and also the presence of organic antitank means in readiness to repulse enemy tank
counterattacks.

If the enemy has begun a withdrawal, the regimental (battalion) commander quickly
organizes a relentless pursuit, not giving the enemy a chance to diseng;gne and form
into columns.

172. For the purposes of the inost rapid seizure of the second defensive zone
of the enemy, .a battalion may be designated as. a forward detachment. In this 'case,
it is reiiforced with tanks, self-propelled artillery, artillery, and sapper and
chemical warfare small units-

Sometimes a tank and self-propelled regiment, reinforced with artillery and with
rifle, sapper, and chemical warfare small units, may be detailed as a forward detach-
ment.

Operations of the forward detachment are supported by aircraft.

The commander of the forward detachment, having received a mission, sizes it
up, and studies the character of the terrain and the enemy defense in the direction
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of anticipated operations and that sector of the second defensive zone which the'
forward detachment must capture. Then he makes his decision, issues a combat order,
and organizes coordination.

On completion of the breakthrough of the enemy's main defensive zone, the for-
ward detachment swiftly moves forward, bypassing the strong points of the defense
which are occupied by the enemy; and in coordination with units of the mechanized
division or independently, seizes,. from th& march, the assigned sector (objective)
of the enemy's second defensive zone.

173. A regimental (battalion) commander, with the aim of preventing surprise
enemy operations against the attacking small units, establishes continuous reconnais-
sance.

Reconnaissance must establish:

- the location of strong points in the depth of the enemy defense and the weapons
in them;

- the presence of tank ambushes;

- the most favorable routes .of approach, and unoccupied or weakly defended
gaps in the defens,0;

- the presence of obstacles and natural barriers, and how to overcome them or the
possibility of by passing them-

- the location of enemy reserves and the degree of their preparedness for counter-
attacks;

- the appearance of new weapons and the application of new methods in tactics;

- the beginning of a withdrawal of the enemy;'.

- the strength and composition of the small units covering the withdrawal.

Reconnaissance is conducted through continuous observation of the battlefield
by all commanders and observers, by combat reconnaissance patrols sent out by com-
piny commanders, and also by separate reconnaissance patrols.

Separate reconnaissance patrols, when needed, are sent out by the regimental
commander and commanders of battalions of the first echelon, and consist of 2 or 3
tanks, 1 or 2 armored personnel carriers with infantry, sappers, and chemical war-
fare personnel. In this case, separate reconnaissance patrols, as a rule, are command-
ed by officers.

Combat and separate reconnaissance patrols, operating ahead of and on the flanks
of the attacking small units, must boldly penetrate unoccupied intervals and make
timely reports on enemy operations.

174. The regiment of the second echelon advances with its small units in open
formation, does not become separated from the first echelon more than a fixed dis-
tance, and is in constant readiness for immediate commitment.

The second echelon battalion of a first-echelon" regiment' d-ancec with its small

units' in combat formation.

The second echelon is committed in order to increase the force of the attack and
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for the continued exploitation of the success achieved by the first echelon.
It is. committed, depending on. the situation, usually after the fulfillrent of
the immediate mission of the division (reginent. battalion)

Commitment is carried out in the intervals between the small units of the

first echelon; from behind their flanks, or by leap-frogging through them.

During the commitment of the second echelon by leap-frogging through the small
units of the first echelon, the regimental (battalion) cormander, in order to avoid
the intermingling of his own small units with :the small units of the first echelon,
does not allow a halt, of the amall units in the first echelons position.

175. The commander of the regiment.(battalion) of the second echelon, during.
the organization of an attack, is obliged:

- to study the terrain and characterhof the eneniy defense in the .rection of
the 'commitment of the regiment (battalion);

- to define in detail the ,anner of attack and to determine the cc ab missions

of the small units of the regiment (battalion);-

- to- organize the coordinatior 'of the small units of the regiment (a'attalion)
among themselves and with the tanks and self-propelled artillery, 'and also to define

in detail the coordination with the small units of the first.-echelon regiment (bat-
alio). and with adjacent units;

-to organize observation and reconnaissance~

- to define in detail the method for. the support of the commitmeat f the regi-

ment (battalion) by artillery fire and air attacks;

to define in detail the manner of estabishing communications wiith the command-
ers, of the regiments (battalions) of the first echelon and with the conmander of the
division (regimental) artillery group;-

176 With the coamencement of artillery and air. preparation for the. attack, the
commander of the second.-echelon regiment is situated at his own observation post,
near the observation post of the commander of that regiment of the first echelon
in whose sector his commitment is planned, Subsequently, prior to the commitment of
his regiment- the regimental commander changes his own observation post according
to the situation.

177. During the approach to the line of commitment, the second-echelon regi-
ment is deployed in. combat formation. eployment is covered by the concentrated' fire

of artillery, mortars, and anti aircraft small units Under faverable .conditiahs,
smoke Imay- be employed.. -

The commitment of the second echelon is supported by the greater part of the
division (regimental) artillery, and by aviation.

178. The regimental (battalion) commander, when committing the second echelon,
gives it its combat mission in detail.; he- coordinates the.actions of the first and
second echelon, and of both echelons with adjacent units; he places the i'reater part
of the artillery and, in case of necessity, part of the tanks and self-propelled guns,
in support of the second echelon; he gives missions to the artillery; a:d De estab-
lishes the manner of further attacks
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179. On order of the regimental commander, the artillery-antitank reserve
displaces from one line to another on the most probable avenue of enemy tank counter-
attacks. It must not fall behind the first echelon farther than the prescribed dis-
tance. It is prepared to repel enemy tank counterattacks, to consolidate lines seiz-
ed, and to secure the flanks of the advancing small units.

180. Enemy reserves are neutralized In their concentration areas by concentrat-
ed artillery fire and by air strikes.

During the attack, counterattacking small units of enemy tanks and infantry are
destroyed by fire of all types. Enemy tank ambushes are destroyed by the fires of
the self-propelled artillery, tanks, and guns (batteries) accompanying the attack, and.
by infantry antitank weapons.

If the enemy counterattacks with large numbers of tanks and infantry, it is
advisable to occupy, ahead of. time, a line favorable for battle and to meet the enemy
with the organized fires of artillery, tanks, self-propelled artillery, and infantry.
Losses are inflicted upon theehemy; his combat formations are disorganized; and
then, by an attack, in conjunction with adjacent units, against the enemy flank and
rear, the counterattacking enemy is destroyed and the attack is developed further,

Small units which are notbofg subjected to enemy counterattack make-all efforts
to hasten their advance, in order to come out on the flank and rear of the counter-
attacking enemy.

The rapid coordination of artillery, tank, self-propelled artillery, infantry,
sapper, and flamethrower small units in repelling enemy cdunte'attacks is one of the
most important duties of the regimental (battalion) command~er.

In case of an enemy penetration into the combat formations, it is destroyed by
the forces of the first and second. echelons and reserves, supported by artillery and
mortar fire.

- 181. To maintain uninterrupted coordination and to provide for the timely em-
ployment of air strikes against the enemy, the small units of the regimen.t(battal-
ion) conduct uninterrupted observation of the actions of friendly aviation and of its
signals. On order of the regimental (battalion) commander, the leading smal. units
of the first echelon, by use of previously arranged signals, mark their front line
and indicate targets.

Infantry and tanks give recognition and target designation signals .to aviation
as follows:

- at the approach of friendly aviation directly toward the battlefield;

- at the request of leading groups (of aircraft);

- when necessary to indicate targets which must be neutralized in first orior-
ity.

182. When mechanized (tank) units are committed in the zone of attack or on the
flank of the regiment, the regimental (battalion) commander must
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- support them by the fire of his artillery, mortars, and machine guns;

- ensure the aggressive attacl' of the small units of the regiment (battalion)
in coordination with the mechanized (tank) units;

- organize the neutralization of remaining enemy strong points and the destruc

tion of enemy antitank guns, and engage enemy tanks on the flanks of the mechanized
(tank) units;

- free the march routes designated for use by the mechanized (tank) units.

183. Lines or separate objectives seized in the depth of the enemr defense
which have .an important tactical significance are consolidated by small units desig-
nated for this purpose.

During the consolidation of the lines (objectives) seized, the regimental
(battalion). commander must:

- organize reconnaissance on the directions of possible enemy counterattacks;

- give missions to small units relative to the defense of the line seized, and
move the artillery-antitank reserve toward a dangerous tank approach;

- prepare artillery, mortar, and machine-gun fires, especially on dangerous tank
approaches;

- organize the erection of antitank and antipersonnel obstacles in the most
important directions and sectors;

- organize the security of boundaries and flanks.

Small units designated for the consolidation of an occupied line (objective)
immediately dig in and prepare fires for repelling- possible enemy infantry and tank
attacks.

184. During the attack, the regimental (battalion) commander must make timely
provision for:

- the care of sick and wounded and their -evacuation from the battlefield;

the resupply of small units, in first priority with ammunition, fuel, and
lubricants;

- the displacement of small rear service units behind the advancing regiment

(battalion)

- the maintenance of combat and transport vehicles armament, and other

equipment.;

- the displacement of vehicles (armored personnel carriers) used to transport
infantry;
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- the administering of veterinary aid to .sick and wounded horses and their
evacuation to the rear;

- the reconnaisance of the terrain and of the sanitary-epidemiological and
veterinary-epizootic condition of newly occupied areas;

- the establishment of prisoner-of-war collecting points and the further e
vacuation of. military prisoners to. the rear.

4. OPERATIONS OF A FQRWARD BATTALION

185. Reconnaissance in force before the beginning of an attack is conducted
by forward battalions which are reinforced, with tanks, self-propelled artillery,
antitank artillery, and small units of sappers and chemical defense troops.

The operations.of forward battalions are supported by sufficiently strong
artillery and aviation.

Reconnaissance in force is organized by a senior officer and usually is con:
ducted the day before the beginning of the attack or on the day of the attack.

During the time that it is executing its missions; a forward battalion is sub-
ordinated directly to the division commander.

186. The commander of a forward battalion, having received a mission, clari-
fies it, carefully studies the terrain, the location of enemy defense installations
and obstacles, the enemy system of fire, and enemy actions. After this, he makes
a decision, issues a combat order, and organizes coordination.

187. The forward battalion commander does all. his work in organizing combat
on the terrain in the same sequence and scale as when organizing the break-
through of a prepared enemy defense..

When organizing coordination with adjacent units, the forward battalion command-
er gives in detail:

- the missions and the departure and firing positions of organic, attached, and
supporting small units, and the situation of adjacent units;

- the order of movement of the small units of the forward battalion into firing
and departure positions

- what fires are made available by adjacent units to support the attack of the
small units of the forward battalion and to protect its flanks, and the manner in
which these fires will be conducted;

- the method of coordination in case the attack is developed into the depths of
the enemy defense;

- the method of organizing communications with adjacent units, and signals for
coordination with them.
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The commander of the forward battalion pays particular attention to organ-
izing the security of boundaries and flanks and to organizing to repel unexpected
enemy counterattacks.

188. The departure position of the forward battalion is occupied stealthily
the day before the attack or during the night preceding the attack.

If the small units of the forward battalion occupy the departure position dur-
ing the night before the attack, they must be given sufficient time during daylight
hours to become acquainted with the terrain, enemy dispositions, and the objectives
of the attack.

Rifle companies of the forward battalion usually use the first trench as their

departure position. The small units of the first echelon which occupy this trench
close up their combat formations, freeing sectors of the trenches for the small units

of the forward battalion.

189. The commander of the regiment from which the forward battalion has been

detailed, on order of the division commander, verifies the readiness of the forward

battalion to execute its mission, and checks on the organization of coordination with
attached and supporting small units and adjacent units. He also organizes material,
technical, and medical support.

The regimental commander in whose sector the reconnaissance in force is being.

conducted, in conjunction with the forward battalion commander, accurately determines

the following:

- the departure position for the small units making the reconnaesa nce in force

and. the order of their movement into it;

the manner of employment of the means detailed from the regiment for the support

of.the attack of the forward detachment, and their missions;

the measures for maintaining uninterrupted communication with the commander of

the forward battalion.

190. The preparation of the forward battalion and the small units attached to it
takes place, as a rule, ahead of time in the rear, on terrain prepared to resemble

the enemy defense; particular attention is given to developing coordination between

the small units of the battalion and tanks, artillery, and aviation.

For the rapid consolidation of the line (objective) seized, sapper small units

attached, to the battalion prepare, ahead of time, means for erecting antitank and
antipersonnel. obstacles, while supporting artillery prepares barrage fir e for re-

pelling .enemy counterattacks.

191. The forward battalion begins its attack usually after a shor. artillery
and air preparation.

Under the cover of powerful artillery fire and air strikes, the battalion
aggressively attacks. the enemy, breaks into his main line of resistance, boldly
penetrates into the depth of the first position, seizes and consolidates designated
lines (objectives), aid by battle locates the enemy's grouping of forces and system
of fire. The battalion captures prisoners, documents, and samples of new armament.
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Sapper small units attached to the battalion rapidly move forward and establish
antitank and antipersonnel obstacles.

Accompanying guns, and tanks and self-propelled guns attached to the battalions,
moving within the combat formations of the rifle companies, occupy firing positions
and prepare to repel enemy infantry and tank counterattacks..

In case the enemy withdraws, the battalion commander organizes a pursuit, not
losing contact with the enemy, and reports about his actions to the division commander.

192. With the beginning of battle by the forward battalion., the regimental com-
mander and'all subordinate commanders are located at observation posts, and person-
ally study the actions of the enemy, his disposition, and his system of fire. They
also observe the actions of the forward battalion and its supporting units and small
units.

The main forces must be prepared to develop immediately a successful attack of the
forward battalion.

5. ATTACK AT NIGHT

193. Operations of troops at night are a normal form of their combat activity.

Night most of all assists in attaining surprise and in decreasing losses caus-
ed by enemy fire.

The success of night combat depends upon its careful organization, prior re-
connaissance, the secrecy of preparation, the degree of training of the troops, in
night combat, and the availability of means of illuminating the terrain. Particular
attention must be given to concealment measures against all forms of 'enemy reconnais-
sance.

194. Preparations for a night attack are 'conducted on the terrain during day-
light hours. In this connection, the regimental (battalion) commander musti

- carefully study the enemy and the terrain;

- point out on the terrain to his subordinate units their missions, the de-
parture area (departure positions), objectives'of the attack, direction of attac;
and reference points visible at night;

- determine artillery missions, the order in which attacking subordinate units'
are to be supported by artillery (mortiar) fire, and the method for requesting, shift
ing, or ceasing fire;-

- organize coordination between infantry, tanks, self-propelled artillery, sapper
small units, and attached and supporting artillery, and announce the missions to be
executed by aviation;

- establish an identification sign for his small units; signals for, and the
manner of, illuminating the terrain; and the method of indicating locations to
friendly air craft;

- verify the state of preparedness of subordinate units for night actions;
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provide for reinforcing captured lines (objectives) and for securing flanks;

- organize control and communications.

Commanders of small units of all arms must, during daylight, determine azimuths
and study reference points and the directions of action of their own small units.

Small units must be given a .greater amount of daylight time in which to organ-
ze a night attack.

195. Depths of regimental and battalion missions in a night attack are norm

ally the same as they are for a day attack.- Complicated maneuvers, however, are
not permitted in a night attack.

The combat formation of the regiment (battalion) consists of two echelons or
of one echelon.- Reserves are held close to the combat formations of tie attacking
snall units. -

196 The regiment (battalion) attacks at night, as a rule, after an artillery
preparation. All data for conducting- artillery fire e.d prepared during the day-
light hours.

Tank's and self-propelled artillery are attached to battalions (cormanies) and

ttack jointly with the infantry, moving directly within its combat formations.

To assist in achieving.surprise, in certain cases a night attack may be conduct-
ed without tanks and without an artillery preparation. In these cases, artillery
opens fire when the infantry attack begins or unon the signal of the attacking small
units.

For maintaining direction, a guide battalion (company) is designated, the man-
ner of illuminating the terrain and objectives is planned, and the installation of

orienting lights is arranged.

Small units indicate their direction of attack by a series of lights; lines

which they have reached are indicated by rockets or other clearly visible signals.

The battalion commander personally directs the guide small unit, moving directly
behind it.

197. At the established time; infantry with tanks, self-propelled artillery, and

accompanying artillery decisively assaults 'its designated objectives and without

interruption continuesthe advance through the entire depth of the assigned mission.

In night combat, point-blank fire, the bayonet, and the grenade acquire special

significance.

When developing a night attack in the depth of the enemy defense, 'lanks must

be reliably secured.

Upon fulfilling its mission, the regiment (battalion) consolidates its position.
It organizes a system of fire, establishes antitank and.antipersonnel. obstacles,
sends out reconnaissance and combat security, brings up its fire support weapons, and
prepares to repel possible counterattacks and to continue the-attack at dawn.
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If the enemy withdraws, the regimental (battalion) commander, not awaiting
dawn, must, on his own initiative, continue the attack and report about this to
the division (regimental) commander.

198. If the night attack is a continuation and development of. ac.tions during
the day, it is conducted, as a rule, by the second echelon of the regiment (battal
ion)..

To maintain continuity of operations, the regimental (battalion) commander
commits his second echelon immediately upon the approach of nightfall. For this

purpose he must, during daylight hours, prepare the second echelon. for a night
attack and deploy it for battle on a favorable line.

In 'attacking when the enemy does not have a continuous defensive front, the
regimental (battalion) commander must use night time for enveloping and by-passing
enemy strong points and centers of defense, with the purpose -of attacking. them at
night, or simultaneously from the front- and rear at dawn.

199. In a night attack, special attention is given to finding and evacuat-
ing the wounded.

For the delivery of hot food and ammunition at night, small units use carry-
ing parties detailed by the small unit commanders.

6. PECULARITIES OF THE ATTACK OF MECHANIZED
AND TANK REGIMENTS

200. A mechanized regiment, when attacking in the direction of the main
effort, may receive a breakthrough sector up to two kilometers in width; a tank
regiment, up to one and cebalf kilometers; a motorized rifle battalion, up to
1,000 meters; and a tank battalion, up to 750 meters.

Tanks of the mechanized regiment and the self-propelled artillery attached
to it are used, as a rule, for the close support of the motorized rifle battalions
of the first echelon. .

201. Before the beginning of an attack, a mech nized (tank) regiment is usu-
ally disposed in a waiting area lvyzhidatelnyy rayog/ in which preparations for the
attack are continued, equipment is placed in combat readiness, and reserves of sup-
plies are replenished;'if necessary, means are prepared to assist vehicles in over-
coming obstacles and to improve their cross-country performance; officers also carry
out training exercises in connection with the forthcoming operations.

If movement for commitment into battle (into a breakthrough) is envisioned
from a concentration area Lrayon sosredotocheniya/, all preparations for combat
are made in this area.

The decision of the commander of the mechanized (tank) regiment for the com-
mitment of the regiment into battle (into a breakthrough) is made on the basis of
a full understanding of the mission received, an estimate of the situation, and' re-
connaissance data.
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202. When conducting a reconnaissance, the commander of the mechanized (tank)
regiment and the commander of the motorized rifle (tank) battalion, in addition to
the matters usually attended to on a reconnaissance, must

study. march routes to the departure line, and the terrain at the departure
line and in the direction of operations;

- plan the manner of regulating movement on march routes;.

plan the manner in which the regiment and its subordinate units will be
deployed during the movement from thewaiting area, and the manner in wh.ch they
will deploy into combat formation upon approaching the line of commitment into bat-
tle (into the breakthrough);-

accurately determine firing positions of the regimental artillery group upon
commitment of the regiment into battle (into the breakthrough);

determine the lines (area) for dismounting small units from armored personnel
carriers (trucks), locations for armored personnel carriers (trucks); he manner of
their displacement, and the mariner of communicating with them.

In his decision, the regimental, commander provides for:

- the formation of the regiment for the movement from the waiting area (con-
centration area) to the departure line and to the line of commitment i to battle
(into the breakthrough);

- the combat formation and missions of subordinate inits upon deployment for
combat on the line of commitment into battle (into the breakthrough);

- coordination within the regiment, with other units attacking in the regi-
mental zone, and with.sunporting artillery and aviation;

- combat, political, engineer, material, and technical support;

the organization of control and communications.

After. making a decision, the regimental (battalion) commander issues a combat
order.

7203. When organizing coordination, the regimental commander, in addition to
usual matters, must coordinate thejactions of his regiment with other p.nits (small
units) operating in his zone during jtheir7 commitrhent to battle (into the break-
through) and during operations in the depth of the enemy defense. Further, he fin=
alizes the details of artillery and air support and coordinates the actions of
his subordinate units upon seizure of the enemy' s second defensive zone (inter-
mediate line).

204. A mechanized (tank) regiment of the first echelon of the mechanized divi-
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gion of a rifle corps, in order to decrease vulnerability to enemy artillery
(mortar) fire and air strikes and to ensure a rapid deployment into a combat
formation, moves out of the waiting area toward the departure line dispersed
laterally and in depth. It has to its front reconnaissance forces, a march
support detachment, and combat security.

Battalions, depending upon the situation, move in columns or in open form-

ation.

Tanks and self-propelled artillery attached to motorized rifle units of
battalion or smaller size, move at the head of these units.

Small motorized rifle units follow -either in armored personnel carriers
(trucks) or riding on tanks and self-propelled guns.

Upon reaching its departure line, the regiment continues to move toward the
line of commitment, ready to deploy for combat.

The regimental artillery group usually moves behind the regiments of the first
echelon of the rifle division, in the direction of operations of its regiment, ready to
deploy promptly and to support the commitment of the regiment into battle.

Upon approaching the line -of commitment, the mechanized (tank) regiment de-
ploys into combat formation and attacks the enemy in its assigned sector.

205:. Where a mechanized division is operating in the second echelon of a
rifle coips, the immediate mission of a first-echelon mechanized (tank) regiment
.of the.mechanized division/, on its commitment into battle for the completion
of the breakthrough of the enemy's main defensive zone, is the completion of the
breakthrough of the enemy' s division reserve position, in coordination with the
rifle regiments, -and reaching the second defensive zone. Its subsequent mission
is the seizure, from the march, of a sector of the enemy's second defensive zone..

The regimental mission for the day is the seizure of an important line in the
depth of the enemy defense.

The immediate and subsequent miissions of a- first-echelon motorized rifle (tank)
battalion depend upon.the situation. The immediate mission of the battalion usually
is the completion of the breakthrough of the position of the enemy division reserve, with-
in the bounds of a designated sector. Its subsequent mission is the development of

the attack into the depth of the enemy defense.

If the mechanized division operates in the first echelon of the rifle corpz,
the attack of a mechanized regiment is organized in a manner similar to the attack

of a rifle regiment.

206. With the beginning of the artillery preparation for the attack, the
commander of a first-echelon mechanized (tank) regiment, with his staff, is .ound'

at a command post located in the, zone of action of the regiment. Subsequently, the.
regimental commander displaces to a new command post in accordance with the advance
of the first echelon regiments of the rifle .divisions.

The commander of a motorized rifle (tank) battalion, with his staff, is locat-
ed at the head of the battalion during the advance from the waiting area to the
line of commitment. With the deployment into combat formation, the commander of the
motorized rifle battalion is located at his observation post, while the commander
of a tank battalion is in his tank directly within the battalion's combat formation.
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207. During the approach of the regiment to the departure line, the regi-
mental commander moves forward to the line of commitment,. where he defines in, de-
tail on. the terrain the missions of the small units of the regiment, of the reg-
imental artillery group, of'attached and supporting small units, and the method of
coordination between them, as well as the method of coordination rith adjacent u-
nits, with supporting aviation, and with inits in whose zone the regiment is being
committed to battle.

Having deployed in combat formation, the regiment (battalion) attacks in co-

ordination with the units of the rifle division, completes the breakthrough of the
position of the division reserves in the- sector indicated, swiftly moves ahead, and

seizes .from the march a sector of the second defensive zone.

When the enemy's system of fire has been destroyed and when hisd.r( istance is insig-

nificant, small units of motorized infantry advance behind the tanks or armored per-
sonnel carriers or advance by riding the tanks.

Difficult enemy strong points are blocked and by-pased.

Depending on circumstances, battalions are committed to battle by leap-frog-
ging-through the combat formations jof the small units operating to the 'roat, or
are committed, -into unoccupied sectors and gaps which may be formed in t'e course

of battle.

A battalion of the second echelon of a regiment follows the first echelon at
a distance of 500 to 1000 meters and is committed to battle depending on the sit-
uation.

Armored personnel carriers (motor vehicles) designated for the transport of
personnel, after small units dismount by the order of the battalion cornander, are
brought together on battalion level and dispersed in covered locations. Communi-

cation with them is maintained by radio, by mobile means of communicativon, and by
visual signals . During the course of battle armored personnel carriers (motor ve-
hicles), at the signal of the battalion commander, are moved forward from cover to
cover in constant readiness tc load the small units.

During the advance to the second defensive zone, a mechanized (tank) regiment

must be prepared to repel counterattacks by enemy tanks.

208. A mechanized (tank) regimgnt of the second echelon is usually moved from
the waitin _area. in open formation.. rassredotochenrQ/, with its small units in open
formation v raschlenennykh stroyakh/,.at a distance of two to four kilometers from
the first echelon, 'and ready for commitment to battle.

Small units of motorized infantry usually move on armored personnel carriers
(motor vehicles) and as tank-borne infantry.

209. The commander of a regiment of the second echelon, with the entry into
battle ol' the first echelon of the division, is located at his observation post
set up in the sector of a regiment of the first echelon and in the direction where
the regiment will be committed to battle. He observes the course of battle of the
regiments of the first echelon and conducts reconnaissance of the probable direc-
tions of his own regiment's commitment to battle.

Having received an order (signal) for commitment to battle, the commander of
a regiment of the second echelon specifies in detail the missions of :the small
units and deploys the regiment in dombat formation, after which the regiment attacks
the enemy in the designated sector.
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210. During the approach to the second defensive.zene, the commander of a mechan-
ized (tank) regiment details the missions to the battalions and, utilizing the
fire of supporting artillery and air s rikes. carries out an attack on the enemy's
second defensive zone from the march Ls khod

An attack by the main forces of a regiment usually is carried out on a narrow
sector.

If the mechanized (tank) regiment does not succeed in seizing the second de-
fensive zone from the niarch, the regiment consolidates on the line which it has
attained and effects a breakthrough of the second defensive zone after an artillery
and air preparation for the attack.

211. During the approach to the second defensive zone, the commander of. a bat-
talion assigns missions to the small'units, after which the battalion attacks the
enemy from the march and seizes objectives and lines in the depth of the enemy de-
fense, the possession of which ensures the advance of the entire combat formation
of the regiment.

The battalion of the second echelon of a regiment increases the. strength of the
first. echelon's blow, widening the breakthrough to the flanks and developing. it in
depth.

212.. Depending on the situation, a tank (mechanized) reiment of a division of
a mobile group moves from the waiting area (concentration area) :to the departure
line and farther to the line of commitment into the'breakthrough, depending on the
situation, in one or in several march columns, with a march support detachment and
combati security to the front.

c During the approach to the line of commitment into the breakthrough; the regi-
ment,-if necessary, is deployed in combat formation and, in coordination with.the
units advancing ahead of it, attacks the enemy from the march Ls khldn in its as-
signed sectorand continues the execution of its assigned mission.

A regiment of the second echelon follows the first echelon at a distance of
2 to 4 kilometers.

213. The commander of a tank (mechanized) regiment, with his staff, moves with
the main forces of the regiment.

With the necessity of deploying for battle on the line of commitment into the
breakthrough, the commander of a regiment of the first echelon, during the approach
to the departure line, moves up, with the officers of his staff and the commanders
of his subordinate small units, to the line of commitment into' the breakthrough, in
order to detail the combat missions and coordination.

214. A mechanized (tank) regiment (motorized infantryor tatkbattalion) assigned
as the forward detachment -of a division of a mobile group. moves to the lineof
commitment into the breakthrough simultaneously with the units operating in front.
In coordination with them, it swiftly attacks the enemyand continues the execution
of its assigned task, without letting itself be drawn into extended combat.

If the actions of the forward detachment are not successful, it consolidates
on the line attained and ensures the deployment of the main forces.



215. In the course of offensive battle, combat reconnaissance pa'trols in
strength of a tank platoon are sent from the tank battalions to a distance of
500 to 2,000 meters from the combat formations with the following tasks:

- to protect the combat formation of the advancing tanks from sudden enemy

attack and counterattacks;

- to locate the enemy's weanons;

- to determine the presence of obstacles and natural barriers, and routes for

by-passing them or methods for overcoming them.

For reconnaissance of the. enemy second (rear) defensive zone, witi; the aim of

determining the unoccupied or weakly defended sectors, the commander o a mechanized

(tank) regiment sends out separate reconnaissance patrols.

216. A motorcycle regiment (battalion) in offensive combat is em loyed for
conducting reconnaissance during combat in the depth, of the enemy deferse. It may

also act as a forward detachment, pursue a withdrawing' enemy, destroy eadquarters

and commuhications centers, instill panic, disorganize the work of the rear; and
conduct battle with enemy airborne landings.

A motorcycle regiment .(battalion), for the solution of the mission s which are
being carried out, may be reinforced with artillery, tanks, self-prope.lled artillery,
and sapper and chemical warfare small units.

The operations of a motorcycle regiment .(battalion) must be active daring, and
sudden, based on swiftness arid concealment of maneuver.

A motorcycle regiment (battalion) carries out the seizure of lines (objectives)
in the depth of the defense of the enemy by an attack from the march LskhdIa, with

the support of artillery and aviation.

7. PECULIARITIES OF THE ATTACK OF A CAVALRY REGIMENT

217. A cavalry regiment, after' entry into a breakthrough, usually conducts an
attack on an enemy who has hastily assumed the defense or is defending on a wide
front.

The regiment must operate actively and- decisively, maneuver skillfully, search
out the enemys weak spots and open flanks, make wide use of envelopments and turn-
ing movements, and inflict blows in .the flanks and rear of tht .enemy wi-th the aim of
surrounding him and destroying him or taking him prisoner. In the ab snce of open
enemy flanks,' the regiment effects a breakthrough of his defense in its weakest place.

If the enemy is caught by_surprise.,'the regimental. corrander must always try
to attack him from the march _s kIua/.. If an attack from the mnarch is inadvisable,
or. has been unsuccessful, the regimental commander organizes. an attack in a limited
period of time.

Depending on the situation, the.r.egiment attacks in mounted or dismounted for-
mation, and also in a combination of these when nart of the force is mounted and
part is dismounted.
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The attack in mounted formation is used in those cases when the enemy is caught
by surprise--in a meeting engagement, during a disorganized withdrawal of the enemy,
and also during an attack on his headquarters and rear service units and installations.

An attack must be sudden and decisive; it is carried out, as a rule, in.conjunc-
tion with tanks and self-propelled artillery and is supported by all weapons.

The combat formation of the cavalry regiment, during attack in mounted forma-
tion, consists of one or several echelons, a regimental artillery group, and reserves.
The regiment attacks from one or several directions. The regimental artillery, mor-
tars, and heavy machine guns, moving on the flanks and in the gaps of the combat form-
ation of the regiment, support the attack by fire. Tanks and self-propelled artillery
attached to the regiment usually remain under tha direct control of .the regimental
commander, and attack together with the troops Leskradronamy/ in the direction of
the regiment's main effort.

The combat formation of a cavalry regiment during an attack in dismounted
formation consists of two echelons or of one echelon.

In setting up a combat formation in two echelons, there are usually three cav-
alry troops detailed to the first echelon, and one troop to the second echelon.

In setting up a combat formation of a regiment in one echelon, there is created,
as a rule, a-reserve comprising from two reinforced cavalry platoons to a troop.

218. The approach to the enemys defense.is made in mounted formation. The
regiment must try to approach as close as possible to the enemy's defense in mounted
formation. When further movement in mounted formation is impossible, the small units
of the regiment quickly dismount in concealed places and continue the movement for
the occupation of a departure position in an open, dismounted formation-, utilizing
accidents of the terrain. The horseholders lead the horses into places designated
for them. They are disposed by troops, in a dispersed. manner.

The occupation of the departure position by the regiment is accomplished under
the cover of combat security and under cover of the fire of artillery, mortars, and
antitank weapons.

219. During the advance on an enemy who has hastily gone over to the defense or
who is defending on a wide front, a cavalry regiment operating in the direction of
the main effort of the division may effect a'breakthrough of the defense on a sector
up to 1.5:kilometers in width.

The combat mission of the cavalry regiment in offensive combat is subdivided
into immediate and subsequent missions, and a direction of further advance is indi-
cated.

The immediate mission of the cavalry regiment of the first echelon of a divi-
sion is usually the capture of the positions of'the enemy's regimental reserves;
the subsequent mission is the development. of the -attack in depth with the aim of
destroying the division reserves of the enemy in cooperation with other units of
the division. Upon the execution of the subsequent mission, the regiment swiftly
proceeds in the direction assigned.to it, with the aim of reaching the area (the
line) of the division's mission of the day.
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The immediate mission of a cavalry regiment of the second echelon of the di-
vision is the completion of the destruction of the enemy's division re: erves :in co-
ordination with the regiments of the first echelon. Subsequently, the regiment de-
velops a rapid attack With the aim of reaching the area .(the line) of he division's
mission of the day.

Upon receipt of the mission for turning an enemy' flank, the direction of opera-
tions is indicated to the regiment, and immediate and subsequent missians are assign-
ed according to .phase/ lines.

A cavalry troop is assigned an immediate mission and a direction of further
advance..

The immediate mission assigned to a cavalry troop consists of the capture of the
enemy's first defensive position. Subsequently, the troop advances in the indicated
direction for the development of the offensive, with the aim of a breal through- of
the entire depth of the enemy's defense.

In a meeting engagement. during deployment from the march, a direction of ad-
vance is pointed out to the troop, and the immediate mission is assigned, which
consists in the seizum-a line ensuring favorable conditions for the further conduct
of- battle.-

- During an attack in a city, the mission of a troop is to seize.a 2trong point
Lor/ take a large building or several small buildings in the enemy' s strong point.

220. During an attack, a cavalry regiment is reinforced with ,artillery, tanks,
self-propelled artillery, and .small units of sappers and chemical warfare troops,
is covered. by fire from antiaircraft small units, and may be supported by aviation.

The regimental commander designates. several batteries (artillery battalions),
which are included in the composition of the regimental artillery group, for the
support of the troops /eskadronoy/.

Regimental artillerv and antitank artillery attached to the regiment are
attached to tronps by platoon and by.. battery, and are employed for close accompani-
ment of the attacking cavalry small units and tanks, while some of the artillery is
assigned to the artillery-antitank reserve. During a regiment's occupation of the
departure position, and in the period of the artillery preparation for the attack,
the antitank artillery attached to the. regiment and the regimental artillery are
employed for direct fire.

Tanks and self-piopelled artillery attached to the regiment, as a rule, are
attached to cavalry troops, and are employed for the direct support of ie cavalry..
Some of the self-propelled artillery, with the beginning of the artillery prepar-
ation for ,the attack, moves up to firing positions for: the conduct of dLrect'fire.
During an attack from the march, and also during an. attack in mounted - ormation,
tanks and self-propelled artillery usually iemamin under the direct control of the
regimental commander, .and are employed in coordination with the troops in the dir-
ection of the regiment's main effort.

The mortar battery of the regiment is, as a rule, attached to the troops.
For ensuring the movement of the regiment to the departure position, and in the
period of the artillery preparation for. the attack, the mortar battery may be em-

ployed under the direct control of the regimental commander. In this e:ent the
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fire of the mortar battery is planned by the commander of the regimental artillery
group. The mortar battery of a regiment of. the second echelon, which is being em-
ployed for the .period of the. artillery prepariation for the attack, is employed as
part of the regimental artillery group of one of the regiments of the first echelon.

The machine gun troop is attached, as a rule, to the cavalry troops. In cer-
tain cases the regimental commander may retain some of the machine guns of the troop
under his own control,

During the breakthrough-of the enemy's defense from the march, some of the
sapper small units remain under the direct control of the regimental commander,
while some of them may. be attached to troops and to tank small units as' early as
the' ' approach to the enemy defense,. for the close support of their aitack;
with the beginning of the attack, sapper small units operate within their Ltroop
and.. tank small unit/ combat formations.

221. During the breakthrough of the enemy's hastily occupied defense from
the march, the regimental commander makes a decision while still on the approaches
to the enemy defense, using intelligence information. Having made a decision, the
regimental commander assigns missions to the small units, indicates the manner of
occupation of the departure position by the small units and the cover of.their de-
ployment by artillery and mortar fire, 'and also gives orders for the organization
of coordination and combat security.

The regimental commander, during the assignment of combat missions, points out:

- to' the commanders of first-echelon trooi s - the attached and supporting small
units; the departure position (departure area); the immediate mission and the direc-
tion of further advance; missions for the security of boundaries
and flanks; ssions for antitank and antiaircraft defense;

- to the commander of the second-echelon troon attached and supporting small
units; the departure position (departure area); :the mission, direction of attack,
and probable line of commitment to battle; missions for the security of the bound
aries and fla ks of the regiment; missions for antitank and antiaircraft defense

I to the commander of the machtine un troop - how many machine gutn platoons
and to which troops to attach them7 missions of the platoons remaining under the
direct control of the regimental commander their firing positions, and order of dis-
placement;

- to the commander of the regimental artiller rour - additional missions for
the periods of the artillery preparation and. artillery support of the attack, as
well as for the period of the artillery accompaniment of the cavalry and tanks dur-
ing battle in the depth of the enemy's defense; the distribution of batteries (apt
illery battalions) for the support of the troops; the number and method of reassign-
ment of small artillery units 'to the troops; the order of displacement of the artil-
lery during the course of battle; the cie of readiness to open fire;

- to the commander of the regimental artillery - the missions of the regimental
artillery and of the mortar battery of the regiment during the period. of the artil-
lery preparation for the attack; how many and what -fkind!/ of guns to assign for
direct fire, their missions and'their time of readiness to open.fire; the area of the
firing positions and observation posts of the mortars remaining' under the direct con-
trol of the regimental commander, and the order of their occupation;
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- to the commanders of small units of close support tanks and small units of
self-Propelled artillery - the distribution of small units among the troops; lines
of deployment (departure positions), the time of movement to them, the time and
order of beginning the movement to the attack; the missions of tanks and self-pro-
pelled artillery during their employment under the direct control of the regimental
commander (during an attack from the march);

- to the commander of the regimental reserve - composition, departure position
(departure. area), order of displacement, and the mission of being in constant read-
iness for operations in the most threatened directions;

- to the commander of the artillery-antitank reserve - composition, place of
disposition, missions, order of displacement, and lines of deployment in the course
of battle;

- to the commander of the antiaircraft battery - missions for covering small
regimental units and horseholders and horses from enemy aircraft; firing positions.,
and the axis and order of displacement of the battery;

to the regimental engineer - missions and method of employment of the sapper
small-units; 

-

to the commander of the chemical warfare service of the regiment - missions
and method of employment of the chemical warfare small units;

- to the chief of staff - the location of command and observationDosts and the
axis of their displacement in battle; tasks for ensuring control, and tasks of com-
munications in the departure position and in the course of battle; the time of read-
iness of communications in the departure position.

For a mounted attack,. the regimental commander points out to trop commanders
and to the commanders of tank small units the line of deployment, ta direction and
objectives of the attack, and the rallying area after the attack; he also assigns a
mission to the artillery for the support of the attack.

222. For commitment into the breakthrough, a regiment is assigned a departure
area (departure line) and a line of commitment into the breakthrough. The depar-
ture area (departure line) is designated 6 to 10 kilome'ters behind. the line of commitment
into the breakthrough.

Preparation of the regiment for commitment into the breakthrough .is carried
out in the concentration area and in the waiting area of the division.

The decision for commitment into the breakthrough is made by the regimental
commander on the basis of his understanding of the assigned mission, an evaluation of
the situation, and reconnaisance information.

During the conduct of reconnaissance the regimental commander, in addition to
the usual questions being worked out, is obliged to:

- study the route of march of the regiment to the enemy' s main line of resist-
ance;

- outline the manner of deployment of the regiment in the departure area (on
the departure line);
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- outline the manner of deployment of the regiment in moving and 'deploying
into its combat.formation during the approach to the line of commitment into the
breakthrough-

- outline the method of organiza tion of traffic control on the routes of march.

In his decision for commitment into the. breakthrough, the regimental commander
determines:

the orp;anization of the regiment for movement from the waiting area to the
departure area (the: departure line) and to the line of commitment into the break-
through;

- the combat formation of the regiment and the combat missions of the small
units on deploying for combat on the line of commitment into the breakthrough;

the method of coordination inside the regiment, with units advancing in the
sector of the regiment, and with supporting artillery and aviation;

- missions for reconnaissance; for antitank and antiaircraft defense, and other
measures for combat security;-

-" missions for political, engineer, material, and technical support;

the organization of'.cditrol and comunications,.

After making a decision, the regimental commander issues a combat order.

223. From the waiting area to the assigned departure. area (departure line)
the cavalry regiment which is moviig as the advance guard, by a separate route or
in the first echelon of the division, usually moves in the following order:. re-
connaissance, march support . detachment, leading, detachment,. main body of the reg-
iment, rear service small units of the regiment, and rear security. A iegiment
of the second echelon of the division moves in a march column at a distance of 2 to 3 kilo-
meters from the regiment marching ahead of it, and maintains local security.

Tanks and self-propelled artillery whidh are attached to the iegiment, and
which remain under the direct control of the regimental commander, move at the
head of the column of the main body of the regiment. Some.of the tanks and self-
propelled artillery.are attached, as a rule, to the leading detachment.-

The regimental artillery group moves behind the tanks, at the head of the
column of the main body of the regiment.

Small units of regimental and antitank artillery which are attached to the
- troops move within their columns. From the antitank artillery attached to the

regiment, the regimental commander forms an artillery-antitank reserve which moves
closer to the head of the regimental column. of tl antitank artillery is attach-
ed to the loading detachm tent.

The mortar battery of the regiment is usually attached to the troops. If the
mortar battery remains under the control of the regimental commander, it moves in
the column of the main body of the regiment-.
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The antiaircraft battery of the regiment moves by platoons in the regimental
column, in the intervals between sinall. units, and in constant readiness to open
fire

Sapper .small units are assigned to the march support detachment of the regi-
ment and to the leading detachment.

The distance between march security and the main body, and also the distances
betw4 en small units in the regimental column, are shortened in comparison with the
dit nces established during the execution of an ordinary march.

224. With its arrival ih the departure area, the regiment deploys in it in
a dispersed manner, and. takes measures for security, for antitank and antiaircraft
defense., and for camouflage; with the permission of the division commander, food is
issuhd to personnel, and horses are watered and fed.

:If a departure line has been assigned to the regiment, the regiment, depending
on the situation, makes a halt on this line or crosses it without stopping, accord-
ing to.:the instructions. of 'the 'division commander.

;The regimental commander, with the movement to the departure area (the.de-
parture line), moves to the line of commitment into the breakthrough, in order to
establish in detail on the terrain the situation, his decision, the missions of the
small units, and. questions of. coordination. He is accompanied by the troop command-
ers, the commander of the regimental artillery.group, the commanders of attached
small units (units), and officers of the staff.

225. The organization of the regiment for its commitment into the breakthrough
depends 'on the assigned mission, the 'situation, and the place occupied by the regi-
ment in the combat formation of the division.

From the departure area (departure line) to the line of commitment into the
breakthrough a cavalry regiment usually moves in open formation ready for deploy-
ment in combat formation, with a reinforced leading detachment ahead of it.

In the absence of enemy resistance on the line of commitment into the break-
through., the regiment, depending upon the situation, crosses it in march column or
in open formation; movement is accomplished at a high gait.

In case of minor resistance by the enemy on the line of commitment into the
breakthrough, the regiment attacks the opposing enemy with tha leading detachment
in coordination with the units (small uriits) advancing to the front, enters the
breakthrough, and moves decisively in the designated direction.

In case the operations of the leading detachment are not successful, the reg-
imental commander makes a decision for the deployment of the main body of. the reg-
iment; in such a case, the regiment attacks the enemy, in coordi.nation with the
units (small units) advancing to the front, attempting to gain the 'dppth 6f hisAefense
as rapidly as possible.

The pursuit of the enemy by a cavalry regiment is conducted, as a rule, in
mounted formation.

During offensive combat, as well as during the pursuit of the enemy, the regi-
mental commander dispatches mounted combat patrols and separate mounted patrols on
reconnaissance.
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226. Prior to the attack, horseholders and the horses of the dismounted
small units are. distributed, depending on the nature of the terrain, in a dis-
persed manner by troops or by platoons in covered places which ensure :their con-
cealment from enemy ground or air observation, and at distances which will per-
mit turning over the horses quickly to the dismounted small units.

During an attack in a city, horseholders and horses are disposed in buildings
and in other covered places.

In winter, horseholders with the horses are located in covered places which
are. protected from the wind.

In forcing a river, horseholders and horses cross according to instructions
given by the regimental commander. The crossing of the horseholders and horses
takes place, as a rule,, after a sector of the. terrain on the far bank has been
seized which ensures the possibility of their concealed disposition.

Horseholders and horses move, during an attack, on the instructions of the
regimental commander. They follow their own troops along concealed routes, ready
to turn over the horses to them for operations in mounted formation.

The places where the horseholders and horses are disposed and the manner of
their niovement during combat, are noted on reconnaissance and are usually indicated
in the combat order.

Communication with the horseholders is accomplished by signals and messengers.
A covering force is assigned, if necessary, tojpratect thebrseholders from surprise
attacks by the enemy.

8. CONDUCT OF A MEETING ENGAGEMENT WITH DEPLOYMENT FROM THE MARCH

227. A meeting engagement with deployment from the march has the following
characteristics:

- a sharp and swift change in the situation, and the fluidity of combat;
operations;

- swift changes in the combat formations of the troops conducting the attack;

- the existence of open flanks on both sides;

- the deployment of combat operations on a wide front, and freedom of man-
euver;

- an intensive struggle for .the seizure and retention of the intitiative
during the entire course of the battle;

- the organization of control, coordination, and commurications in limited'
periods of time.

228. Success in a meeting engagement is achieved by:
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4the timely detection of the enemy and the establishment of constant obser-
vation over him;

'- the swiftness and decisiveness of operations, the rapid deployment of the
regiltent (battalion) from march column into a combat formation and its commitment
to offensive combat, and also. the coordinated operations of the regiment' s (bat-
talidn's) small units with attached and supporting small units;

avigpreus infantry and tank attack on the enemy's flank and rear;

splitting up the enemy into separate groups and the destruction of these
groufs piecemeal;

beating the enemy to the seizure of a line which is favorable for combat,
opening concentrated artillery and mortar fire, and carrying out air attacks on
the enemy's combat and march formations.

'4

229. A regimental battalion commander, in making a decision for a march must,
in ariticipation of a meeting engagement, do the following:

determirne the lines of possible clash with the enemy, determine the intent
of the operations, and note the organization of the -combat formation and the sol-
'utioni of basic questions for the organization of coordination in the event of de-

olyment and conduct of combat o~n each line;

K'

determine the organization of the march formation, and distribute men and
materiel iri accordance with the intent of the operations during deployment foi-
combit ;

-organize reconnaissance, antiaircraft and antitank defense, and determine
othe t measures of combat security;

'iorganize control and communications.

a230. Reconnaissance is conducted in the direction of movement and on the
flars for the purpose of determining the position, composition, and direction

to oferations of the enemy, especially his tanks. Reconnaissance of the terrain
must determine its possible effect on the combat operations of small units.. For
the -arpose of reconnoitering the enemy's main body, small reconnaissance units
inust;spenetrate enemy security and find out the direction of movement and the co-
position of his columns. The regimental (battalion) commander must provide for
the.rompt receipt of messages from smallreconnaissance units.

With the beginning of the battle, separate reconnaissance patrols (in the
cavairy mounted patrols), headed by officers, are sent out as a supplementary

mrresdre for the purpose. of. rapidly discovering the approach of enemy reserves and
che in his combat formation.

231. Strong march security is organized when effecting a march in antici-
nation of a meeting engagement. The regimental commander assignas the advance

guard (leading detachment ofolovnoy otry) a battalion (in a davairy regiment,
a troop is assigned as the ]eaoing aetacnment), up to half of all the artillery,

I _ _ __ _

soe efthertanks andrgnzino the sefpoeldartillerfao, and apper rnd ue m anarar
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Artillery on the march moves closer to the head of the advance guard (lead
ing detachment) and to the head of the main body to ensure rapid deployment and
delivery of fire.-

Thg battalion. commander reinforces the advance party folovnaya pokhodnaya
zastava/ with artillery, self-propelled artillery, machine guns, grenade launchers,
and sapper' and chemical warfare sniali units. The composition and number of weapons
allotted for reinforcement .depends on the situation.

232. The tank and self-propelled regiment of the rifle (cavalry) division
moves, during a march in anticipation of a meeting engagement, at the head of the
division's main body or as ar independent column. The tank and self-propelled
regiment, at the beginning of combat, remains under the direct:control of the di-
vision commander and is employed on the main direction to strike at the enemy's
flank and rear. In individual cases, depending upon the situation, small units
of the -tank and self-propelled regiment may be attached to rifle (cavalry) regi-
ments for employment during deployment for combat in the capacity of close support
tanks.

The tank battalion of the mechanized regiment on the march moves at the head
of the column of the main body of the regiment, or is attached to motorized rifle
battalions for their close support in combat.. In such cases, Small tank units also
move at the head of the columns of the motorized rifle battalions.

233. On a march in anticipation of a meeting engagement, the regimental com-
mander,: with his staff, moves at the head of the column of- the regiment' smaix body;
the battalion commander, with his staff, moires at The head of the columno the
main body of the battalion... With the regimentallcommander are the commanders of the
attached artillery and tank units (small units), and messengers from battalions
(troops); with the battalion commander is one messenger from each company and rom
each attached small unit.

With the joining of combat, the command post of the regimental commander is
deployed in the direction of the main effort.

234. Communications on the march with small reconnaissance and security units
are provided by radio, mobile means of communication, liaison planes, and visual
signals... Radio communications on the march are used for the transmission of sig-
nals; but,once the battle is joined, they are used without limitation.

235. Rapid deployment and transition to a decisive attack in a meeting en-
gagement can lead to the defeat of a stronger enemy who has been unable to. deploy.
Consequently, swiftness in making a decision and communicating it to subordinate
commanders, beating the enemy in opening artillery fire, and rapid deployment -of
the regiment (battalion) forcombat acquire particular significance.

Delay in making .a decision for combat causes the lost eVinitiative.
It-is-necpssary, .wile depDybgg to avoid complicated and superfluous movelnts

which cause loss of time.

236. The commander of the regiment (battalion) operating in the advance
guard (leading detachment) makes his decision for a meeting engagement usually
when the forward security small units clash with the enemy, without waiting for
exhaustive information regarding the enemy.
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In making his decision, the regimental (battalion) commander determines the

following:

- the scheme of action, and the direction of the main effort;

the deployment line of the regimental (battalion) small units;

- the mission of the advance guard (leading detachment, advance party),
and the missions of the battalions (companies) comprising the main body;

- the missions of the artillery, and the manner of organization of the regi-

.mental artillery group;

- the missions of tanks and self-propelled artillery;

= the missions for antitank and antiaircraft defense, and other measures of

combat security;

- the method of coordination;

- additional reconnaissance missions, and measures for the security of the

flanks

237. The combat formation of .a regiment (battalion) is organized in two

echelons or in one- echelon.

Battalions are assigned directions of attack and immediate and subsequent
missions accprding td lines, the seizure of which creates favorable conditions

for the further conduct of combat.

Coordination is organized before the small units move to the line of deploy-

ment and 'is further detailed with the beginning of combat.

238. The commander of the battalion which forms the advance guard (leading

detadhment), after the start of combat by the advance party, quickly makes a deci-

sionlfor the deployment of. the battalion, assigns missions to the small units, and
organizes coordination.

The advance guard (leading detachment), after the advance party has b~gun com-

bat, moves to the deployment line in open formation on trucks or armored personnel

carriers (in the cavalry, in mounted formation).

The line of deployment is chosen as close as possible to the enemy. This line

must .facilitate the concealed. approach and the rapid deployment of small units in-
to combat formation. The small units dismount during the approach to the line of

deployment, and the trucks (armored personnel carriers) move back to a covered

place.

The advance guard (leading detachment) should, by an impetuous attack from

the march, destroy the enemy's se.crity.small units, by decisive actions. tie up

his main body of troops, and seize an advantageous line for the deployment of the
mainbody of the regiment.

The attached antitank artillery is moved forward by the battalion commander
to the threatened direction to cover the. small. units approaching the line of de-
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ployment from possible enemy tank attacks,

The companies, under cover of artillery fire move quickly to the line of de-
pioymerit and, without halting there, swiftly attack the enemy together with. tanks
and self-propelled artillery, enveloping his flanks.

239. After the advance party has begun combat, the artillery of the advance
guard (leading detachment) is rapidly deployed, without considering whether the
areas are suitable for firing positions, and opens fire at once. .on the enemy for
the purpose of preventing his deployment. Some of the batteries are moved to fir-
ing positions for the delivery of direct fire..

The artillery of the main body of the regiment must be so deployed. that it can,
with fire, defeat the enemy, lend timely support: to the operations of the advance
guard (leading detachment)., and secure the movement to the line of deployment
and the attack of the main body of the regiment.

240. As soon as the advance guard (leading detachment) begins combat, the
regimental commander moves to an observation post with designated staff officers
and the commanders of units (small units) attached to the regiment..

From his observation post, the regimental commander directs the combat of the
advance guard (leading detachment),. and supports it with artillery fire, taking
measures to achieve rapidly centralized control of all the artillery of the regi-
ment.

The regimental commander, for the purpose of deploying the main body of the
regiment, designates a line so as to be able to attack the enemy on his flank and
rear.

Having deployed in advance of the enemy, it is necessary to breal up his com-
bat formation by decisive operations:and to destroy him piecemeal.

The success achieved is developed by a vigorous and incessant attack, in order
not to give the enemy the opportunity to organize a defense and to regroup his
forces.

In case of the enemy s withdrawal, the regimental commander details part of
his forces for the destruction: of small covering units, while he employs his main
body to pursue the withdrawing enemy.

241. In case the enemy has deployed in advance of the regiment, and has
attacked it with preponderant forces, the regimental commander orders the advance

guard (leading detachment) to take up the defense in order to halt the enemy's
attack, hold the occupied line, and ensure favorable conditions for the deploy-
ment and entrance into battle of the main body of the regiment.

If the enemy attempts to attack on the flank, the regimental commander quick-
ly concentrates fire on the attacking enemy and moves his reserve, part of the anti-
tank artillery, and sapper :small units equipped with mines toward the threatened
flank. After inflicting losses on the enemy and: disrupting his combat formations
by fire, the regiment destroys him by a counterattack.

242. When the regiment is moving as part of the main body of the division,
the. regimental commander, on receiving a combat mission, makes a decision, immed-
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lately sends out reconnaissance in the direction of advance and on the flanks, dis-
patches combat security, organizes the movement of the small units to the deploy-
ment line, takes measures for the most rapid establishment 'of. communications with
attached (supporting, small units and adjacent. units, assigns missions to the small
units and organizes coordination on the terrain. The regiment, after deployment,
decisively attacks the enemy.-

The regimental commander organizes command and coordination in a limited period
of time.

24'). In order'to capture favorable lines (objectives) and to.hold.them until
the app'oach of the advance guard, forward detachments, composed of rifle
(motorized. rifle, motorcycle, tank, cavalry) smAll units, reinfai'ced with artillery mortarse
tanks, self-propelled artillery; and sapper-and chemical warfare small units, are
sent out by order of the division commander.

In.. some instances, for the seizure of the most important lines, a forward de-

tachment may consist of the tank and self-propelled regiment of a rifle .(coralry)
division, reinforced with artillery, rifle simall units, and sapper and chemical war-
fare sm6ll units.

Operations of forward detachments are supported by aircraft.

Before setting out, the conimander of the forward detachment sends out recon-
naissance with 'the mission of finding out the location of the enemy, determining
his composition and direction of movement, .and also determining what obstacles

exist on the route of movement of the forward detachment.

The method of movement and the measures for march security of the forward de-

tachment are established by the commander of the forward detachment according to
the situation and mission.

Having beaten the enemy to the capture of a designated line(objective, the
commander of. the forward detachment organizes. all-around defense,' sends out r con&
ntsancet and combat security in the most exposed directions, and holds the line
(objective) until the advance guard approaches.

In case the enemy has already seized the line (objective), the forward detach-
ment attacks the enenW from the march, if possible in the flank and rear, and cap-

tures the designated line (objective).

With the approach of the advance guard of the division, the forward detach-
ment, if its strength amounts to one battalion (troop), passes to the control of
the advance guard. A forward detachment which' is composed of one regiment remains
under the control of the commander who dispatched it.

244. With the beginning of combat, the rear service small units of the ad-
vance guard (leading detachment) are deployed as close as possible to the combat
formations of the small units. Wounded are usually evacuated from the battlefield
directly to the regimental aid station.
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9. SURMOUNTING THE ENEMYrS SECURITY ZONE

245. The enemy's security zone is seized from the march by advance guards

(leading detachments) or by forward detachments.

A battalion forming the advance guard (leading detachment) of a regiment or

assigned to a forward detachment may overcome the security zone on a front having

a width of up to 3 km. The battalion is reinforced with artillery, tanks., self-

propelled artillery, and sapper, chemical warfare, and flamethrower small units,-
and is protected by smoke agents. The artillery of the main body and the air force

support the combat of the advance guard (leading detachment, forward detachment).

The operations of a battalion forming the advance guard (leading detachment) are
directed by the regimental commander; the operations of forward detachments are

directed by the division commander.

246. Once the battalion commander has ascertained, by reconnaissance and by
the combat of the advance party, the enemy's defense system at the forward edge-
and in the depth of the security zone, he makes his decision, assigns combat missions

to the commanders of small units., and organizes coordination.

In order to ensure greater independence for the rifle companies, guns, mortars,
tanks, self-propelled artillery, and flamethrower, sapper, and chemical warfare small
units are attached to them.: For the support of the companies, the battalion commander
designates small units from the artillery which is attached to the battalion.

During the attack on the :forward edge of the security zone, the principal effort
of the battalion must be concentrated in a narrow sector for the purpose of rapidly
wedging into the depth of the security zone, gaining the flank- and rear of the enemy
small units, and. destroying them in coordination with adjacent advance guards- (leding
detachments, forward detachments).

247. The attack of the advance guard (leading detachment, forward detachment)
is .supported by concentrated artillery fire against enemy personnel' and weapons
located in strong points ahead of and on the, flanks of the advancing small units;
artillery fire, in this respect, does not permit enemy counterattacks. The operations
of the advance guard (leading detachment, forward detachment) are also. supported by
aircraft.

248. Following the breakthrough of the forward edge of the security zone, the
battalion's small. units continue .their incessant offensive, striving on the heels
of the withdrawing enemy to overcome obstacles and to capture successive positions in
the: security zone, as well as the position of the combat outpost lying. before the
main (first) defensive zone-

Bold, enterprising actions of minor small units take on decisive importance,
Companies (platoons) .must penetrate the gaps between the strong points; attack the
enemy in flank and rear, and prevent his withdrawal to successive positions.

Obstacles are quickly outflanked or overcome along passages made by tanks equipped
with mine-clearing devices, by sapper small units, or by fire;delivered from guns
detailed for direct fire.

249. The main body of the regiment moves at a distance of 4 to 6 kilometers from
the advance guard (leading detachment), ready to- support its operations and to exploit
its success.

The regimental commander, personally observing the operations of the advanced
guard (leading detachment), supports its offensive with the artillery fire of the
main body and, in cases of necessity, designates small units with mortars. and anti
tank weapons for the protection of its flanks and rear.
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During combat in the security zone, the regimental commander defines in de-
tail the mission of the advance guard (leading detachment), with regard to the de-
struction of the enemy's combat: outpost and the reconnaissance of the main line of
resistance of his main (first) defensive zone.

250. The advance guard (leading. detachment, forward detalhment, .after capturing the
position of the combat outpost, must, from the march, break into the main (first)
defensive zone of the enemy and seize such points on the main line of resistance
as will ensure observation of the depth of the defense.

The advance guard (leading.dtachmdn~tyforward letaoihment), once the main (first) de-
fensive zone of the enemy has been successfully attacked, continues its advance
without interruption.; The regimental commander, with the main body of the regi-
ment, must exploit without delay the success achieved by the advance guard (leading detache
meat, forward detachment).

10. PECULIARITIES OF AN ATTACK ON AN ENEMY WHO
HAS HURRIEDLY TAKEN UP THE DEFENSE

251. A hurriedly occupied defense-is characterized in the beginning of its
organization by the following:

incomplete readiness and, as a result of this, reduced stability;

- at inadequately developed and organized system of antipersonnel and anti-
tank fire;

an inadequate development of defense installations both on the main line
a resistance and in depth;

hurriedly organized coordination and unstable control;

a poor knowledge of the terrain.

A breakthrough of a hurriedly occupied defense is made, as a rule, from the
march or by preparing an attack in a limited time.

Support of the attack is effected by successive concentrations of artillery
fire on the enemy strong points.

252. The regimental (battalion) commander makes his decision for the attack
during the approach: to. the defense, employing reconnaissance information and the
results of the combat Of the iorward detachment (advance guard, leading
detachment), if. the latter is operating in the zone of attack of the regiment.

The breakthrough of the enemy's defense is made on.a narrow, sector.

As a rule, battalions are assigned only immediate missions (objectives for
attack are indicated to companies) and are given directions of further attack.

The depth of combat missions is determined according to the nature of the
enemy defense and the degree of its readiness.
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253. Upon making his decision for the attack, the regimental (battalion)
commander issues a combat order, and gives instructions regarding deployment in
combat formation, the occupatin of the departure position, the cover of the de-
ployment with artillery fire, and the organization of coordination, which.is further
detailed during combat.

254. The occupation of a departure oosition by small units of a regiment
(battalion) is carried on under cover of fire from- artillery and mortars and also
under the protection of combat security. Having-deployed into a combat formation,
and having occupied a departure position as close as possible .to the enemy main
line of resistance, the small units of the regimant (battalion), without delaying and
in-conjunction with infantry close support tanks and self-propelled artillery,
attack from the march the enemy's main line of resistance, with the support of
artillery fire and air strikes, Having wedged into -the enemy; defense, the regiment
(battalion) decisively moves forward, attempting to reach in the shortest possible
time the area of the enemy's riain artillery positions and destroy his division re-
serves.

If, in the course of the attack, the enemy begins a withdrawal, the regimental
(battalion) commander organizes his relentless pursuit.

255. In the event that a breakthrough: from the march, of the enemy defense is
unsuccessful, Lhe-regiment (battalion) consolidates on the line reached, and thee-
regimental commander .organize.s a breakthrough of the enemy defense; with the pre-
paration of the attack in a limited. time-

The'small units of the regiment (battalion) occupy a departure position as
close as possible to the' enemy and dig in.

256. A breakthrough of the enemy's hastily occupied defenses with the preparation
of the attack in a limited .period of time requires the further detailing of recon-
naissance data and the study of targets, and also a'new plan of artillery fire and
the organization of its centralized fire control.

The duration of preparations for attack by a regiment (battalion) when time
is limited is determined by the time required for organizing coordination and the
artillery preparation for the attack.

11. BREAKTEROUGH OF A FORTIFIED AREA

257. The defense of a fortified area is usually based on permanent defense
installations and field positions; heavy' obstructions, both in.front of the main
line of resistance and in the depths of the fortified area; and-a prearranged system
of fire, especially flanking and short-range surprise flanking fire fkinzhalny ogon7,
with a developed system of observation.

The breakthrough, as a rule, is accomplished by the simultaneous cracking of the
fortified area's main (first) defensive zone and the impetuous-development of the
main blow into the depths for the. purpose of seizing subsequent defensive zones on the
march and of striking blows toward the flanks to widen the breach which has been
formed.

The success of the operations of a. regiment (battalioi) in the breakthrough of
a designated sector of a fortified area depends upon thorough preparations for attack,
the attained state of destruction and neutralizati-on of the permanent defense instal-
lations, the disruption of the enemy fire systeip and the disruption of coordination
between his permanent garrisons and the field forces which are defending the forti
fied area.
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A regimental (battalion) attack during the breakthrough of a fortified area

is supported by heavy artillery fire and air strikes, and consists of an impetuous

infantry and tank attack through the entire depth of the assigned mission.

The regimental (battalion) attack is supported by a double or, when there are

sufficient weapons, a triple rolling barrage, and by a greater quantity of infantry

close. support tanks and self-propelled artillery than is used under normal conditions.
For this purpose, primarily heavy tanks and heavy self-propelled artillery are em-
ployed.

Infantry close support tanks, including those detailed to assault groups and

detachments, as a rule, are rigged with mine-clearing devices.

258. Direct preparation for the breakthrough of a fortified area is organized

after taking the security zone, when close contact has been made with the main line

of resistance of the enemy's main (first) defensive zone.

Inpreparing to break through a fortified area, the regimental (battalion) com-

mander must:-

- organize the systematic and careful study of the defense system in the sector
of the intended breakthrough;

establish continuous observation over each permanent and field defense instal-

lation;

-- organize the careful study of enemy obstacles both in front of the main line

of resistance of the main (first) defensive zone and in its depth;

- organize, in the departure area for the attack, the preparation of departure

positions for the infantry and deployment lines (departure positions) for tanks and

self-propelled artillery,, all of which' ensure the disposition of compact combat form-
ations and the building up of a thick network of observation posts;

- make sure that the forward trenches are dug as close as possible to the
main line of resistance of the enemy fortified area;

establish the order of overcoming antitank.ditches and post obstacles under
conditions of many-zoned obstacles ahead of the enemy main line of resistance, and

of overcoming obstacles which protect permanent defense installations;

- determine the order of blocking and destroying permanent defense installations;

organize the formation and preparation of assault groups and detachments and
the joint training of small units of all arms and of special troops at specially
selected and prepared sites;

- organize the wide employment of flamethrower-incendiary and smoke facilities;

- study the photographs of each permanent installation and of .the terrain in its

area. and also the system of trenches and communication trenches;

compare all available information on each permanent installation for the pur-

pose of determining the type of installation, the number of embrasures in it, sectors
of- fire, dead spaces, engineer-type obstacles which directly cover the permanent in-

stallation, and, the approaches to it; determine the means and methods needed to de-

stroy or neutralize the weapons in the permanent installation.
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When studying the enemy's system of fire and permanent defense installations,
it is necessary to determine the fire support between the permanent defense instal-
lations and the weapons of the field troops defending the fortified area.

Separate cards are made out for all permanent installations which are detected;
installations are plotted on a map (sketch). Commanders of small units (up to com-
pany, battery inclusive) are provided with plans or maps, interpreted photographs
(vertical and oblique), and large-scale reconnaissance sketches.

259. In the breakthrough of a fortified area, the regiment fattacking/ in the<
direction of the main thrust may be assigned a breakthrough sector up to 1500 meters
in width; a battalion, up to 750 meters.

In the breakthrough of a fortified area, the combat formation.of a regiment is
made up of two or three echelons, an artillery group, and reserves.

Each echelon of a regiment is made up of the combat formations of the battal-
ions operating in line (or of one battalion), together with the facilities for their
reinforcement. When powerful, complex depensive installations and strong points
exist in -the regimental zone of attack, assault detachments are included in each
echelon.

A battalion combat formation is made up of two echelons or of a single echelon
which includes company combat formations and assault groups.

260. Assault groups are organized, on instructions of the regimental commander,
in each battalion of the first echelon of- the division and, when necessary, in the
battalions of the second and third echelons of the division to block and destroy perm-
anent and important field defensive installations. The composition of assault groups
depends upon the size, fire power, and sturdiness of the permanent or field defensive
installations being attacked. An assault group has the following: from a squad to
a platoon of infantry equipped with heavy machine guns and grenade launchers; heavy
caliber machine guns; field pieces and mortars of different calibers, including heavy
mortars and heavy caliber guns; tanks; heavy self-propelled artillery; from a squad
to a platoon of sappers; up to a squad of light flamethrowers; and means of commun-
ication.

Assault groups also include aid men.

The number of assault groups depends upon the number of permanent or field de-
fensive installations, on the main line of resistance and in the close-in depths of
the enemy's defense in the regimental attack zone, whih are to be blocked and des- or
stroyed. A single assault group is ursuallyr organized in a battalion.-

Specially selected and trained officers are assigned as assault group command-
ers.

261. Assault detachments, up to a rifle battalion and up to a sapper company
in strength, are organized in regiments on the instructions of the division for the
purpose of blocking and destroying heavy, complex installations and strong points.
These assault detachments are reinforced by heavy and special tanks, small units of
heavy self-propelled artillery, artillery batteries of different calibers including
heavy caliber batteries, mortars, and small units of flamethrowers.
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Assault detachments are divided into assault groups, the number of which de-
pends upon the number of permanent. and important field defensive installations in
the enemy strong point which are subject to attack.

Assault detachments and assault groups are supported by smoke agents and ex-
plosives.

262. The immediate mission of a reiment is usually the seizure of the strong
points located in the first position; the subsequent mission is the completion of
the breakthrough of the first position and the seizure. of the second position;
the mission of the day is the completion of the breakthrough of the main (first) de-
fensive zone and the development of the attack against the enemy' s second defensive
zone.

The immediate mission of a regiment of the 'second echelon is usu-
ally the seizure of the second position in coordination with the regiments of the
first echelon; its subsequent mission is the completion of the breakthrough of. the
main (first) defensive zone and the development of the attack against the second
defensive zone'.

The mission of a battalion is usually the seizure of a strong point in the
first position. With the completion of the mission, the battalion develops the
attack into .the depths of the defense in order.to seize subsequent strong points.

A company is given a visible objective of assault against the first position
and a direction of further attack.

Combat missions of a mechanized (tank) regiment of the mechanized division of
a rifle corps are determined depending on the division's mission and on the char-
acter of the fortified area.

263. The regimental commander organizes the preparation of the small units
and assault groups and detachments on terrain which is equipped with mock-ups and
obstacles of a type similar to the enemy installations. Particular attention is
paid to. instruction in the methods of blocking and destroying permanent installa-
tions, to coordination within assault groups (detachments), and also to the coord-
inated operations of the assault groups (detachments) with the small units of the
regiment (battalion) which are assaulting enemy positions between the permanent
defensive installations.

264. During preparations for the breakthrough of a. fortified area,. as much
time as possible is needed for the careful organization of coordination on the
terrain. When organizing coordination, the regimental (battalion, assault detach-
ment) commander, in addition to general questions, further details:

- the nature of the permanent and important field defensive installations and
the number of embrasures, sectors of fire, and entrances of the installation;

- the location of weapons, obstacles, and natural obstructions covering the
approaches to each permanent and field defensive installation;

-. the departure position for the attack, the time of its occupation, concealed
approaches to attack objectives, and the method of assault on each permanent defen-
sive installation;
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- the manner of blocking and destroying permanent defensive installations
by assault groups (detachments) and the support of their operations by artillery
fire, air strikes, flamethrower-incendiary weapons, and smoke;

- the manner of surmounting obstacles ahead of the main line of resistance and
in the depths of the enemy defense;

- the method of operations of assault groups and small units of the battalions
which are attacking enemy field positions;

- the artillery and air missions being executed in the regimental (battalion)
zone of attack in accordance with the plan of the senior commander;

- the manner and methods of destroying and blinding permanent defernsive instal-
lations and the neutralization of their garrisons;

- the manner of providing fire cover and engineer support for the operations
of heavy caliber guns designated for the conduct of direct fire on the embrasures.
and exposed walls of installations;

- the manner of organizing communications within assault detachments and assault
groups, and also the manner in which they will communicate with the small units of
the regiment (battalion).

265. Before the start of an assault on a fortified area, the regimental (tattal-
ion) commander must:

- check the results of the destruction of. permanent defensive installations;
check the results of the neutralization and destruction of the enemy occupying the
field defensive installations; and, if necessary, assign tathiartillery additional
missions,) immediately reporting this to the division ,(regimental) commander;

- insure the simultaneous attack of the infantry, tanks, and assault groups
(detachments).

During the attack, the regimental (battalion) commander must:

- observe the timely shifting of artillery fire according to the phase lines
of the rolling barrage and assign missions to attached and supporting artillery for
the neutralization (destruction) of enemy. personnel and weapons which are holding up
the advance of the small units;

- ensure continuous coordination with aircraft and call them in to neutralize
the enemy in strong points which are obstructing the advance;

- ensure the timely forward movement of accompanying guns, including heavy
caliber guns, and assign to them the mission of neutralizing (destroying) newly
detected and surviving enemy weapons;

- ensure the timely subordination to battalions of L[rtillery/ battalions from
the regimental artillery group and their displacement forward;
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- provide fire support for the operations of assault groups (detachments) while
they are destroying permanent defensive installations;

- continuously maintain coordination between assault groups (detachments) and
small units of infantry and tanks;

- make timely assignment of missions to the artillery, tanks, and small units of the
regiment (battalion) for repelling enemy tank and infantry counterattacks;

promptly consolidate captured areas (lines, objectives) by using specially
designated small units.

266. Assault groups (detachments) move out toward the permanent defensive instal-
lations simultaneously with the movement of the infantry and the infantry close sup-
port tanks into the assault. Direct fire guns, tanks, self-propelled artillery,
machine guns, and flamethrowers fire on the embrasures of surviving permanent de-
fensive installations,49destroy the garrisons' resistance, and destroy weapons cover-
ing the approaches to the irstallations. Some of the guns and self-propelled artil-
lery supporting the assault groups (detachments) are disnosed on their finnks to pro-
tect the approach of the assault group right up to the permanent defensive installa-
tions being blocked.

With the approach of the assault groups right up to the assault objectives,
these guns transfer their fire to the intervals between the permanent defensive'in-

stallations and to the immediate depths of the enemy defense, in order to destroy
and neutralize the weapons which hinder further advance and to break up enemy counter-
attacks.

Assault groups (detachments) block and destroy surviving permanent defensive
installations. The infantry, along with the tanks and self-propelled artillery,
breaks into the intervals between the permanent defensive installations and, with-
out stopping at the first trenches, bravely advances behind a rolling barrage into
the depth of the enemy defense.

The regimental artillery-antitank reserve, on the order of the regimental com-
mander displaces from line to line in readiness to repel enemy. tank counterattacks.

267. During combat in the depths of the fortified area, the regimental (battal-
ion) commander must make use of the relaxation of fire of the permanent defensive in-

stallations for an impetuous advance of the small units, the widening of the break-
through, and the destruction of the enemy by operations in his flank and rear. Second

(third) echelons, reinforced by tanks, self-propelled artillery, and sapper small units.
are used for this purpose.

Permanent defensive installations which are discovered in the depths of the fort-
ified area and are delaying the advance of the attacking small units are neutralized
by artillery, tank, and self-propelled artillery fire, and are blocked and destroyed.
by assault groups. Captured areas (lines, objectives) are consolidated by specially

designated small units, and permanent defensive installations are blown up.

Smoke is widely used to blind permanent defensive installations and to support
infantry and tank attacks.
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12. OFFENSIVE COMBAT IN A CITY

268. A city with strong stone buildings and radiating underground installations
(passages) can easily be adapted to defense. In such an event, it. represents a spec-
ial type of fortified area, which requires the application of special methods of con-
ducting offensive combat.

Offensive combat in a city is characterized by the limitations on the fields of
observation and fire, by the complexity of controlling small units, and by the limited
opportunities for maneuver.

Offensive combat in a city is divided into a series of separate local battles. It
is distinguished by particular stubborness and surprises.

The success of an attack is attained by.

the timely and careful study of the city and the peculiarities of its defense;

- the coordinated operations of small units, which display bravery, daring, and
initiative;

the continuity of the conduct of the attack, day and night, with a gradual
increase in the force of the blow, especially where success is apparent;

- the providing of the attacking small units with the necessary means for combat
and for the destruction of defensive objectives;

- the consolidation of captured city blocks and important objectives, the de-
struction of enemy groups remaining in them, and the organization of a commandan's
service.

269. When the attack is developing successfully, the regimental (battalion)
commander must strive to take by surprise the.enemy troops which are defending the
city, and to occupy the city or part of it by a surprise attack from the. march.

Success in a surprise attack on a city is attained by

regimental and battalion operations, which display bravery, daring, and ini-
tiative;

- the seizure, in first priority, of the principle strong points and centers. of
defense on the main streets of the city, telephone and telegraph stations, bridges,
and viaducts with the aim of cutting off the enemy and depriving him of the opportun-
ity to maneuver inside the city;

a build-up of men and materiel where success is apparent.

If the surprise attack is not successful the regimental (battalion) commander,
by order of the division commander, prepares a new attack. directing the efforts of
the regiment (battalion) toward the seizure of those strong points buildings) on the
capture of which depends the success of the battle.

270. The regimental (battalion) comuander makes a prior study of the city and
the pecdliariti.es of enemy defenses in it. For this purpose, he uses a large-scale
city plan, supplemented by aerial photographs and information obtained from the inter-
rogation of prisoners and the questioning of local inhabitants.: Moreover, the reg-
imental (battalion) commander organizes reconnaissance and the collection of infor
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mson from neighboring units and from attached and supporting units and small units.

On the basis of all available data, the regimental (battalion) commander must
determine:

- the trace of the main line of resistance of the enemy defense;

- the presence of strong points on the outskirts and inside the city and the
intervals between them;

the character of the buildings which have been prepared for defense, and the
disposition of enemy weapons in them;

the enemy system of fire, and the location of his artillery, mortars, anti
tank guns, and other weapons;

the location of antipersonnel and antitank obstacles;

the nature of the water obstacles in the city and the conditions of forcing
them;

the direction and width of streets and underground installations; the location
of administration buildings, squares, telephone, telegraph, and radio stations, rail-
road stations, banks, electric, power stations, water stipjly stations faqtoi-ies ,plants,
warehouses, bridges, gardens, parks, stadiums, and other objects whose seizure will-
ensdre the capture of the city;

the number and composition of the population of the city and its attitude
towards. one's own troops.

271. The regimental zone of attack, depending on the situation, usually includes
one or two streets which lead into the center of town and the city blocks adjacent to
them.

The immediate mission of the regiment is the seizure of one or two city blocks;
the subsequent mission is the seizure of part of the area of the city.

The immediate mission of the battalion is the seizure of a strong point or of
one city block; the subseouent mission is the seizure of important objectives in
the depths of the enemy defense.

- The mission of the company is the seizure of a part of a large building, a sep
arate building, or several small buildings in an enemy strong point.

272. An assault (storm) on individual objectives, depending on their size,
strength,, and the enemy forces which are defending them, is carried out by reinforced
battalions, companies, and platoons.

-In the conduct of battle inside a city, a significant part of the artillery,' -
including heavy caliber artillery, tanks, and self-propelled artillery, and also sapper
and flamethrower dnall units, are attached to rifle smiall units.
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Small units are given additional supplies of hand grenades and small arms
ammunition and are provided with devices for assaulting bnildings, smoke agents, and
signalling equipment.

Direct fire by weapons of all calibers, including rocket artillery, is widely
used.

273. An assault (storm) on a separate fortified building is carried out after
an artillery preparation, primarily by the fire of guns detailed for direct fire.
Small rifle units, under cover of their own fire and also of the fire of artillery
(mortars), tanks, and self-propelled.artillery, move out vrigorously to the building
being assaulted, break into it and destroy the enemy with grenades and submachine
gun and carbine fire.

When necessary, flamethrowers from neighboring captured buildings -destroy the
enemy with fire directed through the windows and breaches in the walls of -the house
being assaulted. At the outset of the assault, the artillery bars the enemy reserves
from gaining access to the target under attack; part of the artillery destroys objects
scheduled for assault.

Tanks and self-propelled artillery, including heavy ones, function as a part of
the attacking small units. The mission of the tanks and the self-propelled artillery
is to support the infantry attack with fire and shock action; to consolidate, together
with the infantry, captured areas; and to ward off enemy counterattacks.

Sapper small units conduct. engineer reconnaissance, make passages through obstacles
and harriers, blast buildings being defended by the enemy, make breaches in the walis
and ceilings of buildings, clea' mines froni captured buildings, adapt buildings for
defense, and set up obstacles.

To assure a concealed approach to the buildings under attack, the small units
make wide use of smoke.

274. An attack in a city develops uninterruptedly until the opposite end of the
city isteached or until the attacking troops Tiiik up with friendly troops. The attack.:
is conducted in gardens, in orchards, in yards, through holes in walls., in subway tun-
nels and other underground -structures, and,. when necessary, in the streets.-

275. During the battle, the regimental (battalion) commander directs his main
efforts to capturing the most important objectives; he supports the battalions (com"
panies) with artillery fire;, when necessary, he reinforces them with additional means.
He exploits success by the use of the second echelon (reserve).

To cover the flanks and ward off surprise enemy counterattacks from, the rear,
the regimental (battalion) commander sends out security and sets up ambushes at
street intersections and at exits of underground installations. Captured installa-
tions and street intersections of importance are consolidated.

276. In conducting combat operations in a city, command and observation posts
should be close to the small units. The regimental (battalion) commander selects an
observation post in a position where the small units attacking the most important ob-
jectives can he observed.

Communication with small. units is accomplished by radio, wire, mobile means of
communication, and visual signals. Personal contact between the regimental (battalion).
commander and sibordinate commanders attains great importance.



277. A commandant, and a small alert unit are appointed to maintain order in an
occupied city or part of a city. Patrolling activity is also organized.

The most important. buildings and captured valuables are placed under guard. Fire

fighting measures are established. A thorough reconnaissance is made of all captured

buildings, which are cleared of the enemy and miies.

The local population is evacuated to the rear.

Units and small units may not be quartered in buildings which have not been

..checked by sape esmall units, and they may not use captured property without permis-
sion.

'278. In organizing offensive combat in a city, there are set up additional sup-
plies of food, forage, and ammunition, especially heavy caliber shells needed for de-
sttoying objectives defended by the enemy.

Battalion aid stations receive additidnal medic.l personne. Collection points for
theamdedareorganized in the companies in covered places safe from enemy fire.

The open movement of transportation facilities on streets subjected to enemy

fire.is .to be avoided. Passageways between. buildings (breaches in walls and fences)
should be used for such movement.

13. FORCING A RIVER

"279. The importance of a river as a barrier is determined by:

- the characteristics of the river (width, depth, and the swiftness of the

current);

- the condition of its banks, bottom, and valley;,

- the availability of fords and hydrotechnical installations;

the character of the enemy's river defense;

the weather and the season of the year.

280. The forcing of a river may take place:

as a hasty crossing-With the successful development of an attack and with the
pursuit of the enemy;

as a prepared crossing--1ar conditions of direct contact with the enemy at a
water line.

In all cases, success in forcing a river is attained by

the thorough organization and secrecy of the forcing preparation;
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- the use of amphibious tanks and vehicles (tracked amphibious personnel carriers),
the timely concentration of the greatest possible amount of river-crossing equipment,
and the skillful use of this equipment during a forcing operation;

the element of surprise of the operation, the swift seizure of bridgeheads, and
the immediate development of the attack into the depth of the enemy's defense;

- the destruction and' neutralization of the enemy's weapons;

- the adequate cover against enemy air attack given to the troops during the
forcing and during operations in the captured bridgeheads.

281. The element of surprise in a forcing operation is achieved by the con-
cealed concentration of the troops, by incdnspicuously preparing and bringing up
to the river river-crossing equipment, and by a swift and surprise crossing of. the
troops.

Smoke screens are used as concealment during the forcing of a river; they are
put down on a wide front by various means.

The regiment (battalion) which is attacking in the first echelon or operating
in the advance guard (forward datachment, leading detachmant) should always try to mahe a
hasty c .ossing, of the river.

To accomplish this, the regimental (battalion) commander must pay special atten-
tin to supporting the activities of the reconnaissance and forward small units in mak-
ing a hasty crossing, capturing bridges and crossihgs, and holding them. The regiment-
al (battalion) commander must support, with all the men and materiel available in his
command, those small units.which have successfully crossed the river, and must resol-
utely employ their success. for the hasty forcing of the river by the main forces of
the regiment (battalion).

In a forcing operation, the regiment (battalion) is reinforced by amphibious tanks
'and vehicles (tracked amphibious personnel carriers), as well as by other crossing
equipment, including that intended for the organization of ferry crossings.

Amphibious tanks are used for the close support of the infantry during a cross-
ing operation.

282. The reconnaissance of the river and its approaches and 'the location of
crossings, fords, and locally available crossing means are carried out in good time,
during the advance to the river. Sappers, chemical warfare personnel, and amphibious
vehicles are included in the composition of the small units which are conducting re-
connaissance,

283. The following are used to advantage in a forcing operation: *those sectors
of the river having an accessible valley and banks; river bends. turned to the side of
the attacker; fords and islands; sites suitable- for loading and unloading troops onto
river-crossing equipment and for the assembly of bridges; 'andplaces where the enemy s
defense is weaker or where 'he does not expect active operations on the part of the
attacker. The bank held by the attacker should ensure excellent observation of the
enemy, entrances and concealed approaches to crossing places, camouflage for the
troops, and concentration of crossing equipment.
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284. In dediding to engage in a forcing operation, the regimental commander
determines:

the scheme of operations;

the sectors in which the battalions (troops of cavalry) will undertake the
forcing operation, and the points at which the regiment will make ferry crossings;

the .mi'ssions of the small units. on the opposite bank the establishment of
the regiment's combat formation', the manner and order in which the forcing operation
will be accomplished, and the composition of the forward small units of the first
echelon;

= the distribution of the amphibious: tanks and vehicles (tracked amphibious
personnel carriers) and other crossing equipment among the small units;

the. departure position of the small units before the forcing operation begins;

the order and time for loading the personnel and supplies of the small units
onto the -amphibious vehicles, and the order of moving the battalions up to the
sectors being'forced to the crossing points;

the method of the artillery offensive;

engineer support and camouflage measures;

the organization of corrdination among the small units making the crossing;

the organization of antiaircraft, antitank, and antichemical defense;

the site of the command (observation) post on one's own bank and on the
opposite bank, and the tasks for the organization of communications;

the organization of political support;

the organization of material .and technical support and of the evacuation of
the wounded, and the order of crossing of the rear service amall uiiits, transport,
and horses;

the organization of the commandant's service.

285. After the battalion commander has received the order for a forcing operation,
he makes his decision and indicates on the terrain, to his own and to attached (support-
ing) small units:

the method and means of forcing the crossing;

- the departure position of the small units before forcing the crossing;

the order and time of loading the personnel and equipment of the small units
and the order of movement to the sector being forced and to the crossing points;

the missions of the small units and the manner in which they are to coordinate
on the opposite bank;

the missions of the artillery, mortars, and machine guns in covering the
battalion's crossing and supporting its operations on the opposite shore;

the means of control and communication.
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The scheduling of personnel and materiel according to crossing equipment must be
especially carefully worked out..

If necessary, the battalion commander sets up a ferry crossing point.

286. The decision for forcing a hasty river crossing is made during the advance
to the river.

In this event, the scope of the measures to be taken to ensure the forcing oper-
ation is deterriined by the situation.

287. The organization of the regimental (battalion) combat formation depends
on the scheme of operations on the opposite bank.

. The regiment forces a river in a two-echelon or a one-chelon formation. In-
cluded in each echelon are rifle small units; artillery; tanks; self-propelled artil-
lery; sapper, chemical-warfare, flamethrower, and communications small; units; and
smoke equipment.

In a first echelon tank regiment, a reinforced battalion of submachine gunners
usually forces the river in the first echelon.

288. The immediate mission of the regiment (battalion) is to capture a line
on the opposite bank, at a distance of from 1.5 to..3 kilometers from the river, in
order to make possible the assembly of bridges and to deny to the enemy observation
of the crossing from. ground observation posts. The subsequent mission is to reach
the area in which the enemy' s main artillery positions are located..

The combat tasks of the regiment (battalion) of the second echelon are deter-
mined by the mission received, the character of the river, and the enemy's defense.

289. The forward small units and the small units of the.ifirst echelon, which
force the river on amphibious vehicles, load personnel and equipment :ohthese vehicles
at designated areas.. From these areas the small units and the amphibious tanks attach-
ed to them, dispersed laterally in their own sectors, move through control points to
the river and cross over to the opposite bank without halting..

After the forward small units and the small units of the first echelon have made
the crossing, the amphibious vehicles and other crossing equipment are returned for the
crossing of the following small units.

In the event that the river is being forced. on crossing equipment which is not
self-propelled, the forward small units and the small units of the firsteche.on make
the crossing on assault crossing equipment, which they bring forward from the points-
where this equipment is concentrated. Concentration points for this equipment are set
up in concealed areas rot farther than 500 meters from the river.

Points for ferry crossings are organized in:the sector: in which the regiment is
to force the crossing. At least one ferry. crossing point each is. required for a rifle
regiment and a tank battalion.

The. ferry crossing point includes ferries for crossing tanks, self-propelled artil-
lery, and artillery; a control point is set up at a distance not farther than 1.5 kilo-
meters from the river to control the passage. of the small units to the crossing site

' 12
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Commandants are selected- from among the commanders of the small units of the
engineer troops to direct .the operation of the crossing equipment and to maintain
the system established for using it in the sectors in which the battalions are forc-
ing the river andiat crossing points.

290. The regimental (battalion) commander should make timely deployment of his
artillery, tanks, and self-propelled artillery, in order to support the forcing oper-
ation. He should move all crossing, equipment to the river right behind the small
units. When necessary, he should organize the collection of local and improvised
crossing equipment and materials to construct crossings.

291. In organizing antitank defense during preparation of a forcing operation
and during the course of such 'an operation, the regimental commander must:

move the regimental artillery to the river, and move-some of the batteries of
the regimental artillery group to positions for direct fire;

,-. prepare fire by the regimental artillery group on areas of possible enemy tank
concentration and on the likely directions of their counterattacks;

- reinforce the forward small units of the first echelons with arphibious tanks,
accompanying guns, and antiaircraft, sapper, and chemical warfare small ;units;

ensure the crossing, .withthe first echelon, of some of the antitank artillery,
tanks, self-propelled artillery, and sapper small 11its equipped with mines;

-:promptly deploy antitank artillery, tanks, and self-propelled artillory on, the
opposite bank to ward off counterattacks by enemy tanks.

292. In order to provide antiaircraft defense for the crossing, the regimental
(battalion) commander makes use of organic and attached antiaircraft small units, and
also covers the crossing with smoke; Some of the small antiaircraft units must be
crossed to the opposite bank together with the forward small units. To deceive the
enemy, smoke screens are laid don, by order of the division commander, at alse cross-
ing points.-

293. In forcing a crossing, the actons of all commanders and small units must
be distinguished by courage,. broad initiative, and determination.

The advance guard (leading, de'tachnient, forward detachment) or the battalions (6ompanie
of the first echelon, which have moved nip to the river with their attached small units
under the cover of artillery, mortar, tank, and self-propelled artillery fire, make
a hasty crossing. They utilize captured bridges and fords,,.amphibious vehicles and
other.:standard equipment, a well as local and .improvised crossing equipment; force
the river, from the march hastily ,. at several places; and seize the line assigned
them on. the enemy. side of the river, assuring the crossing of the remaining forces -
of the: regiment (battalion').

The forcing operation is supported by the fire of all the artillery, mortars,
tanks, self-propelled artillery, machine guns, and by air strikes; it is also cover-
ed .by the fire of antiaircraft small units and by smoke.

The regimental artillery group neutralizes and destroys the .enemy s weapons lo-
cated on the oppoite bank, covers the flanks of the small units which have crossed,
and prevents enemy counterattacks. The regimental (battalion) artillery and a part
of the regimental artillery group move forward to direct fire positions and destroy

. L.
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enemy weapons conducting fire directly on the crossing.

Aircraft neutralize and destroy artillery and mortars in their firing positions,
and also the strong points situated directly on the bank or near it.

294. Reinforced with amphibious tanks, accompanying guns, and antiaircraft,
sapper, and chemical warfare small units, the forward small units of the first echel-
on, as the first wave, force the river aboard amphibious vehicles.and other standard
equipment, as well as on local and improvised crossing equipment.

The amphibious tanks attached to the forward small units, while swiftly moving
forward, lay down fire, while afloat, on the enemy weapons and personnel who are blockL
ing the crossing.

After forcing the river, the forward.:small, units seize the enemy bank and destroy
the surviving enemy weapons there. They then move forward to a line which pbevents
the conduct of enemy rifle and machine- gun fire on the river. They consolidate on.
this line and sunort the crossing of the remaining small units of the. first-echelon.

Sapper small units, which have crossed with the forward small units, construct
obstacles to consolidate the lines seized; they also clear and mark passages through
enemy obstacles and prepare spots for moorings and piers.

295. The beginning of a forcing operation (H-hour) is the moment the forward:
small units push off from their own shore.

The remaining small units of the first echelon, with. attached artillery, tanks,
and self-propelled artillery, cross immediately behind the forward small units.

The battalions of the first echelon, having crossed to the opposite bank, im-
mediately go over to the attack and continue moving forward withoht stopping.

296. Artillery support for the attack is organized to the depth of the regiment' s
subsequent mission. It begins when the small units of the first echelon which have
crossed the river start their attack, and takes the form of a rolling barrage or suc-
cessive concentrations of fire.

The shift of fire from the first line of the rolling barrage (successive concen"
trations of fire) takes place on a signal by the regimental (battalion) commander who
has crossed to the opposite bank.

The weapons detailed for direct fire, including heavy caliber guns, continue,
from their own bank, to destroy enemy weapons and defensive installations.

Accompanying guns and batteries, having crossed to the opposite bank, immediately
open fire on the enemy who is blocking the forward movement of the small units.

297. The second echelon, with attached small.units, crosses immediately behind
the first echelon.

The regimental artillery group crosses..to the.opposite bank in such a manner
that the greater portion of the group can continuously support the crossing and the
activities of the small units of the regiment (battalion) on the opposite bank.

Forward battery observation posts with communication equipment are deployed on
the opposite bank simultaneously with the forward small units.
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If the crossing is unsuccessful at one point (sector) the small units of the

regiment. (dattalion) may be sent to an6ther point (sector.), where the crossing is de-

veloping successfully. A reserve of crossing equipment is also coricentrated at the

same place.

298. The regimental commander's command post on the near bank is selected as

close as possible to the river. : .

The regimental commander personally directs the crossing of the first echelon

and crosses with it to the opposite bank. The regimental headquarters crosses to

the opposite bank after the crossing of the first echelon. The battalion commander

and his staff cross to the opposite bank behind the forward. small units.

299, Before the beginning of the forcing operation, communications are estab-

.ished betweenthe regimental commander. and the commandants of the forcing sectors

and crossing points, the points where the crossing equipment is concentrated, the

control points through which the small units pass for the crossing, the small units

in the departure position before the crossing operation, and the attached and sup-

porting small units (units).

Radio and wire communications and visual signals are set up with the small units

which have made the crossing. Small communications units, designated for the organ-

ization of radio and wire communications across the river and .on the far bank, are

crossed together with the forward small units.

300. The regimental commander gives special attention to the organization of the

commandant's service at the places where the loading of personnel and equipment takes

place, on routes of movement to crossings, and also at the crossing poinis and in bat-

talion crossing sectors.

Commandnts' posts, detailed on the instructions of the regimental staff, carry

out the commandant's service at loading points and on routes of movement to crossings;

the commandant's service at crossing points and in battalion crossing sectors is

carried out by small units of engineer troops.

14. JOINT REGIMENTAL (BATTALION) OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS
WITH UNITS (SHIPS) OF.THE NAVY

301. Joint operations of a regiment (battalion) with units (ships) of the
Navy may be carried out in the case of

- a landin by the regiment (battalion) as part of a landing force on an

enemy-held coast;

the landing of a battalion as the forward detachment of a landing operation;

- the. attack of a regiment (battalion) along a seacoast or the bank of a

large river;

- the attack of a regiment (battalion) with the aim of reaching the coast of

a sea (river).
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302. The width of a landing sector of a regiment (battalion) depends on the
character of the enemy defense, the mission of the. landing force and its composition, the
hnin4 corxiton. and the charactr .of the tarrain. Dep6ndiig Oi the situationa regiment
carries out a landing on a sector up to 4,km in width; ,a:attalion, up to 1 im.

The immediate mission of the regiment (battalion) is the seizure of the posi..-
tions of the enemy's regimental reserves. The subsequent mission is to reach the
area of his main artillery positions.

303. Preliminary preparation of the regiment (battalion) for landing operations
includes:

- the training of small units in embarking and in loading combat equipment and'
cargoes onto landing craft and in debarking (unloading) from them in a port with
facilities and on a beach without facilities;

- the conduct of joint exercises with officers of the regiment (battalion) and
officers of the ships to solve questions of coordination during landing and dper-:
ations on the shore;

- the training of small units .in landing and conducting battle, on terrain re-
sembling the sector of forthcoming operations.-

304. The regimental (battalion) commander issues a combat order for the embark
ation and the movement, as well as a.combat order for the landing and the execution
of the immediate and subsequent missions. Simultaneously, a coordination chart is
worked out in the regiment for the assault landing and for the execution of the immed-
iate and subsequent missions.

305. The regimental (battalion) commander,.before the embarkation-of small units
onto ships, is obliged to:

- send out billeting personnel to report to the commandant of the embarkation
point, as follows: one officer from the regimental staff, one officer from each in-
fantry battalion (artillery battalion), and one honcommissioned officer from each
company (battery);

- send to the designated embarkation points small covering units and small units
for loading equipment and property on the ships;

- bring his small units to the embarkation points in accordance with the sequence
of embarkation on the ship, and in such manner that the leading small units will ar-
rive at the embarkation point at t he appointed time.

In order to achieve secrecy of embarkation, it must be carried out during dark
ness; regardless of the time of embarkation, measures must betaken for concealment
from enemy air observation.

306. Billeting personnel, as ordered by the embarkation point commandant, are
directed. to ships,where they precisely determine the procedure of embarking, loading,
and distributing their small units and combat equipment. At the appointed time, bil-
leting personnel meet their small units, assign them to ships, and indicate billeting
areas.
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307. The regimental (battalion).commander, in agreement with the commandant

of the embarkation point, usually assigns antiaircraft small units to the small cover-

ing units, and, if necessary, assigns artiller9'and rifle small unitsLo the small

covering unit(.

.308. The composition of. the small units detailed/ for the loading of combat

equipment and property into ships depends on the loading conditions, the time allotted

for loading, and the type of cargo.

309. On each ship must be billeted an entire small unit (battalion, company)
with the small units attached to it.. The embarkation of small units and the loading
of all types of combat equipment, ammunition, and other cargo is carried out in re-
verse order of the forthcoming debarkation (unloading), in order to ensure a rapid
debarkation (unloading) in accordance with the plan of the forthcoming action; re-

serves of. ammunition and of cargo of one type are distributed on as many ships (craft)
as possible..

Personnel are billeted in specially allotted quarters, and on deck. Weapons in-

tended for repelling the enemy during the .crossing by sea and for supporting the land-

ing of the forward small units. are located on the decks of the ships (craft).

In all cases where the use of the weapons of the landing force is contemplated

.during the voyage, the regimental (battalion) commander, on the orders of the landing
commander (ship commander), is obliged to:

- assign missions to the weapons so detailed, and point out the sectors

of fire in the ship' s system of fire;

- establish' the readiness of the weapons and a watch schedule;

orgamize control of the weapons;

- ensure the weapons a supply of ammunition in addition to that intended for
operations on shore.

310. During the approach to the landing sector, the regimental (battalion)
commander must do the following:

- check the readiness of the small units for rapid debarkation from ships (craft)
and for operations on shore;

- jointly with the naval commander responsible for landing the regiment (bat-
talion), precisely determine landing points and small unit missions;

- take measures for the neutralization of enemy weapons interfering with the
landing, by means of the fire of the landing force and, through the naval commander,
by means of naval gunfire.

311. Small units of the regiment start to land directly after the forward de-
tachment, developing without delay the success the forward detachment has achieved.
Special attention is given to the rapid landing of tanks, self-propelled artillery,
and other artillery.
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In case a landing .is carried out on an unequipped beach, and landing craft are
not able to approach all the way to the beach, small units are landed-in the water
if its depth does not exceed one meter.

Tanks and self-propelled. artillery are unloaded in the water when the depth and
bottom permit them to move to the beach under their own power.

312. The regimental commander and his staff go ashore behind the first echelon
of the main forces; the battalion commander, with his staff, goes ashore after the
forward small units of the battalion.

After landing, the regimental (battalion) commander must do the following:

- establish. communication with the forward detachment and with naval gunfire
spotting posts;

- detail the situation, the missions of the small units on shore, and also the
method of coordination among small units;

- take measures for the development of the success of the forward detachment,
for the consolidation of the captured beachhead, and for securing the flanks of the
regiment (battalion);

- direct the efforts of the regiment (battalion) toward the execution of the
imniediate and subsequent missions.

313. The battalion detailed as the forward detachment is reinforced by tanks
(including amphibious), self-propelled artillery, artillery, small units of marines,
and sapper and chemical small units.

Small units of marines are usually landed as the first wave of the forward de-
tachment, and are reinforced by. amphibious tanks ard small units of sappers, with
the mission of taking the beach in the sector of the landing point, destroying the
enemy' s weapons, removing obstacles, and supporting the landing of the forward detach-
ment.

The forward detachment can take and hold a beachhead up to 2 km in width and up
to 3 km in depth.

Directly behind the small units of the first wave, the remaining small units
of the forward detachment are landed with. the mission of developing. the gains of the
small units of the first wave, seizing a beachhead, supporting the landing of the
succeeding. echelons, and repelling enemy counterattacks.

Naval gunfire spotting posts, with means of.communication, are detailed from
ships to the forward detabhment in order to adjust fire and designate targets.

During the battle for the. landing the commander of the forward detachment is
obliged

- during the approach to the shore: to define the landing. points and to study
the actions of the enemy and of the small units of the first wave; to insure the
rapid landing of small units of the battalion from landing' equipment onto the shore;
to take measures to neutralize, by means of fire from the landing forces and naval
gunfire, enemy weapons interfering with the landing;
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- after the landing on the beach: to establish communication with the small
units of the first wave, with naval gunfire spotting posts, and with the landing
commander; to define the situation, the missions of the small units on shore, and
the manner of coordination among them; to take measures to develop the gains of the

small uhits of the first wave and to secure the flanks of the forward detachment.

314. When a regiment is acting as an independent landing force, the regimental
commander is designated as the landing force comender §komandir 'desantg. For the.
executiotiof tasks in regard. to the'movemengt and landing of troops, a landing commander
§omaridir vysadkij is designated from among the naval dommanders.

The regimental commander and the landiig -commander together work out the plan. of
operations for the landing force, in which provision is made for the following: the
general purpose of the operations; the immediate and subsequent missions of the land-
ing force on shore;- the sector and individual landing points (primary and alternate);

the composition of the forward detachment and its missions;- the composition of the
landing echelons; artillery support during the landing and during the conduct of the

battle ashore; the organization of coordination; the time and place of concentration
of the landing force and transport; the plan and order of embarkation on the craft;
the procedure for the movement of the landing force by sea; the organization of re-
connaissance of 'all types; the organization of control and communications; the method
of transporting materiel, and the evacuation of the wounded and sick and of unservice-
able materiel by sea; the organization of a landing base f§azs vysadki and its defense.;

The protection of the landing force from attacks by sea and air is carried out
by order of the senior officer.

The regimental commander is directly subordinate to the landing LrysadkiJ dommander
fmntmstnd' receipt of the order of embarkation until the completion of the regi-
ment's debarkation ashore. He is located on the same ship with the landing command-
er until he debarks. The commanders of small units on ships (craft) have the same
relationship to corresponding ship (craft) -commanders.

315. During the approach to the landing sector, the landing points of the small
units may, depending upon the situation, be changed by the landing commander together'
with the commander of the regiment, depending on the mission given to the landing force
for operations ashore and also with consideration:for the swiftness and ease of debark-
ing the landing force.

The final decision concerning the choice of landing points is taken by the land-
ing commander .fkomandir vysadki7.

316. During the advance of the regiment (battalion) along a seacoast or the
bank of a large river, as well as from the depth of its own territory to a seacoast
(river bank), ships and naval aviation are drawn in according to the plan of the sen-
ior commander for the destruction of enemy ground targets 'and for the security of the
regiment's (battalion's) flanks and rear from blows of enemy naval forces and aviation.

During the organization of coordination with ships of the Navy provision is made
for the following:

- further detailing of lines and objectives against which naval gunfire must be
conducted;

- si nals for requesting, shifting,and ceasing fire, and also signals by which the
regiment battalion) can designate its front line;
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- the method of establishing communications with units of marines operating in
the direction of the advance of the regiment (battalion).

For insuring the coordination of the regiment (battalion) with units (ships)
of the Navy, it is necessary, on a mutual basis,. .to send out liaison officers with
radio sets, common conversation tables, and tables of signals, and also to ensure
the timely mutual exchange of information concerning the situation ashore and at
sea.

15. PECULIARITIES OF ATTACK IN FORESTS

317. An attack in a large forest is distinguished by the following character
istics:

- the difficulty of observation and of the adjustment of artillery and mortar
fire;

- the complexity of the massed employment of tanks;

- the difficulty of observation from the air, of conducting aimed air bombing
and firing;

- the complexity of carrying out coordination and control of troops during bat-
tle in the denths of the forest;

- the possibility of the wide use by the enemy of timber obstacles in conjunc-
tion with mined obstacles;

-the possibility of forest fires.

The forest favors the concealed approach and deployment of troops and simplifies
preparation of the departure area for an attack. During operations in a forest the
assembly of troops on roads, lanes, and in clearings should be avoided.

The correct evaluation of these characteristics by the troops, and the timely*
adoption of measures for supporting combat operations in a forest makes it possible,
to overcome most rapidly the difficulties encountered.

Small units must be prepared to conduct combat operations in a forest, must .
know how to orient themselves and correctly maintain their direction of movement,. and
also must be able cuicdy to -surmount various timber obstadles.

The control of small units during an attack in a forest requires that the re-
ceipt of reports from them, and the disseminating of information to them concerning.
the situation, be more frequent than usual. It also requires special measures for -

determining the position of small units and for the regulation of their movement, and
requires that the observation and command posts be closer to the small units.

318. During the preparation of offensive combat, one of the most important
tasks of reconnaissance is the'establishment of the exact trace of the main line
of resistance of the main (first) defensive zone of the enemy -aid the determination
of the presence of strong points, defensive installations, and obstacles in the
depth of defense, as well as of new roads or cross-country routes.
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319. During the organization of an attack in a forest, the regimental (battalion)

commander, aside from the usual questions, is obliged to anticipate the following:

measures for orientation, for maintaining the indicated direction cf attack,

and for designating the location of small units;

- reorganizing the combat formation of the regiment (battalion) for operations

in the depth of the forest;

the peculiarities of coordination between infantry, tanks, self-.propelled ar-

tillery, artillery, aviation, and sapper small units;

measures'for overcoming obstacles, especially for tanks, self-p opelled artil-

lery, and artillery;

- the method of making an exit from the forest;

- methods of' combatting forest fires;

- measures for the destruction of enemy small units remaining in the rear or thosel
which have penetrated into the rear.

320. The combat formation of a. regiment (battalion) during an attack in a forest

is usually organized into two echelons.

The second echelon and the reserve advance in extended order prior Lo their com-

mitment.

Directions of advance are usually indicated to battalions (companies) as azimuths.

Small units are supplied with compasses; when necessary, guides are provided.

For closing up a combat formation, maintaining lateral communications, and restor-

ing coordination, the commander of the i'egiment (battalion) designates phase lines.

On roads and lanes and in clearings, clearly visible markers defining the location

of a given point and the directions to inhabited points are placed according to the

degree of advance of the attacking small units. Signals are established for the des-

ignation of the position of one's small units.

Infantry close support tanks and self-propelled artillery usually are attached

to companies and advance in their combat formations, primarily along roads and clear-

ings.-

In a thin forest and on terrain accessible to tanks, the tanks may attack along

the entire front of attack of the rifle small units which they are supporting.

321. During an attack on an enemy defending the fringe of a forest, the regi-

mental (battalion) commander is obliged to organize in first priority the seizure

o outthrust sectors of the forest.

Seizure of a small wood (separate :grove) is usually carried out by surrounding
it ard destroying the enemy located therein.

322. During the development of an attack in the depth of a forest, he regi-
mental (battalion) commander is obliged to do the following
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- have strong reconnaissance with the aim of protecting the advancing regiment
(battalion) from enemy flank attacks; organize all-around security and, if necessary,
move the second echelon and the'reserves up closer to the combat formations of the
first echelon;

- carefully check the direction of attack of the small units;

- organize the combing of the forest;

- reassign mortars, a considerable part of the regimental artillery group, and
sapper sraall units to battalions (companies);

- employ the battalion and regimental artillery, and also guns of the division
artillery for direct fire.

The regimental (battalion) .commander retains under his direct control a part
of the artillery, primarily howitzers, and some of the mortars to neutralize and
destroy enemy strong points in the depth of the forest and to support the attack
of the battalions (companies).

Combing d'the fcrest is conducted by small units assigned from the battalions.
They destroy the enemy in ambushes, and also clear individual soldiers and groups
of the enemy from trees by means of machine gun and submachine gun fire.

.323. In the depth of a forest, it'is necessary to strive for close and wide
envelopments of the defending enemy, even. if only by small units. Strong points
covering important roads are attacked simultaneously from the .flanks and from the
front with the support of artillery (mortar), tank, and self-propelled artillery
fire.

Enemy weapons on lanes and roads are destroyed by the fire of guns designated
for direct fire, or by fire from tanks and self-propelled artillery.

The most important crossroads and lanes which have been seized are consolidat-
ed and defended by specially assigned small rifle units with attached machine guns
and individual field pieces.

324. Before leaving the forest, the regimental (battalion) commander must or-
ganize before-hand reconnaissance of the enemy and of the character of the terrain
lying ahead, and must also anticipate the reorganization of his combat formation to
avoid losses from sudden enemy fire.

After leaving the forest, the attack continues without interruption itn conform-
ity with the mission received.

325. During an attack in wooded-swampy terrain, careful reconnaissance of the
passability of swamps is carried out. For the destruction of the enemy who is oc-
cupying defiles, corduroy roads,*crossings, and road junctions, the regimental
(battalion) commander organizes a turning movement (envelopment), after:which he
destroys the enemy by operations against the flank and rear in conjunction with an
attack from the front. If it is impossible to carry out a turning movement and an
envelopment, an attack from the front is carried out.

In overcoming swamps, small units utilize 'travoises, light planked and staked
flooring, and brushwood mats. Combat and transport vehicles are provided with means
for improving their performance/rokhodimos1f.
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Sapper small units and, when necessary, rifle small units are attached to artil-
lery, heavy mortars, tanks, and self-propelled artillery for ensuring heir advance.

326. Rear service .small units of -the regiment are located closer to the conbat
formations of the battalions. When the number of roads is limited, the rear service
small units of battalions are located close to the roads.

16. PECULIARITIES OF ATTACK Ii WINTTER

.327. Snow cover and extreme cold substantially change terrain and oatural ob-
stacles.

The following peculiarities exert an influence on troop operations in winter:

deep snow makes maneuver of troops more difficult; therefore, roads increase
in importance;

- the short day and unsatisfactory meteorological conditions limit the parti
dpation of aviation on the field of battle;

camouflage of troops is more difficult;

the importance of inhabited points and forests as protection from the cold
is increased;

frozen ground hampers the enemy in quickly creating a defense on ew lines;

'ice makes rivers and 'swamps passable

snow increases visibility by day and by night.

The proper.. evaluation of these peculiarities and the timely adopition of meas-
ures permit offensive operations to be carried on with no less results n iinter
:han in summer .

328. For lessening the influence of the negative character stics of winter
on the operations of troopsit.is necessary to:

-provide for special measures for camouflage of the troops;

-carry out measures for the heating and feeding of personnel, for <aintaining
the combat readiness of weapons, equipment, and various kinds of vehicle:, and also
for caring for horses;

use skis and ski sleds, and also clear the roans.

329. Long winter nights, snowfalls, snow torms, fog, and intonse cold must
be utilized for surprise operations, turning movements, envelopments, and the en-
circlement of the enemy. In this connection it should be noted that a 11 organ-
ized offensive by even insignificant forces can lead to. the complete rent and de-
struction of the enemy.

Operations for wearing down the enemy have special importance for a successful
attack in winter. These are carried out through the destruction, by artillery and



aviation, of inhabited points in the enemy disposition. The aim is to .deprive the
enemy of the possibility of using them for warming his personnel and organizing a
defense.

330. During the organization of a winter attack, the commander of a regiment
(battalion), besides the usual measures, is obliged to do the following;

- provide in good time for the construction and camouflage of .trenches, com
munication trenches (including snow trenches), heated shelters for the warming of
personnel, and shelters for equipment in the departure area for the attack;

- carefully study the enemy's obstacles, especiall antitank ine fields, and
also ascertain the presence and location of air. holes in the icj, snowbanks, and
other obstacles of ice or snow;

- determine the depth of snow, . the thickness of ice on rivers and lakes, and
establish the possibility of infantry operations without skis (in the. cavalry, in
addition, in mounted formation) and the accessibility of the tePrain to tanks, self-.7

propelled artillery, and artillery;

-- provide for clearing roads and preparing cross-country routes;

- plan aid for artillery, tanks, and self-propelled artillery in overcoming
deep snow, obstacles, and natural barriers;

- make sure that small units are provided with special camouflage. equipment :.n
time, and organize the painting of weapons, equipment, and transport to blend with
the color of the terrain;

- take measures to protect personnel from cold and frostbite, and ensure the
regular supply of hot food and tea to the small units;

- take measures for ensuring the rapid evacuation of wounded from the battle-
field and for their protection from frostbite;

- plan measures for the maintenance in combat readiness of weapons, equipment,
and transport; for this puroose the small units must be provided in time with winter
lubricants, antifreeze, and equipment for warming and heating;

- ensure that small units have skis, snowshoes, travoises, ski-sleds, and other
equipment for movement in snow, as well as equipment for improving the performance of
combat and transport vehicles.

331. During an attack in winter, under conditions of direct contact with the
enemy, the, attack of the regiment (battalion) is usually made without skis.

Machine guns, grenade launchers, mortars, and accompanying guns are mounted on
ski-sleds. Attacking small units are reinforced by sapper small units to a greater
extent than normal. The second echelon (reserve) of the regiment and, under favor
able conditions, the second echelon of the battalion usually advance on skis.

During battle in the depth of the enemy's defense, the regimental (battalion)
commander must strive for the close and wide envelopment of strong points, making
wide use of small units on skis for this purpose.

- 34 r Drim
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For reconnaissance and security, small units on skis with antitank equipment
are designated; in this respect, it is necessary to pay special attention to ronds
leading into the flanks of the advancing small un its.

332. When there is deep snow, consideration must be given to the difficulty of
moving artillery to firing positions and the complexity of camouflaging fi ring posi-
tions. Ski-sleds are used for increasing the mobility of accompanying guns, and skis
are used for personnel; track laying vehiclcs are used as prime mover. During bat-
tle in the depth .of the enemy's defense, battalion and regimental mortars are widely
employed.

333. The most favorable directions for an attack by infantry, tanks, and self=
propelled artillery are in those sectors of terrain that have little snow cover.

When the snow cover is. deep, paths for moverment into the attack. are cleared for
infantry close support tanks and self-propelled artillery.

334. The regimental (battalion aid station mnst be located closer to the com-
bat formations in heated rooms and tents. For carrying the wounded from the battle
field. and .for their evacuation, additional litter-bearers are. detailed They are
provided with travoises, ski-sleds, and warm clothing for the wounded. Measures are
anticipated to- prevent the wounded from freezing.

335. For the cross-country pursuit of a withdrawing enemy, infant:y small
units on skis,: reinforced with tans, self-propelled artillery, and sapper small units,
are employed.

Battalions (companies) with attached artillery,. tanks, and self-propelled artillery
form in columns, move to the roads, and swiftly g;ain the flank and rear the with-
drawing enemy.

336. When organizing.an attack during muddy seasons lrasputitsy, :me regimental
battalion) commander must do the following:

- plan measures to improve the performance of tracked and wheeled vehicles
and artillery, and also plan measures for the organization of assistance .o them dur-
ing movement;

- reinforce battalions (companies) with sapper small units;

plan measures to ensure the movement of small units across trenches and com-
munication trenches, and swampy sectors of terrain;

:establish ahead of time additional supplies of ammunition,, rations, and forage
i thin small units;

- plan measures to protect weapons and equipment from mud;

anticipate the use of animal-drawn and pack transport for bringing up supplies
to small units, and the organization of the receipt of supplies by air.

During the attack, the regimental (battalion) commander must make timely prepar-
ation'to repair bad stretches of roads and to construct cross-country routes. He must
also organize assistance to guns and to combat and transport vehicles during their
movement.



17. PECULIARITIES OF ATTACK IN MOUNTAINOUS - WOODED TERRAIN

337. The following factors influence combat operations in mountains: .

- the limited number of favorable roads and the difficulty of cross-country
movement;

- the abundance of defiladed areas and concealed approaches;

- the difficulty of orientation; .

- the peculiarities of a mountain climate; .

- mountain rivers with their rapid currents, and sharp and frequent changes oX
water level;

- the screening effect of mountains upon the functioning of radios, radar, ard
sound ranging equipment. .

338. A study of the peculiarities of mountainous-wooded terrain, a proper eval
uation of them, and the timely taking of measures to support the operations of troops
in mountains permit the most rapid overcoming of difficulties encountered.

It is necessary ahead of time 'to plan the outfitting of the troops with equ
ment and supplies for overcoming. steep ascents, cliffs, mountain passes, descents,
gorges, and rivers. Additionally, in. high mountain areas, troops must be supplied
with heating equipment and items of equipment for overcoming glaciers and snow fi s

Troops must be instructed in the peculiarities of mountain combat operations,.,
and in the peculiarities of conducting fire and of fire direction in mountain condo
tions.

339. The breakthrough of an enemy defense and attack in a wide valley or on
mountain plateau are conducted on the basis of general principles.

An attack along a narrow valley is conducted simultaneously with an attack along
one or both of its sides, primarily along theridge lines, with the purpose of moving
into the rear of the enemy who is defending the heights and passes. For a successful
attack along a narrow valley, a regiment (battalion.) with part of its forces seizes,
in first priority, adjoining heights which flank the.valley. The seizure of thes4
heights is accomplished .by the coordinated actions of .sall units attacking simult n-
eously along the valley and along the ridge line..

When attacking to seize a mountain pass,(passage), the regiment (battalion), in
first priority, seizes the heights which dominate the pass and then, by a rapid out-
flanking maneuver, captures the pass (passage).

On terrain where heights adjoining a pass (passage) are difficult to approach
the seizure of the pass (passage) is accomplished usually by an attack from the fl nt,
while the adjoining heights are seized by a flank attack after the seizure of the
pass (passage).

The turning and envelopment of the enemy flanks, in conjunction with a frontal"
attack, are normal operations of a regiment (battalion) in mountains..
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340. The combat formation of the regiment (battalion) when attacking in

mountains depends upon the terrain and the mission. It is usually a cio-echelon

formation.

When attacking in mountainous-wooded terrain, particular attention is given to

security of flanks, and the organization of the antiaircraft, antitank,. and antichem

ical defense of, the small units in passes (passages), at river crossings, and at

road junctions.

341. When attacking in mountains, small units must be prepared for prolonged

independent operations separate from the main forces and adjacent units. Decisive-

ness, initiative, and skillful employment of the peculiarities of mountain terrain

are demanded from small- units.

Battalions (companies) operating in separate directions are given gr(eater inde-

pendence. For this purpose, they are reinforced with artillery (particularly with
howitzers), mortars, tanks, self-propelled artillery, and sapper end. chemical warfare

small units. The attack of a regiment: (battalion) in mountains is supported by

air strikes requested by the regimental commander. -

342. When organizing.air attack in mountains, the regimental (battai ion)

commander, in addition to resolving the usual questions, must do the following;

- carefully study the .accessibility of the terrain and. the favorable direction

for operations of the infantry, tanks, self-propelled artillery, and artil ery;

- determine the strength and composition of the small units assigned for attack in

separate directions, their missions, and also anticipate their support by the fire

of the regimental artillery group;

coordinate, in point of time and/has lines, the actions of the mall units

attacking along. the valley and along the ridge line, and also the actions of the small

units operating in separate directions;

- plan measures for the security of the flanks and rear;

- provide the small units which are operating in difficult directions with guides,
and supply them with pack animals, ropes, grapples, pick-mattocks, ladders, pulleys,
and, in snow fields, with snow giasses;

provide for the orientation and marking of locations of small units;

- provide for the engineer support of the attack;

organize the regulation of movement in passes, at road junctions, and on one-
way sectors lof roads/

- - plan the dispatch of a march support detachment;

provide small units which are operating in separate directions with a reserve
ammunition, rations, forage; water, heating fuel, and pack transport;

plan measures for keeping the wounded warm;

- study weather changes and make provision for supplying warm clothing to per-
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sonnel of.the small units which are operating in areas of high mountains;

- provide for warning of, and protection from, avalanches and flooded rivers.

343. :Regimental.(battalion) and antitank-artillery, and also separate guns
and batteries of the division artillery, are attached to battalions (companies)
and advance within their combat formations. Special significance is attached to sep-
arate guns and batteries emplaced on commanding heights. Mountain-pack and mortar
batteries must accompany small units under any conditions of mountainous-wooded ter-
rain.

344.- In mountains, infantry close support tanks and self-propelled artillery
advance in close coordination with rifle small units, primarily along roads, valleys,
and river-beds.

It is expedient to move some of the tanks and self-propelled artillery to the
crests of ridges for operations jointly with rifle small units along the ridges and
for the seizure of;passes.

345. In the course of an attack, communications with the small units operating
in separate directions are organized by establishing two-station radio nets. In case
of necessity, intermediate stations are established.

Wire communications are established along roads, rid lines, valleys, and gorges.
In addition, signalling and mobile means of communication are widely employed.

346. Sapper small units are attached 'to battalions (companies) for preparing
cross-country routes of march and paths, for eliminating obstacles on-roads, for con-
structing detours around bad stretches of road, for constructing river crossings, and
crossings over deep barriers, for preparing and maintaining roads on ascents and de-
scents, for making passages through obstacles, for erecting obstacles during the con-
solidation of captured lines (objectives),- and for locating water and preparing water
supply points. -

347. Upon detecting an enemy withdrawal, the regimental (battalion) commander
organizes pursuit along valleys and ridges parallel to the direction of the enemy
withdrawal. He details tank small units with tank-borne infantry for the seizure f
passes, gorges, river crossings, and heights along the routes of enemy withdrawal ".

To block the enemy withdrawal, artillery conducts fire along road junctions, ive
crossings, defiles, and passes. -

348. A mountain- rifle regiment (battalion) possesses high maneuverability ahd
usually is employed to:

- gain routes parallel to the direction of an enemy withdrawal and daringly pen-
etrate into his rear in order to seize passes (passages), bridges, and road junct ns,
and to destroy enemy roads and bases;

- turn and deeply envelop enemy flanks by using difficult mountain terrain pop-
sessing weakly developed communication routes;

-combat enemy airborne landings carried out in areas of high mountains;

- protect the flanks of the main grouping of one's troops.
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349. A successful attack by a niountain rifle regiment (battalion) i: effected

by turning and enveloping the primary enemy strong points and by seizing

heights,'' peaks, and cliffs which dominate them, and also by gaining the flank and

rear of the the enemy.

The combat formation of a mountain rifle regiment (battalion) in an ,ttack in

difficult areas in high mountains depends upon the terrain and the mission being
fulfilled.

When: a one-echelon formation is used, the regimental reserve usually com-

prises two reinforced companies, while a battalion reserve usually compri es up to a
reinforced company. It is sometimes advantageous to dispose the reserve y companies

(by :platoons') in the directions of operations of the battalions (companie ).

350. To provide for the delivery of ammunition, rations, forage, wmter, medicine,

and heating fuel, and.also for evacuation, widQ use is made of pack anima s, teams of

porters, transport aircraft, and helicopters lvertol ty7 in areas difficult to trav-

erse.

18. PECULIARITIES OF ATTACK.IN DESERTS AND STEPPES

351. When attacking in deserts and steppes, the following peculiari ies must be

taken into account:

- the absence of water and heating fuel over great areas;

- the possibility of cross-country movement;

- the almost total absence of inhabited areas and local resources;

- the absence of permanent communication lines;

- the difficulty of concealment and of orientation;

- the sharp variations in temperature during a twenty-four-hour period, and sand-

storms which make it difficult to conduct observation and to land aircraft;

the harmful influence of sand and dust on the operation of engines and moving
parts of vehicles, and on armament, means of commiunication, and other technical equip-
ment;

- the presence of salt lakes and salt marshes.

352. An attack in deserts and steppes usually is conducted along separate dir-
ections. In the main direction it is always necessary to have a sufficiently strong

grouping of men: and materiel

The strength and composition of troops for operations in separate directions are
determined by the combat mission and. the possibility .of their material and technical
support, in first priority with water, heating fuel, and fuel and lubricants.
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353. The absence of a continuous front of defense and the possibility of cross-
country movement in deserts and steppes permits the widest maneuver of troops and allows
the main blow, as a rule, to be struck in the enemy flank and rear primarily by tanks
and mechanized troops. In this manner, particularly important objectives are seized
in the depth of the enemy's defense (water sources, bases, inhabited areas).

In organizing a combat formation, special attention must be given to protecting
open flanks. This is done by disposing behind open flanks strong second echelons and
reserves, prepared to repel an enemy attack by active operations.

More careful .organization of reconraissance, all-around security and observation,
and antitank defense are demanded from the troops. Particular attention must be given
to the organization of antiaircraft defense.

354. Small units operating in separate directions must be reinforced with artil-
lery, tanks, self-propelled artillery, and sapper and chemical wtrfare siall units,
and must be supported by aviation, in order to attain the maximum independence.

355. When preparing an attack in deserts and steppes, the regimental (battalion)
commander in addition to resolving the usual problems,must do the following'

- determine the azimuths of the direction of the attack;

- plan the establishment of artificial orientation points in his rear, as the
small units advance;

- provide for the wide use of radio, mobile means of communication, and means
of signalling for the control of subordinate units and, in addition, in the regiment,
provide for the employment of liaison officers;

- provide guns, tanks, and self-propelled artillery with means of camouflage;

- increase the number of weapons for employment against low-flying enemy air-

craft;

provide small units with a reserve of water;

- organize the search for water, the establishment of water supply points, and
the guarding of available water sources.

356. During an attack in deserts and steppes, the regimental (battalion)
commander utilizes the absence of a continuous enemy front of defense and the possi-
bility of cross-country movement for maneuver and for an attack on the enemy flank
and rear. He'.directs the efforts 'of his attacking small units toward the seizure of
particularly important objects in the depth of the enemy defense (water sources, in
habited areas), the seizure of which can -decide the outcome af battle. He'also widely
employs night operations for the development of success and of maneuver with the pur-

pose of enveloping, turning, and encircling the enemy.

The regimental (battalion) commander devotes special attention to the careful
organization of reconnaissance, and of antitank and antiaircraft defense, the pro-
tection of open flanks, and all-around security and observation.

357. When organizing the rear, the regimental (battalion) commander provides
for the supply of'water and heating fuel and establishes rates of:their expenditure.
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The basic task in inspecting the sanitary conditions of an area is the invest-
igation of water sources and their purification.

358. The condition of weapons, motors:, and moving parts of vehicles must be
regularly checked. The air filters of the engines are systematically cleaned of
dust and sand. Before battle, weapons must be wiped dry.
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CHAPTER VII

PURSUIT-

359, The object of the pursuit is the encirclement and destruction or
capture of the withdrawing enemy..

In anticipation of an enemy withdrawal, the regimental (battalion) commander,
in advance, is required:

-to increase reconnaissance in order to determine the beginning of the
enemy withdrawal and to capture prisoners to verify this information;

--to determine th manner of transition to the pursuit and the missions of
the battalions (companies), the artillery; and the mortars;

--to anticipate the employment of tanks together with tank-borne infantry
and sappers for the seizure of important lines (objectives) along the routes of
the enemy withdrawal;

--to plan the possibility and manner of utilizing transport;

--to note cross-country routes and the places and manner of making passages
through obstacles.

360. Reconnaissance conducted by the regiment (battalion).is intensified,
especially at night, in order not to miss the beginning of an enemy withdrawal,.
and to prevent the enemy from breaking contact with the small units of the re-
giment (battalion). In order to accomplish this, raids are conducted, ambushes
are set up, communications interception podslushivaniy]e is organized, and, on
the instructions of the division commander, reconnaissance in force is carried
out.

In order to determine the .beginning and direction of the enemy withdrawal,
it is especially important to procure timely information by means of air re-
connaissance.

During the pursuit, the regimental commander sends out separate reconnaissance
patrols or a reconnaissance detachment in order to determine the direction of
the enemy withdrawal; the approach of enemy reserves, especially tanks, the existence
of obstacles, the passability of roads and bridges, and the preparation and occupation
of new defensive lines by the enemy. For reconnaissance, a battalion commander
sends out separate reconnaissance patrols.

361. The regimental (battalion)- commander, having ascertained the beginning
of a withdrawal, begins the pursuit independently. He immediately notifies the
division (regimental) commander of the start of the enemy withdrawal and of the
decision which he himself has made.

The regimental (battalion) commander, during the pursuit, must strive not to
permit the less of contact between the enemy and the small units of the regiment
(battalion)and must not give the enemy the opportunity to organize resistance on a new
line.
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302. Battalions (companies), for the pursuit, are assigned deeper missions by
lines (objectives),. the capture of which ensures the maneuver of small units for

the encirclement of the. enemy and delays his. withdrawal.

363. The regiment (battalion), operating decisively and boldly, destroys
the enemy's covering small units,. moves out on routes parallel to the direction
of withdrawal, and conducts unrelenting pursuit by day and by night with maximum

effort in order to gain the flanks and the rear of the withdrawing enemy and
destroy him.

If the enemy has hurriedly organized a defense on a successive line, the
regiment (battalion) attacks the enemy from the march.

364.. Part of the tanks attached to the regiment, with tankaborne infantryy
penetr.ates the gaps between the withdrawing small units of the enemy, destroy them
piecemeal, capture important lines (objectives) on the enemy's routes of withdrawal,
and refuse the enemy the opportunity to organize resistance on a new line.

Part of the artillery attached to the regiment is reallotted to the battalion

commanders. Separate guns ;and batteries must move forward daringly and-destroy
the withdrawing enemy with direct fire.

Sapper small units eliminate enemy obstacles, establish detours at destroyed

bridges and sectors of roads, mine the enemy routes of withdrawal, and prepare
obstacles on avenues of likely counterattacks by enemy tanks ad .infantry.

365. The regimental (battalion) commander,. during the pursuit, must give.
special attention to flank security.- Security, reinforced by antitank means,

is sent out in the most threatened directions.. When a threat exists, the regimental

commander immediately moves the artillery-antitank reserve in the threatened

direction.

366. During the pursuit, the regimental (battalion) commander controls
his small units by radio and mobile means of communication; in addition, in

the regiment, liaison officers are used. The :regimental commander, together with

his staff, moves at the head of the column of the main body of the regiment.

Units and small units must be prepared at any time to use designated
signals to indicate their position to-friendly aircraft.

367. On instructions of the division commander, forward detachments are sent

out to capture important lines and objectives on the enemy routes of withdrawal.

368. Before moving out, the commander of a forward detachment lis required- to
clarify the mission received, to make a map study of the terrain and of the route of
movement, to determine the organization of the march formation and the methods for
maintaining communications, to determine the likely lines of clash with the enemy,
and to select the method of operations of the forward detachment.

A forward detachment,. not joining combat with the enemy covering forces, by-
passes them., seeking to reach quickly the rear of the main fordes of the with-
drawing enemy and to seize the designated line or objective on the enemy routes / F
of withdrawal.
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If the line (objective) is occupied by the enemy, the forward de:tachment,
with the fire of its artillery, mortars, tanks, self-propelled artillery, and
machine guns, neutralizes enemy weapons and, with a decisive attack, captures the
line (objective).

When the designated line (objective) is captured, the forward detachment must.
consolidate, send out reconnaissance, organize an all-around defense; and hold the
line (objective) until a new mission is ;received.

369. In organizing a pursuit, special attention is given to supplying forward
detachments with ammunition, fuel, and lubricants, and to reinforcing them with medical
transport.
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CHAPTER VIII

DEFENSE

1. GENERAL PRINCIPLES

370. Defense is a type of combat which troops employ to hold occupied

positions, repulse the attack of superior enemy forces, and inflict great
losses upon them, thus creating favorable conditions for. the transition to

a decisive offensive.

This can be achieved by the skillful utilization of favorable ;terrain
conditions and their development in the engineer sense, by the degree of

organization and the power of fire, by the firmness and stubborness of the

troops, and by the employment of counterattacks.

The defense must be insurmountable and active.

The regiment (battalian) has no right to abandon the position it

occupies and to withdraw without an order froi a senior officer

371. Deferise is employed

-- to gain the time needed for the concentration of men and materiel

intended for an offensive;

--for the economic utilization of men and meteriel in some directions,

in order to build, up a superiority of men and materiel in other directions;

-to secure the flanks of attacking forces;

--to consolidate captured lines and objectives;

--to repel counterattacks and counterblows. of superior enemy forces.

372. The insurmountability of the defense consists in itsstability,
deep echelonment, and activity.

The defense must be:

--antiartillery, capable of weakening, to the maximum degree, the fire

power of enemy artillery and mortars through inflicting great losses on them,

and through the dependable provision ofcover for the defending 'units'and

small units;

-- antitank, capable 'of repelling the massed attacks of enemy tanks" and
capable of destroying them in the event of their breakthrough into the depth

of the defense;

-- antiaircraft, capable of repelling the massed blows of enemy aircraft,
and of inflicting significant losses on them;

-antiairborne. capable of preventing the drop (landing) of enemy air-

borne forces, and annihlating airborne forces which have dropped (landed);
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--antichemical, capable of withstanding a prolonged enemy chemical
attack,

373. Stability of the defense is achieved:

--by its deep echelonment;

--by the stubborn resistance in combat of units and small units, and

by their preparation for the conduct of prolonged rCddfensive combat;

--by a skillfully organized system of fire of all types, primarily
artillery and mortar fire;

--by the correct selection of terrain lines, and the proper organization
of the engineer preparation of the terrain;

--by conceiting all types of fire with the system of antitank and anti-
personnel obstacles;

--by the firm and uninterrupted control of units and small units;

--by the well prepared maneuver of units and small units laterally and
from depth;

--by the camouflaging of engineer-type structures, and of units and
small units.

374. Deep echelonment of the defense is achieved:

--by a multizoned construction of the defense, and by the distribution
in depth of the position in each zone;

--by the arrangement in depth of the combat formation of the troops in
a defensive zone and in its individual positions.

The echelonment of the defense should create a constantly growing
opposition, capable of stopping an enemy penetration and of creating condi-
tions favorable for his annihilation.

The echelonment of a regimental (battalion) combat formation must not
be done at the expense of weakening the small units of the first echelon.

375. Activity of the defense is achieved:

--by constantly striking enemy manpower and materiel with all types of
fire,

--by forcing the enemy to bow to one's will, and by creating for him
unfavorable conditions for the conduct of battle;

--by the maneuver of small units, fire, antitank weapons, and engineer
obstacles;

--by conducting reconnaissance raids, and by counteracting enemy recon-
naissance;
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--by the conduct of courageous and resolute counterattacks.

Counterattacks are carried out on the decision of all commanders, for
the purpose of destroying the enemy forces which have wedged into the defense
and restoring the situation.

376. The system of fire in the defense consists in the creation of
zones of continuous fire of all types in front .of the main line gf resistance
of the main defensive zone and in the depth of the defense, and in the ability
to concentrate, on short notice, massed fire in any threatened direction or
sector.

The system of fire is built on the coordination of all types of fire.
It must insure.the creation of flanking and cross fire of high density, and
the rapid maneuver of weapons. laterally and from depth.

The basis of the system of fire in the defense is, the fire, of artillery,
tanks, self-propelled artillery mortars, and. machine guns, in combination
with obstacles.

The effectiveness of fire in the defense is attained by its accuracy,
massing, and sudden application.

All weapons of the defense must be ready for operation at night and in

other conditions of limited visibility.

377. Depending on the situation, the defense may be organized in
advance, out of direct contact with the enemy, or mayhb occupied as a result
of.the transition of onees forces to the defense under enemy pressure.

The regiment (battalion) may assume the defense on a normal or on a
wide front.

378. In the defense, a regiment (battalion) together with attached
and supporting artillery, with tanks, self-propelled artillery, and sapper
and chemical small units, and utilizing advantageous conditions .of the ter- .
rain, its engineer preparation,. and, fire...power, is able to repel the
advance of superior enemy forces and firmly hold the occupied sector (area)
of terrain; in case the enemy succeeds in wedging into the defense, the
;regiment .(battalion).is capable of destroying himlwith fire and counter-
attacks, and of restoring the situation.

379. A..rifle. (motorized rifle, mechanized, tank) regiment receives for
the defense a defense sector; a battalion (company) receives a defense area..

In individual cases, for the defense of especially important objectives,
a regiment may receive a defense area.

The width and the depth of a defense sector (area) depends on the mission
of the regiment (battalion), its composition, and the character of the terrain.

When defending on a normal front, the defense sector of a regiisent-.l
usually. from.4 to 6 km wide (for a tank regiment--up to 4 km) and from 4 to 5
km deep; a battalion defense area is, on the average, up to 2 kilometers wide
and up to 1.5 to 2 kilometers deep; a company defense area is 800 to 1000
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meters wide. and 400 to 600 meters deep.

380. The combat formation of a regiment in the defense is usually

organized in 2 echelons. The combat formation of a regiment of the second
echelon of a division is, as a rule, organized in a single echelon.

The combat formation of a rifle (motorized rifle) battalion is organized
in two echelons or in one. The combat formation of a battalion of the second
echelon is u:sually organized in one echelon.

In organizing a combat formation, and in the deployment of men and.

materiel in positions and in trenches, there must not be any standardized
pattern.

381. Regimental sectors .consist of battalion defense areas and anti-

tank areas which are interconnected laterally and in depth by a single system
of fire and obstacles.

The defense of a regiment of the first echelon is organized within the
limits of the first and second positions of the main defensive zone.

The first (main) position is from 1.5 to 2 km in depth. It is defended..
by the battalions of the first echelon, for the purpose of inflicting-a de-
cisive defeat on the enemy, and of preventing the enemy from breaking through
the main line of resistance of the main defensive zone.

The second position (regimental reserves) is from 1.5 to 2 km in depth,
and is 2.5 to 3 km distant from the main line of resistance of the first
position. It is defended by the second echelons of regiments and their re-
serves for the purpose of stopping and destroying enemy forces, which have
broken through the first position, and for insuring a favorable departure
position for counterattacks.

In certain cases, in order to deceive the enemy, and to withdraw our
troops from the blows of enemy artillery, tanks, and aviation, the division
commander may order the troops to be moved back from the first to, the second

position. If this is the case, a reinforced combat outpost is usually left
at the first position.. In this instance, the second position must be of
greater than average depth.

The third position (division reserves) is from 1 to 2 km in depth, and
is located 5 to 6 km from the main line of resistance of the main defensive
zone. It is defended by the regiment of the second echelon and by the
division reserves, for the purpose of preventing the enemy from penetrating
into the depth of the defense, and for insuring a suitable departure position
for counterattacks.

The basis of each position is the battalion areas of defense, which
consist of company areas of defense, interconnected laterally and in depth
by a single system of fire and obstacles.

382. The battalion areas of defense at each position are prepared with
3 or 4 trenches and with communication trenches, and are prepared for all-
around defense, Battalion areas, touching each other, are interconnected by
a. system of trenches, which in turn are interconnected by communication trenches.



The system of trenches and communication trenches must insure the rapid
and concealed maneuver of the small units laterally and in depth, and also
make it difficult for the enemy to uncover the disposition of the combat for-
mations in the defense and the system of fire.

The first trench of the first position is the main line of resistance

Lperednyy kray of the main defensive zone. A band of antitank and antiperson-
nel obstacles is created in front of it,

The main line of resistance of the main defensive zone must be selected,

if it is at all possible, behind natural antitank barriers and must 'insure:

--good observation of the enemy, terrain, and the disposition- of friendly

small units;

--the best conditions for the organization of a system of small arms,

artillery, and mortar fire, and for the creation of a zone of continuous fire.

of all types at a distance of up to 400 meters' from the main line of resistance
of the main defensive zone;

concealment c the disposition of personnel and weapons, located on the

main line of resistance;

--the possibility of conducting cross and flanking fire in front of the
main line of resistance;

--the possibility of conducting fire, in front of the main line of re-

sistance, by machine guns and direct fire weapons located in the depth of the
defense, and also by tanks and self-propelled artillery.-

The terrain in front of the main defensive zone should make it difficult
for the enemy to conduct observation and to select concealed areas for the

concentration of infantry and tanks, suitable artillery positions, and con-

cealed approaches to the main line of resistance.

The second trench is dug at a distance of 200 to 300 meters from the

first trench, so that the small units defending it can give fire support to

the small units located in the first trench, can conduct fire against the

enemy on the approaches to the main line of resistance, can cover the obstacles

in front of them with fire, and can utilize the second trench for counter-
attacks. -

The third trench is dug at a distance of 600 to 800 meters from the second
trench, so that the small units defending it can conduct fire on the zone'be-

tween the second and third trenches, on individual sectors, and in front of

the main line of resistance, and can utilize the trench for counterattacks.

In addition, switch positions are created in the defense sector of the

regiment. They are provided with one or two trenches which, on especially .
important directions, are reinforced with obstacles. When building switch
positions, communication trenches, leading from the front to the rear, are
utilized.

Communi ation trenches are constructed so that for each platoon there

is at'least one communication trench connecting the first trench with the
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second, and so that for each company there is at least one communication
trench connecting the second trench with the third.

Communication trenches are utilized for. the concealed maneuver of
small units, for combatting enemy forces which have wedged into the defense,
and for the evacuation of wounded and the supply of ammunition and rations.

In the construction of trenches and communication trenches, the relief
of the terrain and the disposition. of terrain features must be taken into
consideration.

The trace of trenches and communications-trenches must be such as to
permit the conduct of flanking and cross fire from them.

Trenches which are dug in company and. battalion defense areas are inter-
connected with the trenches of adjacent company and battalion defense areas.
Junction points of trenches at the boundaries of a defense sector (area) are
determined by the regimental (battalion) commander in mutual agreement with
commanders of adjacent units (small units.).

Firing positions are constructed for guns, mortars, tanks, and self-
propelled artillery.

To camouflage the combat formations of the troops and the system of
defense, dummy trenches may be dug in the intervals between the second-and
third trenches, and also between positions.

383. A forwardposition deredovaya pozitsiya, equipped with trenches
and communication trenches. and protected by obstacles, may be created on
instructions of the division, .commander,. depend.ng on the situation and: con-
ditions of the terrain, on separate, most important directions, at a dis
tance of from 2 to 3 km in front of the main defensive zone. Sometimes,
depending upon the conditions of the terrain, a forward position:may be
placed at an angle to the main defensive zone.

The forward position is defended by a reinforced combat outpost with
the mission of deceiving the enemy as to the true configuration'of the main
line of resistance of the main defensive zone. and of forcing him to deploy
prematurely.

For the defense of the forward position, small units from the second
echelons of the regiments are designated. A reinforced combat outpost
may be designated in up to company strength, reinforced with tanks, artil
lery, self-propelled artillery, and sapper and 'flame thrower small units.

When a security zone exists, the forward position is regarded as its
final Lclosest in/position. Forward detachments defending. the security
zone withdraw to the forward position and occupy on it previously prepared
sectors, which are: not occupied by the combat outpost.

It is the duty of the regimental (battalion) commander of the first
echelon to organize coordination, to maintain uninterrupted communications
with the small units occupying the forward position, and to support the
conduct of the battle of the reinforced combat outpont with artillery and
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mortar fire from temporary firing positions.

384. In the absence of a forward position, a combat outpost is sent
out to protect the small units defending the first position of the main de-
fensive zone against a sudden enemy attack, and to prevent the enemy from
conducting reconnaissance. Up to a platoon is sent out from eac4. battalion
of the first echelon.

The combat outpost occupies a position located from 1 to 2 km in front

of..the main line of resistance of the main defensive zone. The location of
the small units assigned to the combat outpost is indicated by the regimental
commander.

The small units which are assigned to the combat outpost are reinforced
with machine guns, mortars, heavy grenade launchers, guns, and sapper small
units with equipment for erecting obstacles, and also are supported by artil-
lery and mortar fire from the main defensive zone.

The small units which are assigned to the combat outpost are controlled
by the commanders of the battalions from which they were sent out. Reliable
communications are established with the combat outpost.

385. Under conditions of direct contact with the enemy, a combat out-
post is not sent out. In such cases, the. regimental (battalion) commander
assigns the tasks of combat security to the small units occupying the:first
trench of the first position. At night, these small units in separate
sectors, move observation posts and listening posts sekret out ahead to
the obstacles.

To protect the small units of the regiment (battalion) from sudden enemy
attack, it is the duty of the regimental (battalion) commander:

--to organize continuous observation of the enemy;

--to establish the manner of warning the small units when there s an
alarm;

-- to determine the composition of small alert units and of weapons which
are held in constant readiness to repel, enemy attacks by day and separately.
by night;

-to establish the method of calling for artillery and mortar barrages;

--to determine the method of illumination of the terrain in front of
the main line of resistance of the main defensive zone;

--to establish uninterrupted control over the constant combat prepared
ness.of the regiment (battalion).

386. Regimental artillery groups are created in the regiments of the
first echelon of the division which are defending in the main direction.
When the division has a sufficient reinforcement of artillery, regimental

artillery groups are also created in regiments which are defending in-a
secondary direction, as well as in regiments of the second echelon.
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Regimental and battalion mortars are not included in the regimental
artillery group.

Regimental and battalion artillery likewise is not incltded in the
regimental artillery group, but is employed in battalion defense areas for
direct fire. In case of necessity, part of the regimental.artillery can
also be employed in an antitank area and in the regimental artillery-
antitank reserve.

Regimental and battalion mortars and artillery are taken into considera-
tion when organizing'the general system of fire in the defense.

The regimental commander usually designates up to one artillery (mortar)
battalion of the regimental artillery group for the support of each first-
echelon battalion.

Firing positions of the regimental artillery group are selected at a
distance of 2 to 4 kilometers behind the main line of resistance of the main
defensive zone, primarily on dangerous tank approaches. Part of the division
artillery gun batteries which are included in the regimental artillery group
occupy firing positions closer to the main line of resistance of the main -
defensive zone for the purpose of conducting direct fire.against enemy tanks
and self-propelled artillery.. Artillery firing positions.must be protected
by antitank obstacles. Batteries designated to support the combat. outpost
conduct fire from temporary firing positions.

To deceive the enemy about the system of fire and the number and loca-
tion of the artillery firing positions, roving guns (mortars) and batteries
are employed and dummy firing positions and observation posts are constructed,
all in accordance with the plan of the division commander. In addition to
towed artillery pieces, self-propelled artillery may also be employed as
roving guns.

j When employing roving guns, several firing positions and concealed
routes from one firing position to another are prepared for them.

387. To reinforce the antitank defense, small units of antitank and
division artillery and alsosmall urifts of tanks and'of self-propeIed'artfiery can be
attached to battalions.

2. THE ORGANIZATION OF DEFENSE

388. The regimental (battalion) commander makes a decision for the
organization of the defense on the basis of his mission, his estimate of the
situation, and the results of reconnaissance.

The sequence of the regimental (battalion) commander's work in organiz-
ing the defense depends upon the mission, the distance of the enemy and his
operations, the character of the terrain, and the. available time.

When hurriedly taking up the defense, the regimental commander usually
makes a decision and issues. missions on the basis of a map reconnaissance;
then, during his ground reconnaissance, he further details them on the
terrain.
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In all. cases, the assignment of missions must not hold up the movement

of small units to assigned areas and their timely occupation of the defense.

When the defense is adopted in the absence of direct contact with the

enemy, the regimental (battalion). commander organizes the defense under the

cover of combat and local security.

When the defense is adopted under conditions of direct contact with the

enemy, .the regimental (battalion) commander organizes the defense under the

cover of thefire of artillery, mortars, and the small units of the first

echelon of the regiment (battalion).

389. The regimental (battalion) commanderes reconnaissance, conducted

before making a decision for the defense, has as its purposet

-to define in detail on the terrain the regimental (battalion) defense

sector (area) and the configuration of the main line of resistance of.the

main defensive zone;

--to study the areas in which the enemy can occupy a departure position

for an attack, and the approaches to the main line of resistance;

--to determine the most important areas of the t.errain and terrain

features, on the holding of.which.depends the stability:.of the defense as

a whole;

-to plan the battalion (company) defense areas; the boundaries of

battalion antitank centers of resistance .Luzloyj (company antitank strong

points) within the defense areas, and the trace:of the trenches. and communi

cation trenches;

--to plan the system of antitank, artillery, mortar, and machine--gun
fire forward of the main line of resistance of the main defensive zone and

within the depth of the defense, .and the areas of primary: and alternate

artillery and mortar firing positions;

--to determine the character, scale, and sequence:of the works conne td

with the engineer preparation of. the defense sector (area);

--to plan measures for the security of the flanks and boundaries;

--to define in detail the locations of antitank and antipersonnel

obstacles;

--to determine the defense area::of the second echelon (reserve), the

directions of counterattacks, and the lines of deployment (departure positions)

in each direction-

--to determine the method of the employment of attached tanks and self-

propelled artillery;

--to plan the locations :of the vehicles (armored personnel carriers).

assigned for.the transport. of the infantry;
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--to plan primary and alternate locations for command (observation)
posts.

The.regimental commander defines in detail the regimental antitank areas
designated by the division commander, of he himself determines them. In
addition, the regimental commander determines the location of the artillery-
antitank reserve and the lines of its deployment.

During his reconiaissance,.the regimental commander, in accordance with
the instructions of the division .commander, defines in.detail the Configura
tion of the trenches for:each position, indicates the switch positions and
trenches for each position, determines the number of communication trenches
and the configuration -of the most important ones. The battalion commander,
on the basis.of local terrain features, ..determines in detail the configura-
tion of the trenches and communication trenches in the battalion defense
area, and determines where to prepare firing positions for mortars, antitank
guns, tanks, self-propelled artillery, and other weapons.

The regimental (battalion) commander conducts his reconnaissance, asa
rule, from several points. These points are selected in the defense areas
of the small units.of the first and second echelons, in the antitank area,
in the directions of possible counterattacks, and, in the absence of contact
with the enemy, in front- of the main line of resistance of the mairl defensive
zone, for the purpose of studying the approaches to the defense sector (area)

390. After making a decision, the regimental (battalion) commander
issues his combat order foyevoy prikaz on the ground, organizes coordina-
tion, gives orders for the engineer preparation of the. defense seetor (area),
and for combat, political, material, and technical support, and also indi-
cates measures for the maintenance of the continual combat preparedness of
the small units in the defense.

391. The regimental commander, when issuing c:ombat missions, indicates,
to:

the battalion commanders of the first echelon what small units are
attached to battalions and what small units support;'them; the missions, areas
of defense, and the battalion antitank centers of resistance within them;
where to concentrate their principle efforts; how to organize the system of.
fire and obstacles in front of the main line of. resistance and in the depth
of the defense; the number of trenches and communication trenches and their
configuration; the sequence and time for aecomplishing engineer tasks .in

- priority; the missions for securing the boundaries and flanks; the positions
of the combat outpost ( if it is designated) and its composition; 'the method
of support of the combat outppst by fire from the main defensive zone, and
the method of covering its. withdrawal; the method of conducting counter.
attacks; the method of.converting inhabited points to the defense; and the
boundary lines between battalions;

the battalion commander of the second echelon -- what small units. are
attached; his mission, defense area, and the battalion antitank center of
resistance within it; the number of trenches and communication.trenekes and
their configuration; the order and time for the completion of engineer tasks
the organization of the system of fire and obstacles in front of the second
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position and in its depth; the missions for securing the flanks and boundaries;
the method of supporting the first echelon by fire; and the directions of

counterattacks; the lines of deployment, and the men and materiel designated
for the support of counterattacks;

commanders of attached small units of tanks and of self-propelled artillery

-- the method of employment of tanks and self-propelled artillery and their
distribution among the battalions. the missions of the tanks and self-propelled
artillery which are being employed in ambushes, and also the missions of the
self-propelled artillery which is being employed as roving guns;

commander of the regimental artillery group:

the areas to be covered by long-range fire; the zones for moving barrages
in front of the main line of resistance of the main defensive zone; the areas of
concentrated fire and the sectors of standing barrages, both in front of the main
line .of resistance of the main defensive zone as well as in the depth of the

regimental defense sector;

--the method of supporting the combat outpost and of covering its withdrawal;

--the method of securing the flanks and boundaries;

--with what means and in what directions to support the counterattacks of
the second echelon (reserve);

--the distribution of battalions (batteries) for support of first-echelon
battalions;

--the targets and objectives to be neutralized and destroyed during the
artillery counterpreparation;

-the areas of primary, temporary, and alternate firing positions;

-the time of readiness for opening fire;

-the signals for requesting shifting, and ceasing fire.

the regimental artillery commander:

--the missions of the regimental antitank and mortar batteries, and also
the missions of the regimental self-propelled artillery battery

-the missions for the organization of the fire of that artillery which is
being employed in antitank areas and in the regimental artillery-antitank
reserve;

-the firing position area of the regimental mortar battery and the order
of preparation. of firing positions.

--the time of readiness for opening fire;

--the signals for requesting, shifting, and ceasing fire;

the commander of the regimental reserveM- the composition of the reserve,
missions, defense area, location,, possible- directions.of counterattacks, and
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departure positions and routes of movement to them;

the commander of the artillery-antitank reserve -- the composition of the
reserve, missions, location, possible directions of operation, deployment lines
and routes of march to them, and the signals for summoning the reserve;

the chief of the antitank area -- the composition and missions of the anti-.:.
tank area, its boundaries, and the character and method of its engineer preparation

the commander of the antiaircraft machine gun (antiaircraft artillery) small
unit -- the missions for covering the small units of the regiment from enemy air attacks,
and its firing positions;

the regimental engineer:

--the missions for engineer reconnaissance;

--the locations for and density of antitank and antipersonnel obstacles in
front of the main line of resistance of the. main defensive zone and in the depth of
the defense;

--the locations for the construction of the most important defensive installations
and heavy shelters, of installations for command and observation posts, and which of
them to equip for protection against chemical attack;

-the locationsof passages through friendly antitank and antipersonnel obstacles,
the method of closing the passages, and also the places for the construction of
passages through natural obstacles in the directions of counterattacks;

--the directions of cross-country routes;

--the missions for camouflage;

--where and for what purpose to use attached power equipment;

--the distribution of sapper small units for the technical supervision of engineer
works in the battalion defense areas;

--the missions of sapper small units and the distribution of engineer equipment

among small units;

-the beginning of engineer works and the sequence and time of their completion
by priorities;

the chief of chemical service:

--the missions for chemical reconnaissance

--what small units to supply with chemical defense equipment and in what quantities;

-where and to what extend to ensure the equipment of shelters for antichemial
defense;
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-the missions and the method of employment of the regimental chemical
small units and attached small units of chemical troops;-

--the method of employment of smoke equipment to conceal friendly troops,

and also to blind and to exhaust the enemy;

--the time of readiness of measures for antichemical defense.

in addition, the regimental commander, when issuing combat missions, indicates:

-the mission for reconnaissance of the enemy;

--the measures for ensuring the constant combat readiness of small

units and their daily combat activity for the destruction of the enemy;

--the method of operations of small units during the enemy artillery and
air preparation;

--the missions and the manner of participation of the regimental small units in

the artillery counterpreparation, and available information .concerning the air
counterpreparation;

--the time by which the defense must be occupied and prepared;

--the missions. for antitank and antiaircraft defense, and antichemical

protection;

--the missions for political support;

--the locations of the vehicles (armored personnel carriers) used to transport
infantry personnel;

-the method of the organization of the rear, and of material and technical
support;

the method of evacuation of sick and wounded to the regimental aid station;

--the method of evacuation of sick and wounded horses to the regimental
veterinary hospital;

--what friendly troops .are operating in front of the combat outpost,
their recognition signals, and their method of passing through the combat outpost
and the..main line of resistance of the main defensive zone;

the measures for removing civilians from the regimental defense sector;

-the locations (primary and alternate) of command and obseiration posts;

-the tasks for the organization of communications and the time by wh ih

they must be ready.

392. A battalion commander, when assigning combat missions, points out:

to the commanders of the companies of the first echelon - what small
units are attached to the companies and what small units support them" the
missions, defense areas, and the company antitank strong points within them;
the terrain features or areas of the terrain which must be especially
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firmly fortified and stubbornly defended; zones of fire and the system
of fire in front of the main line of resistance and in the depth of the
defense; positions for guns, tanks, self-propelled artillery, and the
positions for machine guns conducting short-ranges:urorise fire; the trace
profile, and type of preparation of trenches and communication trenches in
company defense areas, places for clearing terrain for better-observation
and conduct of fire; the order and time limits for the execution of engineer
works; sites for the construction of antitank and antipersonnel obstacles,
and places for passages through them; missions for the .protection of boundaries
and flanks; measures for the support of the combat outpost; measures for camou-
flage;

to the commander of the comoany of the second echelon (to the commander
of the reserve) -- in additionto the above- thezone"of fire nbftof.he :hird to h
and on the flanks and boundaries the method of supporting the small units of
the first echelon by fire; the directionsafcounterattacks, departure posi-
tions, and the method of supporting the counterattacks by fire;

to the commander of the machine-gun company -- what machine-gun small
units are attached to the. infantry companies; the missions of those machine--
gun small units which remain under the direct control of the. battalion com-
mander, their zones and system of fire and firing positions (primary and
alternate); what machine guns are designated for the delivery of close-
range surprise fire,.for antiaircraft defense;. and for the support of the
combat outpost, and their firing positions;

to the commander of the mortar company -- missions; firing positions
(primary and alternate) and their preparation; the .method of: support of the'
counterattacks of the company of. the second echelon (reserve); signals for
requesting, shifting, and ceasing fire;

to the commander of the battery of the rifle(motorized rifla battalion
and to the commander of the small unit of attached antitank artillery -
the boundaries of the battalion antitank'center of resistance and of the
company antitank strong points; the missions of the guns. and heavy grenade
launchers, and their firing positions; the manner of opening and conducting
fire; the method of protecting firing positions by means of antitank ob-
stacles and infantry fire; and the method of preparing and camouflaging
firing positions;

to the commander of the antiaircraft machine--un small unit --missions
for the protection of the battalion from enemy aircraft, and' the firing
positions of the small unit;

to the commander of a small unit of supporting artillery -- missions
for the support of rifle companies of the first.echelon, and of the counter-
attacks of the company of. the second echelon (reserve); the manner of
securing the boundaries and flanks; the sectors of standing barrages in front
of the main line of resistance and in the depth of the battalion defense area;

to the commeanders of small units of attached tanks and self-propelled
artillery --- the allocation of tanks and self-propelled artillery to companies;
missions and firing positions.for the tanks and self-propelled artillery in
the battalion antitank center of. resistance; the method of preparation of
firing positions; and the method of opening and conducting fire..
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In addition, the battalion commander, when assigning combat missions,
points out* missions for the organization of reconnaissance; measures for
ensuring constant combat readiness of the small units and the method of
repelling the reconnaissance small units of the enemy; the times of occupa-
tion and readiness of the defense; the 'method of operations of small units
during the enemy artillery and air preparation; missions for the organization
of antitank and antiaircraft defense and antichemical protection; the loca-
tions of vehicles (armored personnel carriers); the method of organization
of material, technical,and medical support; missions for attached sapper
small units, and the allocation of engineer equipment among small units; the
locations of observation posts (primary and alternate); and missions for the
organization of communications and the time of their readiness.

393. To the commander of. the small unit assigned to the combat out-
post, the battalion commander points out:

-the composition of the combat outpost and its mission;

--the position of the combat outpost and the engineer preparation of
this position;

--the position of the combat outposts of adjacent battalions and their
missions;

--what small units of friendly troops are operating in front of the
combat outpost, identification signals of these small units, and the manner
of their passage through the position of the combat outpost;

--by what means the support of the combat outpost will be accomplished;
the signals for requesting, shifting,and ceasing fire;

-- the method for protecting by fire the intervals between adjacent
small units which are also operating as combat outposts;

--the routes and order of withdrawal;

-- signals and the method of maintaining communications.

394. The regimental (battalion) commander organizes a system of
artillery, mortar, and antitank fire. The battalion commander, in addition,
organizes a system of machine gun and heavy grenade launcher fire.

The regimental (battalion) commander, in organizing a system of fire
in the defense, is obliged- to provide for'

--the support of .the combat outpost;

-te hingtf thrermy whle he is moving into concentration areas, and
whi1e he is occupying a departure position for the attack;

--the hitngaf enem$ inttitry and tanks in a departure position for the
attack;

-the repulse of the enemy infantry and tank attack through the estaolisment
of a zone .of continuous fire of all types in front of the main line of resistancej
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--the cutting off of enemy infantry from their tanks, and the destruc-
tion of the infantry ahead of the main line of resistance;

-- the destruction of enemy tanks and infantry which have penetrated in-
to the depth of the defense;-

--the support of the counterattack of the second echelon (reserve);

--the protection of the boundaries and flanks, and the organization of
fire support with adjacent units;

--the maneuver of weapons, and of tanks and self-propelled artillery.

The battalion commander, in organizing a system of fire, in addition,
points out on the ground the firing positions of guns,' mortars., tanks, self-
propelled artillery, heavy grenade launchers, and heavy machine guns and
their sector of fire, and also gives instructions for the organization of a
system of small arms fire in the companies.

395. The weapons of a regiment (battalion) are: dispersed laterally and
in depth, creating flanking and cross fire ahead of the main line of resist-
ance of the main defensive.zone, on the flanks, and 'in. the- depth of the .de-
fense sector.(area), with.the maximum density in the most important directions.
A zone of continuous fire is prepared immediately in front of the main line
of resistance of the main.defensive zone; every point of the terrain in the
zone: up to 400 meters in front of main line of resistance must be under
effective fire.. Zones of .continuous fire are also established in the most
important sectors in front of the third trench .of the first position, and in
front of the ,second and third positions.

Dead spaces in front of the main line of resistance and in the depth.
of the defense, which are not covered by machine guns and guns emplaced
for direct fire, must be swept by artillery and mortar, fire from concealed
firing positions.

396. The commander of the regimental artillery group, on the basis of
the missions assigned to him and also on the basis of data obtained from
battalion commanders, conducts a reconnaissance with his subordinate com-
manders, issues a combat order, details on-the ground matters concerning

coordination with supporting small units and air, and gives instructions
to subordinate commanders concerning the preparation of firing positions
for the conduct of direct :fire against enemy tanks in the event they reach
the area of the group's firing position. The commander of the regimental
artillery group personally, and through his staff, checks on the organi-
zation of the coordination of. the artillery battalions which are detailed
for the support of the battalions, and verifiet the coordination of the fire
of the artillery battalions with that of the Lrifle battalions being
supported.

The staff of the regimental artillery group, on the basis of the

missions assigned by the group coimander, plans the fire of the group. The
fire. plan and firing chart, having been worked out, are approved by the
commander of the rifle (motorized rifle, mechanized, tank, cavalry) regi-
ment.
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397. Tanks and self-propelled artillery are attached by the regimental
commander to the battalions which are defending the first position for the
reinforcement of their antitank defense. They are employed in company and'
battalion defense areas for the conduct of stationary fire from previously
prepared firing positions, for counterattacks with rifle small units, and
also for operations from ambushes. With sufficient reinforcement of the

regiment with tanks and self-propelled artillery, some of them, on the
authorization of the divisional commander, may be assigned to the anti-
tank areas of the regiment; self-propelled artillery, moreover, can be
assigned to the artillery-antitank reserve of the regiment, and may also
be employed in the capacity of roving guns.

The battalion commander attaches tanks and self-propelled artillery
to companies for the reinforcement of their antitank strong points, or
employs them for the reinforcement of the battalion antitank center of re-
sistance, keeping them, while they are thus employed, under his direct
control.

398. Engineer preparation of a defense sector (area) is organized
with an eye to the continuous combat readiness of the. small units of the
regiment and battalion for repelling an enemy attack.

Work for the construction and engineer preparation of a defense

sector (area) is performed according to priorities established by the re-
gimental commander, depending on the situation and the time, men;and matetiel avail-
able. Work is performed in approximately the following sequencer

Worksof first priority

--the laying of antitank and antipersonnel mines and concertina-wire
obstacles, and also the construction of various obstacles made of barbed
wire, obstructions, abatis, and other antitank and. antipersonnel obstacles
in front of the main ling of resistance of the main defensive zone, as-
tride the principal avenues of tank approach in the depth of the defense,
and at boundaries;

-- the clearing of the terrain in order to improve observation and the.
conduct of fire;

--the construction of firing positions for guns, tanks, and self-

propelled artillery in company antitank strong points and in battalion
antitank centers of resistanceg

--the digging and camouflaging, in battalion areas, of a continuous
first trench and of sectors of. the second and third trenches in the areas
of the small units, with a depth permitting firing while standing on the
bottom of the trench;

--the digging of communication trenches;

--the. organization of positions for infantry weapons and of shelters
for personnel both inside and outside the trenches;

--the digging, by mechanical means, of trenches and communication
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trenches in the second position outside the battalion defense area, and
their concealment;

-- the adaption to the defense of inhabited localities and separate
buildings;

-- the construction) organizatinand> camdaif age .of artitank are;s4 anh of artillery,
mortar, tank, and :self-propelled artillery firing positions throughout the
depth of the defense sector of the regiment;

-- the organization and camouflage of cover for transport and horses;

--the digging, organization, and camouflage of installations for command
and observation osts;

--the preparation of water sources and the construction of water supply
points.

Works of second priority:

--an increase in the density of laying mines and the reinforcement of
other obstacles in front of the main line of resistance of the main defensive
zone;

-- the development of a system of obstacles in the regimental defense
sector through laying mines and the construction of other types of obstacles
in supplementary directions in the depth of the defense;

--the connecting of sectors of trenches into continuous trenches, the
deepening of trenches and communication trenches, and their improvement in
the combat, housekeeping,and sanitary senses;

--the preparation and organization of deployment lines (departure posi-
tions) for the second echelon (reserve) and the. artillery-antitank reserve,
and. the preparation of routes of movement to them;

--the construction, organization, and camouflage of alternate firing
positions for artillery, mottars, tanks, and self-propelled artillery, and
also of installations for alternate command and observation posts;

--the building of heavy shelters and dummy installations..

Works of third priority:-

-- the construction, organization, and camouflage of switch positions
in the. regimental defense sector;

--the increase of the strength, the improvement of the organization,
and the camouflage of defensive installations;

--the increase in the number of heavy shelters and dummy installations,
and also the digging of dummy trenches;

--the reinforcement and supplemental construction of antitank and anti-
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399. Work on the construction and engineer. organization of a regimental

defense sector is performed according to a plan which is developed by the

regimental engineer jointly with the staff., and which is approved by the

regimental commander. Work is carried out with wide use of mechanized' means

and with maximum effort, with the small units remaining in full combat readi-
ness..-

During. the transition to the defense undei' conditions of direct contact
with the enemy and under conditions of a hasty assumption of the defense,
antitank and antipersonnel obstacles are constructed in first priority in

front of the main line of resistance of the main defensive zone in the most.
important directions. During the organization of positions, the small units

first dig individual foxholes; later they are connected to form continuous

trenches. The greater part of the sapper small units are employed a this

time for establishing antitank and antipersonnel mined-explosive obstadles
in front of the main line of resistance.

400. Antitank defense constitutes a basis of the defense; therefor,
its organization is one of the most important duties of all commanders.

The bases of antitank defense area

--antitank fire, primarily of artillery, self-propelled artillery, and

tanks, in front of the main line of. resistance of the main defensive zone

and in the depth of the defense;

--antitank obstacles and natural barriers tied in with the system of

antitank fire;

artillery fire and air attacks against enemy tanks at the approaches

tothe defense;

--reconnaissance of all types and a warning system;

-the prepared and timely executed maneuver of the artillery-antitank
reserve.

401. Antitank defense is organized throughout the entire depth of the

defense::of a regiment (battalion) and, in first priority, in front of.the

main line of resistance of the main defensive zone.. The greater part of the

..antitank weapons of a regiment are employed for combat for the first position..

The system of antitank defense of a regiment includes:

--company antitank strong points, organized into battalion antitank
centers. of resistances

--antitank areas, created astride probable directions of tank approach;

-artillery, .tanks, and self-propelled artillery disposed in the pro-
bable directions of tank approach;

antitank obstacles which cover the probable directions of tank approach,
antitank areas, artillery firing positions, and tanks and self-propelled
artillery;
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--an artillery-antitank reserve;

402. In each company defense area, the company commander organizes a

company antitank strong point.

The company antitank strong point is intended for combat against enemy
tanks and self-propelled artillery and is the basis of the company defense
area. It is organized for all-around antitank defense on the most important
sector of the terrain, on the retention of which .the stability of the .company
defense area depends. For the organization of a company antitank strong
point, attached antitank guns, tanks, self-propelled artillery, heavy grenade
launchers, and. flamEhrowers, plus the small units of the company dispersed
in this sector, are employed. - The weapons included in the company antitank
strong point are integrated .into the general system of antitank fire and
antitank obstacles.

The boundaries of the company antitank strong point, as a rule, coin-
cide with the boundaries of the company defense area during the defense of.
an important avenue of tank approach and when there is a sufficient quantity
of attached antitank weapons.

403. The battalion antitank center of resistance consists of the
company antitank, strong points, and of the antitank weapons which are under
the direct control of the battalion commander, all integrated into the general
system of antitank fire and antitank obstacles.

A battalion antitank center of resistance is organized by the battalion
commander.

All the weapons of the battalion antitank center of resistance are sub-
ordinate to the battalion commander.

The control of the antitank weapons located in the company antitank
strong points is exercised by the battalion commander through. the commanders
of the rifle companies. he personally commands the antitank weapons under
his direct control, for which he establishes communications and signals
with them.

404. A system of antitank fire in the defense consists in the organized
employment of artillery, self-propelled artillery, and tank fire and the
fire of infantry antitank weapons for the destruction of enemy tanks in front
of the main line of resistance and in the depth of the defense, in conformity
with the decision of the regimental (battalion) commander.

A system of fire is organized on the basis of the close coordination
of antitank fire of all types, and taking into. consideration antitank obstacles.-

In the organization of a system of antitank fire, the battalion com-
mander anticipates:

--the employment of the greater part of the antitank weapons for repel-
ling an enemy tank attack in front of the main line of resistance;

-- the organization. of flanking and cross fire and its coordination with..
the system of antitank obstacles;
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-- the concentration of antitank fire in a threatened direction or

sector;

>=--the mutual fire support between company antitank strong points and

with adjacent strong points;

--the support of an all-around defense by fire;

14--the destruction by fire of enemy tanks which have broken through in-

to the depth of the battalion defense area and on its flanks;

F--the maneuver of antitank weapons laterally and from depth.

0405. The regimental (battalion) commander, in organizing an antitank
defense, is required

--to indicate likely directions of tank approach;

--to organize observation for enemy tanks and to. establish warning

signals for indicating the appearance of enemy tanks;

-to attach antitank weapons to small units to reinforce. battalion

antitank centers of resistance (company antitank strong points);

--to indicate the firing positions and sectors of fire of antitank

weapons, and also the locations of tank ambushes;

--to indicate the locations of antitank obstacles and the. manner of

covering them with fire;

--to indicate the method of employing flamethrower-incendiary equipment;

' --to indicate the time of readiness of the antitank defense.

The regimental commander, moreover, issues instructions concerning the

preparation of the fire of. the regimental artillerf group on probable areas
-of disposition of enemy tanks, gives in detail the zones of moving barrages,
organizes antitank areas, and forms, and. assigns missions to tihe artillery-
antitank reserve.

Company antitank strong points, battalion antitank centers of resistance,

and'antitank areas must be united by a general system of fire, and must be

tied- in with antitank obstacles and with the operations of the artillery-
antitank reserv'e of the regiment.

The regimental (battalion) commander locates antitank weapons in such
manier that all the terrain"suitable for tank operations in front of the
main line of resistance and in the depth of the defense is .covered by the
f-lanking and cross fire of antitank weapons, tanks, self-propelled artillery,
and infantry antitank weapons.

Artillery, tank, aid self propelled artillery small units attached to
battalions and also assigned to antitank areas, occupy platoon- (bAttery)
firing -positions in the battalion'antitank centers of resistance and in
antitank areas; in this respect, the guns, tanks, and self-propelled
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artillery are distributed laterally and in depth, depending on the missions
and on the nature of the terrain; distributing them in a line is not per-
mitted.

The distribution of antitank weapons must ensure: mutual fire support
laterally and from depth; the possibility. of the maneuver of fire and of the
conduct of directed antitank fires; and minimum vulnerability to 'enemy fire.

Antitank obstacles are .so. arranged that they delay the attack of endmy
tanks, disrupt their combat formations, hamper their maneuver, and in this
manner ensure favorable conditions for antitank weapons to destroy the
enemy tank small units piecemeal.

406. Antitank areas within the limits of the regimental defense sector
are organized by the regimental commander. In the regiment, depending upon
the situation and the availability of weapons, one or two antitank areas are
formed.

Antitank areas are formed from antitank and gun artillery. They are re-
inforced with self-propelled artillery, tanks, fKamethroxwer r small units, and
sapper small units with means for constructing antitank obstacles.

Antitank areas embrace likely avenues of tank approach. They are
usually organized between the. first and second positions, or on the second-
position. Intervals between antitank areas are covered by antitank obstacles,
which must be covered by the effective fire. of antitank guns, mortars, and
machine guns.

For the unification of control and the organization of the system of.
antitank fire, in each antitank area a chief of the antitank-area is as
signed from among the senior commanders of the artillery small units as-
signed to the antitank area.. The chief of the antitank area is subordinate
to the regimental commander, and fulfills the directives .of the regimental
chief of artillery relative to the organization .f fire.

No one under the chief of the antitank area has .the right to. abandon
the positions occupied without an .order from the chief of the antitank area..

407. The artillery-antitank reserve occupies firing positions prepared
for all-around defense, usually 'within the limits of the 'second position on
the most likely avenue of tank approach, and is in constant readiness to move
out to designated deployment lines, or to repulse enemy tank attacks from
occupied firing positions.

The commander of the artillery-antitank reserve must organize continuous
observation for enemy tanks and coordination with the small units occupying
the second position; also select places for laying antitank mines in the
event of a b:reikthrougih of enemy tanks toward the area of deployment of' the
artillery-antitank reserve.

In order to organize an antitank defense on the directions of likely
operations of the reserve, the artillery-antitank reserve commander must
conduct timely reconnaissance of deployment lines and routes of approach
to them; he must prepare firing positions on the deployment lines to provide
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all-around defense,. organize coordination with the small units operating in
these directions, and select locations for laying antitank mines.

408. The regimental (battalion) commander, in organizing antiaircraft
defease. plans:

-- which small units it is necessary to cover Thost densely against attack

by enemy aircraft;

--the missions of antiaircraft small units and the areas of their firing
positions;

--the method of employing infantry weapons, tanks, and self-propelled

artillery against low-flying enemy aircraft;

-- the method of organizing the coordination of antiaircraft small units
within the regiment (battalion) and with adjacent units;

--the organization of air observation, warning, and communications;

--the recognition signals for friendly aircraft.

During the battle, in the absence of active operations by enemy aircraft,

antiaircraft small units of the regiment (battalion) may be utilized to des-

troy enemy personnel, weapons, armored. personnel carriers, and light tanks.

409. The riegimental (battalion) commander, in organizing antichemical

defense, plans.

-- the conduct of uninterrupted chemical reconnaissance and of continuous

chemical observation of the enemy and the locations of his small units;

--the organization of the warning of small units, especially those
located in shelters, of an enemy chemical attack;

-the carrying out of'measumes for disrupting or weakening an enemy chemical

attack;

t --the equipping of shelters for chemical defense;

the measures for defense against enemy flamethrower-incendiary equipment;

-the decontamination of armament, equipment, transport, horses, and

defensive installations, and methods of clearing passages on contaminated terrain;

--the creation of reserves of individual chemical warfare defense equipment
and of means of decontamination.

The regimental chemical small unit is employed to conduct chemical recon-

naissance, chemical observation, and warning.

Flamethrower small units attached to the regiment are employed, as a

rnle, to reinforce battalion antitank centers of resistance, company antitank
strong 'points, ahd regimental antitank areas.
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410. Coordination in the regiment and battalion is organized on the

terrain acordirg to missions and directions for counterattacks. The missiong.
according to which coordination in the defense.is organized; are:

--the holding of the combat outpost 'positions (forward position) and the
prevention of an enemy approach to the main line of resistance of the main
defensive zone;

--the dstruction of the attacking enemy in front of the. main line of
resistance of the main defensive zone;

--the destruction of the enemy who has wedged into the defense, by a~
types of firc, by counterattacks of the second echelons and reserves, and also
by sir strikes.

Two or three of. the most important directions are prepared for counter-
attacks; on each of them there is organized the coordination of the small

units of the second echelons and reserves with the 'small units of the first
echelons, and with the artillery, tanks, self-propelled artillery, and air-
craft.

In organizing coordination, the regimental (battalion) commander must
achieve coordinated operations of the small units of the regiment (battalion),
and also of the attached and supporting small units, in the destruction of the
attacking enemy.

411. The regimental (battalion). commander in organizing coordination

is requirede

-- to define in detail the combat mission of the regiment (battalion);

-- to indicate the method of coordination with adjacent units;

-- to define in detail the combat missions for battalions (companied)
and to coordinate their operations with bne another; in this respect he must
especially carefully plan the method of their coordination at the boundaries
and flanks;

-- to indicate the method of mutual support by fire and.by the counter-
attacks of the battalions (companies) of the first echelon and the method: of
their coordination with the tanks, self-propelled artillery, artillery, and'
sapper small units;

--to establish the method of support of the battalions (companies) of

the first echelon by the fire of the regimental artillery group and of the
mortars of the regiment; to establish the. method of support.of the counter-
attacks of the second echelon (reserve) of the regiment (battalion); and
also to indicate the method of calling for artillery and mortar fire;

-- to detail the directions of counterattacks of the second echelon
(reserve) of the regiment :(battalion) and. the lines of deployment (departure
positions); to indicate the method of coordination in conducting counter-
attacks together with the battalions (companies) of the first echelon and
with the small units assigned to support the counterattacks;

- r --
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--to define in detail the lines of deployment of the artillery-antitank
reserve' of the regiment and the routes for moving to them;

--to indicate the signals for.summoning the artillery-antitank reserve
of the regiment, and also the method of its coordination with the second
echelon (reserve) in destroying enemy tanks which have broken through into
the depth of the defense of the regiment;

--to determine in detail avenues of possible tank approach, and to in-
dicate the method of coordination of the battalion antitank centers of re-
sistance (company antitank strong points), regimental antitank-areas, the
artillery-antitank reserve of the regiment, and the- regimental artillery
group in repulsing enemy tank attacks;

--to indicate the method of coordination of the small units assigned
to protect the boundaries and flanks, and to support the combat. outpost and
cover its withdrawal;

to establish the method of employing smoke and flamethrower-incendiary
equipment attached to the regiment (battalion.) in repulsing enemy attacks,
during counterattacks, and during combat in the depth of the defense;

--to announce the missions which are to be accomplished-by aviation and
bythe division (regimental) artillery group during the course of battle
to the front of the regimental (battalion) defense and on its flacks;

"to establish the method of maintaining communications during the course

of battle for the main line of resistance of the main defensive zone, and
during the combat in the depth of the defense;

--to announce signals for requesting, shifting, and ceasing artillery
fire; 'signals warning of the appearance of enemy tanks, aircraft, and of a chemi-
cal attack; sighals for mutual recogntion., target designation, and for
communications between aviation and infantry; signals for identifying the
main line of resistance; and also other signals.

4 12. In the defense, reconnaissance is conducted continuously. Recon-
naissance must locate the main forces of the enemy while they are still on
the march, and establish the direction of their movement and their concen-
tr ion areas.

Under conditions of direct contact .with the enemy, reconnaissance has
the object of promptly finding out the regrouping of the enemy, and of ex-.
cluding the postibility of his suddenly launching an attack; of determining
the compositio. and strength of enemy forces, .his concentration areas, and
the direction of his main attack. In order further to- detail information
on the enemy and his intentions, the capture of prisoners is systematically
organized on the entire sector of the regimental defense,. Reconnaissance is
carried out according to a plan which is. approved by the regimental. com-
mander.

The operations of.small units reconnaissance groups) assigned to
redonnaissance should not follow a fixed pattern. It is necessary to conduct
raids to organize ambushes at different times of the day and night, and
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in those places where the enemy least of all expects them.

In the. regiment (battalion), observation of enemy operations is conducted
continuously;. at night, listening posts are established as well. Obseryation
points and posts are organized in advance by the regimental :(battalion) staff
throughout the entire depth of the regimental (battalion) defense,.

Reconnaissance in force in the defense is carried out on the order of
the division commander and is accomplished by reinforced reconnaissance
detachments.

413. The command post of the regimental commander in the defense is
usually organized in an area inaccessible to tanks, in the antitank area
or in the antitank center of resistance of the battalion of the second eche-
lon; the observation post is usually organized in one of the battalion anti-
tank centers of resistance which is located on the first pos-ition.

The observation post of the battalion commander, as a rule, is organized
in one of the company antitank strong points.

As soon as the first information is received concerning enemy prepara-
tions for the attack, the regimental commander must be at his observation

post.

414. Communications in the defense are organized along the axis of the
primary and alternate command and observation posts. All cable lines of
communication must be buried in the ground or laid in. tenches. And communicat o
trenches. . Communication centers and stations are disposed in shelters.

Wire communications, mobile means of communication, signalling, arid
liaison officers are widely employed for the control of small units.

Prior to the beginning of the enemy attack, radio is used for communi-

cations with small units whose wire communications have been destroyed, and
for communications with small units conducting reconnaissance and employed...
as security. As soon as the enemy attacks, radio is used without limitations...

415. Vehicles (armored personnel carriers) of first-echelon regiments.
designated for carrying infantry: personnel, are pooled on regimental level
and are dispersed in areas concealed from enemy.air and ground observation,
usually behind the main defensive zone. The vehicles. (armored personnel
carriers) of regiments defending on a wide front and those of second echelon
regiments may be pooled at battalion level under the command of a platoon
leader of the auto transport company.

The vehicles (armored personnel carriers) of the mortar and. machine
gun companies are located in the depth of the battalion defenses, according
to the instructions of the battalion commanders.

Artillery (mortar) prime movers are placed under cover close to the
firing positions.

Communication with the vehicles (armored personnel carriers) ip
carried on by radio, mobile means of communication, and visual signals.
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Carefully camouflaged shelters are prepared for transport, supplies,
and personnel. During a long period on the defense, small rear service units
are periodically moved in the interests of concealment.

Ammunition reserves may be built up on the ground at artillery, tank,
and self-propelled artillery firing positions. Dugouts are constructed to
protect the ammunition.

The bringing up of necessary supplies and rations to small units is.
generally done at night.-

416. When in direct contact with the enemy, the regimental (battalion)
commander must organize the continual destruction of enemy perso nel and
material by fire-of all types, and must prevent the ,enemy fromi conducting
reconnaissance and from carrying out engineer works. For this purpose, the
regimental (battalion) commander plans:

--continual fire upon the enemy by specially designated weapons;

--the extensive. use of.snipers, expert riflemen, and machine gunners
for destroying enemy groups, individual soldiers, .and.officers;

-- the disruption of the eipyfsmrrnal activities in his disposition by
directing concentrated artillery and mortar fire, particularly at night,
against enemy supply points, communication centers, headquarters, and places
of concentration;

--the organization of constant and active reconnaissance for the pur-
pose of studying the enemy disposition, and of disclosing his regroupings,
and his preparations for an attack.

At the same time, the regimental (battalion) commander must constantly
perfect the system of his defense and conceal from the enemy the actual
location of his small units, the nature of his defense, and the organization
of his .control.

417. In order to eansure the constant ,Combat'; readiness t of the small
units for repulsing an enemy attack and con'ductin daily combat activities
for the destruction of the enemy, the regimental battalion) commander gives
instructions for:

--the manner of conducting reconnaissance, especially observation and
interception, by day and by night;

-- the manner of conducting dut'y tours in small units, and particularly
at observation posts;

--the rate of fire of all weapons;

--the method of openingfoefcrlie destruction of' disclosed enemy groups,
individual soldiers, officers, and weapons;

--+he method of lighting up the terrain at night, and measures for
camouflage.
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--the method of carrying out engineer work, taking into account tours
of duty and rest for the personnel;

--the: manner of passing reconnaissance and sapper small units beyond
the main line of resistance of the main defensive zone, and of their re-
turn;

--the manner of receiving defectors;

--the manner of permitting persons to ,proceed to small units from higher
headquarters and from adjacent Lunito;

--the quantity of ammunition with every type of weapon and the stocks
- of this ammunition in the small units;

--the routes and method of movement in the regimental sector;

--the time and the manner of transition from the daytime regimit
battle activities to nighttime activities and vice versa;

--the time and manner of receiving food;

--the system for medical servicing of personnel;

--the time and the method of conducting training with soldiers, non-
commissioned officers, and officers;

--the time and method of the technical servicing of combat equipment
and arms.

The regimental (battalion) commander determines the time for the transi-
tion from nighttime activities to daytime activities and vice versa.

418. First echelon battalions designate no less than.one-third of the
small unit personnel for repelling suddei enemy attacks andenemy reconnaissance
small units during the daytime, and up to two-thirds of their personnel at
night. A constant watch is maintained at each- gun, mortar, tank, and self-
propelled artillery piece.. Resting personnel are located in shelters near
the trenches and weapons in readiness to take their place in case of an
alarm.

Observers are stationed near the shelters for awaking the resting

personnel when the 'alarm signal is given.

The regimental (battalion) commander is responsible for constantly

checking the readiness for combat of the battalions (companies) and the
material welfare of the personnel. The regimental (battalion) cgmmander,
when visiting a-small unit, checks: the knowledge of the situation and the
tasks;; the system of fire; the readiness of weapons to *pen fire immediately'
the condition and maintenance of arms, and equipment; the availability
of ammunition and the means of protecting it; the condition of the defense
installations and of obstacles; the state of camouflage; the organization
and the vigilance of observation; the state and work of the means of
communications; the security of the boundaries and flanks; the knowledge
..of established signals..
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All shortcomings disclosed during the check are immediately taken care
of.

3. THE CODUCT OF IEFENSIVE COMBAT

419. Until the approach of the enemy to the combat outpost positions,
reconnaissance in' the regiment is carried on by separate reconnaissance
patrols (separate mounted patrols) or by reconnaissance detachments, with

the task of determining the strength, composition, direction of movement,.
and concentration areas of the main body of the enemy.

With the approach of the enemy to the combat outpost positions, small

reconnaissance units reconnoiter with the aim of further detailing the
composition, the numbering, and the combat formation of the enemy, and the

direction of his main blow. Observation from the main line of resistance

is intensified.

In the course of. battle, the efforts of reconnaissance are concentrated

at the boundaries and flanks, with the task of quickly ascertaifing the

attempts of enemy units and small units to gairi in the flanks and the rear of the

defending regiment (battalion), and of determining their strength and
composition, paying particular attention to tank units and small units.

The regimental commander, after having learned of the enemy~s approach,

uses the fire of artillery and mortars/firing from reserve firing positions,
and aircraft to hit the enemy with the aim of routing him. -

The combat outpost conducts combat at its position with the aim of iot
allowing -the forward units of the enemy and his reconnaissance small units
to .approach the main line of resistance of the main defensive zone. The
artillery and mortars which are designated for supporting the combat Out-
post, by concentrated fire,. annihilate enemy personnel and weapons, and

do not allow the outflanking and envelopment of the combat outpost; fire

is conducted from temporary firing positions.

The combat outpost withdraws from the positions occupied only on the

order of the regimental commander. Its withdrawal is covered by fire from

designated artillery and from infantry weapons from the main defensive zone..

420. On the basis of personal observation and the careful study of

reconnaissance data, the regimental (battalion) commander must make a

timely determination of the enemy'sepreparation for attack, the changes in

his combat formations, and the nature of the attack being prepared. In-

telligence on enemy preparationasfor an attack must immediately be turned

over to the..division (regimental) commander.

Infantry weapons and specially designated artillery repel 'enemy
attempts .to reconaoiter in force the main line of resistance of the main

defensive zone.

The regime al (battalion) commander must not allow the enemy to dis-

cover prematurely the system of fire of the defense, particularly the anti-
tank system of fire.
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The observation of enemy activities during his preparation; for as

attack must be particularly vigilant.

After the recomnaissance small units and forward units (small units)

of the enemy have been repelled, weapons which have disclosed themselves

must change firing positions, Passages pierced by the enemy through the

obstacles in front of the main line of resistance of the -main defensive

zone are immediately closed by antitank and antipersonnel obstacles and are

covered by artillery, mortar, and infantry fire.

421. During the enemy artillery prapaatponuand'dirpreparatknytthe regimental

commander and the battalion commander personally observe -heir-'ffi~otsdnd

also observe the disposition of their own small units.' Personnel of small

units which are subject to the enemy artillery and air preparatio. take

cover, on the orders of their commanders, in the trenches they occupy,

ready to occupy immediately their positions for repelling enemy attacks.

Observers and crews of alert weapons remain at their posts.. The regimental

artillery group and the regimental (battalion) mortars concentrate their fire

against the enemy tanks and infantry which are ready to attack.

With the begixning of the enemy attack, the defensive fire is brought

to the highest pitch. A massed enemy tank attack is 'repelled by :the fire

of all the artillery which is located in the attacked and adjacent sectors,

by the fire of tanks, self-propelled artillery and other antitank weapons,
and also by air strikes.

The artillery and mortars lay a barrage on the important sectors in

front of the main line of resistance of the main. defensive Zone. The

right to call for a standing barrage from the artillery is given to all

commanders from the company (battery) up, and for a rolling barrage, from thebattalion:

(;:arti ierybattalion) commander up. AtitaAk guns,. tanks, and self-

propelled artillery usually open fire at attacking enemy tanks at a distance

which permits inflicting an effective blow. It must be taken into account

that the premature opening of fire by antit ak. guns will lead to their

disclosure and to their-neutralization by enemy tilleYyrfirra' T ifkntry-$ with

all its weapons, destroys enemy tanks aid at the same time outs off enemy

infantry from his tanks aid destroys it with fire.

Individual enemy tanks which have broken through are destroyed by the

antitank weapons of the second echelons (reserves), and by the fire of

the antitank guxs, tanksaid.self-propelled artillery J"L from the

depth of the defense.

The regimental (battalion) commander is responsible, with the concen

trated fire of all weapons, for suddenly crushing individual, most threatsning

portions of the enemy combat 'formation,, inflicting losses on himand.for stopping

him, after which he shifts the artillery fire to other sectors, coatinuing

to destroy the enemy with the fire of the rifle small units.

The quick maneuver of fire and weapons, especially in the. depth of

the regimental defense, has a decisive sigaificance and insures a destructive

blow at the enemy, especially against his tanks, self-propelled artillery,

and armored persoimel carriers.
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422. In case the enemy wedges into the first position of the main
defensive zone, the small units remaining in the rear of the enemy hold
the positions they occupy and continue. to conduct battle. The regimental
(battalion) commander must stop the spread of the enemy laterally and in
depth with the concentrated fire of artillery and mortars, with the fire
of guns emplaced for direct fire, with fire from tanks, self-propelled
artillery, and all infantry weapons,and with barrages. He must strengthen
his flanks at sectors, where the enemy has wedged in, neutralize the enemy
with fire, and then by a counterattack of the second echelon (reserve),
supported byall types of fire, destroy the wedged-in enemy and restore the
situation.

The regimental commander moves the artillery-antitank reserve. in the
most threatened direction, with the aim of holding up the further advance
of the enemy tanks into the depth of the defense.

On the breakthrough of enemy tanks into the area of the firing
positions of a regimental artillery group, the artillery remaining in the
occupied position destroys Lenemy/ tanks with direct fire. The commander
of the regimental artillery group takes all measures for holding the area
of the firing positions of the group.

423. The regimental (battalion) commander personally organizes the
counterattack of the second echelon (reserve). He is responsible for de-
fining precisely on the terrain the tasks of the second echelon (reserve);
for indicating to it the line of deployment (departure position), the
direction, and the time for beginning the counterattack; and the manner of
its artillery support. The regimental (battalion) commander brings up tanks,
self-propelled artillery, and.some of the small units of the first echelon,
which are located in the direction of the counterattacks of the second
echelon (reserve), to take part in the counterattack. The commander informs
his immediate superior of the decision taken.

Before the counterattack it is necessary,by fire'of all types, to
cause enemy losses and to break up his combat formations. The counter-
attack is preceded by the concentrated fire of artillery and mortars, and
also by the fire of tanks and self-propelled artillery from earlier pre-
pared firing positions on the lines of deployment. Adjacent battalions
(companies) support the counterattack with. fire, while designated small
units of the first echelon pass to the counterattack simultaneously with
the second echelon (reserve), to destroy the enemy who has wedged in.

The greatest success is made by a sudden counterattack directed
against the enemy's flank and rear.. A counterattack is carried out
at the moment when the enemy has not yet brought up his weapons or con-
solidated the line or position he has captured.

Having destroyed the enemy who has wedged into the defense,. and having
restored the situation, the regimental (battalion) commander takes measures
for the immediate restoration of the disrupted system-of fire, the repair
of damage in the trenches and obstacles, and the resupply of ammunition, and
readies the small units to repel repeated enemy attacks.
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Expended echelons and reserves must be reconstituted.

424. In the event the enemy wedges into the defense along the boundary
with an adjacent unit, the regimental (battalion) commander must= by con-
centrated artillery and mortar ,fire, in coordination with tank and self
propelled artillery fire,' .inflict losses on the enemy infantry and tanks
which have wedged into the defense; with part of his forces, occupy the
switch position.or the communication trenches at the. boundary with the
adjacent unit, so as to prevent the enemy from spreading out to the flank
and into the depth; in coordination with the adjacent unit,. destroy the
enemy with a counterattack.

425. In the event of an enemy breakthrough of the first position of
the main defensive zone along the entire regimental sector,.and if it is
impossible for the regimental commander to restore the situation with his
own forces, he takes all measures to hold the second position and the
switch positions and to prevent the enemy infantry and tanks from spreading
out further into the depth of the defense. At sthe same time, the regimental
commander organizes supporting fire for the small unit s.still fighting at
the first position. A counterattack by the.battalion of the second echelon

(reserve) of the regiment is usually carried out simultaneously and in
coordination: with the second echelon (reserve) of the division.

4. DEFENSE OF TEE REGIMENT (BATTALION) OF THE SECOND ECHELON

426. In defending in the second echelon of the .division, the regiment
depending on the mission received, may occupy in advance a defense sector
of the third position in the most important direction, or may be deployed
at the third position in coistant readiness to conduct counterattacks.

As a rule, the battalion of the second echelon of the regiment occupies
*a defense area at the second position in the most. important direction.
Its mission is to repel an enemy attack in front of the second position
and to be prepared to move quickly in the threatened direction to counter-
attack the enemy who has wedged into the defense.

427. In organizing the defense, in addition to the usual measures
taken, the regimental (battalion) commander must:

--organize reconnaissance and security on the boundaries and flanks
of the defense sector (area);

--carefully study the terrain in the directions of counterattacks, study the

deployment lines.and routes leading to them, and also organize their
engineer .preparation -

-- detail on the ground the trace of the switch positions and the
manner of their organization;

-- determine the method of coordination and .communication with the
regiments (battalions) of the first echelon, the artillery and artillery-
antitank reserve, of hthe' divisiotr !('regianentr)ldad the tanks ahd= self-propelled
artillery assigned' to the second echelon;
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--organize the survey of-the distances to the barrage fire lines

within the division defensive zone (regimental defense sector).

428. In preparing counterattacks, the regimental (battalion) commander

must

-assign combat missions to each smail unit, and define the deploy-

ment lines.in each counterattack direction;

--determine the method of moving the small units to the deploy-

ment lines and the routes leading to them;

-announce the signals for moving to the' deployment lines and the

signal for starting the counterattacks;

--determine the sectors on which artillery and mortar fire for the
support of the small units must be prepared;

point out the locations of obstacles and passages through them;

--organize coordination and communications, and also prepare observa-

tion posts in each counterattack direction;

-conduct, on the ground, exercisesfor the organization and conduct

of counterattacks.

429. Having received the order (signal) for a counterattack, the

commander of the regiment (battalion) of the second echelon quickly ex-

plains in detail the missions of the small units and .the method of coordi-

nation. Then, under the cover of artillery and mortar fire, he moves the

regiment (battalion) in the indicated direction to a previously prepared

deployment line.

The accompanying artillery and the mortars occupy firing positions and

protect the deployment of the regiment (battalion) into a combat formation;

they then support and accompany the counterattack with their fire and

maneuver.

The tank small units detailed to'support the counterattack of the

regiment (battalion) of the second echelon, operate as infantry close

support tanks.

430. The counterattack of the second echelon is conducted swiftly

and, as a rule, against the flank and rear of the enemy who has wedged into

the defense. The counterattack is condkieted in coordination with the re-

giments (battalions) of the first echelon and with the support of the'

artillery.

With fire of all types, the regiment (battalion) sweeps the enemy who

has wedged into the defense. On a signal (at a set time) established by

the division (regimental) commander, the regiment, with the fire support

of the division (regimental) artillery' group, vigorously counterattacks

together with the tanks. and self-propelled artillery, destroys the enemy,
and restores the situation.
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After the previous defensive situation has been restored, the regiment
(battalion) of the second echelon is moved to its own area or takes up the
defense in the .first' echelon of the division .(regiment).

431. If the regimental (battalion) commander has received an order to -
hold a defense sector (area) prepared on the third (second):position, the

regiment (battalion), with fire of all types, inflicts a decisive defeat on
the enemy who has wedged into the defense, so as to stop his further forward
movement.

432. The regimental (battalion) commander must always know the situation
on the division (regimental) front of defense, and keep informed of any change.
With the beginning of the battle, he is at his observation post in constant

communication with the division (regimental) commander, with the commanders

of the regiments (battalions) of the first echelon, and with the commanders

of the division (regimental) artillery group, the division (regimental)

artillery-antitank reserve, and the division tank reserve.

5. .D1FNSE AT NIGHT

433. To conduct defensive combat at night, the regimental (battalion)

commander must:

-hold the major part of the small units deployed at the first position
of the main defensive zone in complete combat readiness;

-- move a part of the infantry weapons, and some of the weapons assigned
for direct fire, to temporary firing positions closer to the main line of

resistance of the inain defensive zone, prepared to open fire on the attacking
enemy;

-- before nightfall, organize reconnaissance and the stdCing-out of

directions for counterattacks;

--before nightfall, make a check on the readiness for night actions of
the artillery and other weapons, night firing instruments, and the reserves,

and check on the availability of devices for conducting fire at night;

--move to temporary or alternate firing positions those weapons which

were firing against the enemy by day;

--strengthen reconnaissance;

--strengthen combat security, observation of the enemy, and interception;

and also observation of friendly obstacles in front of the main line of

resistance;

--dispatch local security (listening.posts, patrols, observers), regard-
less of whether or. not there is combat security;

--establish a system for periodically illuminating the terrain in front

of. the main line of resistance of the main defensive zone

--check on the availability of tracer shells (bullets);
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--inform the small units of the identification markings of firendly
troops;

-- provide for night concealment measures;

-- reinforce the security of the flanks and boundaries.

Tanks and self-propelled artillery are employed for the reinforcement
of antitank fire, and for counterattacks jointly with the infantry along
previously marked directions. The firing positions of the tanks and the self-
propelled artillery are covered by the disposition of the infantry.

The artillery-antitank reserve of the regiment generally occupies pre-
viously prepared firing positions in the most probable direction of enemy
tank attack.

The small units, which have moved at night to temporary (alternate)
positions, before daylight, under cover, and, as a rule, at varied times
return to their daytime positions.

434. In the event of an enemy attack, the artillery, on reques of
the company and battalion commanders, fires a standing barrage along-pry
viously prepared sectors. Infantry weapons suddeniy open fire against the
attacking enemy.

The enemy who has broken into the main line of resistance' is fired at
point-blank and is destroyed by a counterattack.

Illumination of the terrain is increased. Artillery and aircraft are
called on to start fires and to illuminate the terrain held by the enemy.

435. In the event of an enemy breakthrough into. the depth of the
first position, he mus t be immediately counterattacked by the second echelon
(reserve). The counterattack must be begun before the enemy succeeds in
consolidating and bringing up reserves and weapons, and is conducted until
the restoration of the situation on the main line of resistance. The counter-
attack must be simple in concept and execiution.

By laying down a barrage in front of the main line of resistance of the
main defensive zone, the regimental (battalion) commander prevents the enemy
reserves from moving up. The battalions (companies) of the first echelon
prevent the enemy who. has wedged into the defense from spreading out laterally
and in depth.

If the counterattack is unsuccessful, the second echelon (reserve)
consolidates on the line reached. At daybreak, after a thorough preparation,
the counterattack is repeated.

436. During the transition to the defense at night on unfamiliar ter-
rain, it is necessary to- organize reconnaissance and combat security and 'to
take measures to move small units to their assigned defense areas. On moving
into these areas, the small units organize a defense and dig in.
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The main line of resistance is selected as much as possible along terrain
features easily found in the darkness. A more compact combat formation is
organized initially before daybreak. The greater portion of the guns tanks,
and self-propelled artillery is attached to the battalions (companies, and.
is moved to the main. line of resistarce for direct fire. The artillery re-
maining under the direct control of the regimental (battalion) commander
prepares initial positions based on a map. Sapper small units lay mines on
the most important .directions, along roads, and at exits from inhabited points;
before daybreak the obstacles are guarded. by posts sent out from the sapper
small units.

The regimental ('battalion) commander, personally and. through his staff
officers, must, during the night, see to it that the small units occupy their
areas correctly, and at daybreak, if necessary, -must. reorganize the combat
formation in accordance with the situation and his decision,. organize anew
coordination and. the system of fire, define in detail the configuration of
the positions (trenches), and organize the installation of additional obstacles.

6.. PECULIARITIES OF DEFENSE ON A WIDE FRONT'

437. Defense on a wide front is employed in secondary directions, usually
on terrain which is not everywhere suitable for troop operations. It is also
used when there are insufficient men and materiel: on hand, and during a with-
drawal.

The organization of the defense on a wide front depends on the mission,
the width of the defense front, the character of the terrain, and the
degree:of enemy activity.

Defense on.a wide front is usually based on holding separate areas of
the terrain, which are favorable in the tactical sense and which straddle
the most important directions, in combination:with counterattacks from the
depth of the defense.

438. In a defense on a wide. front, the rifle (motorized rifle; mech-
anized) regiment may defend a sector with a width.of 8 to: 10 kilometers (a
tank regiment, 6 to 8 kilometers), creating on the most important directions
battalion defense areas. The boundaries of the battalion defense areas do
not have .to be contiguous. The rifle (motorized rifle, tank) battalion, with
attached small units, occupies in this case a continuous defense area, as
a rule, on a normal front.

On terrain difficult for attack, the battalion may defend an area with
a frontage of up to 5 kilometers (a tank battalion, .3 to 4 kilometers); in
this case, the defense is organized as individual company areas.

Battalion and individual company defense areas, as a, rule, have mutual
fire support. In the intervals between them, trenches are dug, dummy instal-
lations and obstacles are erected, and tank ambushes. may be set up.- The in-
tervals between defense areas are occupied by minor small units armed with
heavy machine guns and guns. The defense areas,: and the positions of the
small units defending in the intervals between them,are prepared for per-
imeter defense.
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439. The regimental (battalion) combat formation is usually organized
in one echelon, and a reserve is designated. Included in the regimental
(battalion) reserve are rifle small units, reinforced by artillery, tanks,

self-propelled artillery, and sapper small units. The'reserve organizes an

area in the depth of the defense on the most threatened direction and pre-

pares counterattacks. In addition, an artillery-antitank reserve is formed

in the regiment.

440. To:ensure greater.stability and independence of the battalions,

the regimental commander attaches to them some of the artillery, tanks,

self-propelled artillery, and also sapper and chemical warfare small units.

Attached to .the battalions defending directions accessible to tanks
are small units of antitank and self-propelled artillery, and flamethrower

small units. Companies are reinforced by.antitank guns, mortars, heavy

grenade launchers, and machine guns.

The regimental artillery group, and the artillery attached to the bat-

talions should be ready for wide maneuver. Supplementary firing positions

and a system of observation posts which guarantee observation of the entire
defense sector (area) are prepared for this purpose. Also, routes of maneuver

are reconnoitered and prepared beforehand.

441. Antitank areas are set up along the main directions accessible to

tanks.

The regimental artillery-antitank reserve is stationed at crossroads

which assure movement in any direction which is accessible to tanks. In

the directions which are accessible to tanks and in the intervals between

defensive areas, deployment lines for the artillery-antitank reserve are

prepared. Firing positions for the conduct of fire in place by tanks and

self-propelled artillery, to' which they move to oppose a breakthrough by

enemy tanks into the depth of the defense, are also prepared..

Antitank' dbstacles are widely employed to cover directions which are,
accessible to tanks, artillery firingopositions, and the deployment: lines
of the artillery-antitank reserve.

442. During the organization of antiaircraft defense, special attention
is given to the construction of cover, to the camouflage of small units and

weapons, and also to the timely warning of small units of the appearance of

enemy aircraft.

443. In organizing the defense on a wide front, the regimental (bat-

talion) commander must:

--indicate to. the commanders of. the small units with what weapons and

on what directions they are to- prepare fire so as to ensure mutual fire

support between the defense areas and the protection of the intervals;

--determine the missions of reconnaissance, and the composition of the

small units detailed to reconnaissance;

--assign small units with machine guns and guns to defend the intervals

and to prepare obstacles, dummy trenches, and other installations in the

intervals between the defense areas;-
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--designate the commanders responsible for guarding the boundaries and
flanks, establish continuous observation of the boundaries, and provide

observers with means of communication;

--prepare counterattacks of the reserve in the direction of the.boundaries

and flanks;

--plan the manner of use of vehicles (armored personnel carriers) to
move small units to threatened directions;'-

--plan themaneuver of, tank and self-propelled artillery small units in
order to reinforce the small units defending in the intervals Lbetween de-

fense areagf in the event :of an enemy attack on these directions;

--determine the composition, missions, and positions of tank ambushes,

and also the firing positions of self-propelled artillery being employed as

roving guns;

--replenish supplies up to authorized norms, and in certain small units
create supplementary reserves Lof supplie

444. In the course of combat, the regimental (battalion) commander con-

centrates artillery and mortar fire against enemy infantry and tanks, ,to-pre-
vent them from wedging into the intervalsabetween defense areas; he reinforces

with weapons, at the expense.of secondary sectors and those-not under attack,

the small units which are defending in a threatened direction.

Enemy tanks and infantry which have broken through are destroyed by fire

and by the counterattacks of the reserves.

In the event of an enemy breakthrough into the depth of the defense,

the small units of the regiment (battalion.) prevent the widening of the break-

through, ensuring favorable .conditions for the counterattack of the second

echelon of the division (regimental reserve).

7. PECULIARITIES OF DEFENSE IN THE SECURITY ZONE

445. The security zone is defended by forward detachments in conform-

ance with the requirements for organizing and conducting:a.defense on a

wide front.

Forward detachments are sent out on the order of the division (corps)

commander from units (large units). of the second echelon,

The mission of the forward detachments is to cover the troops occupying
the main defensive zone from surprise enemy attacks, to weaken him, and to

ascertain his grouping and intentions..

A forward detachment consists of a rifle (motorized rifle, motorcycle)
battalion, reinforced with one to two battalions of artillery, two to three

antitank batteries, tanks, self-propelled artillery, and sapper and chemical
small units. Sometimes a forward detachment may consist of a rifle. company

reinforced with artillery, tanks, self-propelled artillery,:and sapper

and chemical small units. Forward detachments are supported by artillery

from the main defensive zone, and by aviation.
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In all small units detailed to a forward detachment, a supplementary
reserve of ammunition is created. Forward detachments are reinforced with
medical personnel and medical transport for the evacuation of the wounded.

A forward detachment organizes a defense on a frontage of 3 to 5 kilo-
meters, and conducts battle in prepared positions in the security zone,
making wide use of ambushes.

The withdrawal of a forward detachment from its first position in the
security zone to subsequent positions is carried out with the permission of

the division (corps) commander, and only under the pressure of superior enemy
forces.

446. In the issuance of a mission to the commander of a battalion

assigned to a fbrward detachment, the following are pointed out: information
about the enemy; the missions of the forward detachment and its reinforcement;

the zone of operations & the forward detachment, and the time by which'its
defense must be ready; the location of the first and subsequent positions

in the security zone; the plan for its engineer preparation and for the construction of

obstacles; the missions of adjacent forward detachments and of reconnaissance
small units operating to the front; the method of coordination with the aviation
and artillery supporting the forward detachment; the manner in which the small
units defending the first position of the main defensive zone will support the

forward detachment by fire; the method of withdrawal; the method of maintain-
ing communications, and coordination signals; and the'organization of material,

technical,and medical support.

447. Engineer preparation of the security Zone is conducted according
to the plan of the division commander.

The accomplishment of the work of preparing positions in the security
zone is imposed on the small units designated for its defense, and on the

small sapper units attached to them. Several positions, reinforced with

obstacles, are prepared in the security zone. Tach position is -preparet1.n
the form of separate sections of trenches. The last position Lposlednyaya

pozitsiyj eredovaya pozitsiyaf forward position) is prepared, in the

engineer sense, jp a manner similar to the first position of the main de-.

fensive zone. LT.ranslator's note: The "last position" referred to here is

the closest-in position of the forces- defending the security zone. The "for-
ward position",, as defined elsewhere in this book, is, in effect, a decoy

main line of resistance, occupied by a reinforced combat outpost. As used

here, the two positions coincide. See paragraph 454 J

For the purpose of uninterruptedly wearing down the enemy on likely

routes of his movement, obstacles are erected and the most important terrain
features are prepared for defense. Obstacles are cirered by artillery and
machine gun fire; passages are left in them for the withdrawal of the small

units to' the next position, and are closed after these troops have withdrawn

through them. The. greatest density of obstacles is established along avenues

suitable for tanks, and on roads.

The density of obstacles is increased as the distance to the main line
of resistance of the main defensive zone decreases.

ll important installations in the security zone must be prepared for-
demolition.
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448. The forward detachment commander, in preparing his defense, success-

ively studies all positions on the ground, making a reconnaissance of each of

them and, in particular detail, of those positions being prepared on the. most

important directions. At each position, the forward .detachlentcomander must:

--carefully study the terrain;

--determine the concept. of. operations and the direction on which the

main efforts of the forward detachment are to be concentrated;

--assign combat tasks to small units, and organize coordination

--determine the boundaries of company defense areas, of antitank strong

points within them, and the configuration of the trenches;

--make an accurate determination of the locations-of obstacles on likely
routes of enemy movement, in front of company defense areas, and in the inter-

vals between them;

--organize a system of fire, coordinated with the obstacles;.

--indicate possible directions for the lateral maneuver of fire and small
units;

--indicate the method of withdrawal of the small units to the next posi-
tion;

--organize reconnaissance in the zone of defense; -

--establish communications with the reconnaissance small units to his
front, and determine the manner of passing them through the forward edge of

the detachment's defense;

--indicate the method for the evacuation of wounded;

--indicate the locations of observation posts, the manner in which com-

munications are to be organized, and establish the necessary signals.

449. The combat formation of the forward detachment is usually a one-

echelon formation. A reserve is constituted.

To provide greater strength and independence to companies, the forward

detachment commander reinforces them with artillery, tanks, self-propelled

artillery, and sapper small units.

The forward detachment commander keeps a part of the artillery, tanks,

self-propelled artillery, and sapper small units under his own immediate

control for the support of. the small units.

450. When organizing an antitank defense, the forward detachment com-
mander gives special attention to securing the principle directions suit-

able for tank movement, the intervals between company defense areas, and the

flanks of the small units during their withdrawal .to successive positions.
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451. The forward detachment commander maintains communication with
:his small units by radio, visual signals, and- by mobile means of commruni-
cation. Wire communications are established on the -most important lines-
and directions.

452. The forward detachment commander conducts uninterrupted recon-
naissance for the purpose of promptly establishing the approach of the
~enemy, and determining his strength and composition.

During the course of battle,. the forward detachment commander must de-
termine precisely the enemy grouping. and- the character. of his actions,
organize the capture of prisoners, and ensure their immediate removal to
division headquarters.

453.. Combat of the forward detachment at each position must be dis-
tinguished by stubborness, for the purpose of delaying the enemy as long as
possible, harassing his forces, and inflicting as many casualties upon them
a possible.

As he approaches the first position, the enemy is hit with artillery
and mortar f ire at maximum ranges; his reconnaissance and security small
uits are destroyed by fire of all types ahead of the forwardedg of the
security zone; small enemy groups'and.tanks which have penetr~ated ar'e de-
etroyed by antitank guns, tanks, and self-propelled artillery firing from
ambush, or by small units from the reserve which are designated for this
puxrpose.

* With the approach of significant enemy forces, the forward detach-
ment commnander'uses all his fite power to- inflict losses upon-the enemy.
trepel the attack of his leading- units, and to force him sto'deploy his

main body.

Artfully maneuvering his fire, tanks, self-propelled artillery, and
smnall units, using obstacles and smoke, and also coordinating with adjacent
ferward detachments, the forward detachment commander must not permit the
enemy to- seize the position from the march, or to wedge into the in-tervals
between defense areas.

Having received an order to withdraw, the forward detachment commander
~ust, in good time, withdraw his small units out from under the blow o'
superior enemy forces -and occupy a defense in the next position. The
withdrawal is covered by artillery and mortar fire from the depth, .by
smoke, and also by the operations of tanks and selfspropelled artillery
from ambushes.,

454. When a forward position has been established in front of the
main defensive zone, the forward detachmerit, with its ..ithdrawing small
units, -occupies previously prepared areas in it that are not occupied by
the forces of the combat outpost. The forward detachment then conducts
battle in coordination with the forces of the combat outpost.
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8. PECULIARIT IES OF TEE ORGANIZATION OF DEFENSE BY MECHANIZED
AND TANK REGIMENTS

455. The mechanized regiment of the mechanized division in the de-

fense may be a part of the first or second echelon of the division, and, de-
pending upon the mission of the division, it may occupy a defense sector or

it may be disposed in an area in constant readiness to conduct counterattacks.

The motorized rifle regiment of a tank division in the defense usually
comprises a part of the first echelon of the division.

The mechanized (motorized rifle) regiment organizes and establishes a

defense in a manner identical to that followed by the rifle regiment.

The tank battalion of the mechanized b'egiment :andany) ta~ks and aelf propelled
artillery attadhed to the mechanized (motorized rifl) 'egimet'usiallylre used
to reinfot'e the antitnkndefense.of the motoried rie battalions.p'i otocreation
of a. regimental reServe, some of the tanks iay be attached to it as reinforcement.

456. A tank regiment in the defense can be in the first or second
echelon of the division. When a mechanized division occupies a defensive
zone, the tank regiment of that division usually.comprises the second eche-
lon of the division.

A tank regiment which comprises a part of the first echelon, receives
a defense sector and is reinforced with motorized rifle. small units, self-

propelled artillery, artillery, and sapper and chemical small units.

The defense by a tank regiment is organized in the same manner as is
required of a rifle regiment. Battalion areas of the tank battalion form

the basis of the defense of the tank regiment.

The tank battalion establishes its combat formation, as a rule, in one
echelon, holding in reserve, usually, one tank platoon. The battalion area

consists of company defense areas.

The first echelon of the regiment, as. a rule, is composed of two tank
battalions, reinforced with self-propelled artillery and motorized rifle

small units. Motorized rifle small units are disposed in the defense areas

of the tank small units, usually in front of the tanks, and also at the

boundaries and on the flanks of the small units, but not occupying indepen-
dent defense areas. Each tank and self-propelled gun is dug in, as is each

rifle squad (subnacine--gun squad) attached for the reinforcement of the tanks

in the defense. Intervals between tanks and tank. small units, must be covered

by the fire of tanks, self-propelled artillery, and motorized rifle small

units (submachine--gun small units)., and by obstacles. For the defense of

the second position, the tank battalion of the second echelon occupies a
defense area in readiness to conduct counterattacks.

A tank regiment in the second echelon is disposed in a designated area
in constant readiness to conduct counterattacks.

457. The heavy tank and self-propelled regiment is usually used to re-
inforce mechanized (motorized rifle, tank). regiments. Self-propelled artillery
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small units which are attached to a mechanized (motorized rifle, tank)
regiment, are distributed among battalions, with' consideration' for
the likely avenues of enemy tank attack, and are used to strengthen the
antitank defense. Some of the small units of the regiment may be in-
cluded in the reserves and in the antitank areas of the'mechanized (tank)
division.

The heavy tank and self-propelled regiment, may be employed as an
entity to repel large enemy tank attacks.

458. In the defensa, part of the tank aid self-propeiled regiment of
the rifle (cavalry) division is used to strengthen the antitank defense
of the rifle (cavalry) small units .efending'the first position of 'the main
d-efensive zone. The rest of the tanks and self-propelled artillery comprise
the tank reserve of the division.

* The tank reserve of the division usually is designated to'repel enemy
tank attacks on the most important directions in the division zone of de-
fense, .on the flanks, and at boundaries with adjacent units, and during the
conduct of counterattacks in conjunction with the second echelcns (reserves).
It is disposed on the most dangerous avenue of tank advance between the
second and third uosition, oY ih the- v ianity of the third' positidn. Tiks and
pelf-propelled artillery of the tank reserve occupy. prepared firing positions

'and observe camouflage dfisoipline.

The commander of the tank and self-propelled regiment usually commands
the tank reserve of the rifle (cavalry) division.

459. The command post of the commander of the tank and self-propelled
regiment is located in the area where the tank reserve is disposed. With
the beginning of the enemy attack, the regimental commander is found at
the observation post *of the division commahder.

Upon receipt of an order to commit the tank reserve to battle, the
regimental commander personally control the small units of the reserve.

460. The regiment (battalion) of the second eclielon (reserve), de-
signated to conduct counterattacks from the depth of the defende, 'is dis-
posed in a designated area, in open formation, with the observance of
camouflage measures, and in constant readiness to move its small units out
for the conduct of counterattacks.

The regiment (battalion) of the second echelon (reserve). i given
counterattack directions and lines of deployment, to which it moves to
repel enemy attacks. The counterattack direction and passage through o'
stacles are prepared ahead of' time and are marked. On deployment lines,
emplacements are dug for tanks and self-propelled artillery for the con-
duct of fire.

The movement of the regiment (battalion) of the second echelon (reserve)
to the deployment line is conducted in open formations. .Upon approaching
the deployment line., the regiment (battalion) deploys into combat formation.

461. The commander of the regiment (battalion)' of the second echelon
(reserve on the basis of his understanding of the mission which he ias
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received and his evaluation of the situation, organizes and carries out, with
the commanders of the small units, a reconnaissance of the counterattack
directions and the lines of deployment. On reconnaissance, he defines in de-
tail the method of coordination with the artillery-antitank reserve, the anti-

tank areas, and the artillery, assigns missions to small units, and determines
the method of preparing counterattack directions.

462. The second echelon (reserve) begins its movement for the econduct
of a counterattack, on the order (signal) of the division (regimental)

commander.

The second echelon (reserve), in coordination with the regiments (bat-

talions) of the first echelon and the artillery-antitank reserve, and with
the support of artillery which has moved to the line of deployment, with fire

from prepared positions shoots up the enemy who has driven a wedge into the
defense, and then, by a decisive counterattack, destroys him and restores
the situation.

463. A motorcycle regiment (battalion) in defense is employed for the

conduct of reconnaissance of the enemy. It may also operate as a forward
detachment during the defense of the security zone, protect an open flank

of the defending troops, and conduct battle with enemy airborne landing forces..

A motorcycle regiment (battalion) organizes and builds a defense to
conform to the demands laid down for the rifle regiment (battalion).

A motorcycle regiment (battalion), depending on the missions being
carried out,may be reinforced by artillery, tanks, self-propelled artillery,
and sapper and chemical small units.

9. PECULIARITIES OF ORGANIZATION OF DEFENSE BY A CAVALRY REGIMENT

464. The cavalry regiment may.occupy a defense in the first or second

echelon of the division, or may be located in the reserve.

A defense sector is assigned to the regiment for defense; a defense area

(in a city, a strong point) is assigned to'a troop. In separate cases, for

the defense of a particularly important objective the regiment may receive

a defense area.-

During defense on the main direction of the division, the regiment

usually occupies a defense sector on a normal front. On a secondary direction,
the regiment, as a rule, defends on a wide front.

During defense on a normal front, a regiment occupies a continuous
defense sector up to 3 kilometers in width and up to 3 kilometers in depth.
During defense on a wide front, the regiment defend.s a 'sector 4 to 5 kil'-
meters wide.

During defense on a wide front, the most important -directions in the
regiment's sector are defended by.troops /f cavalryj; the less important
directions may be defended by reinforced cavalry platoons. When there is a
significant distance between the troop areas, of defense, the intervals
between them are occupied by squads or platoons with machine guns and guns
and also are covered by fire from artillery, mortars, tanks, self-propelled
artillery, and machine guns. In addition, dummy installations and obstacles
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are set up in the intervals.

In all cases, the troop occupies a continuous defense area up to 1000

meters in width and up to 1000 meters in depth.

465. The combat formation of the cavalry regiment in the defense con-

sists of two echelons or. of one echelon, an-artillery group, antitank areas,
and reserves.

A regiment defending on a normial front- organizes its combat formation,
as a rule, in two echelons. A regiment defending on a wide front, or in

the second echelon of a d.ivision;organizes its combnat formation, as a rule,
in one echelon and designates a reserve.

During the organization of the combat formation of a regiment in two
:echelons, three cavalry troops are usually assigned to the first ehoelon and
one to the second echelon. During the organization of. the combat formation

of a regiment in one echelon,a reserve is designated, comprising from two

reinforced cavalry platoons up to a troop.

4666 The defense of a cavalry regiment of the first echelon is organized
within the limits of the first and second positions of the main defensive
zone.

The first Dooition is created _ith a depth of 750 to 1000 imeters. It
is defended by the troops Lof cavalryJ of the first echelon of the regiment
with the aim of inflicting a decisive defeat on the enemy and not allowing
him to break through the main line of resistance of the main defensive zone.

The second position is created with a depth of 750 to 1000 meters at a
distance of 1.75 to 2 kilometers from the forward edge of the first position
It is defended ly a troop-of the second. echelon of the regiment and by its-
Lthe regiment'sfreserveu, with the aim of stopping and destroying the enemy
who has broken through the first position, and also of securing a fa.Vorable departure
position for counterattacks.

The third position is created with a depth of one to two km at a dis-
tance of 3.5 to 4 km from the forward edge of the first position. It is
-defended by the regime t-located in the second echelon of the division and
by its /the division' reserves, with the aim of not permiting an enemy

penetration' into the depth of the defense, arid of securing a favorable de-
parture position for counterattacks.

The regiment of the second echelon of the division, depending on its
assigned mission, may be. deployed on the third position, or close to it,
in constant readiness for counterattacks in dismounted or mounted formation,
or, on the instructions of the division commander, it may occupy ahead of
time a sector in the third position on the most important direction, with
the aim of repelling the enemy attack and of not allowing him to break
through into the depth of the defense.

Troop defense areas form the basis of every position. -They are con-
nected with each other laterally and in depth by a single system of fire and
obstacles. Two trenches are usually dug on each position. The second trench
is dug at a distance of 200 to 400 meters from the first *
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Troop defense areas at each position are organized with trenches.

and communication trenches and are prepared for all-around defense.

In each troop defense area, the troop commander creates a troop anti-
tank strong point.

With the occupation of the defense when there is no direct contact.with j

the enemy, a combat outpost is-sent out from each troop of the first echelon
in the strength of a reinforced cavalry squad. In separate instances, by

order of the regimental commander, a combat outpost in the strength "of a reinforced
caValry: platoon may be sent out. The control of the small units assigned
to the combat outpost is accomplished by the commanders of the troops which
have sent them out.

467. The regimental artillery is usually attached to troops to reinforce
their antitank defense. In a defense on a normal front, mortars remain
under the d irect control of the regimental commander. In a defense on a wide
front, mortars, as a rule, are attached to troops.

Depending on the situation and the availability of weapons, the
regimental commander forms antitank areas on the most important directions
accessible to tanks.

The artillery-antitank reserve in a regiment is formed from organic and

attached antitank and self-propelled artillery, and is reinforced by small

sapper units with mines. It is usually located with the second echelon

(reserve) of the regiment, in readiness to repel an enemy attack, on previously
prepared lines, or to support the. counterattack of the second echelon (reserve).

The machine-gun troop in the defense, as a rule, is attached by platoons
to cavalry troops. Sometimes the regimental commander keeps part of the
machine guns of the troop directly under his control.

The antiaircraft battery in the defense is employed by the regimental

commander for the antiaircraft artillery protection of the small units of the

regiment which are defending in the most important directions.

The greater part of the tanks and self-propelled artillery attached to

the regiment are attached to the troops defending the first position in

order to reinforce their antitank defense.. Some of the tanks and self-
propelled artillery are included in the antitank area of the regiment. In

addition, some of the self-propelled artillery may be included in the
artillery-antitank reserve of the regiment. Self-propelled artillery may

also be employed as roving guns.

468. In the assignment of combat missions, the regimental commander

points out:

to the commanders of the troops if cavalryT of the first echelon -

which small units are attached to the troops and which small units support

them; missions, defense areas, and troop antitank strong points within them;

sectors of terrain or terrain features which ought to be especially solidly

fortified and stubbornly defended; zones of fire and a system of fire' in
front of the main line of resistance and in the depth of the defense;; places

for guns, tanks, self-propelled artillery, and machine guns for the conduct
of close-range surprise fire; the number. of trenches and communication
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tr'enches and their configuration;: the method and time schedule for executing
engineer works; the places of construction of antitank and antipersonnel

obstacles and the locations of passages through them; missions for the
security of boundaries and flanks; the position of the combat outpost and its

composition; the method of supporting the combat outpost .and..co.ering its
withdrawal; the method of conducting.counterattacks;

to the commander of the troop-of the second echelon - which small units

are attached; the mission, defense area, and the :antitank strong point in it;

the zone of fire and. the system of fire in front of the second position and.
in its depth; the number. of trenches and communication trenches, and their
configuration; the method and. time schedule for executing :engineer works;
the places of construction of antitank and antipersonnel obstacles and the.

locations of 'Passages through them; missions for the security of. boundaries
and flanks; the method of fire support for troops of the first echelon.;

counterattack directions, lines of deployment, and the men and materiel de--

signated for the support 'of counterattacks;

to the commander of the machine Kiun troop how many machine gun pla-
toons and to which troop to attach. them; missions, zones of fire, the system

of fire, and firing .positions (primary. and alternate) for machine guns re-
tained under the diredt control of the regimental commander; how many machine

guns to assign for conducting close-range surprise fire, for antiaircraft

defense, .and. for the support of the combat.outpost, .and their firing positions;
the manner and time schedule for executing engineer works;

to the commandero of small units of attached tanks and self-prooelled
artillery - the method of employment of tanks and self-propelled artillery,

and their distribution among troops; the missions of the tanks and; sel:f- .

propelled artillery .assigned to ambushes, and the missions of self.-propelled
artillery being employed as roving guns;

to the commander of the regimental artillery grou - the areas of long
range fire, the zones of moving barrage fire in front of the main 'line of
resistance, areas of concentrated fire.,and sectors of standing barrage fire
in. front of the main line of resistance e.rd in the depth; of the regimental
defense- sector the method' of supporting the combat outpost and of. covering

its withdrawal; the method of securing boundaries;and flanks; by what means
and in what directions to support the counterattacks of the second echelon
(reserve) of the regiment; the distribution of batteries (artillery battalions)
for the support of the troops of. the first echelon; areas of primary, temporary,
and alternate firing positions; the time of readiness .to open fire; signals
and the method of requesting, shifting,and ceasing of fire.

to the commander of the regimental artillery - the missions of the
regimental artillery and of the mortar bat ary of the regiment; missions for.
the organiza.tion of fire of the artillery assigned to the antitank areas
and to the artillery-antitank reserve of the. regiment; the arease of the
firing, positions of the regimental'mortar battery. and the.method of pre-
paring them when the battery remains under the direct control of the regi-
mental commander; the time for the artillery and mortars to be ready to
fire; signals for requesting, shiftingand ceasing fire;

to the .commander of the regimental reserve - :composition of the reserve,
missions, defense area, and location; possible counterattack directions,
departure positions, and routes of movement to. t.em;
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to the commander of the artillery-antitank reserve of the regiment -
composition, missions, and location of the reserve; possible directions of
operations, lines of deployment, routes of movement to them, and signals
for summoning the reserve;

to the commander of the antitank area - composition and missions of
the antitank area, its limits, and the character and method of its engineer
preparation;

to the commander of the antiaircraft battery - missions for covering
the small units of the regiment from enemy aircraft, and the firing positions
of the battery;

to the regimental engineer missions for engineer reconnaissance; the
locations and the .density of antitank and antipersonnel obstacles in front
of the main line of resistance and in the depth of the regimental defense
sector; the places for constructing the most important defensive installations
and shelters, as well as installations for command and observation posts,
and which of them to equip for antichemical defense; places for constructing
passages through friendly antitank and antipersonnel obstacles and the method
of closing them, and also. places fo.r constructing passages through natural
barriers in counterattack directions; the directions of cross-country routes,
camouflage tasks; the sequence of execution of engineer works, the beginning
and the period of time for their preparation according to priorities; tasks
and method, of employment of organic and attached small units of sappers
(engineers) and means of mechanization;

to the chief of chemical service of the regiment - missions for chemical A
reconnaissance and observation; which small units and in what measure to pro-
tect them with antichemical defense means; where and to what extent to ensure x
the equipment of shelters in the antichemical. sense; tasks and method of
employment of the chemical warfare small units of the regiment and of attached
small units of chemical warfare troops; the method. of employment of smoke
equipment for concealing friendly troops, as well as for blinding and wearing
down the enemy; a time schedule for the execution of measures for antichemical
defense;

469. Horseholders and horses of a regiment of the first echelon are
usually located behind the second position of the zone of defense; those
of the regiment of the second echelon are usually located behind the third
position, dispersed by troops or by platoons under cover as close as possible
to water resources, and at a distance which permits quick and concealed re-
turn of the horses to the small units.

If the terrain does not permit locating the horses of a regiment of
the first echelon behind the second position, and also when a regiment spends
a long time in a defense, its horses may be taken back behind the third posi-
tion of the zone of defense on -instructions of the division commander.

During defense in a city, horseholders and horses are located primarily
in yards, in gardens, and in parks; stone structures are also used for
stabling horses.

During defense in a bridgehead, horseholders 'and horses, as a rule, are
located on the friendly side of the river.
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During defense in a forest, horseholders and horses are located in
sectors of'the forest inaccessible to tanks. It is forbidden to locate them

in separate small groves. In winter, in extreme cold., horses are periodi-

cally walked; horses are also covered with horse blankets. In mountains,
horseholders and horses are located in areas inaccessible to tanks and near
roads and paths. In deserts and steppes, reserve supplies of forage and
water are established in the places where the horseholders are located.

In all cases where there is an absence of natural cover for horses,

artifical cover is constructed; communication is established with the
horseholders. If. necessary, a covering force is designated for the security

of the horses.

Iocations for horseholders and horses are noted during reconnaissance

nd are usually indicated in the..combat order.

10. DEFENSE IN A CITY

470. A large city with permanent buildings and structures creates
favorable conditions for defense; troops can turn it into a strongly forti-
fied area.

471. Defense pf a city must be all-around, and must consist of inner

and outer zones of defense.

Inner zones of defense are created throughout the depth of the city.
Their number and configuration are determined by the general plan and size
of the city. Positions consisting of systems of .centers of defense form the
basis of each inner zone of defense. Each center of defense §zel oboron usually

c~nists, ofhtwo or three strong points §pornyy punk.

The forward edge of the firat inner zone of defense is prepared on the
edge of the city, or is carried forward if commanding heights are adjacent

to the city.

Outer zones of defense are created. on the approaches to the city, with

their number depending on the terrain: and on the availability of the men

and materiel assigned for their defense.; The distance of the zone nearest
the city must be such that it will not. give the enemy the opportunity to
carry out successfully an artillery preparation simultaneously against the
outer zone of defense. and against the city.

472. A regiment, depending on the situation, may receive for defense

a sector (area) on an inner or outer zone of defense.

A battalion defends a center of defense consisting of two or three

strong points.

One or several buildings are used for the creation of a strong point;

buildings located at. street intersections or on squares are adapted in first

priority.

In each .strong point, fire is organized in several tiers. Structures
interfering with the field of fire are torn down. The greatest number of
weapons are located on the lower floors and in .semi-basements.
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Every strong point (center of defense) must be adapted for all-around
defense and must have mutual fire support with adjacent strong points (centers
of defense).. Strong points are joined to each other by communication trenches.

Barricades and other antitank and antipersonnel obstacles are established
in the streets of the city.

Obstacles are set up in the intervals between strong points. and on the
approaches to barricades. The approaches to barricades must be covered by.
flanking and cross fire.

Flamethrowers . are set up in houses and on barricades. Loopholes and
machine gun positions are.established in barricades to permit firing along
streets and squares. Passages are left in barricades for the maneuver of
friendly small units and the movement of transport. Passages must be care-

fully guarded and covered by fire and portable obstacles.

Moreover,. passages and driveways are constructed within city blocks
and existing underground tunnels are adapted for the, maneuver of small units'
within the city. Obstacles are placed in unused underground passages, and
their exits are guarded.

Prior issue of large-scale city plans is made to regiments and smaller
units..

When adapting stone buildings to. the defense, it is necessary;

-- to reinforce walls and ceilings;

--to wall up doors and windows with bricks or sandbags;

--to make loopholes and embrasures for machine guns, grenade
throwers, and cannon;

--to make lookout slits for observation;.

--to prepare semi-basement rooms as positions for Weapons;

--to make openings in ceilings to permit communications between floors;

--to reinforce basements and provide several exits from them.

Sapper small units with listening devices are used to detect underground
mining activities being conducted by the enemy.

473.. Defensive battle in a city usually breaks up into a number of
local actions for the retention of strong points.. For: this reason, every
building must be stubbornly defended. Small units defending strong points
and centers of defense must be able to conduct battle.independently, even..
when surrounded. Therefore, they are reinforced with artillery, tanks, and
self-propelled artillery, and with sapper, chemical warfare,and flamethrower
small units.

474. In combat with the enemy on the approaches to the city, artillery
and mortars are employed in accordance with general principles.
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In combat within.a-city, the greater part of the artillery and mortars
is attached to battalions .(compnies). The rest of the artillery and mortars

attached to the. regiment are included in the regimental artillery group for

the support of the small units of the regiment which are defending on

particularly important directions.

The system of artillary.fire is based upon- the combination of the flank-
Ing and frontal fires of guns emplaced for direct fire with.the fire of

artillery employed for indirect fire.

Artillery and mortars conducting indirect fire are located on the out-

skirts of the city iyards, gprdens, parks, squares, and stadiums.

475. In the defense of a city, .tanks and self-propelled artillery are
attached to battalions and companies singly and by platoons.

Tanks and self-propelled artillery firing positions are prepared in stone
building or behind stone walls in which embrasures have been made for firing
and observation.

476. The regimental commander, having studied his defense sector (area),
determines-

which buildings are the most suitable for preparation as strong points,

and how':to unite them into battalion centers of defense;

-what small units to attach to battalions, and what units todetail for

'the support of battalians;

--the organization of the defense of the intervals between strong points
and centers of defense, and the construction of communications between them;

--the astem of fire and obstacles;

--what structures'to equip for antichemical defense;

-- _ plan o6 maneuver of personnel and weapons within the regimental

sector;-

--the character and time limits of the engineer preparation of the

defense sector-

The battalion commander determines missions for the companies for the

defense of each strong point; indicates what small units are being attached

to companies and which small units support them; gives instructions regard-

ing the fortification of buildings, and the organization of a system of fire

in the center of defense and in strong points; and determines the composition

of the reserve.-

477. Artillery, tanks, self-propelled artillery, flamethrower -
incendiary weapons, engineer-type obstacles, and infantry antitank weapons
are used to combat enemy tanks.
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Antitank weapons are concealed in houses, barns, and behind stone walls
in which embrasures have been made for firing and observation.

The artillery - antitank reserve is located near street intersections
in readiness to ma)euver along streets and through alleys, parks, and yards.

478.. When organizing antiaircraft defense in a city, the antiaircraft
small- unit. of the regiment (battalion) is used to, cover the most important
centers of defense -(strong points). Platforms for antiaircraft machine
guns are built on the roofs of the highest buildings.

Antiaircraft artillery is located in yards, squares, at street inter-
sections,.'and also in parks. and gardens. Firing positions must permit all-
around fire.:-

Observation posts are established on buildings from which good all-
around observation can be obtained.

-479. The command (observation) post of the regimental (battalion) com-
mander i.s located in the most important center of defense (strong point).
Observation from high buildings is organized.

480. To combat fires in buildings adapted to the defense] the neces-
sary firefighting equipment is prepared, including sand and barrels of water;
floors are covered with. sand. Easily flammable objects are removed from
buildings. Small structures which can facilitate the'spread of fire from
building to building are torn down.

481. Buildings destroyed during battle greatly change the conditions
of observation and- the conduct, of fire and maneuver. The regimental
(battalion) commander must take into account the change- occurring, and.make
corresponding adjustments in his combat formations and system of fire.. If
ruined buildings areinot occupied by one's -troops, they should be mined. In.
tbe.cpth of the defense, routes are cleared and bypasses are constructed
for the maneuver .of tanks, self-propelled artillery, and artillery, and for
the movement of transport.-

482. Rear service small units of the regiment (battalion) are moved
up close to the combat formations, and are located in places offering solid
cover (basements and underground installations). Special attention is given
to the. regulation of movement.

Supplies and equipment are replenished up to established norms, and
additional reserves of ammunition, rations, medical supplies, and drinking
water are established in strong points.

All water sources are taken into account, and water supply points are
established.

11. DEFENSE OF A RIVER

483. The organization of the defense. of a river depends upon its
characteristics, enemy actions1 and the imminent combat tasks on a given
sector of the front.

When insufficient forces are available,: a defense is usually established
only on the near side of the river.

If sufficient forces are available,...t is desirable to establish a de-
fense on both sides of the river or to hold bridgeheads on the far side,
if a transition to the offense is anticipated, or if the terrain on the near
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side is low and open. The depth and width of a bridgeheai is determined by
the senior commander.

The defense of a bridgehead must be distinguished by special firmness
and stubborness.

For the direct cover of bridge crossings, positions in the bridge area
are established.

A- regiment (battalion) in all cases organizes the defense of a river
on one bank only.

484. When organizing a defense of a river on the near bank only, the
main line of resistance of the main defensive zone, as a rule, is placed
at t he water'sedge. The system-of fire is organized as for a defense on
a normal front, with the aim of destroying the enemy .on .the water by flanking
fire and cross fire. Islands are occupied by designated small units in
order to prevent the enemy from forcing a suprise'crossing, and for the
purpose of conducting flanking fire along the river. If a small river has
a valley who:se slope is favorable.for defense, the main line of resistance
can be moved back on this slope. In this case, a reinforced combat outpost
is 'established on the river bank, and the flood lands of the river are
mined.

In sectors suitable for the crossing of enemy amphibious tanks and
-ther self.-propelled crossing equipment-, the density of antitank fire is
increased, antitank mine fields are laid, the river bank is .s6 r.ped, under-
water obstacles are emplaced, and fords are minedo

Positions of infantry weapons must not be disclosed prior to the be-
ginning of the enemy crossing.

Special small units are designated to destroy small enemy groups.

Reserves are located in areas from which they can rapidly move by
concealed routes to any crossing point in order to throw back into the
river enemy small units which have crossed.

485. If the width of the river is insignificant, the first and second
positions of the main defensive zone can be established on the far side of
the river. These first and second positions are occupied by first echelon
regiments.

The third position is established on the near bank and is usually
occupied by the regiment of the second echelon.

For reinforcing the antitank defense of the first and second'positions,
tanks and self-propelled artillery and guns and batteries to be used for
direct fire should be detailed as a supplementary measure.

486. When it is impossible to organize a defense on both sides of a
river, the far bank is occupied by a reinforced combat outpost, for which
a forward position 5 redovaya pozitsiy- is prepared.

The actions of the small units defending the forward position are
supported by artillery and mortars from the main.defensive zone.
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487. When organizing the defense of a river on the near bank, the
commander of a regiment (battalion) of the first echelon, in addition to
performing the usual fuinctions, must do the following

-- determine the presence of fords and sectors suitable for an enemy
crossing, particularly by his amphibious. tanks and self-propelled crossing
equipment;

--organize uninterrupted observation of likely enemy crossing sectors;

--organize a system of fire which will provide for the destruction
of the enemy on the water by flanking fire and cross fire, create the
necessary density of antitank weapons on sectors suitable for the crossing
of enemy tanks, and organize ambushes consisting of tanks. and guns;.

--organize the defense of islands;

--organize the mining of fords and sectors suitable for forcing a crossing,
the scarping of banks, and the construction of other obstacles;

designate small units to destroy small groups of the enemy in order
to prevent them from discovering all. Lo.ur/ weapons prior to the beginning
of the for'cing of the river;

--dispose the second echelon (reserve) in an area from which it can
move-quickly and unobserved to any crossing point in order to throw back
into the river enemy .unts. which have succeeded in crossing;

-concentrate all local means of crossing .(small boats, ferries, rafts,
barges, and steamboats) on the near bank, organize a guard for them and, if
necessary, destroy or sink them. -

Hydrotechnical installations in the sector of the'regiment, which can
be used to raise the-water level and.flood the lowlands adjacent to the
river, are kept under strong guard. If it is impossible to use them, they
are destroyed on order of a senior officer,

Functioning crossings are destroyed on order of the division commander,
and approaches to them are mined and covered by fire0

When defending on the far bank, the commander of a first-echelon.
regiment organizes: a defense on the basis of general principles.

488. When not in direct contact with the enemy, the regimental
(battalion) commander must continually conduct reconnaissance for the
purpose of. making timely determination of the approach' of the enemy, of
his direction :of movement, and of his concentration areas.

Having detected the enemy, the regimental commander, to prevent enemy
movement to the river, calls for air strikes 6n him and hits him with artil-
lery and mortars from alternate firing positions.

The reinforced combat outpost, supported by artillery,mortars, and
aviation, firmly holds its positions on the far bank, not permitting the
movement of the enemy to the river and the organization of a crossing there.
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The necessary means of crossing are made available, and fords are pre-
pared to permit the withdrawal of the reinforced combat outposts to the
near bank.

With the beginning of the enemy's forcing of the river, the regimental
(battalion) commander, to prevent an enemy.landing on the near bank, destroys
enemy personnel, equipment, and crossing equipment with the, concentrated
fire of artillery, mortars, tanks, self-propelled artillery, and all infantry
weapons. He also calls for air strikes on the enemy.

In case of an enemy landing on the near bank, it is immediately destroyed
by fire of all types and by the oounterattacks of second echelons and reserves.

489. When a c.ivision defends on both banks of a river, the commander
of the second-echelon regiment, which is defending on the near bank, must:

organize timely reconnaissance of likely directions for counter-
attacks;

-- organize the firm defense of bridges and fords to.ensure the rapid
crossing of the regiment to the far bank during the conduct of counter-
attacks.;

-- have in readiness means for the mining and obstruction of fords and
of sectors..of the river suitable for crossing, in. the event that the enemy
breaks through to the river;

-- prepare airtillery and mortar. fire to support the regiments of the
first echelon of the division;

-- coordinate his actions with the regiuental, commanders of the first
eohelon, and maintain uninterrupted communication with them,

490. For. the organization of the defense of a bridehead., the regi-
mental (battalion) comander, in addition to the ndrmal measures,
nust do the following:

-- reinforce the battalions (companies) with antitank artillery, tanks,
and self-propelled artillery

-- organize the construction of a wicely developed net of trenches
and obstacles in the defense. sector (area), and take steps to create reserves
of ammunition, fuel, lubricants, chemical equipment, and rations;

-- take steps for the insurance and concealment of supply and evacuation
across the river.

Counterattacks by second echelons and reserve are widely used to repel
enemy attacks. To this end, the maneuver of tanks, self-propelled artillery,
and artillery, especially antitank artillery, is planned for the most threatened
directions.

Bridgehead positions fredmostniye pozitsiifestablished to furnish
close-in protection to bridge crossings consist of continuous trenches con-
structed in a nianner which will permit repelling enemy attacks coming from
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both the front and flanks.

The distance of the beidgehead positions from the bridge crossings must
provide protection of the crossing from the fire of enemy infantry and from
enemy ground observation.

In the defense of bridgeheads Lplatsdarm7 and of bridgehead positions,
special attention is given to creating strong antitank and antiaircraft de-
fenses, to antichemical defense, and to securing the flanks. In order to
increase the firmness of the defense, flanks must be adjoined to .the river
and covered by obstacles.

12. DEFENSE OF A SEACOAST

491. A regiment, in defending a seacoast, receives a sector up t 15
km in width.

The regimental commander constructs most densely, and according to the
rules for defense on a normal front, the defense of important objects and
sectors of the coast suitable for landing operations; while the defense of

. the remaining sectors is constructed according to the rules for defense on
a wide front.

On sectors where there is little likelihood of landing operations, con-
tinuous observation is established by means of patrols and field sentinels.

492. In organizing the defense of a seacoast, the regimental (battalion)
commander, besides carrying out the usual measures, is required:

--to determine the sectors of the coast most accessible for enemy
landing operations;

--to organize the construction of obstacles against enemy landing equip-
ment and landing personnel, on sectors of the shore where enemy landing
operations are most probable;

--to study the system of observation, recognition, and communication
which is available on the coast;

-to establish coordination with coast artillery, with the naval machine
gun-artillery 5ulemetno-artilleriskiZ and 'iachi.ne gun units (small units)
which are located within the sector of the coast which is being defendedi

--to organize a system of fire which will ensure destroying the enemy
on the water with cross fire;

--to provide for the use of attached artillery, tanks, and self-propelled
artillery for the destruction, by direct fire, of enemy landing craft and
landing equipment during their approach to the shore, and also to destroy
enemy troops which have landed;

*--to organize tank ambushes, a system of antitank- fire, and to estab-
lish antitank obstacles on sectors suitable for amphibious tank landings;

--to provide for designation of measureddistances on the water by the
use of floating markers;
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--to organize the reconnaissance and preparation of march routes, and
also the preparation of firing positions.for the wide maneuver of attached
artillery;

--to locate the second echelon (reserve) at such a distance from the

shore as will enable it to destroy, by a counterattack, landed small'1nemy
units before they haveta chance to consolidate on the shore;

--to indicate methods of recognizing friendly vessels;

--to plan measures to combat an enemy airborne landing force;

--to plan measures for moving the civil populace from the'sector defended

by the regiments;

--to plan the possible utilization of coast artillery searchlights and

other illuminating equipment to light up naval targets approaching the shore.

Moreover, the regimental commander indicates to the commander of the
regimental artillery group sectors for fixed barrages and zones of rolling

barrages to be used on enemy landing equipment during its approach to' the
shore and during the landing of the landing forces; he also indicates the

sectors of the shore for which the greatest density of artillery fire must
be prepared.

493. During the approach of an enemy landing force, the regimental
(battalion) commander destroys it by artillery, mortar, tank, and self-
propelled artillery fire, not permitting a landing on the shore. The
infantry, using; the fire of all its weapons, destroys enemy personel
and landing equipment. Enemy forces which have landed must immediately

be destroyed on the shoreby a counterattack of the second echelon (reserve).

If the enemy succeeds in capturing a sector of the coast and' the counter-
attack-fails, the regimental (battalion) commander must concentrate artillery
and mortar fire to cut off the part of the enemy force which has landed from
'the approaching main forces, not permiting him t.o extend his landing sector,
and ensuring favorable conditions for a counterattack by the sbcond echelon
(reserve) of the division (regiment).

494. Primary and alternate command (observation) posts of the regi-
mental (battalion) commander are selected so as to ensure sufficient distance
and fullness of observation of the sea and the coast on the most likely
sectors for enemy landings.

Communication with coast artillery units (small units) is established:
by wire -- with regimental facilities; by radio and mobile means of communi-
cation - - with the facilities of the regiment and of the coast artillery.

13. PECULIARITIES OF DEFENSE IN A FOREST

495. The defense .of a regiment (battalion) in a forest is based on
a system of fire of battalion (company) areaswhich are prepared for all-
around defense, combined with the use of counterattacks and of obstacles.
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Battalion and company defense areas are organized with a consideration

of the location of wooded sectors and their peculiarities.

The main line of resistance of .the main defensive zone, depending upon
the situation, is located in front of the edge of the forest or within the

forest.

The system of fire must ensure the covering of the intervals between

bst talion. defense areas.

The greater part of the.gun artillery is attached to small units and

is used primarily for direct fire.

Tanks and self-propelled artillery are used within the second echelons
(reserves) for carrying out coiinterattacks; they also. may be attached to

companies ofK the first echelon to reinforce their antitank defense. In these

cases, they must be covered by the dispositions of rifle (motorized rifle)

small units and by obstacles.

The second echelon (reserve) of the regiment (battalion) is located in
areas organized for all-around defense and close to roads, clearingsand lanes.

496. In organizing a defense in a forest, the regimental (battalion)
commander is required:

--to give attention to the defense of forest projectionsLsections of

forest, projecting or jutting from the foresji including them within the
borders of the battalion (company) defense areas;

--to organize a system of fire to cover effectively all obstacles,
roads, and lanes, and to .cover road junctions and lanes with cross fire;

--to plan the method of using tanks and self-propelled artillery;

-- to attach the greater part of the gun batteries to the battalions

(companies) for direct fire;

--to plan the preparation and method of conducting artillery fire on

separate sectors of roads, on road and lane intersections, and on close-in

and distant approaches to the main lihe of resistance, from concealed firing

positions

--to organize the clearing of terrain in front of the main line of

resistance and within the defense to improve observation and the condict
of fire;

--to organize the preparation of observation posts in trees located

to afford the opportunity to 'observe enemy movements on separate road sectors,

in clearings, along lanes, and' on the approaches to the main line of resis-

tance;

-to cover firmly, with obstaclei and antitank weapons, roads, forest
lanes, clearings, and avenues passable: to tanks in the depths of the forest.,
and 'to organize the construction of defensive works on road and lane inter-
sections;
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--to reconnoitter, prepare, and clearly mark directions of counter-

attacks and of routes for the maneuver .of small units;

-to plan measures for fighting forest fires;

-to strengthen the defense and security of command and observatiar

posts.

Clearing af' the' omst to improve observation and the conduct of fire

is carried out without disturbing camoufalge.

The following are used as obstacles in forest barbed wired laced

among the trees, antitank barriers, and roaf blocks and abatis in com-

bination with mine fields and land mines Lfugasarmn.

Overhead cover is constructed over artillery pieces, mortars and eetions
of trenches in order to protect personnel, weapons, and combat egupment from

being hit by fragments of shells which have exploded in the tree tops.

497. In the defense in a forest, wide use is made of ambushes bY minor

small units, and of fire from trees.

Well organized mortar fire, the sudden and rapid conduct of counter-

attacks , and skillful use of bayonets and grenades take on a great signifi-

cance.

Routes for maneuver and directions of counterattaaks must he studied
and clearly marked.

498. Rear service small units of the regiment battalion) are located

near roads and close to the combat formations of the small units.

Particular attention is given to the security aid defense of the rear

service small units and to the organization of traffic reguletion or. routes

of supply and evacuation.

14. PECULIARITIES OF DEFENSE IN WINTER

499. The defense of a regiment (battalioA) in winter is organized

according to general principles.

The regimental (battalion) commander) in organizing a defense, besides

he usual measures, is required*

--to prepare road junctions, inhabited points, and wooded sectors

most firmly for the defense;

--to destroy or to mine, and to cover with artillery and mortar fire,

all cover in front: of the iain line of resistance which' could be utilized

by the enemy;

to secure boundaries and flanks' in consideration of the possibility

of the turning or envelopment of the combat formation by enemy ski small units;

--to plan measures for destroying enemy ski small units which break

through into the depth of the defense;
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--to supply the personnel of the second echelon (reserve) with skis,
and to organize promp.tly the miarking of routes for the conduct of counter-
attacks;

--to take measures for increasing the maneuverability and mobility of
artillery, especially of antitank artillery, and of tanks and self-propelled
artillery on the field of battle; and to prepare, in advance, routes of
movement for them;

--to plan the construction of heated shelters for personnel and of
shelters for horses.

500.: All defensive installations and obstacles are constructed taking
into account the depth of the snow. When there is a deep snow, extensive
use is made of snow trenches, communication trenches, and ramparts con-
structed of snow.

The iain line of resistance is selected., where possible, behind obstacles
difficult of passage by enemy infantry and tanks (deep snow, ravines, rivers
and streams with.steep banks).

If the main line of resistance extends along the edge of a river (lake),
it is necessary to plan the laying of mines and the blasting of holes in the
ice on various sectors of the river (lake) near the friendly bank.

In a protracted defense, it is necessary systematically to check the
condition of mine fields, barbed. wire, and other obstacles, to strengthen
these obstacles promptly, and. to take measures for keeping them in a constant
state of readiness. Trenches, communication trenches, and roads are kept free
from snow. Roads are equipped with snow fences and marked with stakes.
Winter camouflage is continually maintained and imrroved.

501. Under winter conditions, it is necessary: to provide for the
timely supply of small units with warm clothing and winter camouflage cloaks;
to ensure the timely supply of hot food and tea to personnel in the small
units; to take measures to protect personnel against frost bite; to check
more frequently the vigilance& of small units in the defense, especially at
night, and during freezing weather, blizzards, and snowstorms; to relieve
more frequently the small units.which are located on the first position of
the .main line of resistance and also. on the combat. outpost; and to organize
the periodic warming of personnel.

.Aid stations are moved closer to the small units and a e located in
heated premises.. Medical transport is. closed-in /.winterized and is supplied
with blankets and warm clothing for the wounded; measures are taken for the
quick evacuation of wounded.

For the maintenance of weapons, combat equipment, and transport in a
constant state of combat readiness, it is necessary to provide for the timely
supply of small units with winter lubricants, antifreeze, equipment to in-
crease the.mobility of transport, and also means for thawing and.heating.

502. In organizing a defense during the muddy season, the regimental
(battalion) commander, in addition to the usual measures, plans the following;
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-- the preparation of roads and cross-country routes for the maneuver

of artillery and the movement of transport, especially in important directions,

and their constant maintenance in passable conditionj

-the construction of sumps.in trenches and communication trenches,

in firing positions, and in shelters, and also their strengthening in order

to prevent cave-ins and washouts;

---measures for supplying and equipping transport with means for in-
creasing its mobility and for pulling itself out of the mud;

--the stocking- of extra supplies of mmnition with the small units and

on positions; and the stocking of extra supplies of fuel, lubricants, 'ations,
forage, heating fuel, and.building materials for defensive installations
and shelters;

-the utilization of cart and pack transport to supply amunition," fuel,
lubricants, rations, forage, and for evacuation of the wounded;

-the equipping of dugouts for small units for drying clothiig and equip-
ment, and for warming personnel.;

-- easures r keeping combat equipment and weapons clean;

-- construction of installations for command and observation posts in
locations which preclude their being flooded and which insure the maintenance

of communications with small units;

-- preparation, when necessary, of boats and rafts for keeping contact

with the small units and for the maneuver of weapons.

15. PECUIIARITIES OF DEFENSE IN MOUlTAINOUS-WOODED TERRAIN

503. The organization of a regimental (battalion) defense in mountainous-

wooded terrain depends upon the character of the mountainous areas and the

importance of the direction being defended.

On plateaus and in wide valleys, a regimental (battalion) defense is

organized according to standard principles.

In directions difficult to traverse, a defense is built up on the firm

holding of individual, especially important sectors of the terrain, through

the creation of a systemi of company and platoon strong points,

Strong points are organized in such a manner that they lie across roads,

paths, ravines, gorges and passes. Interva.s between strong points are

covered by. reconniassance and combat outposts supported by fire from the

strong points.

In the defense of a narrow mountain valley, it is necessary to locate

weapons. in such a manner that the valley is covered with cross f.re to the

entire depth of the defense; it is necessary to organize the construction

of strong antitank and antipersonnel obstacles in the valley, and to cover them

- ith the fire of antitank guns, self-propelled artillery, and machine guns;
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it is necessary to assign small units to Eobld 'firziy commanding beights bor-
dering the valley, and to cover the approaches to these heights with obstacles
and with mortar and artillery fire.

504. In organizing a system of fire in mountains, the regimental (bat-
talion) commander is required:

--to prepare multitiered flanking and oblique fire in front of the main
line of resistance, especially on boundaries and flanks, in the depth.of the
defense, and in the intervals.between defense areas (strong points); -in this
respect, some of the weapons may be placed. in adjacent sectors;

--to use extensively the fire of howitzer artillery and mortars to cover
approache.s and. dead spacesin front of the main line of resistance and within

the defense.

In a deTense on a wide front, the greater part of the artillery and
mortars attached to the regiment are attached to the small units which are
defending separate areas (strong points) and directions.

The fire of the regimental artillery group is used by the regimental
commander for the support of the battalior located on the most threatened
directions.

In organizing the antitank defense, it is necessary to give special

attention' to covering the exits from detiles, gorges, and woods, and also
belt -roads, fords, and river crossings.

Antitank areas are formed on the main tank approaches.

The artillery-antitank reserve is located on tank approaches. When there
are a number of tank approaches in the regimental defense sector, and a lack
of routes for maneuver between them, artillery-antitank reserves are created
to secure each approach.

Antitank weapons are echeloned in depth on tank approaches. Guns which
occupy positions on the heights must be se located that they. can hit enemy
tanks operating in the valley.

505. In. mountains, the importance of antiaircraft defense is signifi-
cantly increased.

In organizing an antiaircraft defense, it is necessary to plan, in first

priority, the cover of the small units which are defending especially important
areas (strong points) and directions.

Antiaircraft artillery attached to a regiment is employed under centra-
lized control.

In the interest of successful combat against low-flying aircraft operating
along valleys, the antiaircraft small units of the regiment (battalion) should
be deployed at various elevations relative to the valley

For protection from enemy air attacks, recesses in cliffs, and caves are
used.-

-J -' 2 f 1 - , -
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Observation posts should b established on heights, ridges, and slopes
which permit- good. observation, and spaced at distances which permit visual

contact to be maintained between them.

506. Tanks and self-propelled artillery are attached to those battalions
(companies) which are defending roads, defiles, bridges; and river crossings,
and are employed to conduct fire from previously prepared firing positions,

for counterattacks along valleys, and also for operations from ambushes.

507. . The peculiarities of engineer works in mountainsare:

-the construction of trenches, communication trenches, and enplacements
in rocky ground, with the use of stones and timber, covered with a layer of

earth, for breastworks;

--the construction of spurs agod~ainykh pute/ and trails;

the preparation of lan'dslides and demolitions n sections of roads
that are difficult to traverse;.

-the construction of cable-suspension roads and bridges across

mountain rivers, gorges, and other barriers;

--the wide use of exylosives in the execution of engineer works.

In addition,- measures are planned to warn and to protect small units

from landslides and the flooding of rivers.

500. When organizing control of small units, particular significance

is attachod to the skillful employment of radios, and of visual and sound

s ignallin . -

The regimental (battalion) commander gives particular attention to
organizing communication's with.the small units occupying separate heights'

and between small units on the boundaries of the regiment (battalion).

509. If the enemy wedges 'into the deoth of the defense, comiimnding

eights .and road junctions must be stubbornly held. The second echelon

(reserve) df the regiment. (battalion) supported by artillery and mortars

and using concealed approaches, destroys the enemy who has wedged into the

defense by a counterattack in his flank and rear.

510, The mountain. rifle regiment (battalion), as a rule, is employed

for the defense of high mountain areas which are difficult to traverse,
mountain passages, ridge lines, and plateaus in order to prevent the enemy

from turning and enveloping the flanks of the defending troops, and to

combat enemy airborne forces dropped on passes and plateaus.

511. Regimental (battalion) reat" service small units are disposed pit
road and trail Junctions. Aid stations are established closer to the small

units.

Transportable reserves of supplies, as a rule, are increased: reserves

of heating fuel and water are established. Small units additionally are
supplied with items of special clothing and equipment. During operations
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in high mountain areas, moreover, the personnel of the small units are supplied
with warm clothing; measures are planned for warming personnel and for the
timely evacuation of the sick and wounded.

At junctions of automobile roads with wagon roads, and of .wagon roads
with pack trails, reloading points are established for supplies, and trans-
fer points are'established for the wounded.

16. PZCULIARITIES OF DEFENSE IN DESERTS AND STEPPES

512. In deserts and steppes, the regiment, as a rule, defends on a wide
front. iWen defending water sources, populated areas, and other important
objectives, the regiment usually occupies a defense on a normal front.

The battlaion usually occupies a continuous defense area. In some cases,
the battalion organizes a defense in the form of separate company areas.

Defense areas are prepared for all-around defense'. Reserves of ammunition,
water, rations; and heating fuel are established within the defense: areas.

Reconnaissance is sent out in the intervals between defense areas and on
the flanks. At night, these -intervals may be occupied by minor small units.
Reconnaissance is organized and conducted at a greater depth than under normal
conditions.

513. In the organization of defense in deserts or steppes, the regimental
(battalion) commander must do the following:

--give particular attention to the organization of all-around reconnais-
sance, and to the security of boundaries, flanks, and the intervals between
defense areas;

--organize the setting up of artificial landmarks in front of the main
line of resistance and signs in the depth of the defense;

--anticipate measures for the camouflage of the small units and defensive
instalettions; and for the construction of dummy installations;

organize the defense and security of water supply points;

--organize the preparation and :t king out of routes for the second
echelon (reserve), in the counterattack directions and on routes of supply
and evacuation

-- provide guns, tanksand self-propelled artillery with camouflage
materials;

-- provide for the wide use of radio, mobile means of communication,
visual and sound signals, and also the employment of liaison officers.

514. In deserts and steppes, particular sigriificance is attached to
the organization of antitank, antiaircraft, and antiairborne defense.

For the support of the antitank defense positions for the artillery-
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nxititank reserve are prepared on the flanks and. in the intervals between

defense areas. The artillery - antitank reserve of the regiment is deployed
in read.iness to move swiftly to any threatened direction.

Small units of the regiment (battalion) and defensive installations
must be carefully camouflaged from enemy grouid and air observation, and must

be reliably coverer& from-air attacks. Supervision of the strict observance

of camouflage, both day and night, is increased.

All small units of the regiment (battalion), especially the second
echelon (reserve), must be prepared to combat enemy airborne forces. For

this purpose, routes of march to likely drop Oanding) zones of enemy air-

borne forces are reconnoitered and prepared in advance

515. Artillery, mortars, taaks, and self-propelled artillery hrast be

prepared for rapid .maneuver. For this purpose, directions are reconnoitered

and staked out and are identified by markers visible at night. To insure

timely maneuver, a minimum reserve of fuel, lubricants, and water for vehicles

is created..

516. 'When organizing the rear, the regimental (battal.on) con ider,
in addition to the usual types of supply, plans for tle sppply f heating .fuel

and water, and establishes norms of their expenditare..

In all cases, a water reserve must be established in the regiment (bat-

talion). A reserve of fuel and lubridants, in addition to a water reserve,
is created on combat and transport vehicles.

'. - Water sources are guarded by specially detailed small units

Ynspection of water sources and their purification is a basic task

of the reconnaissance of the sanitary condition of aa aea.,

The condition of armament, motors,and the moving parts of vehicles

must 'be regularly checked. Air filters of motors are systematically cleaned

*a of dust and sand..
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Chapter IX

'DISENGAGEMENT AND WITHDRAWAL

517. Withdrawal is a maneuver employed in those cases when, only through
a temporary loss of part of a territory, it is possible sharply to change an un-
favorably: developing situation and to put one's own troops in a more advanta-

geous position.

Withdrawal can be employed:

-- for the occupation of a defense on a more advantageous line in order to
repel a superior enemy attacking force, and to establish the conditions for a
subsequent transition to the offensive by one's own troops.;

-.for shortening the length of the defensive front and detailing forces and
equipment for active operations in other, more favorable directions.

518. When there is close contact with the enemy,;withdrawal is preceded by
the disengagement and the breaking of contact with the enemy by the main forces
of the regiment. (battalion). It is advantageous to carry out .the disengagement
and the breaking of contact with the enemy .by a surprise move at night; in all
cases, disengagement and breaking contact with the enemy is effected in -an organ-
ized manner and by stealth.

Disengagement and withdrawal of a regiment may be carried out only by order
of the division commander.

After the disengagement, a regiment may effect a withdrawal independently,
as part of, the main forces of the division, or in the rear guard of the division.

519. Disengagement of the main forces of 'a regiment (battalion) is carried
out under the protection of small units detailed from battalions (troops, cosyan-
ies) of the first echelon, and reinforced by tanks, self-propelled artillery, ar-
tillery,- mortars, machine' guns, and sapper small units

In order to ensure.a successful disengagement during active enemy operations,
the regimental (battalion)commander, when necessary, counterattacks the enemy with

part of the for'es of the first echelon; reinforced .with tanks and self-propelled
artillery. This is done for the purpose df halting the enemy, after which the
commarder quickly disengages the main force under the protection of designated
small units, artillery fire, and smoke. Under other conditions, it' is necessary
to employ an unexpected, concentrated thrust by tanks, self-propelled artillery,
and men, with the support of concentrated artillery and mortar fire, against the
most threatening enemy grouping. This is 'dgne in order to stun him and, exploit-
ing his confusion; to disengage and break contact with him.

Sall units detailed for cover remain tor the captured positions and, for the
purpose of' deceiving the enemy, carry on the same combat operations as those which
preceded the disengagement. Reconnaissance is increased on the flanks and toward
the enemy. -

Tanks and self-propelled artillery. usually are attached to the small units de-
tailed for cover for joint operations with them, and are also used for operations
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from ambushes. They are the last to withdraw, and are kept in readiness to fire
in order to cover the withdrawal of the infantry and to prevent attacks by enemy
tanks and infantry on the disengaging small units of the regiment (battalion).

The regimental artillery group, during a disengagement, changes firing po-
sitions by leap-frogging, either by battalion or by battery. Support of the
small units detailen for cover must ., however, be uninterrupted. The change of
artillery firing positions is ensured by advance reconnaissance of routes of
movement and areas of the new firing positions, and by the organization of a
commandant's service.

520. The breaking of contact by the main forces of a regiment which has
disengaged and their withdrawal are executed under the cover of a rear guard
(rear detachment), which occupies in good time aline designated for it to the
rear.

To the rear guard (rear detachment) of a regiment is usually detailed a bat-
talion (in the cavalry, a troop is detailed to the rear detachment) of the second
echelon of the regiment; it is reinforced with artillery, tanks, self-propelled
artillery, sapper small units, and flamethrower-incendiary and .smoke equipment.
To a tank battalion,which is assigned as a rear guard, there are attached, in
addition, rifle small units (small units of submachine gunners). The rear guard
(rear detachment) must be able to carry out assigned missions independently with-
oit counting on the support of the main forces.

The main forces of-a regiment, on crossing the line occupied by the rear
guard (rear detachment), withdraw to the assigned area in the order designated by
the regimental commander.

After the main forces of the regiment .cross the line occupied by the rear
guard (rear detachment), the small units covering the disengagement quickly break
contact with the enemy on the:order (signal) of the regimental commander, with-
draw behind the line occupied by the rear guard (rear detachment) and join the
regiment.

After the main forces of the regiment have broken contact with the enemy,
part of the artillery which remained under the regimental commander's control is,
on his instructions, attached to battalions, and part continues to remain under

- the control of the regimental commander.

All artillery of the regiment must be in constant readiness for rapid deploy-
ment on intermediate lines.

When there is a general rear guard for the division, a regiment withdrawing
a part of the main forces of the division is covered by a rear party
Ltylnoy pokhodnoy zastavoyf consisting of a reinforced company (in the cavalry,
of a reinforced platoon), and by. flank guards - bokovymi pold-odnymi zastav-
ami/ up to a reinforced platoon in strength.

When deploying for combat as part of the main forces of the division, a regi-
*ment organizes its combat formation according to general principles.

521. A regiment (battalion) assigned to a rear guard must halt the advancing
enemy, gain the time necessary for the main forces of the division (regiment) to



break contact with the enemy, and ensure their unhindered withdrawal to the
designated area. For this purpose, the rear guard occupies and firmly holds the
line assigned to it, making extensive use of tank ambuscades, obstacles, and de-
molitions in the designated zone of withdrawal.

The operations of.a rear guard must be decisive and active.

522. The enemy, during his approach to the line being defended by the rear
guard, is hit with artillery and mortar fire; his reconnaissance and security are
destroyed by fire or by short counterattacks supported by artillery, tanks, -and
self-propelled: artillery. The rear guard repulses an enemy tank and infantry at-
tack by using all types of fire.

Artillery operating as part of a rear guard destroys. by fire the enemy who
is attacking frontally arid is turning the flanks, and supports the counterattacks
of friendly small units.

At a set time the rear guard, with the permission of -the division (regimental)
commander, and under. the cover of designated small units, of the fires of artil-
lery, tanks, and self-propelled artillery, and of smoke, disengages and withdraws
to the next line.

523. During a withdrawal, as a counteraction to enemy envelopments and turn-
ing movements, "the regimental commander pushes .out flank guards (flanks de-
tachments), reinforced by artillery, including antitank artillery, and by tanks,
self-propelled artillery, and sapper small units.:Flank guards (detachments) seal off
parallel and belt roads, prepare antitank and antipersonnel obstacles and halt
the enemy until the passage of the main forces.

For .the purpose of the timely discovery and warning of the troops concerning
the dropping (landing) of enemy airborne troops, special attention is paid to es-
tablishing observation of the air.

Defiles, bridges, crossings, and road intersections on. .the withdrawal routes
and also important lines .must be occupied and held by previously dispatched f or-
ward detachments until the passage of the main forces. These forward Aetachments
are reinforced by antitank and antiaircraft artillery, tanks, self-propelled ar-
tillery, and by. sapper and cbemical warfare small units.

524. When a regiment is withdrawing, and also during combat on selected
lines, reconnaissance must determine the location, grouping, and intentions of
the enemy. Reconnaissance at night must be especially active.

525. As the withdrawal proceeds in the zone of operations of the regiment
(battalion), the .destruction of. bridges, roads, lines and centers of communica-
tions, and also of other installations is carried out, and various obstacles are
set.up.

The regimental commander, on the basis of the instructions received, deter-
mines that objectives~are to be daetroyed and vhen and by'whom,and what objectives

must be destroyed only by his order. He appoints the commanders arid sapper small units.
responsible for this.
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526. The regimental commander, on receiving an order for a withdrawal,
reaches a debision and indicates the following:

-- information concerning the enemy;

-- the purpose of the withdrawal of the regiment and the order of the with-
drawal of adjacent units;.

-- the order and time of disengagement and of breaking contact with the en-
emy by the main forces of the regiment;

-- the composition and missions of the small .units covering the disengage-
ment of the main forces of the reginent, the time until which these small units
must remain on the occupied positions, the manner of their operations, and the
order of their disengagement-

-- the composition of the rear guard (rear detachment), what lines it must

hold, and until what time it must hold them;

- the method of coordination of the small units of the regiment with the
attached and supporting units (small units) and with adjacent units during the
disengagement and withdrawal;

the route of march and the order of organization of the regiment;

-- the ultimate line of the withdrawal and possible intermediate lines for
the conduct of battle by the main forces, and also the missions of the small
unite in case of the deployment of the regiment;

- measures for counteracting enemy envelopments and turning movements;

-- measures for the destruction of endmy airborne forces on the withdrawal
routes;

tasks for the reconnaissance of the enemy and terrain in the zone of with-
drawal and on: the flanks;

-- the manner of organizing antitank, antiaircraft, and antichemical defense,
and other measure for combat security;

-- :the method df marking his dispositions, And signals for the identifica-
tion of friendly aircraft;

measures for holding defiles, bridges, and crossings until the passage of
the regimen; -

-- the manner of evacuation of the wounded and sick, of armament, combat
equipment, and stocks of supplies;

-- the time, route, and order of withdrawal of the rear service small units
of the regiment;

- measures for the engineer support of the withdrawal, and the order of de-
struction (mining) of various objects during a withdrawal;
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-- the method of organization of control and communications.-

The commander of a battalion which is withdrawing, as part of the: main.forces
of a regiment makes a decision, in which he settles questions in accordance with
the decision of the regimental commander, and he issues a combat order.

527. The regimental (battalion) commander, with his staff, directs the dis-
engagement of the small units and withdraws with the rear guard (rear detachment),
while the battalion comnander withdraws with the small units covering the disen-
gagement, and. after the main forces have disengaged. After the assembly of the
main forces, the regimental commander, with his staff, moves with the main forces
of the regiment.

During a withdrawal, special attention. is g iven to the maintenance of commu-
nications with,.the rear guard (rear detachment), flank guards., reconnaissance
small units, and adjacent units. Communication is established by means of radio,
mobile means of communication, and by visual signals.

528. Prior to the beginning of a disengagement, all.the wounded and sick*
and 'also all unnecessary supplies must be evacuated; rear service smal1 units of
the regiment (battalion), not needed for the immediate support of combat opera-
tions; are withdrawn ahead of time to areas designated by the regimental commander.

The small units covering the disengagement, and also the battalion (cavalry
troop) detailed as the rear guard (rear detachment), are fully supplied with ammu-
nition and fuel, and lubricants, and are reinforced with medical transport. Evacu-
ation of the wounded from the small units covering the disengagement is carried out
by all available means.
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Chapter X

COMBAT IN ENCIRCLEMENT AND ESCAPE FROM ENCIRCLEMENT

529. A regiment which finds itself encircled can wage a sustained battle
and, by its-aggressive operations, must assist the execution of the division's
combat mission.

The sustained conduct of combat in an encirclement is achieved byV

-- the stubbornness, decisiveness, initiative, and stamina of all person-
nel of the regiment;

-- the maintenance of uninterrupted communications with the senir dcommand-
er and the nearest units and small units located outside the encirclement;

-- the timely delivery by air of armament and supplies to the surrounded
units;

-- the rapid rendering of support to the surrounded units by artillery fire,
by air attacks, and by the operations of troops located outside the encirclement.

530. High, combat efficiency of a regiment (battalion) is a decisive condi-
tion for success in-battle- in an encirclement. The personal example. andheroism
of each soldier. and comradely assistance are a guarantee of the successful con-
duct of battle an encirclement.

A lack of forces must be made up by the activity of operations, the tenacity
and stubbornness of the small units of the regiment (battalion) in combat, skill-
ful maneuver, the expert employment of -surprise, and the applicatiohiof inilitary
cunning.

531. Encirclement does not arise suddenly. It usually is the result of the
enemy's appearance on the .flanks and rear of the regiment (battalion).

It is necessary to distinguish a complete encirclement, when the enemy has
succeeded in establishing a continuous front around the regiment (battalion),
from a situation in which separate small units or groups of the enemy have ap-
peared in the rear of the regiment (battalion)4 In the latter case, there is no
encirclement.

532. Daring and timely organization of opposition to the encirclement has
decisive importance.

For opposition to the encirclement, the commander of a regiment (battalion)
is obliged to:

strengthen security; organize, additionally, reconnaissance and ambushes,
especially on the flanks and boundaries;

- strive not only to avert the encirclement, but also-to destroy the envel-
oping small units of the enemy;

-- organize the concentration of artillery and mortar fire in .the threatened



directions;

-- move the second echelon (reserve) and the artillery-antitank reserve of
the regiment to the. threatened direction;

-- occupy important points with the aim of not allowing the enemy to gain
the flanks and rear of the regiment (battalion);

- take measures for the construction of obstacles on the most important ap-
proaches to the flanks and rear.-

533. In the presence of an evident threat of encirclement, the commander of
a regiment (battalion) is obliged to:

-- organize quickly a defense of the important points and equip them for an-
titank defense, with the aim of preventing complete encirclement;

-- regroup men and materiel. especially tanks, self-propelled artillery, ar-
tillery, and small units of sappers with mines, in the threatened direction;

-- take measures for counteracting enemy attacks, boldly maneuvering tanks,
self-propelled artillery, artillery, and small units of sappers with mines, thus
not permitting the enemy to break up the combat formation of the regiment (batta-
lion);

-- organize control and communications for the support of combat in an en-
circlement, and establish uninterrupted communications with adjacent units and
with the commander of the division (regiment);

-- ensure for the small units the ammunition, fuel, lubricants, and rations
necessary for combat, and establish norms for their expenditure;

-- evacuate the wounded and sick to the rear, as well as materiel and docu-
ments not needed for combat;

- evacuate wounded and sick horses to the rear..

The regimental (battalion) commander reports to the division (regimental)
commander and infdrms adjacent units about measures that, he' has taken.

If the enemy succeeds in surrounding separate small units, the regimental
(battalion) commander, while continuing to carry out his combat mission and with-.
out waiting for the order of the division (regimental) commander, must .organize
without delay a breakthrough of the front of the encirclement for a link-up with
the surrounded small units.

534. During combat of a regiment (battalion) in an encirclement, before
measures are aken for restoring the situation or escaping from the encirclement,
the commander of the regiment (battalion) must:

- conduct continuous reconnaissance of the enemy;

-- form a continuous front for all-around defense, reliably secure the bound-
aries between small units, and firmly hold the occupied area;



-- organize antiaircraft and antitank defense, antichemical protection, and
the construction of obstacles, particularly in the directions of probable enemy
attacks;

-; maintain high combat spirit in the small units of the.regimenti(battalion),
their organization, and their constant readiness for combat;

-- establish and maintain coordination with the troops operating outside the
encirclement, and promptly mark his positions for friendly aviation;

-- designate a reserve, including in its composition a part of the tanks and
self-propelled artillery;

by fire and counterattacks, resist enemy attacks directed at, dispersing
the combat formation of the regiment (battalion), and destroy the enemy who has

wedged into the defense;

-- quickly and covertly maneuver small units, especially small units of tanks

and self-propelled artillery, shifting them to the threatened directions, and
promptly reconstitute reserves;

- locate the command (observation). post in :an area inaccessible to tanks or

in an antitank area (in a battalion antitank center of resistance), organize unin-
terrupted communications with the small units, and maintain radio communications
with troops operating outside the encirclement.;

-- organize the collection and shelter of the wounded;

-- give instructions regarding the location of rear service small units,
transport , and horses;

-- organize the receipt and assembly of supplies dropped from planes;

-- establish a strict schedule of expenditure of materiel of all types.

535. Escape of the regiment from the encirclement is carried out on the
order of the division commander; (escape/ of the battalion is carried out on the
order of the.regimental commander.

Escape from encirclement in small groups and without combat equipment is in-
admissible.

The regimental (battalion) commander must determine by reconnaissance weak
points.in. the disposition of the enemy, the presence:and locations of his re-
serves and weapons in depth, and also the nature of the terrain in the direction
chosen for the breakthrough.

536. In his decision for escape from encirclement, the regimental (batta-
lion) commander provides for:

-- the grouping of men and materiel for the breakthrough;

-- the sector and direction of the breakthrouh;



-- the composition of the small units detailed for carrying out the break-
through, for covering the breakthrough, and their missions;

-- the composition of the small units (screening forces), designated for se-
curing the flanks during. the breakthrough, and their missions;

-- the time and methods of breakthrough;

-- sectors for conducting demonstrations;

-- measures for e.nsuring the secrecy and surprise of the breakthrough;

the order of removal of equipment: horses, and transport from the
encirclement;

-- the order and sequence of withdrawal of the small units covering the
breakthrough;

-- the method of coordination with the troops operating outside the encircle-
ment;

-- the organization of control and communications during the breakthrough,
the method of identifying his positions for aviation, a nd the method of identify-
ing friendly troops operating from outside;

-- measures for the evacuation of the wounded and sick, the
order of removal of rear service small units, and the order of removal of materiel
and documents.

The regimental dommander, on the basis of the directives he has received, de-
termines which objects must be demolished and designates the commanders and small

sapper units responsible for this.

537. For carrying out the breakthrough, the regimental (battalion) commander
assigns no less than half of all forces and the greater part of the artillery,
tanks,. and self-propelled artillery.. Some of the small units are detailed as cov-
ering forces, with the mission of holding the occupied positions and not giving
the enemy an opportunity to constrict the front of encirclement.

Screening forces are detailed to resist the enemy's closing of the front of
encirclement, which has been broken in the course of the breakthrough.

Small units which are detailed as covering forces 'and screening forces are re-
inforced by artillery, tanks, self-propelled artillery, and small units of sappers
with equipment for erecting obstacles.

Tanks and self-propelled artillery which are attached for the reinforcement
of the small units detailed as .covering forces and screening forces are located
together with them, and are employed primarily for destruction of attacking enemy
tanks.

Reserves are located in the center of the combat formation of the regiment
(battalion), in 'readiness to support the combat of the small units detailed as
covering forces, and to exploit the success of the breakthrough.



538. Small units detailed for the breakthrough attack the enemy after an ar-
tillery preparation. Tanks and self-propelled artillery may be enlisted for par-
ticipation in .the artillery preparation; during this time, they usually conduct di-
rect fire., During a breakthrough. at night, it is sometimes advantageous to attack
suddenly, without an artillery preparation.: In this case,.the artillery opens fire
with the. beginning of the attack.

Small units detailed as covering forces must deceive the enemy by active oper-
ations and divert part of his forces from the direction of the breakthrough.

539. Artillery, tanks, and self-propelled artillery move out of the encircle-
ment together with.the.small units to which they are attached. Artillery under
the .direct control of the regimental (battalion) commander moves out- of the encir-
clement together with small units, carrying out, the breakthrough, supporting them
with fire.

540. Rear service small units. form into a column and move out of the encir-
clenient immediately after the small units carrying out the. breakthrough.' For cov-
ering rear service small units, small units may be assigned from the reserve on.
the instructions of the regimental commander. Transport is used in first priority
for evacuation of the wounded and sick.

In a cavalry regiment, horseholders and horses of the troops carrying out the
breakthrough move out of the encirclement behind their small units; with them also
move.the horseholders and horses of the small units detailed as covering forces and
screening forces.

541. Small units detailed as covering forces hold the occupied positions and
do not permit the constriction of the front of encirclement by the enemy. . They be-
gin the withdrawal, on the order of the regimental (battalion) commander.:. Their
withdrawal must be supported by artillery and mortar fire and covered by screening
forces. Tanks and. self-propelled artillery are the last to withdraw, covering by
fire and attacks the withdrawal of the infantry and artillery: The reserve of the
regiment (battalion) may be employed for ensuring the withdrawal ,of the small units
detailed as covering forces. Screening-forces withdraw on the order of the regi-
mental (battalion) commander.

During the escape from the encirclement, the regimental (battalion) commander
and his staff, as a rule, move with the small units making the breakout.
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Chapter XI

RELIEF OF UNITS AND SMALL UNITS

-542. The relief of a regiment .(battalion) 'can take place during offensive
or defensive combat. The order and sequente of relief are established by the di-
vision (regimental) commander.

A relief, as a rule, is carried out at night. Careful preparations must be
made for it, and it has to be carried out rapidly and secretly.

To prepare for a relief, not less than two to three hours of daylight are al
lowed each for regiment and battalion.

When an order for a relief is received, the staffs of the regiments (batta-
lions) which are turning over and takiig over a sector (area) jointly work out the
plan of relief. -

543. In the defense, before the relief begins, the commander of the regiment
(battalion) which is taking over the defense sector (area).and the commander of
the regiment (battalion) turning over the defense sector (area), together with
their subordinate commanders; conduct a reconnaissance in order to study and to de-
termine in, detail on the ground:

- the disposition of the enemy, his weapons, and the nature of his operations;

-- the combat formation and the disposition of the weapons of the units (small
units) turning over the defense sector (area);

-- the system of fire and observation and the .regime of fire;

-- the location of mined obstacles and other obstacles and their preparedness;

-- the terrain sectors on which the relief will take place, and their boundar-
ies in. relation to terrain features;

-- the routes for the movement of the small units to the relief sectors, and the
routes for the movement to assembly areas iof the small units which haye turned over.
the defense areas.

After conducting a reconnaissance, the regimental (battalion) commander makes a
decision, points out the order of relief, assigns missions: to his. subordinate and
supporting small units, and organizes coordination. At the established time, the re-
gimental (battalion) commander moves the small units into the departure area for the
relief.

544. For the concentration of the small units of the regiment which is taking
over a defense sector, a departure area is designated before the relief takes place;
for the regiment. (battalion) which is turning over a defense sector (area), an as-
sembly area is designated. Depending on the mission, conditions of the terrain and
the nature of enemy operations) the departur- irea and the assembly area of the / wo7re-
giment are designated at a distance of six to eight km from the main line of
resistance.



Assembly areas of battalions after the relief has taken place are designated
by the regimental commander at a distance of three to four km from the
main line of resistance; assembly areas of companies are designated by the batta-
lion commander at a distance of 1.5 to-2.km from the main line of'resistance.

The departure area (assembly area) must be concealed from enemy ground and
air observation, and be provided with concealed routes of approach and with good
approaches or communication trenches leading to the relief sectors (areas).

545. When small units of a regiment (battalion) are to be moved to relief sec-
tors (areas),: each company (battery) which is turning over a defense area (firing
positions) assigne guides, usually noncommissioned officers, but in soW ebases of-
ficers. These guides, under the command of an officer, arrive ahead of time at the
departure .area to escort the small units which are taking over the defense areas.

At the established time, the commanders of small units bring their small units
into the relief areas designated to them.

546. Small units which are taking over defense areas, on arrival in their
designated areas, immediately proceed with the relief. The relief of'the regiment-
al (battalion) small units usually is carried out in the following order: rifle
small units are relieved first; next, small units of heavy machine guns and heavy
grenade launchers; then the antitank guns, self-propelled artillery, and mortars of
the regiment (battalion); and finally the regimental artillery group.

The commanders of the, small units which are turning over defense areas hand
beer their positions, give the commanders of the small units which are taking over
defense areas-all information pertaining to the enemy and his conduct, familiarize
them with the location of obstacles and the direction of fire, and 'hand over range
cards, antitank range cards, and documents pertaining to the locations of mine
fields and other mined obstacles.

547. In order to retain the stability of the combat formations during -the re-
lief, artillery and mortar small units are moved out in first priority and are re-
lieved, as a rule, after the newly arrived rifle small units, small units of heavy
machine guns and heavy. grenade launchers, tanks, and self-propelled artillery have
carried out the relief and have- occupied the location (positions-) indicated to them.

All documents. which are accepted from the artillery and mortar small units
are carefully checked against the terrain.

548. Tanks and self-propelled artillery which occupy firing positions within
tie combat formations of rifle (motorized rifle) small units, as a rule are reas-
signed to the small units which have arrived for the relief, if the relief is car-
ried out by units (small units) of the same division (regiment).

If it becomes necessary to relieve tank and self-propelled artillety small
uriits, the relief, as a rule, takes place during the night, 24 hours after the rifle
(motorized rifle, cavalry) small units have been relieved, with the observance of
measures of concealment.. CaterpilJar tracks are concealed.

549., .All engineer installations, including mine fields and other mined ob-
stacles, are taken over only after they have been verified on the ground and com-
pared with the documents dealing with them.



When engineer installations are taken over, their purpose, condition and
degree of preparedness are determined in detail.

When mine fields and. other mined obstacles are taken over, their boundaries,
existing passages, and.their degree of preparedness are determined in detail.
When necessary, the condition of obstacles is spot-checked.

The taking over of engineer installations is organized by the commanders of
small units; the taking over of mine fields and bther mined obstacles is organi-
zed by the regimental engineer,, with the aid of officers and noncommissioned of-
ficers of the sapper small unit of the regiment.

550. During a relief, the regimental (battalion), commander who is taking over
a defense sector .(area), as a: rule, is situated at the observation post of the regi-
mental (battalion) commander who is turning over the sector (area), from where both
commanders direct the relief of their respective small units.

During the course of the relief, staff officers of the regiment (battalion)
check the order of relief of the small units and the readiness of weapons to open
fire in case of surprise enemy operations;

Upon the completion of a relief, the regimental (battalion) commander who has
taken over the defense sector (area) must personally check whether his small units
and weapons have correctly occupied their positions..

Wire communication of the units (small units) turning-over a defense sector
(area) are kept intact until the communications of the units (small units) taking
over the defense sector (area) are organized. In certain cases, wire communications
which have special importance are turned over to the units (small units) taking
over the defense sector. (area).

The transmittal of messages by radio when a relief is taking place is forbidden.

551. It is the responsibility of the regimental (battalion) commander who is
turning over the defense sector (area) to furnish protection for the relief. It
is his duty to take all measures to prevent a surprise enemy attack during the re-
lief.

For the protedtion. of the relief it is necessary to do the following:

increase observation and security, and also antitank and antiaircraft de-
fense, and antichemical protection;

have the artillery and weapons of the small units in complete readiness for
immediately opening fire; -

-- keep the second echelon and reserves in readiness for operations;

-- rigidly maintain the established regime of the small units on the sector
(area), of the relief;

-- keep in constant communication with all small units, especially with the
artillery. -



If, during the relief, the enemy goes over to the attack, the regimental
(battalion) commander who is turning over the defense sector (area) controls
the small, units who are repelling -the enemy attack, and also exercises authority
over the newly arrived relieving small-units.

The relief of the regiment (battalion) is resumed as soon as the enemy at-
tack is repulsed.

552. The regiment (battalion) which is taking over the defense sector
(area) must be in constant readiness to repulse a possible enemy attack. After
the relief, the same course of conduct that existed before the relief is strict-
ly observed..

1 The regiment (battalion) whidh has taken over the defense sector (are begins
to conduct reconnaissance by raids and ambushes only with the permission of the
division commander.

553. Small units which have turned over defense areas, with the permission
of the regimental commander, and after personnel and armament have been checked,
are moved before daybreak into an assembly area.

Second echelons and reserves are the last to be pulled out of the relief
area.

For the best study of the enemy and the most rapid familiarization with the
.defense areas, in some instances an officer and several noncommissioned officers
from .the regiment (battalion) which turned over the defense sector (area), and
who are well acquainted with the defense sector (area) and the enemy disposi-
tion, may.remain for 24 hours.

F 554. Regimental (battalion) commanders report through channels concerning
the turning over and acceptance of a defense sector (area).

The moment when the regimental (battalion) commander who has taken over the
defense sector (area) submits a report to his immediate superior is regarded as
the termination of the relief.

.555. A relief in the defense is recorded in an official document, which is
signed by the'regimental commanders receiving and turning over the defense sector..

During a. relief, the battalion .commander 'who takes over the defense area re-
ceives Lfrom the commander being relieve_/ a battalion defense chart which shows
the. disposition of his small units, the fire system and "the location of engineer
installations, and obstacles. The latest information pertaining to the enemy dis-
positions is also marked on the chart.

556. The relief of a regiment (battalion) in the attadk is carried out on a
predetermined line.

The regimental (battalion) commander who is taking over the sector, upon the
receipt of the mission, details .the situation on the terrain, makes a careful es-
timate of the time for the timely movement to the line designated for relief, makes



a decision, assigns missions to the small units, organizes coordination, control,
and communications, and sends out reconnaissance and combat security.

.The regimental (battalion) commander must pay special attention to taking mea-
sures for repelling possible enemy counterattacks.

The regiment (battalion) which Ls taking over a sector is deployed in com-
bat formation in the rear of the unit (small unit) which is turning over the
sector and,.under.the cover of:artillery fire and, when it becoies necessary, al-
so under the protection of smoke screens, moves to the line designated for the
relief, and acts in accordance with the assigned mission.

The unit (small unit) which is turning over a sector supports with its wea-
pons the regiment (battalion) which is taking over the sector, and, after the re-
lief takes place, it acts according to the.order of the division (regimental)
commander.
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Chapter XII

THE MOVEMENT OF UNITS AND SMALL UNITS

557. A regiment (battalion) can complete a tactical (administrative)
movement on organic or attached transport, on combat vehicles, and by a foot
march; it can be moved by rail, by water, or by air.

A cavalry regiment completes a tactical (administrative) move in mounted
formation or by rail.

A zone or a march route is indicated for the movement of a regiment, while
a march is indicated for .a battalion.

The regiment mnst.arrive in the. designated area on time and in full combat

readiness', regardless of its manner of movement.

558. The movement of troops must be carried out, as a rule, at night or
under other conditions of limited visibility. Independent of the time and.. the
means of movement, particular attention must be given to. camouflage, the or-
ganization of: antiaircraft and antichemical defense, and, during tactical
movements, the organization of antitank defense.

559. The regiment completes a mairch independently or as part of the divi-
sion. When completing a march as part of the division, the regiment may move
on a separate march route,, in the column of the division's main body, or may
comprise the advance guard (rear god) of the division.

The march formation of the regiment, depending on the circumstances, the
tasks, and the number of march routes set aside for the division, consists of

one, two, or three march columns.

In the movement of the regiment on several march routes, each battalion may
move on a separate match route; or the main body may move on one march route,
while one battalion moves on another march route.

The cavalry (tank and self-propelled) regiment moves on one march route in a sin-
gle march column.

A battalion march formation consists of a single march column..

Regimental rear service small units on the march. move in an independent
column at a distance of up to 500 meters (in the cavalry, up to 250 meters)
from the tail of the column of the main body of the regiment. Battalion rear
service small units move at the. tail of the battalion column.

Distances between vehicles and small units are indiOated depending on the

speed of .movement:. During .daytime movement, distances. between battalions are
500 meters; between companies and batteries, up to 100 meters; between platoons
(vehicles), up to 25 to 50 meters. At night distances are shortened.

In antiaipatiori of an enemy air attack, distances between battalions
(troops) are increased up to 1 to 2 kilometers.
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560.. The speed of movement of troops on the march depends on the t asks, the
condition of the troops, the state of the roads, the weather, the time of the year,
and the time of day.

The average speed of movement of troops on the march and the length of the
daily movement of the regiment (battalion) constitute:

Units (small units) Average speed Length of the
and of movement daily movement

means of movement km per hour in kiloneters

Day Night Normal Forced

Rifle units and small
units.
a) foot-march 4 4 30 up to 45

b) personnel light-
ly loaded .5 5 -

c) on skis 45 4-5 - -

d) transported by
vehicles (ar-
mored personnel
carriers) 20-25 15-20 up to 150 up to 200

Cavalry units 7 4-5 50 up to 75

Tank ahd iechanized
units 15-25 15 up to 150 up to 200

tillery units:
a) tractor prime

movers 12-18 12 up to 100 up to 150

b) vehicle prime
movers 20-25 15-20 up to 150 up to 200

561. Long.and short halts, overnight halts (daytime rest), and one-day halts
are designated for conserving the strength of personnel and horses and for looking
after equipmerit.

A 10-minute short .halt is madd by rifle units ma hing on foot
after each 50 minutes of marching, and also by cavalry units after one to one and
a hilf hours of movement. Rifle units transported by vehicles (armored personnel
carriers) and .mechanized, tank, and motorized artillery units make n
a 20-to 30 -minute halt after every twc to three hours of movement.
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Rifle units on foot and cavalry units which are moving on separate march routes.
make the first short halt after 30 minutes of-movement. Rifle units trans-
ported by vehicles .(armored personnel carriers), and mechanized, tank, and motorized
artillery units, depending upon the length of the column ane the condition of the
march route, make the first short halt after one to two hours of movement.
The senior 'coinmander determines the time for the first short halt when several. units
are moving on a single march route.

The organization of. the columns at short halts is not disturbed. The vehicles
are parked on the right side of the road at intervals of not less than ten me-
ters. Personnel dismount from the trucks and dispose themselves on the right sia
of the road. -

Long halts for all arms are designated usually at the beginning of the second

half of a day's march and have a length of two to four hours; during night movements
long halts are not designated.

Small units of the regiment (battalion), for disposition at a long halt, move
off the road and dispose themselves for rest in the areas which are designated for
them. Camouflage measures are observed. Hot food is served to the personnel.
Regimental (battalion) march security halts on advantageous lines and continues to
maintain security.

An overnight halt is designated after a day's movement. If the movement'is
-made at night, then a daytime rest is designated instead of an overnight halt.

A one-day halti(one-day rest) is designated: during a normal march, afte:
three defour days of movement; during a forced march, after two to three days
of movement

Halts, overnight halts (daytime rest), and one-day halts must be designated well
ahead of time in areas having favorable conditions for camouflaging troops, while
avoiding the use' of 'inhabited points. The troops, at thd same time, must be prepared
for repelling an enemy ground or air attack.

562. The beginning of a movement is determined by the passage of the initial
point- (line). The movement of columns is regulated by lines. rhaelines for the
regiment (battalion) are ustally designated for each one to tvohours of
movement.

The head of the column of the main body of the regiment' (battalion) passes the
initial points and phase lines at the appointed time.

563. In organizing and executing a ma ch, small units must be given time for
sleeping and eating, and water discipline must be observed. It is necessary to check
on the adjustment of personal equipment and footgear and on the condition of the
horses, arms, equipment, and transport.

..Before the beginning: of a march, no more than a battalion (artillery battalion)
is allowed to. congregate in a single area. In the cavalry, no more than a regiment
is allowed to congregate Zin a single area_
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564. A regiment (battalion) on the march must strictly observe the established
order and the evenness of movement.

The movement is made along the right side of the road. The left side of the
road is used for passing and for oncoming traffic. Small rifle units marching on
foot and small cavalry units may move along both shoulders of. the road.

Personnel marching on foot or on horseback, and tanks, self-propelled artillery,
and all .types of vehicles move in the formation in the places assigned them.

Stopping of vehicles is permitted only on the right shoulder or on the right
side off the road.

The passing of one column by another is made with the permission of the senior
officer..

565. In anticipation of a clash with the enemy, reconnaissance on a march must
promptly disclose the advance of the enemy and determine his strength, composition,
direction of movement, and the nature of his actions. For reconnoitering the enemy,
the regiment sends out a reconnaissance detachment (separate mounted.patrol) or sep-
arate reconnaissance patrols. A battalion marching along a separate route sends out
separate reconnaissance patrols. In addition, on the march, the regimental head-
quarters receives information .about.the enemy from higher headquarters, adjacent
units, and reconnaissance aircraft.

566. Troops on the march are protected by march security.

Tasks for march security are:

-- protecting the troops being secured from a sudden. enemy ground attack and, by
active operations, creating for them the most advantageous conditions for deploying
and- entering combat;

-- promptly warning the troops of the appearance of enemy aircraft, tanks, or of
a chemical attack;

-- not allowing the enemy reconnaissance to pierce the zone of movement of the
troops which are being secured.

567. A regiment which is moving toward the front is protected:

-- to the front, by an advance guard (when proceeding independently or when pro-
ceeding along a separate route as part of the division);

-- to the front, by a leading detachment /golovnym otryadom/ (when proceeding in
the division advance guard);

-- on the flanks, by flank guards Lbokovymi pokhodnymi zastavami/;-

to the rear, by a rear party /tylnoy pokhodnoy zastavoy/;

- by local security.
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The advance guard (leading detachment) is detailed in the strength of a

reinforced battalion.

A cavalry regimelnt moving toward the front, in all cases; is protected

by a leading detachment consisting of a reinforced troop. A tank and self-

propelled regiment is protected by an advance party consisting of a reinforced

company.

Flank guards and rear parties in the regiment are sent out in strength of

up to a reinforced company (in the cavalry and in tank and self-propelled re-
giments, in strength of a platoon).

For local security in a regiment, eagh battalion sends out patrols (from

cavalry troops, patrol members Ldozornyy /).

A regiment inarching in the. column of the main body of the division sends
out only local security.

A regiment,. when proceeding along two or three march routes, does not

designate a general dvance guard, but the columns are guarded to the front

by advance parties golovymi pokhodnymi zastavami/.

The distance of the head of the column of the main body from the tail of

the column of the advance guard (leading detachment) depends on the situation..
The average distance is

--up to six kilometers for a rifle regiment moving on foot and for a

cavalry regiment;

-up to twelve kilometers for a rifle regime.ntsmoving on vehicles

(armored personnel carriers) and for mechanized and tank units.

The:distance of the head of the column of the Avance guard from the tail

of the coluina of the leading detachment, 'when moving on vehicles (armored

personnel carriers), can be up to eight kilometers.

Advance parties, flank guards, and rear parties are sent out to a distance

of up to three kilometers.

568 A regiment, in moving from the front toward the rear, is protected:

-- on the side of the enemy, by the rear guard (when proceeding' indepen-
dently or on a separate march route as part of the division);

-- 'onthe side of the enemy, by a rear detachment (when proceeding as the

rear guard of the division);

-- from the flanks, by flank guards;

-- by an advance party along the route of movement;

-- by local security.
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A cavalry regiment moving from the front toward the rear is, in all
cases, guarded by a rear detachment. A tank and. self-propelled regiment is
guarded by a rears party.

In a' regiment, a reinforced battalion is usually detailed as the rear
guard (rear detachment). (In the cavalry regiment, it is a reinforced troop;
and, in the tank and self-propelled regiment, a reinforced company is detailed
as a rear party).

A regiment, moving as part of the main body of a division which has a
general rear guard- is covered' b a rear party consisting of a reinforced com-

pany (in the cavalry, a reinforced platoon), and by flank guards consisting
of up to 'a platoon each.

A general rear guard is not designated when a regiment is proceeding

along two or- three march routes; but the columns are protected by rear parties.

The distance of the.regimental rear guard (rear detachment). from the
tail of the- column of the main body depends upon the situation and may reach
five kilometers.

The distance of a regiment, -which is moving as the rear guard of a
division, from the tail of the column of the. main body of the division de-

pends on the situation and may reach ten kilometers.

The advance parties, sent out ahead on the route of movement, move at a
distance of up to five kilometer from 'the head of the column.

569. A regiment marching to a flank is protected:

--by a flank guard Lbokovoy avangard/ on the threatened flank (in an
independent movement along a separate march route);

--by a .flaik detachment on the threatened flank (when moving in the
flank guard of the division)

--by an.advance party, in the .direction of the movement;

--to the rear, by a rear party;

--by local security.

A cavalry regiment marching to. a flank in all instances is protected

by a flank detachment. The tank and..self-propelled regiment is protected by
a flank guard.

In a. regiment, a reinforced battalion is usually detailed as the flank
guard (flank detachment). (In the cavalry regiment, it is 'a reinfforced
troop; in the tank and self-propelled regiment, a reinforced company is de-
tailed as a flank guard.)

In a flank march, and when necessary during other types of marches, stationary
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flank security, consisting of up to a reinforced platoon,. is moved out on the most
important belt roads, forest lanes, and corcealed approaches along the flanks of the
march route. ...After the passage of the regimental column, the security then joins
the tail of the dolumn.

570.. A battalion which is moving on a separate march route, or in the advance
guard (leading detachmbnt), in the rear guard (rear detachment), or in the
flank guard: (flank detachment) of a regiment, sends out an advance party inthe direc-
tion of the enemy in strength of up-to a company; in the remaining directions, it
sends out advance parties in strength of up to a platoon, or it sends out points Zczor7.

Advance parties send out points

During overnight halts (daytime rest) or one-day halts, march security .becomes
security at the halt, or is replaced by newly designated security at the halt.

571. The antiaircraft defense of the regiment (battalion) on the march is or-
ganized in accordance with the measures being carried out by the division (regi-
mental) commander.

The regimental (battalion) commander must:

-- organize air observation, warning, and communication;

- -- indicate the recognition signals of airplanes, and the method of and signals for
identifying sirall units to friendly aircraft;

-- assign tasks to antiaircraft snail units for the cover of the regiment (bat-
talion) on the march, and. indicate the order of their displacement;

-- designate small rifle units for alert duty and machine guns to deliver fire
on low-flying enemy aircraft;

- plan camouflage measures and the employment of routes covered from air ob-
servation;

-- organige the protection of the column from enemy air attacks in pa sing
through. defilesj crossing bridges, and traversing river crossings;

- indicate the method :of operations of the small units in case of an enemy air
attack.

572. Air observation, warning) and communication posts move as part of the
march -security and in the column of the main body. Some of the posts may be sta-
tionary, having been sent out ahead of time under the cover of reconnaissance.

Antiaircraft small units -move in the columns, ready to repulse enemy air attacks
or to take up promptly firing positions for the purpose of covering individual sec-.
tors of the march route especially defiles bridges, and river crossings.

As soon as a warning signal is received concerning the appearance of enemy air-
craft, all antiaircraft small units prepare for the conduct of fire. The columns
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disperse and, depending on the situation, continue the march or halt. In case the
march is not halted, the columns increase their speed; distances between vehicles
are increased up to 100 meters. In case the march does halt,. personnel quickly
jump off the vehicles on the order of the commander and take cover; transport and
equipment are camouflaged. Cavalry small units dismount in case the march is halt-
ed, occupy the nearest cover, and camouflage themselves. With the appearance of
enemy aircraft, the antiaircraft small units and the small units which were detalied
to fire on low-flying enemy aircraft repel their attack.

Once the enemy air attack has been repulsed, the column immediately resumes the
march; on a signal giveri by the regimental (battalion) commander; measures are .taken
to give aid to the wounded; for which purpose the necessary means are left there.

If an enemy air drop (landing). takes place near the route. of march, the regi-
mental (battalion) comnander must immediately take.measures to destroy it and must
report it to a senior officer.

573. Inorganizing antitank defense. on the march, the regimental (battalion)
commander must-

-- organize the observation of the ground and the warning of the appearance of
enemy tanks;

.-- distribute the artillery, including antitank artillery, throughout the col-
umn.

-- reinforce the small units assigned to security with antitank artillery;

- detail the artillery-antitank i'eserve of. the regiment, reinforcing it with
small sapper units equipped with means.,for setting up engineer obstacles;

-- designate the lines of possible deployment of the regiment for repelling
tank attacks.

In case enemy tanks appear, the regiment .acts in accordance with. the require-
ments laid down for a meeting engagement.

In case minor enemy tank groups appear, they are destroyed by the small se-
curity units. The regiment continues the march.

574. In organizing the engineer support of the march, the regimental commander
must:.

organize the engineer reconnaissance of roads, bridges, crossings, areas of
halts, overnight halts (daytime rest), one-day halts, areas of troop concentration,
water sources, and possible lines of deployment;

detail a march support detachment for the regiment and assign its missions;

-.'take measures for preparing water sources and water supply points, and for
the construction of cover in the areas of long halts, overnight halts (daytime
:rests), and one-day halts, and in the concentration area;

detail small sapper units to sectors of roads which. are difficult to pass,
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for ensuring the movement of artillery and transport, and, if necessary, attach
sapper small units to battalions moving in independent columns;

-- provide for camouflage measures during the march and during disposition
at a halt;

-- provide for the timely procurement of means of improving performance
which are to be supplied to the combat and transport vehicles.

575. A march support detachment for the regiment is detailed in strength
up to a rifle company (in the cavalry, up to a platoon), lreinforced witl/ not
less than a sapper platoon with road-building and other special vehicles and a
squad of chemical troops.

The detachment must carry out:

- engineer and chemical reconnaissance of the roads, bridges, and cross-
ings on the route of march;

-- the removal of obstacles on the roads, and the reconnaissance and pre,
paration of by-passes of bad sections of road;

-- the repair of roads and the construction of cross-country routes;

-- the repair of bridges and the preparation of crossings across small riv-
ets.

Furthermore, the march support detachment may be used for reconnaissance
and for removing mines in the concentration areas of the regiment.

The march support detachment sends out patrols for its own local security.

576. In organizing antichemical defense on the march, the regimental (bat-
talion) commander must:

- organize chemical reconnaissance, observation, and warning;

-- provide the small units with means of antichemical d efense;

-- provide for measures for decontaminating terrain, weapons, combat equip-
ment, and transport, and also for rendering aid to those made casualties by
poisonous substances.

The regimental chemical small unit is primarily used for chemical reconnais-
sance. For this purpose, chemical redonnaissance'patrols are assigned to the ad-
vance guard (leading detachment) and to reconnaissance small units. Chemical
small units attached to the regiment move in the advance guard (in the main body)
and are prepared to decontamirate weapons, combat equipment, transport, and the
terrain.

Contaminated sectors of the terrain which are. discovered on the march route
are marked off, and roads to b ass them are indicated, In the event there are
no roads to bypass them, passages are made or chemical defense means are employed
to overcome them.-
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When the enemy aircraft warning signal is given, all personnel, in addition
to taking antiaircraft defense measures, immediately bring into the position of
"readiness" fiagotovyPT individual chemical defense equipment. When the chemical
attack begins, they put it on.

Those afflicted with poisonous substances are immediately given first aid,
and weapons, combat equipment, and transport are decontaminated. The borders
of the contaminated sectors are marked off, and commandantV posts are set up.

577. Upon, receiving the order for a march, the regimental commander organ-
izes reconnaissance and issues a warning order, in which he indicates the time of
readiness for moving out, the extent of each day's movement, and the measures for
preparing the small units for the march.

578. The organization of the march and of the march formation for the regi-
ment (battalion) in anticipation of a clash with enemy ground forces must corres-
pond to the purpose of the forthcoming operations.

In organizing a march, the regimental commander must:

-- take into consideration the distance of the. enemy ground forces and the
possibility of clashing with them;

-- determine the extent of each day's movement and the time necessary to
complete the march;

-- evaluate the route of the march, keeping in mind the possibility of at-
tack by enemy aircraft and tanks.

Making the decision for the march, the regimental commander determines:

-- the goal of the march and the time necessary to complete it;

-- the regiment's route of march;

-- the manner of forming the column;

-- the lines of a possible clash with the enemy and the order of deploying
the regiment for. combat;

-- the composition and missions of the small units assigned to reconnaissance;

-- the composition and missions of the march security;

-- the composition and missions of the march support detachment;

-- the time at which the security and the main body will cross the initial
point (line) and the phase lines;

-= the areas of long halts, overnight halts (daytime rest), and one-day halts;

--. measures for antiaircraft, antitank, and antichemical defense;

- measures for the material and technical supply of the regiment;
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-- the organization of control and communications.

579. To ensure a night march by the regiment (battalion), it is necessary:
to reconnoiter the route of themarch before nightfall and organize the comman-
dant's service; to take measures to.:repair roads, bridges, and river crossings;
to select guides who are well acquainted with the terrain; and to put markings on
vehicles (trailers, guns) which can be seen well in the darkness.

Before a night march, personnel must be given sufficient time durirg the day

for rest and eating.

On a regimental (battalion) night march,. distandes are decreased and blackout
isstrictly observed. The march. security distance ahead is decreased, and lo-
cal security is strengthened.

The movement of the head of the column is completed in such time that before
daybreak there is sufficient time for the small units marching behind to close in-
to their halting places and to camouflage themselves.

The switch from a daytime- to a night march is organized before darkness sets
in and is activated on a prearranged signal, either during the movement and before
darkness sets in or after the regimental (battalion) column has stopped for a
halt.

580. A regimental (battalion) march in a forest. is ensured by strong recon-
naissance and by the all-around.security of each column.

March security must be capable of independently overcoming obstables and bar-
riers. The distance of. the security and the distances between small :units in the
column of .the main body are shortened. Roads, lanes, and trails on the route of
march are thoroughly reconnoitered.

Signs which can be easily seen are set up on roads, lanes, and trails, show-

ing the directions -to the nearest populated points and the distances to them.
Movement control posts are established at road intersections and junctions, and
at road sectors where passage is difficult:

To insure the movement of vehicle columns on forest roads and lanes, mounted
patrols are organized. Where necessary, the road being traveled is widened and
cleared of trees.

Ina roadless forest, movement is carried out by azimuth. Phase lines are
designated more frequently than on open terrain.

In small woods, the regimental (battalion) column is moved forward after the
march security has reached the opposite edge of the woods.

581. During intense cold in the wintettime, long halts are usually not-given.
When movement is being carried out in vehicles in intehse cold, short halts are
given every 1 to 1.5 hours of movement. Vehicles darrying personnel are equipped
with covers; the floor of tLhe :vehicle body is covered with. hay, straw, or branches
of coniferous trees. ::When riding in open vehicles, personnel, except for observ-
ers; are seated:with their backs to the direction of movement; tent sections are
used as protection against the wird: At halts, personnel exercise. In the cavalry,
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to warm personnel and rest the horses, The men dismount more ofteh and leac their,
hore.

During movement on skis and on horseback,. leading small units are relieved
every hour; during movement on foot through areas without roads or on roads cov-
ered with snow, they are relieved after every 20 to 30 minutes of movement.

In organizing a march through heavy mud LrasputitsaJ, special attention must
be given to the timely reconnaissance and preparation of routes of march, to mea-
sures for caring for horses, to increasing the mobility of transport, and to pull-
ing out vehicles stuck on the road.

Long halts should be given in areas suitable for quartering regimental (bat-
talion) small units. These areas should give personnel a chance to rest, get
warm, and dry their clothing, equipment, and footwear. At short and long halts,
vehicles and weapons are inspected. and the mud. cleaned from them; the horses'
shoes and hoofs: should be inspected.

582. A march in the mountains is organized with consideration of the pro-
file of the route of march.

In computing a foot or cavalry march on mountain roads (paths) having a ris-
ing or falling gradient of more than 100, one hour for every 300 meters of ascent
or descent is added.

In negotiating ascents or descents, distances between vehicles are increased up
to 50 to 100 meters.

In a march over sectors difficult to traverse, tank and artillery units
(small units), -as a rule, move as independent columns on a common route or on a
separate route,

In mountain passes and on narrow roads, only one-way movement takes place, and
primarily during daylight hours. In a night movement in dangerous areas, barriers
and visual signals are set up.

The control of movement on mountainous sectors of roads is strengthened. In
narrow places, at sharp turns, and in.passes, additional traffic control posts
with telephone communications are set up.

Movement support detachments are sent out, as a rule, on every route of march.

On steep ascents and descents, measures are taken for braking artillery roll-
ing equipment, vehicles, and carts.

In moving up steep ascents in either mounted or dismounted formation, stops of
,up to 3 minutes are made every 15 to 20 minutes of movement. These are in addition
Ito short halts.

Large halts are designated on suitable lines, before ascents, and at water
sources.

During a march in mountains, small units must have equipment and devices for
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overcoming mountain streams and steep ascents and descents.

In sectors which do not allow sending out flank-march security, stationary
flank security is set up. Stationary flank security is established on commanding
heights, in mountain passages in valleys, and on roads and paths leading to the
route of niarch.

583. During the organization of a march in deserts and steppes special atten-
tion is paid to antiaircraft defense.

The length of a day's march is usuallydependent on the presence of sources of
water and: supplies of heating fuel./toplivo/ along the route of march, or on the
possibility of the establishment of.water supply points and the procurement of heat-
ing fuel.

Commanders must see to tbe strict observance of water discipline. In case of
necessity, supplies of water for drinking and for technical needs, as well as sup-
plies of heating fuel, are carried along with .the troops..

During a march in extreme heat,- measures are taken for protecting personnel
from heat prostration and sunstroke, as well as measures for protecting horses
from sunstroke.

584. Before a march, the following must be provided for: .the replenishing
of transportable reserves up to the norm, the replansihing of expended materiel at
long halts, overnight halts (daytime rests), and one-day halts, and also' the meth-
od of providing small units with hot food.

In the organization of medical support, the method of evacuation of the wounded
and sick to medical installations is planned.

In the organization of veterinary support, the method of evacuating wounded and
sick horses to veterinary hospitals is planned.

585. Technical support of combat -and transport vehicles on the march and at
long halts includes the method of servicing them technically, the delivery of fuel
and, lubricants, the method of repair and evacuation of disabled vehicles, and the
method of directing to the small units those vehicles which have fallen out and have
been repaired..

586. The regimental commander and his staff usually advance at the head of. the
column of the main body the battalion commander, with, his staff, usually advances
at the head of the battalion column.

587. Communication on the march is crganized with. reconnaissance smnall units,
with small units designated.for security within the regimental (battalion) column,
and. with adjacent units. The .principal means of communication on the march are ra-
dio mobile means of communication, and visual signals. In the regiment, in addi-
tio, liaison officers are sent out.: Radios operate on a listening watch /na pri-
yem/, and are used for the transmission of signals according to a prearranged table,
if this has not been prohibited by higher headquarters.

For the, reception and trensmission of visual signals an observer is designated
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for each vehicle.

588. The regimental (battalion) commander, having received an order for
movement by rail or water, makes a decision for the organization of the march
to the marshaling area and a decision for the movement. In the decision for
the movement, the regimental (battalii.) Wn must provide for:

-- the distribution of small units among echelons (railroad cars) or ships.,.
and the sequence of their loading;

-- the quartering areas of small units in the marshaling area before load-
ing;

-- the tasks connected with the engineer preparation of the marshaling
area and of the routes of approach to it and to the loading station (wharf);

-- the method of organization of antiaircraft defense, and other measures
for the combat support of the regiment;

-- the manner of material, technical, and medical support and of the or-
ganization of the feeding of small units en route, as well as of the organiza-
tion of the feeding of horses;

-- ,measures for the preservation of military secrecy.

589. During the organization and planning of the movement of a regiment
(battalion) by air, the regimental (battalion). commander, on the basis of the
order he has received, must:

in conjunction with ,the staff of the large unit (unit) of troop carrier
aviation, determine the order of moving the regiment (battalion) and,. in accor-
dance with the mission received, make a breakdown of the .small units by flight
echelons;

-- determine marshaling areas and areas of assembly after the landing, and
the order and times of concentration of the small units in them;.

-- outline measures for the antiaircraft defense and camouflage of the
small units of the regiment (battalion);..

-- organize within the small units training in loading in planes (gliders)
and in debarking from them, and in loading and unloading arms, combat equipment,
transport, and cargo.
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Chapter XIII

DISPOSITION OF UNITS AND SMALL UNITS AT
A HALT AND THE ORGANIZATION OF SECURITY

590. Depending upon the situation, the regiment (battalion) is disposed at a
halt :

outside inhabited points (in a bivouac) /bivako/

in inhabited points (in billits) Lpo kvartirom7;

- in a combination of both (in both billets and bivouac Lkvartiro-bivakom/.

The method of disposing a regiment (battalion) in an area allotted to it depends
upon the situation and the nature of the terrain.

Outside inhabited points, small'units of the regiment (battalion) build huts and
dugouts. For protectionagainst air attack slit trenches are dug for personnel and
cover, is prepared for vehicles and horses.

In inhabited points, small units are disposed closer to the outskirts; personnel
with'their weapons are ,located in houses or other structures; horses are kept in barns

or under canopies; and equipment and transport are concealed outside buildings..
The guarding of equipment, transport, and buildings occupied by troops is organized.

When disposed in both bivouac and billets, aid stations are located in buildings
in first priority.

When the regiment (battalion) is disposed in inhabited points, houses designat-
ed for occupation by headquarters and communications centers are cleared of local in-
habitants.

Personnel arriving:at headquarters in vehicles or on horseback must not.. disclose
its location. Concealed parking areas for. vehicles and horses are designated apart
from the headquarters.

591. To select :a regimental area. on the terrain, the staff organizes a timely
reconnaissance. In order to distribute the regimental area among the small units,
billeting personnel are sent out as follows: from every company (troop, battery),
one noncommissioned:officer; from every battalion (artillery battalion), one officer;
from the regiment, a group of officers of various specialities headed by a staff of-
ficer who has paiticipated in the reconnaissance.

In moving to the designated area, billeting personnel are protected by members
of a patrol. Ldozornymj/; and while working in the area of disposition of the regi-
ment, they are.protected by members of a.patrol and by separate security posts
.otdelnymi storozhevymi postarrij. To the senior billeting.officer, there is assigned
from a squad to a platoon for security. To maintain communications with the regiment-
al commander, the senior billeting officer is furnished with the necessary means of
communication.
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All work of the billeting personnel is organized and unified by the senior billet-

ing officer who is usually assigned from among the officers of the regimental staff.
When a battalion (troop) is disposed separately, work is organized and unified by an
officer from the battalion (troop).

The senior billeting officer, having arrived in the area, must do the following:

allocate the subdivisions of the area to the small units;

- inspect the sanitary and veterinary conditions of the area, determine the

presence and quality of water, distribute water sources among small units, and ar-
range for guarding them;

- select locations for the headquarters, communications centers, and rear ser-

vice -small units.

Por the designation of points and places that are ursutable iathe sanitary and veter-
inary sense, appropriate markers are set up.

592. Upon the approach of the regiment (battalion) to the area of disposition,
billeting personnel meet their small units and guide them to the locations assigned
for their disposition.

Halting and waiting by small units on roads leading into the areas of disposition

tenot permitted.

It is forbidden to put inscriptions on houses and fences, to put up markers with

an indication of the names of units (small units) or their numbering, or to inscribe

the surnames of commanders of units (small units).

593. When the regiment (battalion) is disposed in an area liberated from the.
enemy, the regimental (battalion) commander preliminarily organizes a careful recon-
naissance of the area.

The clearing of individual enemy soldiers and small groups from the area allocat-

ed for the disposition of the regiment is carried out by personnel from small units

detailed for this purpose.

Mine fields,.mined objects, and contaminated sectors which are discovered are

marked and guarded. In case of necessity,.passages are made on the routes of move-.
ment or detours are designated.

Supplies left behind by. the enemy are placed under guard, inspected, and
not used without permission of the division (regimental) commander.

594. The regiment (battalion), when disposed 4t a halt, protects itself by
means of outpost security _storozhevym okhraneniyem/ .

Outpost security must be all-around and must cover all roads and approaches lead-
ing to the area of the regiment (battalion) which is being secured.

When a tank battalion is disposed separately from its regiment, motorized rifle.
small units should be attached to it for performing outpost security.
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595. For its own protection, a regiment that is disposed separately sends
out, on a threatened direction; an outpost lotdelnaya storozhevaya zastavaJ up
to a company in strength (in a cavalry regiment, up to two platoons), reinforced
with artillery, mortars, machine guns; tanks, self-propelled artillery, and sap-

per small units; on a secondary direction, it sends out outposts up to, a platoon
each in strength. or senarate outguards lotdelnyye polevyye karaulyj of one or two
squads each in strength (in the cavalry, a squad each in strength).

A separately disposed battalion sends out on a threatened direction an out
-ost up to a reinforced platoon in strength, and in secondary directions, sea-
rate outguards of one to two squads each.

The number of outposts and separate outguards sent out each time is deter-
mined by the following:

-= the distance from the enemy;

the time required to deploy the regiment (battalion);

== the importance of the direction being protected;

the nature of the ter-rain and observation conditions.

Outposts (separate outguards) are relieved after one to two days.

When disposed deep in the rear of friendly troops, the regiment (battalion) .
sends out only local security.

596. Depending upon conditions of observation and the nature of the terrain,
an outpost line is situnted, on the average, at a distance of 4 to 6 km from the
troops being protected. It must lie on a line whidhis suitable for defense, which is
covered by antitank obstacles, and which provides good observation toward the ene-

my,

597: An outpost receives a security zone, a Jine for defense, and a line up

to which it must conduct reconnaissance.

Outposts receive security zones with a frontage as follows: a reinforced

company receives a security zone uip to 3 km in width; a reinforced platoon (in
the cavalry, up to two reinforced platoons) receives a'security zone up to 1.5
km -in .width .

An outpost of company strength conducts reconnaissance in its zone with sep-
arate reconnaissande patrols (in the cavalry, with members of a. patrol) to a. depth
of 2 to 3 km.

A separate outguard is sent out to a distance of np to 1.5 km. It is as-
signed a position for defense and a zone for observation and the conduct of fire.

598. When the regiment:(bat+alion) is disposed at a halt after a :march, the
march security becomes the outpost security or is replaced by newly designated out-
post security..
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Upon resumnption of movement, the outpost security remains in place until the
march security small units have crossed the outpost line; after this, outpost se-
curity ceases operations and joins the' tail of the column of the main body or its
own small units.

599. When units and small units are disposed at a halt, communications are
organized with outposts, separate.outguards, and small units of the regiment
(battalion) and attached units (small units) by the use of wire, radio, and mobile
means of communication. Radio is used with the beginning of battle. In addition,
communication is established with the outpost security by means of visual.signals,
for which constant observation from the area in which the regiment (battalion).is
disposed is maintained.

600. For local security, the regiment .(battalion) sends out separate outguards,
separate security posts lotdelnyye storozhevyye postyl and organizes .patrolling by
members of a patrol. In addition, an alert small unit is. designated.

The commander of an alert small unit conducts a reconnaissance of the area de-
signated to him for defense, and prepares a plan of operations for the alert small
unit.
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595. For its owni'rotection, a regiment that is disposed separately sends
out, on a threatened direction; an outpost lotdelnaya. storozhevaya zastava7 up
to a company in strength (in a cavalry regiment, up to two platoons), reinforced
with artillery, mortars, machine guns, tanks, self-pro.pelled artillery, and sap-
per small units; on a secondary direction, it sends out outposts up to a platoon
each in strength or senarate outp-uards lotdelnyye polevyye karaul/ of one or two
squads each in strength (in the cavalry, a squad each in strength).

A separately disposed battalion sends out on a threatened direction an out
post up to a reinforced platoon in strength, and in secondary directions, sej;-
rate outguards of one to two squads each.

The number of outposts and separate outguards sent out each time is deter-
mined by the following:

-- the distance from the enemy;

the. time required to deploy the regiment (battalion);

=- the importance of the direction being protected;

the nature of the terrain and observation conditions.

Outposts (separate outguards) are relieved after one to two days..

When disposed deep in the rear of friendly troops, the regiment (battalion)
sends out only local security.

596. Depending upon conditions of observation and the nature of the terrain,
an outpost line is situated, on the average, at a distance of 4 to 6 km from the
troops being protected. It must lie on a line whidh is' suitable for defense, t'hich Is
covered by antitank obstacles, and which provides good observation toward the ene-
my.

597;' An outpost receives a security zone, a line for defense, and a line up
to which it must conduct reconnaissance.

Outposts receive security zones with a frontage' as follows: a reinforced
compariy receives a security zone up to 3 km in width; a reinforced platoon (in
the cavalry, up to two reinforced platoons) receives a security zone up to 1.5
km in width.

An outpost of company strength conducts reconnaissance in its zone with sep-
arate'reconnaissance patrols (in the cavalry, with members of a. patrol) to a depth
of 2 to 3 km.

A separate outguard is sent out to'a distance of tp to 1.5 km. It is as-
signed a position for defense and a zone for observation and the conduct of fire.

598. When the regiment (bat+alion) is disposed. at. a halt after a march, the
march security becomes the outpost security or is replaced by newly designated out-
post security.'
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Upon resumption of movement, the outpost security remains in place until the
march security small units have crossed the outpost line; after this, outpost se-
curity ceases operations and joins the'tail of the column of the main body or its
own small units.

599. When units and small units are disposed at a halt, communications are
organized with outposts, separate.outguards, and small units of the regiment.
(battalion) and attached units (small units) by the use of wire, radio, and mobile
means of communication. Radio is used with the beginning of battle. In addition,
communication is established with the outpost security by means of visual.signals,
for which constant observation from the area in which the regiment (battalion) is
disposed is maintained.

600. For local security, the regiment (battalion).sends out separate outguards,
separate security posts lotdelnyye storozhevyye posty7 and organizes patrolling by
members of a patrol. In addition, an alert small unit is designated.

The commander of an alert small.unit conducts a reconnaissance of the area de-
signated to him for defense, and prepares a plan of-operations for the alert small
unit.

If the alert small unit must for any reason leave the area of disposition, a
new alert small unit is immediately designated.

601. The area in which the regiment (battalion) is disposed is prepared for
all-around antitank defense. The regimental (battalion) commander must:

-- establish observation and a warning system;

-- dispose antitank weapons in the probable directions of enemy tank movement;

-- when necessary, organize the protection of the area of deployment with anti-
tank and antipersonnel obstacles;

-- indicate to the artillery the likely avenues of enemy tank attack and firing

positions for the conduct of direct fire;

--. indicate to the tanks and self-propelled artillery the lines of deployment
for repelling enemy tank attacks;

-- determine the method of operations of the small units when repelling enemy tan.
attacks.

In addition to this, the regimental commander constitutes an artillery-anti-
tank reserve and indicates the area of its disposition.

602. In order to combat enemy aviation, the regimental (battalion) commander
organizes.an antiaircraft defense of the :area of disposition.

He must do the following:

-- organize observation and a warning system;

-- give missions to the antiaircraft small units relative to covering the area
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ir which the unit is disposed;

-- designate small units and establish the method of conducting fire against
low-flying enemy aircraft;

- take measures for :the camouflage and protec ion of personne 1, armament,
equipment, transport, and horses;

-- establish alternate areas in which to dispose the small units.

603. In organizing an antichemical defense, the regimental (battalion) cc-
mander must do the following:

-- organize chemical observation and a warning system against an enemy chemi-
cal attack;

-- take measures for the preparation, in the chemical defense sense, of instal-
lations and shelters for the headquarters, .the aid station, communications centers,
and the small units;

indicate to small units their method. of operations in case of an enemy chem-
ical attack and measures to be taken to protect personnel, equipment, transport, and
horses from the effects of poisonous substances.

604. The regimental commander, in determining the manner of assembly in case of
a combat alert, designates assembly areas for battalions and routes. to them.

* Assembly areas are assigned for each battalion troop) in the .probabl.e directions
of combat operations, usually outside inhabited points and, where possible, in con-
cealed locations.

605. When disposed in immediate proximity to the front, the regimental (bat-
talion) commander establishes communication with the commander of the unit (small
unit) who is in contact with the enemy, and constantly keeps abreast of the situa-.
tion at the front.

When a continuous front does not exist, the regimental (battalion) commander or-
ganizes reconnaissance of the enemy in the threatened directions, in order promptly,
to establish his approach to the area in which the regiment (battalion) is disposed.

606. In a large forest, areas of disposition of small units are designated near
roads and no closer than 500 meters from the edge of the woods.

Outpost security must cover all roads, lanes, and approaches leading to the area
ae the regiment-(battalion) is disposed.. In the intervals not occupied by the out-

post security, .separate security posts otdelnyye storozhevyye posty/, listening posts
Lsecrety/, and ambushes are additionally set. up. The .distance of the outpost, secur-
ity from the area where the regiment (battalion) is disposed is shortened.

607. Under winter conditions, for disposition outside populated points, areas
are selected which are protected from winds and provided with fuel. Dugouts axe con-
structed for personnel, and sheds are constructed for horses, equipment, and trans-
port.



Populated points are employed when the situation is favorable. When there is
an insufficient number of buildings, these are assigned to small units in such quan-
tity as will permit all units to warm their personnel in turns.

Personnel assigned to outpost security and to local:security,. and also to re-
connaissance, are equipped with skis. Special attention is given to preventing a
surprise attack by enemy ski detachments.

608. For disposing his unit at a halt, the regimental (battalion) commander
makes a decision, and issues an order in which he indicates the following:

-- information about the enemy;

-- areas in which the small units are to be disposed;

-- method of operations of the small units in case of an enemy surprise attack;

-- the composition and mission. of outposts (separate outguards), the security
zone, the outpost line (positions of the separate outguards), the time at which the
outpost security is to be sent out, the line of defense in case of enemy attack, and
the line up to which security forces must conduct reconnaissance;

-- missions of the outpost security of adjacent units, and boundary lines with
them;

-- information about reconnaissance units already operating;

-- measures for antiaircraft and antitank defense, .and other combat security
measures;

-- assembly areas for the small units upon the sounding of a combat alert, and
the order of movement to them;

-- the method of organizing local security, the strength and.composition of the
alert small unit, and its mission,

-- special measures for insuring combat readiness and maintaining order and
safety in the areas of disposition.

In addition, the password and countersign are given to the commanders of out-
posts (separate outguards), and instructions are given them as to communications,
the time for rendering periodic reports, and the method of passing friendly recon-
naissance through the outpost security zone.

609. When a regiment is disposed at a halt as part of a division, the rifle.
(motorized rifle) battalion (in the cavalry, one or two reinforced troops) may be
assigned as an outpost detachment ftorozhevoy otryad.

610. The battalion assigned as the outpost detachment maybe reinforced with
one or two. battalions of artillery, one or two batteries of antitank artillery, and
one or two companies of tanks or batteries of self-propelled artillery, and by sapper
small vnits equipped with obstacle-making equipment.
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The outpost detachment organizes outpost security in a zone up to 5 km wide,
and conducts reconnaissance to a depth of 8 to 10 km.

611. The .commander of the battalidn which is assigned as the outpost detach-
ment organizes his own observation post in.the most threatened direction and in a

place from which he can see the dispositions of the battalion and. the enemy ap-
roaches.

The battalion commander maintains communications with the outposts and the sep-
arate outguards by. radio, mobile means of communication, and visual signals.

612. The outpost detachment occupies the designated security zone with outposts
and separate outguards, covering the likely directions of enemy attack. In order to
repel an enemy attack, the outpost detachment prepares for defense the line assigned
to it

Outposts are assigned security zones with the following widths: for a rein-
forced company, up to 3 km; for a reinforced platoon, up to 1.5 km.

In important directions, outposts are sent out in strength up to a reinforced
company; in secondary directions, outposts in strength of a reinforced platoon -
and separate outguards are posted.

Small units designated as outposts are reinforced with heavy machine guns,
heavy grenade: throwers, mortars, antitank artillery, self-propelled artillery, tanks,
Bapper small units, and a part:of the artillery attached to the outpost detachment, and
are supported by means of communication;

An outpost in strength up to a reinforced company prepares for defense., on the
important direction in its zone of security, an area up to 1000 meters wide and 400
to 600 meters deep, sending out outguards to the front and flanks.

Ab outpost in company strength conducts reconnaissance in its zone, by means
of separate reconnaissance patrols, to a-depth of 2 to 3'km.

An outpost in reinforced. platoon strength prepares f or defense, in its zone of
security, a position up to 500 meters wide. sending to the front and flanks one or
two outguards or separate security posts jotdelnyye storozhevyye posty/. Observers
are designated to watch for their signals.

A separate outguard prepares a position for defense and condticts observation
in the zone assigned to it.

- The defense areas (po:sitions) of the outposts and separate outguards are pre-
pared :with. emplacements and, when machinery is available, with trenches, and are
protected by obstacles.- The intervals. between the outposts :and outguards are cov-
ered by fire and obstacles, and continuous patrolling by members of a patrol is es-
tablished, especially at night.

The entire security zone of the outpost detachment is covered by the fire of
mortars, artillery, and machine guns. Special attention is given to the organiza-
tion of antitank defense.
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Artillery, tanks, and self-propelled artillery occupy firing positions ahead
of time, remaining in constant readiness to open fire.

An outpost detachment reserve is created with a strength of one or two rifle
platoons, small units of heavy machine guns, antitank artillery, tanks, self-pro-
pelled artillery,. and sapper small units; it is usually located 1 to 2 km behind.
the line of outposts in the most likely direction of ehemy actions, in readiness
to support the battle of the outposts and the separate outguards.

Artillery remaining under the direct control of the commander of the outpost
detachment receives missions for the support of the outposts and the separate out-
guards.

613. The commander of the battalion which is assigned as the outpost detach-
ment, after the receipt of a mission, clarifies it, evaluates the situation, con-
ducts a reconnaissance, and makes his decision, after which he issues a combat or-
der,, n which are indicated the following:

-- landmarks;

-- information on the enemy;

-- the mission of the outpost detachment and his own decision;

-- the missions of adjacent outpost security and boundary lines with it;

-- the missions of the small units assigned as outposts and separate outguards,
the small units attached to them, zones of security, and the time at which to send
out the outpost sedurity;

-- the line of defense in the event of enemy attack, and the line to which the
security forces must conduct reconnaissance; also information regarding reconnais-
sance already sent out;

-- the mission.of the detachment's reserve;

-- the missions of the artillery and mortars which remain under the control of
the battalion commander;

-- measures for antiaircraft and antitank defense, and other security measures;

-- the location, of the observation post;

-- times and means of rendering combat reports.

Moreover, the battalion commander communicates the passwoftd and countersign,
and issues instructions regarding communications and the manner of passing friendly
reconnaissance through the zone of the outpost security.

614. With the receipt of the first information on the enemy, or on the order
of a senior officer, the outpost detachment occupies the prepared defense line and
makes ready to repel the enemy. The commander of the outpost detachment immediately

mi-
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reports to the division commander about the appearance of the enemy, and notifies
adjacent outpost detachments (outposts).

During the enemy attack, the outpost detachment defends the line. occupied, en-
suring the deployment of the forces being secured.

The withdrawal of the outpost detachment takes place only on the order of the
division commander.
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